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Since its founding in the early 1950s, the Spanish porcelain firm Lladro has attracted a large
collector market. This book identifies all known Lladro figurine brand names, differentiates them
from Spanish porcelain competitors, addresses some of the mysteries surrounding Lladro's
production history, and makes the case for Lladro's right to a place among the most-esteemed
names in the history of fine porcelain. In addition to analysing known models, the book gives a
tantalising photographic glimpse of rare, prototypic, and one-of-a-kind models, including several
not found in historical catalogues. Also included are pricing and value factors, the most-recent
developments with the brand since its sale out of the family, and details on how to distinguish
genuine pieces from Spain's several other companies working "in the Lladro style." More than
300 photos provide detailed visual reference.

AUTHOR:
Peggy Rose Whiteneck is a veteran collector of Lladro brand figurines and is an internationally
recognized expert on the various brand names associated with Lladro. She is the author of many
published articles on antiques and collectibles
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This comprehensive and detailed reference guide to Rolex sports model watches is an
indispensable asset to watch collectors and dealers. The only work of its kind, it covers the history
of the Submariner, Sea-Dweller, Explorer, GMT-Master, Turn-O-Graph, Milgauss, and
Cosmograph watches, from 1952 to 1990. The history of more than 140 vintage models is
described in detail, with the watches shown in chronological order. Colour photographs illustrate
every watch model, with hundreds of diagrams providing clear and useful information about the
development of each model. Twenty-two rare Rolex brochures are shown along with numerous
catalog photographs and the associated sale prices of sports models sold at Christie¹s and
Sotheby's worldwide from 1997 to 2017. Also included is a current price guide for every model
shown in the book. Rolex watches continue to dominate the collecting market, and this
authoritative volume, now in its revised and expanded 4th edition, continues to be the essential
resource for the Rolex collector, dealer, and auctioneer.

AUTHORS:
Martin Skeet has been collecting and studying Rolex watches for 25 years. Nick Urul is an
internationally recognised watch dealer.
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In July 2018, Anthony Murphy and Ken Williams discovered a giant previously unknown
monument close to Newgrange while flying their drones over the Boyne Valley. They found what
archaeologists believe to be a Late Neolithic henge monument, measuring 154 metres (just over
500 feet) in diameter, and a number of other mysterious and intriguing features. Their
discoveries became an internet and media sensation and made headlines all around the world. In
the days, weeks and months that followed, there was intense interest in these gigantic relics of
the prehistoric world. Archaeologists pored over the drone imagery and the National Monuments
Service conducted their own helicopter flights over Bru na Boinne World Heritage Site to capture
the features in more detail. In Dronehenge, Anthony Murphy tells the story of the remarkable
discovery of this monument, and attempts to unravel some of its mysteries. Anthony describes
the events that followed the first social media post about the discovery and how he spent three
weeks doing little else but taking phone calls, answering emails and engaging in Skype calls with
media all around the world. Lavishly illustrated, Dronehenge includes discussion of how this
monument might have been constructed and what it might have been used for, and includes 3D
models of its likely appearance. Anthony explains how the henge, along with the other features
discovered, completely changes our view of the Bru na Boinne landscape, and why it will have
archaeologists and historians studying them for many years to come.

AUTHOR:
Anthony Murphy is a journalist, author, photographer, film maker and tour guide from Drogheda,
close to the Boyne Valley monuments, who has been studying, photographing and writing about
the ancient land- scape for the past 20 years. He is the author of three nonfiction books,
including Island of the Setting Sun: In Search of Ireland's Ancient Astronomers (with Richard
Moore), Newgrange: Monument to Immortality and Mythical Ireland: New Light on the Ancient
Past. He lives in Drogheda with his wife Ann and their five children. 
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Food has played a major role in funerary and memorial practices since the dawn of the human
race. In the ancient Roman world, for example, it was common practice to build channels from
the tops of graves into the crypts themselves, and mourners would regularly pour offerings of
food and drink into these conduits to nourish the dead while they waited for the afterlife. Funeral
cookies wrapped with printed prayers and poems meant to comfort mourners became popular in
Victorian England; while in China, Japan, and Korea, it is customary to offer food not only to the
bereaved, but to the deceased, with ritual dishes prepared and served to the dead. Dying to Eat
is the first interdisciplinary book to examine the role of food in death, bereavement, and the
afterlife. The contributors explore the phenomenon across cultures and religions, investigating
topics including tombstone rituals in Buddhism, Catholicism, and Shamanism; the role of death in
the Moroccan approach to food; and the role of funeral casseroles and church cookbooks in the
Southern United States. This innovative collection not only offers food for thought regarding the
theories and methods behind these practices but also provides recipes that allow the reader to
connect to the argument through material experience. Illuminating how cooking and corpses both
transform and construct social rituals, Dying to Eat serves as a fascinating exploration of the
foodways of death and bereavement.

AUTHOR:
Candi K. Cann is associate professor of religion at Baylor University. She is the author of The
World Religions: Essential Readings and Handbook and Virtual Afterlives: Grieving the Dead in the
Twenty-First Century.
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Egyptian coffins stand out in museums' collections for their lively and radiant appearance. As an
involucre of the mummy, coffins played a key-role by protecting the body and at the same time,
integrating the deceased in the afterlife. The paramount importance of these objects and their
purpose is detected in the ways they changed through time. For more than three thousand
years, coffins and tombs had been designed to assure in the most efficient way possible a
successful outcome for the difficult transition to the afterlife. This book examines twelve
non-royal tombs found relatively intact, from the plains of Saqqara to the sacred hills of Thebes.
These almost undisturbed burial sites managed to escape ancient looters and became
adventurous events of the Egyptian archaeology. These discoveries are described from the
Mariette's exploration of the Mastaba of Ti in Saqqara to Schiaparelli’s discovery of the Tomb of
Kha and Merit in Deir el-Medina. Each one of these sites unveil before our eyes a time capsule,
where coffins and tombs were designed together as part of a social, political, and religious order.
From the Pre-dynastic times to the decline of the New Kingdom, this book explores each site
revealing the interconnection between mummification practices, coffin decoration, burial
equipment, tomb decoration and ritual landscapes. Through this analysis, the author aims to
point out how the design of coffins changed through time in order to empower the deceased with
different visions of immortality. By doing so, the study of coffins reveal a silent revolution which
managed to open to the common men and women horizons of divinity previously reserved to the
royal sphere. Coffins thus show us how identity was forged to create an immortal and divine self.

AUTHOR:
Rogerio Sousa is Main Researcher at the University of Porto. He completed his PhD in 2006 at the
same university. His main research interests are the anthropoid coffin decoration in ancient Egypt
and the Hellenization of the Egyptian cults in ancient Alexandria.
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It is estimated that in prehistoric societies children comprised at least forty to sixty-five percent of
the population, yet by default, our ancestral landscapes are peopled by adults who hunt, gather,
fish, knap tools and make art. But these adults were also parents, grandparents, aunts and
uncles (however they would have codified these kin relationships) who had to make space
physically, emotionally, intellectually, and cognitively for the infants, children and adolescents
around them. The economic, social, and political roles of Paleolithic children are often
understudied because they are assumed to be unknowable or negligible. Drawing on the most
recent data from the cognitive sciences and from the ethnographic, fossil, archaeological, and
primate records, Growing Up in the Ice Age challenges these assumptions. This volume is a
timely and evidence-based look at the lived lives of Paleolithic children and the communities of
which they were a part. By rendering the "invisible" children visible, readers will gain a new
understanding not only of the contributions that children have made to the biological and cultural
entities we are today but also of the Paleolithic period as whole.
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"It makes me feel guilty that anybody should have such a good time doing what they are
supposed to do." - Charles Eames on architecture.

"A doctor can bury his mistakes but an architect can only advise his clients to plant vines." - Frank
Lloyd Wright on architecture.

Architectural travel is on the rise. With this book you not only have a reference book of 150 of
the world's most iconic private homes, but also a bucket list to plan your next country or city trip.
These homes are unique, either because of the aesthetics of the interiors, the construction, or
the sophisticated design. This is the ultimate architecture travel wish list. For each house, the
authors provide a lively description of the building and its owners, in addition to the specifics of
architect, date, and location. 150 Houses You Need to Visit Before You Die is the ultimate
'architecture bucket list' and the sequel to the successful 150 Bars You Need to Visit before You
Die, 150 Restaurants You Need to Visit Before You Die and 150 Hotels You Need to Visit before
You Die.

Features houses in: Belgium, France, Spain, the US, Brazil, the Czech Republic, the Netherlands,
Morocco, Portugal, Venezuela, Switzerland, Russia, Germany, Mexico, Italy, Scotland, Austria,
Denmark, Finland, Solvenia, Hawaii, Australia, Sri Lanka, Sweden, Thailand, Japan, Israel,
Canada, Serbia, Poland, Norway, and England, by architects such as Moshe Safdie, Kisho
Kurokawa, Harry Seidler, Mackay Hugh Baillie Scott, Alvar Aalto, Charles Rennie Mackintosh,
Carlo Mollino, Carlo Scarpa, Le Corbusier, Mies van der Rohe, Walter Gropius, Bruno Taut, Max
Bill, Mario Botta, Gio Ponti, Adolf Loos, Eero Saarinen, Frank Lloyd Wright, Georgia O'Keeffe,
Richard Neutra, Antoni Gaudi, and Victor Horta.

AUTHORS:
Thijs Demeulemeester is a Belgian lifestyle journalist who specialises in interior design,
contemporary art and architecture. Jacinthe Gigou is director of Arkadia (Brussels, Belgium), and
organises private tours in the most iconic buildings of her city. She is an art historian with a
specialisation in Cultural Management.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A selection of the 150 most beautiful architectural icons, with homes by Frank Lloyd Wright,
Charles and Ray Eames, Le Corbusier, and others
•  The ultimate 'architecture bucket list' and the sequel to the successful 150 Bars You Need to
Visit Before You Die, ISBN 9789401449120; 150 Restaurants You Need to Visit Before You Die,
ISBN 9789401454421; and 150 Hotels You Need to Visit Before You Die, ISBN 9789401458061
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Architectural plans generally are beset by problems as the project develops. A prospective
architect needs to learn how to critically assess and problem-solve any design issues. And to
every problem there is a solution, using the 'Fifteen Principles' for solving design problems
efficiently.

With nearly 20 projects from well-known architects, this book provides an unmissable opportunity
to learn from the experts. Famous architects walk through the design process, with full-colour
photographs, drawings and sketches of ideas. Each architect examines design problems
encountered during the project, and offers examples of critical thinking that resulted in practical
solutions. This book will form a valuable reference for architects and students.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Famous architects offer the benefit of their experience on nearly 20 projects, providing insight
into critical skills for problem solving
•  Each project is richly illustrated with photographs, drawings, and ideas from each architect,
detailing their journey through the project
•  Includes 'Fifteen Principles' for solving design problems efficiently

400 colour illustrations
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Josef Paul Kleihues has been regarded as one of Germany's most influential and prominent
architects since the 1970s, who later also rose to international fame with his design of the
Museum of Contemporary Art Chicago. He viewed himself not only as a designer and
theoretician, but also as a teacher and instructor.

The projects he realised in the federal state of North Rhine-Westphalia take pride of place in his
oeuvre. Although he initially set up shop in Berlin in 1962, he later opened a branch office in
Dülmen-Rorup, where he worked on many projects, in particular in Westphalia and the
Rhineland, beginning in the mid-1970s. In 1974, he became a professor at Dortmund University's
newly established department of construction. His renown is based mainly on his Berlin projects.
When he became director of planning responsible for new urban construction in the 1980s,
Kleihues promoted the idea of 'critical reconstruction' with a focus on historical urban structures,
urban construction typology, and local user interests, defying the contemporary modernist trends
that were popular at that time.

While also giving a comprehensive overview of Kleihues's projects in North Rhine-Westphalia, this
publication is the first to highlight the architect's extensive estate, most of which is held by
Baukunstarchiv NRW.

SELLING POINT:
•  First comprehensive overview of buildings in North Rhine-Westphalia designed by Kleihues
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Climate change, technology, and regulation are just some of the challenges faced by the
architecture, engineering and construction industry in the design and build of modern buildings.
This book explores these trends, highlighting how higher education and the construction sector
can address these challenges through modern design practices and integrated approaches. It
explores the following topics: conflicting design tensions in projects; the concept of Defornocere
('ugly through harm'); the emerging role of the design manager; buildings and their impact on
health and wellbeing, and the importance of information modelling for enhanced design. Energy
modelling and life-cycle analysis along with multidisciplinary building design and design trade-offs
are covered too. With case studies and supporting illustrations this book will guide you to a better
understanding of modern building design.

AUTHOR:
Dr Ricardo Codinhoto is an associate professor at the University of Bath, rated number one in the
UK for architecture and research in the built environment. His research is focused on advancing
design theory, practice and education, as well as methods that support design cognition and
problem-solving. 

32 colour photographs and 66 colour diagrams
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Anyone viewing what we call a ''landscape'' from a distance will recognise that it is an artifact, a
habitat created by humans as part of our built environment. Designing this realm carefully is a
discipline that is taking on increasing importance today. 

Mutation and Morphosis looks at all the many aspects involved in the collective process of
designing and shaping landscapes, from planning to implementation. The model as a tool and the
collection as a driving force are illustrated on the basis of an astonishing variety of topics. In
theoretical discussions and the examination of detailed dossiers of facts on the ground, a
trajectory is traced: from the emergence of new landscapes as a result of climate change to the
migration of the wolf to Central Europe, from the impact of invasive plants to the study of
geological formation processes. The panorama that unfolds gives us insights into the broad
context that landscape architects must consider in their work, exemplified by the outstanding
projects realised by VOGT.

AUTHORS:
Gunther Vogt, who founded Vogt Landscape in 2000, has been Professor for Landscape
Architecture at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (ETH) in Zurich since 2005 and was
awarded the Prix Meret Oppenheim 2012 for his projects and surveys both in landscape
architecture and urban development. Thomas Kissling is a Swiss architect. Since 2010 he has
been research assistant at the chair of Gunther Vogt at the institute for landscape architecture at
the ETH Zurich. 
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Since early times, humans have explored the space below their feet for different purposes: to
flee persecution and war, to find protection from severe climates, to improve urban life - and
more recently, to solve environmental problems. A rare look at old and new subterranean
structures from an architect's perspective, this seminal book examines the underworld through
the lenses of wartime, life and death, religious and secular rituals, and adaptive reuse. The atlas
of 80+ international projects range widely in time period and type, from a house in a defunct
nuclear silo to an Arctic seed bank, a Beirut nightclub, art venues, an Italian winery, and a
monastery carved into a mountain. All are surprising examples of how invisible manmade spaces
follow the same cultural and economic cues as their visible counterparts and are places where we
store, hide, repress, and live.

AUTHOR:
Stefano Corbo is an Italian architect, researcher, and assistant professor at RISD (Rhode Island
School of Design). He holds a PhD and an MArch II in advanced architectural design from
UPM-ETSAM Madrid and is director of SCSTUDIO, a multidisciplinary network practicing public
architecture and design.
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What makes a garden regionally appropriate? Fifteen private gardens designed by leading
landscape architects answer that question for Northern California by directly addressing the
climate, landscape, and culture they inhabit. Whether small or large, urban or rural, luxurious or
low budget, these resilient outdoor spaces are finely attuned to the area's microclimates and the
indoor-outdoor lifestyle for which Northern California is known. They make use of local building
materials and craftspeople and offer their owners a unique emotional connection to nature.
Firmly planted in time and place, the projects, complete with plans, define not so much a style as
an experience and thrive with little effort from their owners.

AUTHOR:
Jeffrey Head is the author of Paul Evans: Designer & Sculptor and No Nails, No Lumber and was
a contributing writer for Modern Americana, Hand in Hand: California Mid-century Designs of
Evelyn and Jerome Ackerman, Lustron Stories, and Craig Ellwood: Self-Made Modern.
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What makes a garden regionally appropriate? Fifteen private gardens designed by leading
landscape architects answer that question for arid Southern California by directly addressing the
climate, landscape, and culture they inhabit. Whether small or large, urban or rural, luxurious or
low budget, these resilient outdoor spaces are finely attuned to the Mediterranean climate and
the indoor-outdoor lifestyle for which Southern California is known. They make use of local
building materials and craftspeople and offer their owners a unique emotional connection to
nature. Firmly planted in time and place, the projects, complete with plans, define not so much a
style as an experience and thrive with little effort from their owners.

AUTHOR:
Jeffrey Head is the author of Paul Evans: Designer & Sculptor and No Nails, No Lumber and was
a contributing writer for Modern Americana, Hand in Hand: California Mid-century Designs of
Evelyn and Jerome Ackerman, Lustron Stories, and Craig Ellwood: Self-Made Modern.
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In this volume, the two brothers Ansgar and Benedikt Schulz present their impressive works:
powerful, sculptural figures with precise urban planning placement that are integrated coherently
into the continuum of the context through their materials, type, form and expression.

Text in English and German
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This book presents a selection of eco-houses and sustainable homes built according to what is
feasible today in terms of sustainable architecture that respects the environment. It shows us
what ecological alternatives are available to standard building design and construction. Once
considered architectural curiosities, these houses - built in a way that respects the environment -
actually lay the foundations of tomorrow's regular construction and the building legacy that we
bequeath to our children and grandchildren with which they feel at home and where enjoying a
healthy and sustainable environment is the norm.

AUTHOR:
Cayetano Cardelus Vidal was born in Seville and is an architect from the Escola Tecnica Superior
d'Arquitectura de Barcelona (1992), specialising in Projects, Urban Planning and History. All
through his professional life he has combined architecture with collaboration in specialised
architectural publications.

350 colour photographs
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This is the miniature souvenir version of the large-format book of the same name. Bright
enlarged details of paintings, icons, sculpture, jewellery, and mosaics from one of the best
museum collections can be found here. 

30 colour illustrations
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This is the first ABC book of the Russian art from the 12th to the 20th centuries. You will find true
masterpieces relating to a broad variety of genres: painting, icons, mosaic, sculpture, applied
arts, all from the State Tretyakov Gallery collection.

85 colour illustrations
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Arrivals and Departures is the first and only collection of works by Logan Hicks, one of the most
acclaimed street and stencil artists in the world. His stunning murals plastered on the surfaces of
New York City have been sown in to the public consciousness and this book further immortalises
his work. Representing five years of his extraordinary installations, travels, thoughts, and ideas,
the book allows an immersive insight into his unique iconography and the stories that inspired it.
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The boundless and miraculous is what Vincent van Gogh believed we should all seek in our lives -
and be satisfied with nothing less.

He eventually found just that in his art, despite many struggles and profound difficulties which he
recorded in his letters. These letters later became recognised for their literary qualities, such as
simplicity, clarity, spontaneity and rich imagery.

Such qualities are among those most prized in poetry.

In The Boundless and Miraculous, extracts from Van Gogh's letters are presented as 'found
poems', mainly in the form of sonnets.

They record many of the pivotal moments in his life, and Van Gogh's frame of mind and his
emotional state at these times are evident in the content and tone of the writing.

There are also his views on the work of other artists, both his contemporaries and those who
went before him.

In particular, the poems encapsulate much of the thinking behind the way van Gogh's art
developed, and notably the thought processes behind some of his most iconic paintings. With 87
colour plates, The Boundless and the Miraculous celebrates Van Gogh's spectacular art as well as
his wonderful writing in what could be considered a series of brief autobiographical sketches.

A fabulous gift book aimed at all lovers of Van Gogh's work, this volume will also make a major
contribution to our understanding of his short and amazing life.

AUTHOR:
Larry Stapleton is the former Director of the Environmental Protection Agency. His poetry has
been published in periodicals including Poetry Ireland Review, The Stinging Fly, THE SHOp,
Cyphers, The Stony Thursday Book, Crannog, The Honest Ulsterman, The North, The
Interpreter's House, Irish Pages and in The Irish Times. 
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A completely new and revealing story of Pre- and Post-Columbian art as told through over sixty
extraordinary artefacts now in the Jay I. Kislak Collection at the Library of Congress.

The history of the early Americas is a story of before and after, defined and divided by a pivotal
moment of contact between two distinct cultures. On the European side it is a tale of exploration,
high-stakes treasure-seeking, and conquest. For indigenous Americans - including the Maya, the
Nahua, the Taino, and the Wari - it is the beginning of the end, a violent saga of disease,
enslavement, and the loss of languages and rituals.

This collision of cultures comes to life in the manuscripts, maps, archaeological objects, and rare
books that make up the collection of early American treasures in the Library of Congress in
Washington, DC. Collecting for a New World: Treasures of the Early Americas relates these
encounters through vivid illustrations and interpretive descriptions of more than sixty rare and
priceless items.

In describing for the first time the journeys of the objects themselves - via African shipwrecks,
secret meetings on airstrips, discoveries in castle libraries, and journeys into unknown
archaeological sites hidden deep in the jungles of Guatemala - curator John Hessler reveals the
role played by private collectors, whose knowledge, vision, and - in many cases, philanthropy -
contribute so significantly to the collective understanding and interpretation of history and culture.

AUTHOR:
When not searching through Maya ruins in Central America, climbing in the Alps or mountain
biking through some jungle, John Hessler is the Curator of the Jay I. Kislak Collection of the
Archaeology and History of the Early Americas at the Library of Congress and a Lecturer in
Quantum Materials, Mechanics and Computing, in the Graduate School of Advanced Studies at
Johns Hopkins University. Founder of the Archeo/LAB, his current teaching and research focuses
on the theoretical materials science of archaeological remains, the topological structure of ancient
DNA, and the quantum properties of ancient nano-materials like Maya Blue. A Fellow of the Royal
Geographical Society in London, he is the co-director of the Mesoamerican Language, Theory and
Decipherment Seminars, and is also on the faculty of the Rare Book School at the University of
Virginia where he teaches a seminar called the History & Construction of the Mesoamerican
Codex. The author of more than 100 books and articles, including, The New York Times bestseller
MAP: Exploring the World, his research and writing has been featured in many national media
outlets including Discover, Wired, CBS News, The New York Times, The Washington Post and
most recently on NPRs All Things Considered.
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Ambrose McEvoy was one of the most modern and daring English society portrait painters of the
early 20th century. His quick, confident style of painting drew the attention of many leading
society figures, from Winston Churchill to Lady Diana Cooper, and in particular subjects who
craved something beyond a simple ‘likeness' in paint. Despite his success, when McEvoy died
unexpectedly at the peak of his career in 1927, his name was soon forgotten. Divine People is
the first major written study of McEvoy's life and work and aims to firmly place this
long-neglected artist back into the canon of 20th-century British art.

Ambrose McEvoy (1877-1927) was a household name by 1915, with prominent socialites and
debutantes vying for sittings in his Grosvenor Road studio. His patrons - typically young,
well-known beauties - were dazzled not only by his remarkable ability to capture their character,
but also his working methods, which one spectator described as an 'awe-inspiring sight'. McEvoy
would illuminate his subject using electric lights, switching between different coloured bulbs until
he reached the level and colour of light he desired. This 'Hollywood' look, with his glamourous
subjects lit from below as if caught mid-speech on stage, is what he soon became best known
for.

McEvoy had studied at the Slade School of Fine Art on the recommendation of James Abbott
McNeill Whistler, and soon after established himself as a talented painter of portraits and interior
scenes. He exhibited his first work at the New English Art Club in 1901 and subsequently
attracted the attention of wealthy patrons and collectors. His first major commission came in
1906, for two large religious pictures for the Long Tower Church in Londonderry, where they
remain to this day. After a period spent in Dieppe with Walter Sickert in 1909 McEvoy's style
began to change and his handling became looser and more confident with bolder use of colour.

In 1915 he firmly established his position as a portrait painter following the exhibition of his work
Madame at the National Portrait Society. 'Madame holds you spellbound from the moment you
enter the gallery,' wrote one critic. Two of his earliest admirers were Consuelo, Duchess of
Marlborough and Lady Diana Cooper, who sat for their portraits in 1917 and 1918 respectively. In
the early 1920s McEvoy also made several trips to New York, where the famous art dealer and
tastemaker Joseph Duveen was busy promoting his work. It was during these years he painted
some of his best-known works including remarkable watercolours of 'wild-child' Lois Sturt and a
portrait of James Ramsay MacDonald. In 1927, at the very peak of his career, McEvoy was
tragically struck down with pneumonia and died on 4 January.
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Discover how the renowned Korean-born artist Do Ho Suh translates his architectural works into
sublime two-dimensional compositions.

A sculptor and installation artist, Do Ho Suh is best known for his full-scale fabric works in which
he meticulously reimagines the architectural space of his past homes. Recently, Suh has turned
to print and paper as a new medium to channel and re-create these forms. The resulting Thread
Drawings, developed using an innovative technique that employs thread as a sculptural material
on handmade paper, represent an important breakthrough in Suh's repertoire. This book also
documents Suh's pastel rubbings of interior spaces and everyday objects that disclose and
memorialise details of his surroundings, as well as exquisitely detailed cyanotypes - a printing
process that articulates familiar images as silhouettes in shades of cyan blue, further illuminating
Suh's exploration of self, identity, and home.

AUTHORS:
Allegra Pesenti is Associate Director and Senior Curator, Grunwald Center for the Graphic Arts at
the Hammer Museum, Los Angeles.

Sarah Suzuki is Curator of Drawings and Prints at The Museum of Modern Art, New York.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Do Ho Suh is a Korean sculptor and installation artist known for site specific works.
•  The works featured in this book are all Do Ho Suh's works on paper, including his thread
drawings sewn onto handmade paper.

275 colour illustrations
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This richly illustrated publication reproduces and describes effectively every early modern German
colour print held at the British Museum. It is one of the world's most significant collections of
these rare milestones of cultural heritage and technology. New photography reveals 150
impressions in jaw-dropping detail, most life-size. Some have never been seen in public or
reproduced. It is the first major study of the first wave of German colour printing. It spans
medieval printing in the late 1400s through the Renaissance and Reformation of the 1500s. 

Early Colour Printing features masterpieces by leading figures like Erhard Ratdolt, Lucas Cranach,
Hans Baldung Grien, and Hans Burgkmair, as well as unfairly overlooked entrepreneurs and
innovators like Erasmus Loy (and his daughter Anna). Their breakthroughs reproduced artworks
and simplified astronomical calculations. They created trends in interior design and signalled
‘red-letter days'. They helped musicians sight-read and they colour-coded metals for goldsmiths.
These diverse new functions and markets might seem unrelated. But they are connected, and
they cannot be understood in isolation. From artworks to missals, icons to wallpapers, this book
breaks new ground by revealing the fascinating underlying technologies that enabled the
production of these colour-printed objects.

The many inventions of colour printing in the German-speaking lands began with medieval novel
solutions. They were devised long before colour printing inks could be formulated. Then, colour
printing techniques transformed how printed material could be used during the technological and
cultural revolutions of the sixteenth century. Later designers and artists around Europe
celebrated these techniques' heritage for centuries, from the 'Durer Renaissance' until
chromolithography revolutionised the print market in the nineteenth century. Early Colour Printing
captures this story in rich detail. It sets the stage for second wave of German colour woodcut,
which was triggered by the Expressionist revival at the turn of the twentieth century. Thoroughly
researched and engagingly written, this collection guide will be a standard reference on German
graphic art, early modern visual culture, and the history of printing itself.
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In autumn 2019, the Royal Academy of Arts is organising 'Eco-Visionaries', an exhibition that will
examine how contemporary practices of art and architecture are responding to current global
ecological changes. 'Eco-Visionaries' brings together architects and artists who are proposing
inventive and critical ways to address some of the most pressing issues of our times, from
climate change to resource depletion and species extinction.

Participants in the exhibition include architects Unknown Fields, Territorial Agency, Andrés Jaque /
Office for Political Innovation, Philippe Rahm Architectes and Bjarke Ingels Group, artists Olafur
Eliasson, Superflex, Tue Greenfort and Rimini Protokoll, and designers Dunne & Raby and Daisy
Ginsberg.

This publication features conversations with a number of the artists and architects in the
exhibition, along with photographs of their groundbreaking alternative visions for the future, from
immersive films and photography to interactive installations, architectural models and digital
media.

Published to accompany an exhibition at the Royal Academy of Arts between 24 November 2019
to 23 February 2020.

AUTHORS:
Pedro Gadanho is Director of the MAAT museum, Lisbon. Gonzalo Herrero Delicado is
Architecture Programme Curator at the Royal Academy of Arts, London. Mariana Pestana is an
independent curator.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A unique focus on finding solutions to our changing environment through architecture and
design
•  Accompanies an exhibition at the Royal Academy that brings together leading practitioners
from around the world

60 colour images
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The last great master of the Renaissance, Domenikos Theotokopoulos (1541-1614), known as El
Greco, 'The Greek', holds a singular place in the history of art. Born in Crete, trained in the
Byzantine tradition, El Greco continued his apprenticeship in Italy, in contact with Venetian
aesthetics and Roman mannerism. It was in Spain, where he settled in the 1570s and where he
imported his Italian ifluences (Titian, Tintoretto, Michelangelo) that he revealed the extent of his
talents. In Toledo, he painted both secular and altar paintings, such as his masterpiece, The
Burial of the Count of Orgaz.

AUTHOR:
Charlotte Chastel-Rousseau is Curator of Spanish and Portuguese painting in the Paintings
Department of the Louvre Museum.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The last great master of the Renaissance, El Greco, holds a singular place in the history of art.
His work is still viewed today with the eye of modernity, seducing a wide audience of lovers of
ancient and contemporary art
•  Published to accompany the first major monographic exhibition dedicated to El Greco in
France: Grand Palais, Paris, 21 October 2019 - 10 February 2020, followed by Art Institute of
Chicago, 4 March - 21 June 2020
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Ex Animo represents the most complete and exhaustive collection of artist Faith XLVII's works,
both from the streets and her studio. The book contains critical texts by Kristin Farr (Deputy
Editor at Juxtapoz Magazine), Carlo Mc Cormick (famous critic and curator from New York) and
Jaqueline Flint. Ex Animo is a monograph exploring the artist's greatest projects from The Psychic
Power of Animals, in which Faith represents in full scale the strength and power of alpha animals,
to The Long Wait, a series of murals representing Johannesburg men waiting.

"I want to hear the voice that is silenced; the quieter but profound comments on living", says the
artist in an interview. "Turning a blind eye to injustice is not an option in a country like South
Africa, whose cruel history still permeates the present."

AUTHOR:
Faith XLVII's artistic background sparks from the world of graffiti; she is one of the most active
artists in South Africa. She uses Street Art to spread her message to the world, trying to give
voice to the disenfranchised and to direct the media and the public's attention to areas where
there is some form of conflict or that in some way need positive vibes. Her message transcends
the medium, and her expressive power has an astonishing social impact: her works are able to
change the social fabric in which they are created and provide an alternative to the mass point of
view, which is intimist and mystic but equally effective. Faith has created Street Art pieces all
over the world, with the same tenacity and passion that have become her distinctive traits,
without underestimating her work in the gallery, where she experiments with new devices and
interacts with the most disparate materials, such as found objects, paper, video, installations and
so on.
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The book is edited by Cornelia Homburg and Christopher Riopelle and is being published to
coincide with the exhibition of the same title to be held at the National Gallery of Canada in
Ottawa (May 24 - September 8, 2019), and at the National Gallery in London (October 7, 2019 -
January 26, 2020). The exhibition will display some sixty works by Gauguin - paintings, works on
paper, and three-dimensional objects made of various materials - from public and private
collections throughout the world.

It is the aim of Gauguin. Portraits to fill this gap in the scholarly examination of one of the
leading figures in Post-Impressionism. There is much to discover about the attributes he
endowed his models with and the evocative settings he chose for them, highly charged as these
props were with symbolic meanings.

This book, which is intended as a standard text in this specific field, includes essays written by an
array of experts in Gauguin's work, all established scholars and young researchers. University and
museum specialists combine their talents to explore in-depth the many aspects of the artist's
portraits, often in the light of the remarks he made about his models. The authors focus in
particular on the importance and different meanings portraits had for Gauguin in his oeuvre.

Text in French.

AUTHORS:
Cornelia Homburg is curator of the Washington University Gallery of Art and visiting curator at
the National Gallery of Canada (Ottawa). Christopher Riopelle is the curator of post-1800
paintings at the National Gallery in London. Elizabeth Childs is the director of the Department of
Art History and Archaeology at the University of Washington in St Louis. She specialises in
nineteenth- and twentieth-century European modernism. Line Clausen Pedersen is the curator of
the modern art collection at the Ny Carlsberg Glyptothek (Copenhagen). Dario Gamboni is
Professor of Art History at the University of Geneva. His publications include Paul Gauguin at the
Mysterious Centre of Thought. Linda Goddard is Senior Lecturer in Art History at St. Andrews
University in Scotland. Her research centres on artists' writings, word and image studies, the
visual and literary cultures of travel and colonialism, and eighteenth- to twentieth-century art and
literature. Claire Guitton teaches at the Ecole du Louvre and is Cornelia Homburg's research
assistant. Alastair Wright is Associate Professor in the History of Art at St. John's College, Oxford.
His research concentrates on European modernism.
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This book is dedicated to humanity's oldest and most loyal friend, our companion since time
immemorial - the DOG. Dogs have devotedly served poor shepherds and mighty kings, and even
the gods. Their hidden talents and capabilities are spoken of in the secret language of symbols
and allegories. Working dogs and companion dogs, the favourite pets of the House of Romanov,
dogs in the religions of the world, in military history and in culture - all these topics are covered
in a fascinating account. The book is illustrated with works of art of different eras and genres,
selected mainly from the collections of the State Hermitage. It is aimed at everyone who has a
soft spot for our four-legged friends and is inclined to think.

205 colour illustrations
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A stunning volume presenting the history of the Winter Palace. Connected with the life of Russia
and Saint Petersburg for more than 250 years. Externally the Palace has remained true to the
original design, however its interior has been updated numerous times for the royal family
members' needs, status, and artistic tastes. These changes are reflected in splendid illustrations,
primarily from the State Hermitage collection. This richly illustrated book will let you both walk
along the halls of bygone epochs and become acquainted with the Palace's modern life and its
magnificent art collection.

250 colour illustrations
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Discover the tapestries of Hannah Ryggen, one of the most influential Scandinavian artists of the
20th century.

Hannah Ryggen created numerous monumental tapestries in her lifetime. Originally trained as a
painter, Ryggen began weaving on a standing loom on her self-sufficient farm on the West coast
of Norway. She challenged the formal traditions of Norwegian 17th- and 18th-century textile folk
art, combining figurative and abstract elements. She also experimented with and developed
colors using local plants and other materials she foraged. Her tapestries bravely tackled the social
issues of the time, from the atrocities of war to the abuse of power. She created work in direct
response to Hitler, Franco, and Mussolini and made powerful statements of support to the victims
of Fascism and Nazism. This book features about 25 of Ryggen's signature tapestries including
Etiopia (Ethiopia), Drommedod (Death of Dreams), and Vi lever pa en stjerne (We Are Living on
a Star). It shows her work representing a different kind of modernism where elements of folk art
and mythology are mixed with contemporary life. Haunting and powerful, Ryggen's work was
unprecedented at the time, as it expressed her political messages to the public.

AUTHORS:
Marit Paasche is an art historian based in Oslo. She recently published a highly acclaimed
monograph on Hannah Ryggen.

Esther Schlicht is Head of Exhibitions and Curator at the Schirn Kunsthalle Frankfurt.

56 colour and 28 b/w illustrations
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The Darnley jewel, a masterpiece of the goldsmith's art on display at Edinburgh's Holyrood
Palace, has been deemed a love token, but has also been labelled an emblem of political
ambition. Taking the shape of a heart, the jewel was produced at a moment (1565-75) when
such objects worn by courtiers were a primary means of asserting status and proclaiming
allegiances. With a deep medieval history - originally the fleshly power centre of the human
body, the seat of the soul, and place of memory and emotion - the heart has many aspects to
offer. This book shows how the understanding of the heart changed during the Middle Ages, from
spiritual locus of the body, to source of devotion to country, and finally, to the font of love and
sentimentality.

AUTHOR:
Cynthia Hahn is Professor of Medieval Art at The Graduate Centre at The City University of New
York (CUNY).
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The Death of Chatterton hangs from the wall of the Tate Britain, a resplendent depiction of
tragedy. This is the canvas that earned Henry Wallis his lasting legacy. It embodies the
Pre-Raphaelite aesthetic, from its morbid subject (Thomas Chatterton, a precocious 18th-century
poet who poisoned himself to escape poverty, aged only seventeen), to its vibrant colourwork
and detailed naturalism, characteristic of the first phase of Pre-Raphaelitism. Despite this, no
significant study has been dedicated to Wallis - until now.

Henry Wallis: From Pre-Raphaelite to Collector/Connoisseur - delivers the first comprehensive
appraisal of this often-overlooked Pre-Raphaelite. Composed of three parts - a biography, a
catalogue raisonne and a series of important appendices - this book demonstrates the full range
of Wallis's contributions to the world of Victorian art.

The biography acknowledges Wallis's expertise as a colourist and draughtsman, while paying
respect to his lesser-known accomplishments as both collector and connoisseur. The Illustrated
Catalogue gathers every identifiable work in the painter's name - of which there are many,
including The Stonebreaker: Wallis's other great masterpiece. Finally, the appendices present a
selection of correspondence between Wallis and various members of the Pre-Raphaelite circle -
William Holman Hunt, Frederic George Stephens, Dante Gabriel Rossetti, William Bell Scott,
Arthur Hughes, Edward Burne-Jones and William Morris.

A pioneering exploration of the artist and the man, Henry Wallis will be at home on the bookshelf
of any Pre-Raphaelite enthusiast.

AUTHORS:
Dr Dennis T. Lanigan is a well-known Pre-Raphaelite collector. He has written articles for the
Journal of Pre-Raphaelite Studies and the Review of the Pre-Raphaelite Society. Ronald Lessens,
after studying philosophy at the University of Louvain-la-Neuve (Belgium), has published
numerous books and articles on European intelligentsia, including William Herschel, Virginia Woolf
and Henry Wallis.
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This publication is aimed at animal-lovers in general and especially those who are fond of cats.
The book gives a wide-ranging and detailed presentation of the "feline" exhibits in the
Hermitage: Ancient Egyptian bronze, mediaeval European painting, Chinese and Japanese
graphic art, Russian lubok prints of the 18th to 20th centuries, cats in the form of fans, toys and
much more. The book also contains a unique account of the history of the real-life Hermitage
cats that have been employed in the service of the museum for over 260 years.

124 colour illustrations
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For 255 years, the State Hermitage has been one of Europe’s largest and significant museums.
Its collection was started in 1764 by Catherine the Great, Empress of Russia, and now encompass
more than 3 million works of art and artifacts displayed within a spectacular architectural
ensemble, the heart of which is the famed Winter Palace. This new edition captures the
masterpieces of European painting from the 14th to the early 20th centuries with brief and
thrilling commentaries on every illustration.

280 colour illustrations
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Over five decades, the painter Humphrey Ocean RA's work has filtered into our national culture.
This includes his series of portraits entitled A handbook of modern life displayed at the National
Portrait Gallery in 2013; his portrait of Christopher Le Brun, President of the Royal Academy of
Arts; and the cover of Sir Paul McCartney's 2007 album Memory Almost Full, which featured one
of the Chair series.

Ocean's practice encompasses painting, printmaking, sculpture, book-making and drawing. Of the
last, he has said: 'Paper is lovely, immediate and personal. I draw as an end in itself.' In 2019
his exhibition 'Birds, Cars and Chairs' is on display at the Royal Academy of Arts. Of these
subjects, he says: 'Birds, cars and chairs are, in that order, ancient, modern and intimate.
Without them life would be a lot less bearable.'

These works are reproduced alongside others in the book to provide a fascinating overview of
Ocean's career, with an essay by Ben Thomas, which sets out to discover exactly what it is that
makes Ocean's art so appealing and universal.

AUTHOR:
Dr Ben Thomas is Reader in History of Art at the University of Kent. He was the curator of
'Drawing Together' at the Courtauld Gallery, which combined drawings from the Courtauld's
collection with works by contemporary artists, including those of Humphrey Ocean.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The first monograph to bring together works by the artist Humphrey Ocean RA from the early
1970s to the present day
•  With an extensive essay by the art historian and curator Ben Thomas

250 colour images
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Big murals - giant works of art covering entire house façades, often with a political message. In
his book Icons of Street Art, photographer Michael Harker demonstrates the special power and
meaning of this kind of street art with photos taken in Berlin, Lisbon, Paris and New York City. His
large-format pictures present the art of various artists, with one focus on the works of Bordalo
II. With his Trash Animals, the Portuguese artist draws attention to the subject of environmental
pollution. His unique mix of upcycled sculptures and spray graffiti is in great demand at art fairs
worldwide.

300 colour images
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This thrilling book explores the role of cabarets, clubs, and cafes in modern art.

These creative spaces were incubators of radical thinking, in which artists could exchange
provocative ideas. They were welcoming environments for artists, dancers, designers, writers,
and musicians pushing the boundaries of cultural and social norms. Spanning the decades from
the 1880s to the 1960s, this unique and multi-faceted illustrated history of alternative artistic
spaces covers four continents and includes both famed and little-known sites of the avant-garde.
Organised by city, it features painting, drawing, photography, sculpture, film, and archival
material emanating from over a dozen cabarets, clubs, and bars that were home to the likes of
Henri de Toulouse-Lautrec, Loie Fuller, Josef Hoffmann, Giacomo Balla, Sophie Taeuber-Arp,
Theo Van Doesburg, Jeanne Mammen, Jacob Lawrence, Ramon Alva de la Canal, and Ibrahim
El-Salahi. It includes photographs of the interiors of the Chat Noir in Paris, the Cafe L'Aubette in
Strasbourg and the Mbari Club in Nigeria; a cocktail menu from the Cabaret Fledermaus in
Vienna; a 1930s night club map of Harlem; posters and invitations advertising performances at
the Cabaret Voltaire in Zurich and Mexico City's Cafe de Nadie; and countless artworks that
emerged from these spaces conveying the energy and excitement of the time. A series of
enlightening essays explore how each space fostered and stimulated new forms of artistic
expression.

AUTHORS:
Florence Ostende is Curator at the Barbican Art Gallery in London. Previously she was Adjunct
Curator at Dallas Contemporary and taught art theory at the HEAD-University of Art and Design
in Geneva, Switzerland.

Lotte Johnson is Associate Curator at the Barbican Art Gallery in London. Previously she worked
at The Museum of Modern Art in New York.

350 colour images
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This full-scale retrospective monograph of Julie Mehretu's work traces the development of one of
America's most celebrated abstract painters.

Over the past twenty-five years Julie Mehretu has emerged as a major force in American art.
Known mostly for her enormous abstract paintings, she also produces exquisite drawings, often
created as studies for larger works. This sumptuous volume accompanies a major mid-career
survey of Mehretu's work. Designed to allow close viewing of Mehretu's vast canvases, it features
lush reproductions of her paintings in their entirety, as well as numerous full-page details. The
genesis for much of Mehretu's work lies in the black ink drawings she created in the late 1990s.
From these early drawings and paintings, Mehretu moved onto large-scale canvases. These
drawings and paintings are maplike and colorful, with diagrammatic elements that reflect her life
experience. Each of these stages of her oeuvre is represented here, including works from her
landmark exhibition Drawing into Painting, the twelve-panel intaglio, Auguries, and the paintings
she created as a result of time spent in Africa and the Middle East. Accompanying these images
are numerous essays by leading curators, scholars, and writers. Long overdue, this magnificent
volume pays tribute to an artist whose work and process intermingle in a unique and important
examination of painting, history, geopolitics, and displacement.

AUTHORS:
Rujeko Hockley is Assistant Curator at the Whitney Museum of American Art in New York City and
Co-curator of the 2019 Whitney Biennial.

Christine Y. Kim is Associate Curator at the Los Angeles County Museum of Art.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The definitive book on one of the most important abstract painters working today, covering
almost 25 years of Julie Mehretu's work.
•  Julie Mehretu is an American artist best known for her densely layered abstract paintings and
prints. Her large-scale paintings are inspired by global urban landscapes.

455 colour illustrations
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What is modern Southeast Asian art? This introduction is a starting point for readers to explore
this rich but often overlooked subject. Conceived for the general reader, 'An A-Z of Modern
Southeast Asian Art' features 80 bite-sized accounts of the key ideas and currents underlying
modern art in the region, clearly explained for everyone to appreciate. These are accompanied
by beautifully reproduced artworks from the collection of National Gallery Singapore, as well as
archival material, to make for an informative and interesting first encounter with art.
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Pablo Picasso redefined artwork throughout his extraordinary career, becoming indisputably one
of the most influential artists of the twentieth century. In this evocative volume, the artist's
granddaughter, Diana Widmaier Picasso, curates the 100 quintessential, unique works that define
the evolution of this illustrious artist, creating a stunning compendium of pieces that simply could
never all be acquired by a single collector. Casual art lovers know his Cubist work and the
Guernica, but Picasso: The Impossible Collection manages to go deeper, revealing and revisiting
some less ubiquitous yet equally powerful paintings, prints, sculptures and photographs from
Picasso’s astonishing oeuvre.

AUTHOR:
Diana Widmaier Picasso is an art historian and exhibition curator. After gaining her Master’s in
private law at Paris-Assas University and a history of art degree at Paris-Sorbonne, she began
work as an expert in Old Master drawings at Sotheby’s. She is currently preparing a catalogue
raisonné of the sculptures of Pablo Picasso. Diana has written numerous essays on her
grandfather and has been the curator of major exhibitions including Picasso and Marie-Thérèse:
L’amour fou (Gagosian Gallery, New York, 2011), Picasso.mania (Grand Palais, Paris, 2015–16),
Picasso and Maya: Father and Daughter (Galerie Gagosian, Paris, 2017) and Picasso. La scultura
(Galleria Borghese, Rome, 2018–19). 

SELLING POINTS:
•  Diana Widmaier Picasso, granddaughter of Picasso, chooses 100 works from Picasso's
astounding ouvre. This title reveals and revisits some less ubiquitous yet powerful pieces,
spanning paintings, prints, sculpture, and photographs
•  An in-depth look at 100 Picasso artworks with an introductory essay explaining the writer's
association with the artist and reasoning for the artworks chosen
•  A book of the best 100 artworks chosen by one of the legendary artist's family members - the
first of its kind

100 illustrations

Handcrafted limited edition in a linen clamshell case
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Published to mark the reopening of the spectacular baroque interior of the Old Royal Naval
College in Greenwich after a landmark conservation project, The Painted Hall is a wonderful
celebration of what has been called 'the Sistine Chapel of the UK'. The ceiling and wall
decorations of the Painted Hall were conceived and executed by the artist Sir James Thornhill
between 1707 and 1726 – years that witnessed the Act of Union during the reign of Queen Anne
and Great Britain's rise to become a dominant Protestant power in a predominantly Catholic
Europe. The accessions to the throne of William III and Mary II in 1688 and George I in 1714
form the central narrative of a scheme that also honours Britain's maritime successes and
mercantile prosperity. The artist drew on a cast of around 200 figures – a mixture of historical,
contemporary, allegorical and mythological characters – to tell a story of political change,
scientific and cultural achievements, naval endeavours, and commercial enterprise against a
series of magnificent backdrops.

150 illustrations
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A visual delight, and a designer's dream-the decorative details of great European paintings
transformed into beautiful two-dimensional patterns

Richly embroidered robes. Intricate lace collars. Elaborately laid floor tiles. Delicately carved and
modeled cornices and capitals. These are among the details of decorative art that the Old
Masters lovingly rendered in their paintings, to establish a setting, convey a portrait subject's
social status, or sometimes just enliven a scene. Together these details-so easy to overlook in
the imposing harmony of draftsmanship, colour, and composition that makes up a great
painting-form a veritable history of ornament.

This inventive book plucks these decorative motifs from the background of paintings by masters
like Rubens, Memling, and Filippo Lippi, and transforms them into vibrant two-dimensional
patterns. Seeing these patterns side-by-side with the original paintings deepens our appreciation
of both. Pattern in Painting will be a resource for graphic designers, and a revelation for all art
lovers.

AUTHOR:
Francesca Leoneschi is cofounder and creative director of The World of DOT and art director of
Rizzoli Libri.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Decorative details from Old Master paintings (textiles, floor tiles, etc.) are transformed into
eye-catching 2-D vector art.
•  It's a whole new way to appreciate the art you see at the museum - and a great resource for
designers, too. 
•  The text offers background on each painting featured.
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This stunning catalogue accompanies a retrospective exhibition in the Netherlands of the famous
17th-century painter Pieter de Hooch (1629- after 1684). The exhibition, Pieter de Hooch in Delft
- From the Shadow of Vermeer is the first retrospective of the artist's work in his own country,
and will be presented at the Museum Prinsenhof Delft from 11 October 2019 to 16 February
2020.

After Vermeer, Pieter de Hooch is widely considered to be the most celebrated Delft master of
the 17th century. The paintings De Hooch produced in Delft (ca. 1652-1660) will be at the heart
of the exhibition: his most beautiful courtyards and interiors will return to the city where they
were painted almost 400 years ago. Approximately 30 works will be coming to Delft on loan from
leading museums in Europe and the United States, and includes many famous paintings.

SELLING POINT:
•  After Vermeer, Pieter de Hooch is widely considered to be the most celebrated Delft master of
the 17th century. This book accompanies the first retrospective exhibition in the Netherlands at
the Museum Prinsenhof, Delft from 11 October 2019 to 16 February 2020

150 colour images
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This book presents a personal collection of ancestor sculpture and protective deities, following the
ancient migratory and trade routes of the Austronesian, Southeast Asian Bronze Age, and
Hindu-Buddhist peoples. The author, Thomas Murray, has spent a lifetime studying this art
through his endeavours as a peripatetic dealer, collector, and field researcher. The objects
illustrated come from a swath of widely varied cultures from Nepal eastward to Hawaii, with the
overwhelming majority from Indonesia and Southeast Asia. Murray's eye is highly informed and
based on an unusually large sampling of objects to which his experience and research have
exposed him. The artworks documented represent some of the top examples he has acquired
and retained over the course of a long career. They are characterised by sculptural balance and
a harmony of line, as well as a rare quality of expressiveness. Each ranks high in terms of
aesthetics and desirability within its own particular style as perceived by the art market and by
other western aficionados.

AUTHOR:
Thomas Murray is a California-based dealer of Asian and tribal art, with an emphasis on antique
sculpture and textiles. A contributing editor to HALI Magazine for almost thirty years, he serves
as its in-house consultant on ethnographic textiles and has featured in more than fifty
publications on tribal art and textiles, including numerous articles and five catalogues -
Indonesian Tribal Art (2001), Animistic Art of Island Asia (2008), Masks of Fabled Lands (2009),
Pairs, Couples and Maternity: The Art of Two (2014), and C-14 Dating of Dayak Art (2015). His
most recent publication, the highly acclaimed Textiles of Japan (2018), co-authored with Virginia
Soenksen, presents his personal collection, subsequently acquired by the Minneapolis Institute of
Art. He is past president of the Antique Tribal Art Dealers Association (ATADA) and served a
three-year term as a member of President Obama's Cultural Property Advisory Committee at the
Department of State in Washington, DC.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The artworks represent top examples acquired and retained over the course of a long career
•  Each ranks high in terms of aesthetics and desirability
•  Top quality photography and cutting-edge book design

58 colour, 4 b/w images
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Offers fresh insight into one of Rembrandt's most romantic and enigmatic paintings. 

The romantic and enigmatic character of this picture has inspired many theories about its
subject, meaning, history, and even its attribution to Rembrandt. Several portrait identifications
have been proposed, including an ancestor of the Polish Oginski family, which owned the painting
in the eighteenth century, and the Polish Socinian theologian Jonasz Szlichtyng. The rider’s
costume, his weapons, and the breed of his horse have also been claimed as Polish. But if The
Polish Rider is a portrait, it certainly breaks with tradition. Equestrian portraits are not common in
seventeenth-century Dutch art, and furthermore, in the traditional equestrian portrait the rider is
fashionably dressed and his mount is spirited and well-bred. The painting may instead portray a
character from history or literature, and many possibilities have been proposed. Candidates
range from the Prodigal Son to Gysbrech van Amstel, a hero of Dutch medieval history, and from
the Old Testament David to the Mongolian warrior Tamerlane. It is possible that Rembrandt
intended simply to represent a foreign soldier, a theme popular in his time in European art,
especially in prints. Nevertheless, Rembrandt’s intentions in The Polish Rider seem clearly to
transcend a simple expression of delight in the exotic. The painting has also been described as a
latter-day Miles Christianus (Soldier of Christ), an apotheosis of the mounted soldiers who were
still defending Eastern Europe against the Turks in the seventeenth century. Many have felt that
the youthful rider faces unknown dangers in the strange and somber landscape, with its
mountainous rocks crowned by a mysterious building, its dark water, and the distant flare of a
fire.

AUTHORS:
Maira Kalman was born in Tel Aviv and moved to New York with her family at the age of four.
She now lives in Manhattan. Maira has written and illustrated numerous books, including Cake,
And the Pursuit of Happiness and The Principles of Uncertainty. She is the illustrator of Michael
Pollan's Food Rules and the bestselling edition of William Strunk and E. B. White's The Elements
of Style. Kalman's work is shown at the Julie Saul Gallery in Manhattan. 

50 colour illustrations
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The first monograph on a pivotal figure of postwar American art.
 
Best known for his monumental sculptures, Ronald Bladen (1918–1988) was regarded as an
artistic forerunner by such minimalist artists as Donald Judd, Sol Lewitt, and Carl Andre. But in
contrast to the matter-of-fact work of these artists, Bladen's pieces evoke the emotional power
of sculpture, what the artist called "presence." His objects fill entire rooms, pressing outward
against the walls and ceiling; his themes include the force of gravity, the dynamism of planar
surfaces, the impact of scale, and confrontation with the viewer.
 
This splendidly illustrated volume presents a comprehensive overview of Bladen's career: his
breakthrough sculptures such as Three Elements (1965), a standout at the Jewish Museum's
legendary Primary Structures exhibition, later acquired by the Museum of Modern Art; his
monumental outdoor commissions of the late 1960s through the 1980s; and his intricate
reflective wall reliefs of the 1980s. Bladen's working models and drawings are examined in detail,
and his early career as a painter is considered in the light of his later work. Also included are
selections from the critical literature on Bladen, and an illustrated chronology of his life and work.
 
Robert Bladen: Sculpture is an essential volume on an artist who continues to influence a wide
range of sculptors, from Richard Serra to Ursula von Rydingsvard.

AUTHORS:
Robert S. Mattison, Marshall R. Metzgar Professor of Art History at Lafayette College, is the
author of numerous books, articles, and exhibition catalogues, including Franz Kline: Coal and
Steel, Robert Rauschenberg: Breaking Boundaries, Arshile Gorky: Works, and Robert Motherwell:
The Formative Years.
 
Mark di Suvero, one of America's most celebrated living sculptors, is a recipient of the National
Medal of Arts and numerous other honors.
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The Skulpturensammlung und Museum fur Byzantinische Kunst is housed in the Bode-Museum,
part of the ensemble of prestigious museums on the Museuminsel Berlin. Skulpturensammlung is
one of the largest collections of ancient sculpture in the world (early Middle Ages to the late
eighteenth century), with works from the German-speaking countries, France, the Low Countries,
Italy and Spain. The collection includes works by legendary sculptors such as Donatello, Tilman
Riemenschneider, Giovanni Lorenzo Bernini and Andreas Schluter.

The Museum fur Byzantinische Kunst is a collection of Late Antique sarcophagi and sculpture from
the Eastern Roman Empire, and ivory carvings from post-pharaonic, early Byzantine Egypt.

The works presented in this volume are amongst the most prized by the museum's director, who
combines expertise with a refreshingly personal perspective to invite the reader to experience
them through new eyes.

AUTHOR:
Michael Eissenhauer has been Director-General of the Staatliche Museen zu Berlin since 2008. In
August 2016 he additionally took on the direction of the Gemaldegalerie as well as the
Skulpturensammlung and Museum fur Byzantinishce Kunst.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A unique perspective on selected highlights from these prestigious institutions
•  World-famous works of ancient sculpture and Byzantine art
•  Part of Scala's acclaimed 'Director's Choice' series
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Joaquin Sorolla's catalogue raisonne is the culmination of a project that was initiated by Francisco
Pons-Sorolla and Blanca Pons-Sorolla, which assembles all the work of the painter known so far
(over 4,000 works). The aim of this project is the publication of five volumes in which the works
by Joaquin Sorolla Bastida (1863-1923) will be presented by themes: 1. Sorolla Museum; 2. The
Sea and the Beach; 3. Portraits; 4. Landscapes; 5. Composition Works. Within these themes, the
works will be presented chronologically, so that the evolution of the painter can be observed in
each case.

This first volume of the catalogue is dedicated to the collection of the Sorolla Museum, which
houses the largest collection of the artist's works. It displays a comprehensive panorama of the
painter's oeuvre through 1,300 pieces.

The project is currently being financed by the Sorolla Museum Foundation, and is being carried
out by Blanca Pons-Sorolla, with the collaboration of Teresa Jimenez-Landi and Monica Rodriguez
Subirana. Since the beginning of the project in 1987, a profoundly better understanding of
Sorolla's work has been achieved.

AUTHOR:
Blanca Pons-Sorolla, great-granddaughter of Joaquin Sorolla, is an independent researcher of the
artist's oeuvre, and has been working on his catalogue raisonne for many years.

SELLING POINT:
•  Volume 1 of Joaquin Sorolla's catalogue raisonne is the first part of the culmination of a
project initiated by Francisco Pons-Sorolla and Blanca Pons-Sorolla, which assembles all currently
known works by the painter - some 4,000 pieces. This first volume is dedicated to the collection
of the Sorolla Museum in Madrid, Spain

1400 colour images
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This book traces the lives of Expressionist artists Alexej von Jawlensky and Marianne von
Werefkin and how their relationship influenced and inspired each other's career.

Alexej von Jawlensky and Marianne von Werefkin occupy a prominent place in art history as a
pioneering artist couple of the avant-garde movement. Early in her career in Russia, Werefkin
attracted a great deal of attention for her Realist-inspired portraiture. Jawlensky met Werefkin in
1891 in Ilya Repin's Saint Petersburg studio and in 1896 they moved together to Munich where
Werefkin gave up painting for almost ten years in order to nurture Jawlensky's talent. In 1906,
the two artists travelled to France where Werefkin began to paint again, this time in her
signature Expressionist style. Jawlensky, equally inspired by the trip and his contact with the
"Fauves", began to paint in a more Abstract style and with more expressive colour. In 1909, they
became founding members of the Neue Kunstlervereinigung Munchen, and then, in 1911, of the
Blue Rider group alongside artists such as Wassily Kandinsky, Franz Marc, and Gabriele Munter.
During World War I, Jawlensky and Werefkin moved to Switzerland where their relationship
ended. This is the first book to focus on the two artists' partnership through all the various ups
and downs of the many years of their relationship. Through explorations of both Jawlensky and
Werefkin's oeuvres, this book shows how the two made vital contributions to modernism in the
20th century, both individually and as a couple.

AUTHORS:
Annegret Hoberg is Head of Collections for the Blue Rider and the Kubin-Archiv at the
Lenbachhaus in Munich.

Roman Zieglgansberger is Head of the Collection of Modern Art and the Vordemberge-Gildewart
Archiv at the Museum Wiesbaden.
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In 1919, the state art school in Weimar was re-opened under the direction of Walter Gropius,
with a radical new teaching approach and under the new name Bauhaus. Four years would go by
until the first exhibition, which presented a novel approach to art to an enthusiastic public and
spread the school's ideas throughout the world.

The catalogue Staatliches Bauhaus in Weimar 1919-1923 was published in 1923 to accompany
this first public showcase. This catalogue of its transdisciplinary oeuvre put the Bauhaus idea on
paper for the first time and gave an idea of its potential. Featuring numerous projects, the
catalogue also describes the theoretical doctrines of Paul Klee, Wassily Kandinsky, and Gertrud
Grunow, and thus conveys the teaching methods applied in the various workshops. Gropius's
preface explains the structure of the state-run Bauhaus and introduces its unique reform
program, which called for and taught the unity of technology and art. Illustrations from the
various workshops show projects by students whose connection with the Bauhaus is still largely
unexplored today.

With the original layout by Laszlo Moholy-Nagy and a cover designed by Herbert Bayer, the book
represents an important testimony to the legendary avant-garde movement, shedding light on
the work and aspirations of the Bauhaus from its earliest days.

The commentary accompanying this facsimile edition places this momentous publication, long out
of print, in a historical context, documenting the Bauhaus from initial idea to the standing it would
attain as a pre-eminent

HB in slipcase
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This book presents twenty years of Sterling Ruby's iconic, multidisciplinary works.

From his sublime abstract paintings to his soft sculpture "vampires" comprising American flags,
Sterling Ruby is "one of the most interesting artists to emerge in this century," according to The
New York Times. Accompanying Ruby's first US museum survey, this book takes a thematic
approach to the artist's work, focusing on his critical invocation of imagery related to American
identity. Beginning with his earliest collages, this book demonstrates his distinctive approach to
psychological, cultural, and topical concerns. It includes his recent mobiles and polyurethanes,
demonstrating his continuous engagement with themes such as prison reform, labour conditions,
and vernacular cultures. Readers can compare smaller works on canvas and in clay to
monumental sculptures made from submarine parts or giant skyscrapers rendered in toxically
bright colours.

AUTHORS:
Alex Gartenfeld is Artistic Director at the Institute of Contemporary Art, Miami.

Eva Respini is Barbara Lee Chief Curator at the Institute of Contemporary Art/Boston.

SELLING POINT:
•  Sterling Ruby is an artist who works in a large variety of media including ceramics, painting,
drawing, collage, sculpture, and video. His work is often presented in large and densely packed
installations.

129 colour illustrations
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The theatre is the central theme of this fourth volume in our series titled 'Art Brut - The
Collection', published to coincide with the fourth Art Brut Biennale. After exploring architecture,
vehicles, and bodies, attention turns to the theatre, a theme that is developed in its various
aspects. The simplest example is the depiction of theatrical architecture, as in the work of Eugen
Gabritschevsky or Victorien Sardou. Other artists create works that are intimately connected to
the world of theatre, however without necessarily being a part of it. For example, for Giovanni
Battista Podestà or Vahan Poladian, a public stage is a place where they put on a 'performance'
that responds to a society that consigns them to its margins. Their intrinsically ephemeral
approach uses clothing or accessories as a means of communication and to have their voices or
protestations heard. Other artists conceive whole cosmogonies that take the form of a gigantic
staging of a fanciful, phantasmagoric world, as in the case of Aloise Corbaz, whose work is to be
viewed as a 'Theatre of the universe', or in that of Marguerite Burnat-Provins, with her graphic
work titled 'Ma Ville'.

The book includes over 100 illustrations, many of which are published for the first time, carefully
chosen to enable the reader to explore the theme of the theatre in Outsider Art, or Art Brut.

Also available in the series:
Vehicles ISBN 9788874396580
Architecture ISBN 9788874397105
Body ISBN 9788874397884

130 colour images
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In Twinkles, Miss Van has gone from painting the curvy, enticing pin-ups in the streets of
Toulouse, to producing the melancholic and subtle works showcased at her exhibition at the 18
Gallery in Shanghai and the Magda Danysz Gallery in Paris. Together with an insightful
introduction by Magda Danysz, as well as an exclusive look at many paintings that were not
featured in the exhibition, the book presents an immersive and encapsulating transition into the
renowned artist s new, darker style.

AUTHOR:
Vanessa Alice (aka Miss Van) was born in 1973 in Toulouse. Based in Barcelona, she has been
painting street art and graffiti since the age of 20. Her particular style of Pop Surrealism focuses
on portraits of fictional women, each of whom are partially transformed and bear the
characteristics of animals.

"I'm evolving and growing up with my paintings. It's the only way, when you paint with emotions
and feelings. I'm trying to be true with myself." - Miss Van

53 colour images
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Learn how Vincent van Gogh's still life paintings, alive with ecstatic colour and emotional
exuberance, hold the key to understanding this complex artist's life and work.

From his first compositions to the colourful flower images of his late years, Vincent van Gogh
repeatedly painted still lifes. In this genre, he could try out various pictorial techniques - from
depicting space through light and shadow to experimentation with colour. Although many of his
still life compositions employed traditional approaches to the genre, he ultimately formulated an
unmistakably unique artistic style. This lavishly illustrated book revisits the development of Van
Gogh's career and focuses on his still life paintings, offering new insights into the working process
and creative evolution of one of the most radical innovators in the history of modern art.

AUTHORS:
Ortrud Westheider is Director of the Museum Barberini in Potsdam, Germany.

Michael Philipp is Chief Curator of the Museum Barberini in Potsdam, Germany.

200 colour images
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A beautiful facsimile edition of the last masterpiece of ukiyo-e.
 
Yoshitoshi (1839–1892) was the last virtuoso of the Japanese woodblock print, and the One
Hundred Aspects of the Moon, published between 1885 and 1892, were his crowning
achievement. This series - mainly illustrating stories from history and legend, unified by the motif
of the moon - is charged with paradox. In order to carry forward the tradition of ukiyo-e,
Yoshitoshi drew stylistic inspiration from the very forces that were rendering it obsolete - namely,
Western art and mass media like photography and lithography. As if they realized they were
witnessing the end of an era, the artist's public responded enthusiastically to his innovative series
- many of the individual prints were sold out on the morning of their publication.
 
This magnificent facsimile of One Hundred Aspects of the Moon reproduces each print at its
original size, facing an explanation of the subject. A thorough introductory text, augmented with
many comparative illustrations, traces Yoshitoshi's career and the genesis of this series. Printed
and bound to the most exacting specifications, this volume will be a must for aficionados of
Japanese prints.

AUTHOR:
John Stevenson studied modern history at Oxford and worked and traveled across Asia for
twenty years. He has written books and articles on various aspects of Asian art, from Japanese
prints to Vietnamese ceramics. Formerly curator of Chinese art at the Seattle Art Museum and
production manager at the University of Washington Press, Stevenson now lives on Kyushu
Island, Japan.
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Katja Haas introduces the exercise book to her book 'Hand Lettering'. This workbook contains 56
pages with compact basics, instructions for different fonts and, of course, a lot of practice space.
So grab your pens and start lettering!

AUTHOR:
Since 2009, Katja Haas has been running her own design agency, where she creates high quality
stationery for all occasions under her own label, Papier-Liebe, using her own letterpress printing
technique. Always on the lookout for new trends for her stationery lines, Katja, who comes
originally from the region of Styria in Austria, discovered hand lettering. As a self-taught artist,
she is passionate about the creative variety offered by this technique. In her practically-oriented
books, Katja Haas presents hand lettering as an art form suitable for everyone, which places no
limits on personal creativity in terms of right or wrong."
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Underpinning all good landscape painting is observation. Starting from this standpoint, this book
introduces the artist to painting the natural and man-made landscape. Initially equipped with just
a handful of pencils and paper to explore the world outside, it allows confidence to grow
alongside an understanding of the art and craft of painting landscape. Written by artist Richard
Pikesley, it demonstrates his approach and that of other contributors, who illustrate the diversity
of paths that can be taken to achieve a passionate and personal response to the landscape.
Richly illustrated with over 300 colour images, this book emphasises the importance of
observation, and advises on how to 'learn' the landscape; it teaches the rudiments of drawing,
and develops confidence and technical understanding of the subject; it explains colour mixing on
the palette, and how colour works in nature and is affected by sunlight. Also included is a guide
to the materials, equipment and techniques of the landscape painter. Finally, there is advice on
presenting, framing and displaying your work, and how to find exhibition opportunities.

AUTHOR:
Richard Pikesley RWS PPNEAC is a professional artist and teacher. Painting landscape has always
been the central part of his output, working in oils, watercolour and printmaking. As a qualified
and experienced teacher, he has worked alongside novice and emerging artists, and leads
painting trips and courses in the UK and abroad. Elected to membership of the prestigious New
English Art Club at the age of twenty-three, he has recently served as its president. He is a
member of the Royal Watercolour Society, and exhibits in solo and group exhibitions all over the
UK, as well as contributing to many exhibitions across the world.
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A comprehensive workshop approach presented by a master watercolourist, this guide features
11 step-by-step demonstrations filled with valuable methods and techniques for achieving striking
on-site watercolour compositions. Beautiful examples and locations - including the Greek island of
Santorini, a desert oasis, and a Midwest farmhouse - provide a wealth of inspiration as author
and artist Tom Hill demonstrates how to paint intelligently, selectively edit a scene, and more.

Painting Watercolors on Location shows developing artists not only how to acquire better
understanding and techniques for painting on location but also how to incorporate these helpful
practices into their everyday routines. Suitable for art students and artists at the intermediate
level and up, these pointers include suggestions for choosing the correct on-site equipment,
rendering accurate drawings, selecting and mixing colours, forming textures, and other methods
for creating exciting and expressive watercolour paintings.

AUTHOR:
A noted representational watercolourist of Mexican and cowboy figures, Tom Hill was born in
Texas, raised in California, and resides in Arizona. He was an artist at Hollywood's Universal
Studios and a staff artist for the Chicago Tribune, and he attended the Art Institute of Chicago. A
member of the American Watercolor Society and the National Academy of Design, he is the
author of several bestselling guides to watercolour painting.
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A showcase of pencil works by a master of the medium, this volume explains Paul Calle's process
and provides a fantastic gallery of demonstrations and inspiration for artists at intermediate to
advanced levels. Calle's most defining book on working in graphite, The Pencil now features
revisions and updates by his son, who is also an accomplished artist and illustrator.

AUTHOR:
Noted for his distinct and realistic drawing style, Paul Calle (1928–2010) was selected in 1962 to
participate in the NASA Art Program and later became the sole artist chosen to depict the
astronauts of the Apollo 11 mission. Much of his work consists of postage stamp design for the
U.S. Postal Service and other organisations. During the latter part of his career he focused on
Western subjects, and many of his drawings belong to major Western art collections.
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This guide shows you step by step how to sculpt realistic figures, from face to feet, through 10
projects. Professional sculptor and instructor Elizabeth Bonvalot provides the guidance and tips
needed to - with time and practice! - reach realism with your sculpted figures. Begin with the
fundamentals, such as the types and properties of clays, the materials and tools, four base
techniques, and topics such as roughing out, adding clay, detailing, engobe, firing, and patinas.
The first five lessons teach the elements of figure sculpting, focusing your attention on heads,
faces, hands, feet, and the body. The next five projects offer a sequence for effective skills
building as you create a bas-relief portrait, an animal, a standing nude, a bust, and a lifesize
figure. This comprehensive approach is perfect for people who love clay and have a can-do
attitude, even with limited formal art class experience.

AUTHOR:
Elizabeth Bonvalot has spent decades sculpting and teaching classes in Ireland and today
operates her studio in Paris.
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This miscellany explores the fascinating and enigmatic world created by the undisputed 'Queen of
Crime', Agatha Christie. Examining her place in literary history, her books and her iconic
characters, including Hercule Poirot and Miss Marple, this unique collection includes facts, trivia
and quotes that feature in Christie's legendary stories and the subsequent film and television
adaptations.

The Agatha Christie Miscellany will also delve into the secrets, mysteries and tricks that made
Christie the most sensational and successful mystery writer of her time. For example, how is it
that she managed to keep us guessing the murderer until the very end? Looking at her life and
the influences on her writing, this entertaining and informative miscellany will, above all, unravel
the secrets of Agatha Christie's phenomenal success.

AUTHOR:
Cathy Cook runs the website www.christiemystery.co.uk.
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It is brimming with strange and amusing stories about the Bond actors, from Sean Connery to
Daniel Craig, behind  the scenes at the film set, and amazing facts about Ian Fleming's original
novel. Whether you want to learn about the casting of the six personifications of Bond and their
respective success, discover Fleming's lesser known literary achievement, Chitty Chitty Bang Bang
(aka James Bond for children), or unearth the mystery surrounding the true composer of the
James Bond theme, there is something for every enthusiast to dip into. 

AUTHOR:
Michael Paterson is an author and historian with a special interest and encyclopaedic knowledge
of all things James Bond. He has written books on a diverse range of subjects including Inside
Dickens' London and Winston Churchill: His Military Life.
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The truth is that professional sport is a breeding ground for addictive behaviour. 

Luke Sutton is a business owner and successful agent to sporting stars such as James Taylor, Nile
Wilson and Sam Quek, but his life didn't always look so positive. 

Back from the Edge reveals the huge ups and major downs that a professional career in sport
can bring - and the mental health difficulties that can plague a sportsperson along the way. Luke
knows this more than most. Brutually but refreshingly honest, this no-frills autobiography of the
former professional cricketer describes in detail the moment he hit rock bottom, how he got
there, his rollercoaster journey through rehab, and the important lessons he's learnt since. 

Throughout the book, Luke remains candid and reveals how his addictions affected his personal
life, from his friends to family to his children. Back from the Edge is heart-wrenching. It's also
thoroughly genuine, funny and utterly inspirational, and has allowed the former cricketer to
speak about his mental health and to raise awareness of addiction in sport. Now a sports agent,
he is perfectly placed to spot the warning signs in young stars, and to support them before they
spiral into the same type of experiences he faced.

AUTHOR:
Luke Sutton was a professional cricket player for over 15 years, captaining Derbyshire for a
number of years. Although he was primarily a wicket keeper, he was also a very skilled batsman.
Now an agent to a number of high profile sports and media stars, Luke is well placed to use his
experiences to help others.
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The Biographic series presents an entirely new way of looking at the lives of the world's greatest
thinkers and creatives. It takes the 50 defining facts, dates, thoughts, habits and achievements
of each subject, and uses infographics to convey all of them in vivid snapshots.  
 
Each Biographic title is designed to be as entertaining as it is informative. Timelines not only
pinpoint significant dates, but set them in the context and culture of their times. Dynamic maps
locate biographical events alongside other points of interest. Character traits are illuminated by
visual comparisons.  

Most people know that Marilyn Monroe (1926–1962) was a Hollywood icon, and at one time the
most famous movie star on the planet. What, perhaps, they don't know is that she lived in 42
different homes; that she loved Abraham Lincoln with a passion; that she was the first choice for
the role of Holly Golightly in Breakfast at Tiffany's; and that her absences while filming Let's Make
Love added 28 days to the shooting time and $1 million to the budget.

Biographic: Marilyn presents an instant impression of her life, work and legacy, with an array of
irresistible facts and figures converted into infographics to reveal the actor behind the movies.

AUTHOR:
Katie Greenwood has a first-class honours degree in Art History and Visual Culture from Brighton
University, and is the author of Biographic Degas & Biographic Cezanne. She works researching
and licensing visual content for publishers and digital platforms, on subjects ranging from art and
design to social history and photography, and generating original book concepts. She lives in
Brighton, England.
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The Biographic series presents an entirely new way of looking at the lives of the world's greatest
thinkers and creatives. It takes the 50 defining facts, dates, thoughts, habits and achievements
of each subject, and uses infographics to convey all of them in vivid snapshots.  
 
Each Biographic title is designed to be as entertaining as it is informative. Timelines not only
pinpoint significant dates, but set them in the context and culture of their times. Dynamic maps
locate biographical events alongside other points of interest. Character traits are illuminated by
visual comparisons.  

Most people know that The Beatles (1960–1970) were the most famous pop group of all time,
who were at the heart of Sixties counterculture and whose songs transformed the music world.
What, perhaps, they don't know is that they have spent more than 1,300 weeks, or 25 years, on
the Billboard chart; that the artwork for Sgt. Pepper cost £3,000, 60 times that of a normal
album at the time; that their first live US television performance was watched by 34 per cent of
the population; and that they were the first band to include all the song lyrics in their album
artwork.

Biographic: The Beatles presents an instant impression of their life, work and legacy, with an
array of irresistible facts and figures converted into infographics to reveal the musicians behind
the music.

AUTHOR:
Viv Croot is a writer and editor specialising in adult non-fiction and popular culture. She has
written or contributed to over 50 books on subjects from art to zoology, and her recent titles
include Biographic: Sherlock. She lives in Essex, England.
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Wedgwood was born in the Staffordshire Potteries in 1739 and lived in the area all his life. His
family were all potters, working in traditional ways, but Josiah was to revolutionise the industry.
When he started work, the local ware was either rather rustic, or made to look a little more
sophisticated by the addition of heavy glazes. He worked to produce a lighter coloured body and
to use designs made to appeal to aristocratic tastes, convinced that where they led the rapidly
growing middle class would follow. The result was cream ware which, when a whole service was
ordered by the royal family, was soon christened queens ware. He needed to import new
materials - flint from East Anglia, light clays from the West Country, so he became an ardent
promoter of the Trent and Mersey Canal, and built a new factory and family home on its banks,
naming the area Etruria In the new works, he abandoned the old systems where individual
craftsmen produced whole pieces for an early form of mass production. From these works came
the ceramics that are still world famous, such as the distinctive jasper ware. He had many
outside interests and was one of the earliest supporters of the ant-slavery movement. He studied
science and was made a Fellow of the Royal Society for his work on high temperature
thermometers. He was a loving family man and an enthusiastic correspondent, and his many
letters reveal a character that was attractive, enthusiastic and always eager to learn, He died in
1795.

AUTHOR:
Anthony Burton is a freelance author and broadcaster, who has specialised in industrial and
transport history. He has been involved in around a hundred TV documentaries on these
subjects, appearing on all the major networks. He has also written biographies of some of the
leading characters of the early industrial age: Thomas Telford, Richard Trevithick, Joseph Locke
and Matthew Boulton, the latter with Jennifer Tann. 

60 colour and b/w illustrations
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Famed as "the father of public relations," Edward Bernays pioneered the technique of working to
change attitudes rather than just selling products. In this 1923 classic, the first book ever written
about the public relations industry, he delineates the approaches that corporations and
governments have taken for the past century to influence social tendencies.

Crystallizing Public Opinion identifies the techniques employed by public relations professionals,
from authoritative-sounding surveys to persuasive endorsements from opinion leaders,
celebrities, and experts. Bernays — whose high-profile clients included Procter & Gamble, General
Electric, CBS, NBC, and Time, Inc. — cites examples from his successful campaigns, including a
physician-endorsed promotion of bacon as a healthy breakfast option. He quotes leading theorists
on the role of herd mentality in the minds of the educated as well as the ignorant, and he
explains the value of communicating the right facts at the right time to a targeted audience.
Although technology has changed in the years since this book's debut, human nature has not,
and these principles remain of timeless value to business and marketing professionals, students
of public relations, and other readers.

AUTHOR:
Edward Bernays (1891–1995) was a pioneer in the field of public relations who emigrated from
his native Austria to the United States in the 1930s. During his career in public relations, Bernays
devised and popularised many techniques for influencing public opinion on behalf of a huge roster
of clients that included many corporations and industrial organisations, governments around the
world, and advocacy groups in many fields. "Public relations, effectively used, helps validate an
underlying principle of our society - competition in the market place of ideas and things," he
wrote in 1971.
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The stories included in this collection are classics of children's literature and have been cherished
by generations of Portuguese children. 

The author is one of Portugal's greatest poets and, like her poetry, these stories are filled with
her delight and pleasure in nature, gardens and the sea, as well as her keen sense of the
magical. Among other things, we encounter dwarves, diminutive little girls who live on the sea
bed, plants that come alive at night, a tree that lives on long after it has been felled, and a
pilgrim who discovers much more than the Holy Land. Her themes are, above all, loyalty and
friendship. This is the first time these stories have been translated into English. Sophia de Mello
Breyner Andresen (1919-2004) was brought up in a wealthy Catholic family and remained true to
her faith until her death, although she was also always fiercely critical of the repressive right-wing
Salazar regime. Introduced by her nanny to the joys of poetry and story-telling, Sophia published
several collections of poems, two volumes of short stories and nine children's stories, which she
wrote originally for her own children. She became Portugal's most acclaimed poet and was the
first woman to be awarded Portugal's highest literary honour, the Premio Camoes.
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Kumon Counting with Stickers 1-100 will help your child develop the ability to count and recognise
number, while continuing to build his or her fine motor skills. Through the use of sticker activities
your child will learn to count numbers 1 through 100 by 1's 5's and 10's. The activities in this
workbook are designed to engage young learners and are simple enough to keep them focused.

AGES: 3 plus
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Young doodlers will draw, tackle patterned seek-and-find scenes, finish writing fun story starters,
solve puzzles, games, and much more. Create signature Curious George-style Valentines to
tear-out and share with the whole class. Includes 200 sweet stickers!

Grab your favourite markers, crayons, or coloured pencils and go bananas with your favorite
mischievous monkey: Curious George! In this colorful Valentine's Day activity book, you'll find
ninety-six pages of Valentine's Day fun inside! Includes:

•  Easy-to-follow drawing tips
•  Imaginative doodle prompts
•  Fun story starters that need your creative touch
•  Vibrant Valentine's Day hidden picture puzzles
•  twenty-eight perforated customisable Valentines
•  thirty-six cards for a matching game
•  two hundred colourful stickers

AGES: 4 to 7

AUTHOR:
Hans and Margret Rey created many books during their lives together, including Curious George,
one of the most treasured classics of all time, as well as other favourites like Spotty and Pretzel.
But it was their rambunctious little monkey who became an instantly recognisable icon. After the
Reys escaped Paris by bicycle in 1940 carrying the manuscript for the original Curious George,
the book was published in America in 1941. More than 200 Curious George titles followed, with
75 million books sold worldwide. Curious George has been successfully adapted into a major
motion picture and an Emmy-winning television show on PBS. 
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If you love pineapples, these are the stickers for you! Twelve stickers depict plump little versions
of the juicy fruit, all with sweetly smiling faces. And for an extra dash of pizzazz, they've been
dusted with a touch of glitter that makes them shiny and sparkly.

AUTHOR:
Ellen Scott Christian Kraft received her BFA in Illustration and Visual Communication from
Columbus College of Art and Design in 1997. In 2007, after she graduated with an MA in
Communication Arts from New York Institute of Technology, Ellen started her career designing
graphics for the toy industry. Presently employed at Dover Publications, she creates typography,
logos, and other design elements and is the author of several bestselling coloring and sticker
books.
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The perfect gift for any child who is celebrating a birthday - and a terrific party favour! Thirty
bold and easy-to-colour illustrations include all kinds of adorable animals ready to celebrate,
complete with plenty of candles, cakes, balloons, and playful patterns. It's a book that will keep
kids entertained for hours and is certain to add an extra-special touch to an already special day.

AGES: 4 to 8

AUTHOR:
A graduate of the Fine Arts program at the University of Minnesota, Noelle Dahlen has worked
for over 20 years in the educational and gift markets. In addition to her many coloring and
sticker books for Dover Publications, her artwork has adorned puzzles, greeting cards, giftwrap,
scrapbooking products, plush animals, and candle accessories for dozens of other companies.
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Eight-legged creatures related to insects, spiders are known for the silken webs they weave to
catch their prey. You'll meet 12 different species in this little book, among them the spitting
spider, pyramid orb-weaver, daddy longlegs, Apache jumper, black-and-yellow argiope, Goliath
tarantula, and black widow. Each easy-to-read page tells you about a different spider - its
physical characteristics, habits, and other data. There's also a blank space on the page to place
an appropriate full-colour sticker illustration.

A great way to learn about these ancient and intriguing animals, this handy pocket guide can be
used at home or in the classroom.

AGES: 8 to 12

AUTHOR:
Jan Sovak is an illustrator, designer, and fine artist recognised as one of Canada's foremost
natural history illustrators. With advanced degrees in both fine art and zoology, Jan has had his
work published in over 170 books in more than 15 languages. His illustrations have also appeared
on educational television and on Discovery Channel Worldwide.

2 plates of 12 stickers
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Kids can count Marilyn Mermaid's fish friends, pick out the set of triplets among a group of
mermaids, and solve other puzzles filled with whimsical pictures of these mythical sea creatures.
More than 30 activities include mazes, word puzzles, secret codes, spot-the-differences, hidden
pictures, and more. The cheerful pictures are great for colouring, too. Solutions included.

AGES: 6 to 9

AUTHOR:
Becky Radtke has written and illustrated over 30 juvenile titles for Dover. Specialising in activity
books, Becky has a flair for creating educational and fun puzzles that challenge while teaching.
Many of her books appeal to a young audience and are among our bestselling children's titles.
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The Magical Underwater Activity Book is the second beautiful activity book created by Mia
Underwood. Sumptuously illustrated with Mia's Scandinavian-inspired artwork, The Magical
Underwater Activity Book incorporates a plethora of both real-life as well as some fictitious
aquatic characters and is packed with a huge variety of imaginative activities for children to do
wherever they are. The environmental impact of humans on the marine ecosystems is subtly
referred to from time-to-time to help children understand how important it is for us to look after
all things aquatic.

Activities in The Magical Underwater Activity Book include mazes, paper-craft activities, colouring
in and scenes to create with help from the included stickers. All with a mystical and magical
theme!

AGES: 4 plus

AUTHOR:
Mia Underwood is a designer and illustrator based in Brighton, UK. She loves a creative challenge
and works with traditional and digital illustration as well as creating 3D characters. Being half
Danish she particularly enjoys creating scenes with characters that conjure up the dreamlike and
mysterious imaginary woodlands within Scandinavia.

Includes 4 pages of stickers
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This is a bind up of Amazing Mazes, Animal Mazes, Around the World Mazes. 

This workbook will help your child develop pencils skills and spatial reasoning ability through fun
and challenging mazes.

AGES: 4 to 7
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This is a bind up of Number Games 1-70, Alphabet Games and Rhyming Words. 

This workbook will help your child develop skills essential for preschool and beyond.

AGES: 3 to 6
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The Nature Activity Book will be very popular with any child who loves anything to do with nature
and the great outdoors. The pages are packed with a huge variety of activities on subjects
including farms, the seaside, flowers, plants and trees and the many different animals you will
find in these environments. As well as being a lot of fun, the Nature Activity Book is also
educational. Alongside learning about the natural world around them, the activities will also help
children to develop a wide range of skills, including observational, conversational and motor skills.
Alain Gree's distinctive and much loved illustrations appear throughout and will appeal to adults
and children alike.

AGES: 4 plus

AUTHOR:
Alain Gree is a French author and illustrator of children’s books. He has had over 300 books
published, which have been translated into 20 different languages. He has also worked as a
children's broadcaster on French national television, produced three detective novels, ten ship
navigation books and been a journalist for 20 years for Voiles et Voiliers (sailing ships) magazine.
He is currently a graphic designer and editor for various advertising publications. Alain's main
hobby is sailing. He's owned several boats since the 1970s and has crossed the Atlantic Ocean
twice. He finds his sailing trips provide the perfect time out to work on new children's stories and
illustrations.

Includes 100 stickers
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This fabulous Ancient Rome-themed activity book will keep children entertained for hours on end.
The pages are crammed with all sorts of fun, including puzzles, anagrams, maths, codes, spot
the difference, colouring in and other engaging activities. Absorbing and educational, the book
features beautiful, bright illustrations that will draw children in and keep them busy. And while
they are enjoying the mazes, matching and counting, the activities are helping them to develop a
wide range of skills, including observational, conversational and motor skills. They’ll also find out
more about the fascinating world of Ancient Rome along the way.

AGES: 5 to 11

AUTHOR:
Jen Alliston works as a freelance illustrator and designer under the name of That Beast Jen. She
specialises in cute and cuddly illustrations for prints, cards, comics, children's books and
magazines, as well as having her own range of laser-cut jewellery. Jen uses traditional drawing,
digital vector illustration and image manipulation in her work. She is based in Eastbourne on the
south coast of England.

Includes 100 stickers
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With this entertaining activity book, children start at dot number 1 and work their way to 101 to
complete pictures of dozens of cool vehicles. Thirty-eight dot-to-dot puzzles include a fire truck,
helicopter, train, space shuttle, monster truck, and other more. Each finished drawing can also
be coloured! Solutions are included.

AGES: 5 to 8

AUTHOR:
Russian-born Arkady Roytman graduated with honours from the Savannah College of Art and
Design. His science fiction, fantasy, and children's book illustrations have appeared in numerous
magazines and galleries across the country, and he is the author/illustrator of several Dover
titles, including Build a Poster Coloring Book: Knights and Dragons.
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Youngsters can count from 1 to 101 as they connect the dots to complete the hidden pictures!
Thirty-eight dot-to-dot puzzles reveal animals that live all over the world, including a fox, sloth,
shark, narwhal, panda, and others. Plus, the finished drawings are ready for coloring and
complete solutions are included.

AGES: 5 to 8

AUTHOR:
Russian-born Arkady Roytman graduated with honors from the Savannah College of Art and
Design. His science fiction, fantasy, and children's book illustrations have appeared in numerous
magazines and galleries across the country, and he is the author/illustrator of several Dover
titles, including Build a Poster Coloring Book: Knights and Dragons.

SELLING POINTS:
•  38 dot-to-dot puzzles
•  Solutions included in the back
•  Entertaining and educational
•  Large, easy-to-read dots and numbers with cute finished pictures that can be coloured
•  Helps to develop sequencing and eye-hand coordination - skills that help prepare children for
school
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Sometimes a bad mood can be contagious!

Badger got up one morning feeling very grumpy. "Humph!" Badger said to himself. What was the
point of being in a bad mood if nobody noticed? he thought. So Badger headed out, slamming
the door behind him. Badger spreads his bad mood far and wide, greeting all his friends with
angry, rude remarks that put them in bad moods, too. A comical, cautionary tale for anyone who
has ever gotten up on the wrong side of the bed.

AGES: 0 to 3

AUTHOR:
Moritz Petz was born in Hamburg, Germany. Upon completion of his studies, he travelled through
Italy, Denmark, and Sweden, working a variety of jobs before returning to study history and
German. His interests include street- and puppet-theater, chess, music, and writing. 

Amelie Jackowski was born in Toulon, France. She studied at the Higher School of Decorative Arts
in Strasbourg and at the University of Provence in France. She has published many children's
books. Her work has been exhibited at numerous group shows, including the Bologna Children's
Book Fair in Italy.
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Celebrate all the things you love about the little monkey in your life!

What could be sweeter than a cuddly little monkey? With short, rhyming text and multiple mirrors
for little ones to engage with, this padded board book is the perfect gift to show your little
monkey just how much you love them!

AGES: 0 to 3

AUTHOR:
Hans and Margret Rey created many books during their lives together, including Curious George,
one of the most treasured classics of all time, as well as other favourites like Spotty and Pretzel.
But it was their rambunctious little monkey who became an instantly recognisable icon. After the
Reys escaped Paris by bicycle in 1940 carrying the manuscript for the original Curious George,
the book was published in America in 1941. More than 200 Curious George titles followed, with
75 million books sold worldwide. Curious George has been successfully adapted into a major
motion picture and an Emmy-winning television show on PBS.
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This padded board book is a sweet and gentle introduction to the beloved classic tale of Curious
George and his friend, the man with the yellow hat. A perfect baby shower gift and addition to
every little one's library.

Curious George's origin story is the jewel of any book collection, and this new, padded board
book format will be your baby's next favourite. The gently abridged text is geared towards the
youngest of audiences, and babies will love the tactile format. H. A. Rey's vibrant and playful
illustrations shine throughout. This sweet introduction to Curious George is perfect for gift-giving
and baby showers.

AGES: 0 to 3

AUTHOR:
Hans and Margret Rey created many books during their lives together, including Curious George,
one of the most treasured classics of all time, as well as other favourites like Spotty and Pretzel.
But it was their rambunctious little monkey who became an instantly recognisable icon. After the
Reys escaped Paris by bicycle in 1940 carrying the manuscript for the original Curious George,
the book was published in America in 1941. More than 200 Curious George titles followed, with
75 million books sold worldwide. Curious George has been successfully adapted into a major
motion picture and an Emmy-winning television show on PBS. 
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Three tough chicks, Penny, Polly, and Molly, show their mama how much they love her in this
interactive tabbed touch-and-feel board book. Lively language, humour, and bold illustrations
make this a perfect gift for the special mama or tough chick in your life.

Penny, Polly, and Molly decide to make a cake for their mama, to show her how much they love
her. One by one, other baby farm animals come by and ask if they can help. A foal, calf, lamb,
and more add their own touch to the cake, each contribution reflecting how unique and special
their own mother is. But when the cake gets too tall, the three chicks must use their
problem-solving skills to save it!

AGES: 0 to 3

AUTHOR:
Cece Meng works as a small-business consultant and freelance copywriter.
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In the early 1700s, 14-year-old Jeremy Swan is living a quiet life on his father's sheep farm in
Maine - until pirates plunder his island home and abduct him. Once aboard the Revenge, it takes
all of Jeremy's wits to plot his escape and keep from getting keelhauled. This suspenseful tale will
captivate young readers with a taste for adventure on the thrilling high seas.

AGES: 7 to 11

AUTHOR:
Stephen W. Meader (1892–1977) wrote more than 40 adventure, mystery, war, and sports
stories for young readers. His first novel, The Black Buccaneer, was the first juvenile publication
of the newly founded publishing company Harcourt, Brace and Howe.
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From the author of Ice Dogs, comes a riveting adventure about a musher who sets out to prove
her impaired vision won't hold her back from competing in a rigorous sled race through the
Canadian wilderness. Perfect for fans of Gary Paulsen.

McKenna Barney is trying to hide her worsening eyesight and has been isolating herself for the
last year. But at the request of her little sister, she signs up for a commemorative mail run race
in the Canadian wilderness - a race she doesn't know if she can even see to run.

Winning would mean getting her disease - and her sister's - national media coverage, but it
would also pit McKenna and her team of eight sled dogs against racers from across the globe for
three days of shifting lake ice, sudden owl attacks, snow squalls, and bitterly cold nights.

A page-turning adventure about living with disability and surviving the wilderness, Dog Driven is
the story of one girl's self-determination and the courage it takes to trust in others.

AGES: 10 plus

AUTHOR:
Terry Lynn Johnson, author of Ice Dogs, Sled Dog School, and the Survivor Diaries series, lives in
Whitefish Falls, Ontario where for ten years she owned a team of eighteen Alaskan Huskies.
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Carlo misses his father. His parents are separated, he is with his mother in Germany while his
father is back in their native Palermo. His father is always about to visit but somehow never quite
gets to Germany. Carlo gets tired of waiting and decides to do something about it and sets off
for Palermo but without any money to pay his fare. What happens is a series of adventures when
anything that could go wrong does but Carlo despite everything gets to Palermo. He finds his
father who has a new partner and it is clear his family will never be reunited. There is no happy
ending and Carlo is sent back to Germany to be reunited with his mother Carlo has learnt a lot
about life and the adult world. The fat little boy accepts the life he has and comes to term with
his reality. It is a story which will strike a chord with many readers as they take Carlo into their
hearts.

AUTHOR:
Oliver Scherz was born in Essen in Germany in 1974. He is a playwright and film director. He
began writing for children when his daughter was born. He has become one of Germany's most
successful authors of children books. His books include Ben and Nobody Can Stop Don Carlo. He
lives with his family in Berlin
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The story of the wooden puppet whose nose grows every time he tells a lie has captured hearts
around the world. Readers of all ages will be enchanted by this new edition of the timeless tale of
a mischievous marionette's struggles to behave himself in a world of temptation and adventure.

Unlike his famous movie namesake, this Pinocchio is selfish and sometimes cruel - just like some
real little boys. As soon as he can walk, he runs away, escaping into a series of darkly humorous
episodes that range from getting conned by a pair of tricksters to being turned into a donkey and
getting swallowed by an enormous fish. Populated by a host of memorable characters and briskly
propelled by the captivating logic of a dream, this remarkable fantasy from the nineteenth
century remains as fresh and inventive as if it had been written yesterday.

AGES: 7 to 11

AUTHOR:
Carlo Collodi (1826–1890) was the pen name of Carlo Lorenzini. The Florence native took the
name of his mother's native village, where he attended school. Collodi served in the Tuscan army
during the Italian wars of independence and founded a satirical weekly, Il Lampione. The author
of novels, plays, and political sketches, he translated Charles Perrault's fairy tales from the
French, and in 1881 his Storia di un burratino (Story of a Puppet) was published in installments in
the Giornale per i bambini, appearing two years later in book form as The Adventures of
Pinocchio.
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Sibert Medalist Catherine Thimmesh connects babies across our ecosystem with compelling
photographs and a poetic text that shows how the everyday milestones babies take parallel
animals in the world. Rounded corners and sturdy paper make this the perfect baby shower gift!
For fans of Zooborns.

Whether it's a first step or a first bath, all babies celebrate milestones as they grow. Connecting
adorable babies across our ecosystem - rom polar bear cubs, giraffe calves, and zebra colts to
human babies - Sibert Medalist Catherine Thimmesh shows how we are more similar than we
know.

AGES: 0 to 3

AUTHOR:
Catherine Thimmesh is the award-winning author of many books for children, including Girls
Think of Everything and Team Moon, winner of the Sibert Medal. Her books have received
numerous starred reviews, appeared on best books lists, and won many awards, including the
IRA Children's Book Award and Minnesota Book Award.
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History, science, culture, and religion converge to tell a story as rich - and dark - as chocolate
itself. Fans of The Omnivore's Dilemma will savor this decadent exposé featuring black and white
photos.

Melting in your mouth, baked in a brownie, steaming hot in a mug. Chocolate is the ultimate
indulgence - but it hasn't always been such a guilty pleasure.

Join the critically acclaimed author Kay Frydenborg on an in-depth journey through chocolate's
earliest uses in Mesoamerica, its meteoric rise in Western society, the slave labor practices that
have historically enabled (and continue to enable) the chocolate industry to thrive, and the
modern science used to help sustain our chocolate habit - science that might even help save the
environment.

AGES: 12 plus

AUTHOR:
Kay Frydenborg lives in Pennsylvania with her husband and two dogs. She's the author of
numerous books for young readers including Chocolate, Wild Horse Scientists, They Dreamed of
Horses, and Animal Therapist.
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Creating and harnessing energy is a fundamental part of enabling life to exist and thrive on
earth. Energy comes in a vast array of different forms - using our muscles and those of other
creatures, enabling us to move, lift etc, creating heat and steam through fire, capturing the
power of the wind in a ship's sails or to turn the blades of a wind turbine, harnessing the power
of moving water to generate electricity in a hydroelectric power station, applying the forces of
magnetism to turn an electric motor, using solar panels to transfer the sun's energy into
electricity for our homes - all of these and more are explained in Discovering Energy.

This exciting new book from award-winning illustrator Eduard Altarriba introduces children aged
8-12 to this fascinating world in a fun and absorbing way. The book explains many of the
different principals of energy production with the use of beautiful, dynamic illustrations.

AGES: 8 to 12

AUTHORS:
Veronica Sanz is Professor of Physics at the University of Sussex, UK. She has worked at
Harvard, Yale, Boston and Durham universities, as well as her hometown university in Valencia,
Spain. She was a Fulbright fellow at Harvard and Marie Curie fellow at Yale and she has been
awarded a Large Hadron Collider-Theory initiative prize.

Eduard Altarriba is a graphic designer and illustrator. He runs Alababala, a Barcelona-based
independent studio producing games, exhibitions, animation, apps and workbooks for children
that are practical and fun.
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The August 2017 solar eclipse is the chance of a lifetime for astronomer Shadia Habbal - years of
planning come down to one moment of totality. Will everything go off as planned?

On August 21, 2017, much of America stood still and looked up as a wide swath of the country
experienced totality - a full solar eclipse. Even in areas outside the path of totality, people
watched in awe as the moon cast its shadow on the sun. For most, this was simply a
once-in-a-lifetime experience.

Not so for Shadia Habbal, who travels the world in search of solar eclipses in order to study the
sun’s corona. Solar wind and storms originating in the corona can have big effects on our planet.
They can disrupt technology, expose aircraft to radiation, and even influence global climate
change.

In the months leading up to the 2017 eclipse, Shadia assembles a team of scientists to set up
camp with her in Mitchell, Oregon. Years earlier, a long, expensive trip to Indonesia to study an
eclipse failed when the skies remained too cloudy to see it. Shadia is determined to have the
2017 eclipse be a success. Will the computers fail? Will smoke from nearby fires change
direction? Will the cloudy skies clear in time? Readers will be on the edge of their seats as they
count down the months, days, hours, and finally minutes until totality.

AGES: 10 to 12

AUTHOR:
Ilima Loomis is an award-winning freelance writer and journalist specialising in reporting on
scientific research, especially in the areas of Earth and planetary science, oceans, astronomy,
and space. She has contributed to publications including Science, Science News for Students,
National Geographic Traveler, and Spirituality & Health. She is based on Maui, Hawai'i. This is her
first book for Houghton Mifflin Books for Young Readers.
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'Laura is a very brave person,  this is a risky undertaking.'  - Sir Ranulph Fiennes

Laura loves adventure and has a big dream. But is her plan to cycle 7,000 kilometres across
South America without any money – relying only on the kindness and goodwill of the people she
meets – too much, even for her?

AGES: 5 plus

SELLING POINTS:
•  Inspirational series encouraging readers to develop their own curiosity and a thirst for
adventure! 
•  Vibrant illustrations, and photos from Laura's remarkable journey, bring the story to life!

Laura's incredible journey continues in Peru, where the enormity of the challenge she's set
herself and worries about how she will cope begin to dominate her thoughts.

Can she find the courage and the help she needs to achieve her dream?
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From the legendary civil rights activist and author of the million-copy selling Warriors Don't Cry
comes an ardent and profound childhood memoir of growing up while facing adversity in the Jim
Crow South.

Long before she was one of the Little Rock Nine, Melba Pattillo Beals was a warrior. Frustrated by
the laws that kept African-Americans separate but very much unequal to whites, she had
questions. Why couldn't she drink from a "whites only" fountain? Why couldn't she feel safe
beyond home - or even within the walls of church? Adults all told her: Hold your tongue. Be
patient. Know your place. But Beals had the heart of a fighter - and the knowledge that her true
place was a free one.

With emotive photos, this memoir paints a vivid picture of Beals' powerful early journey on the
road to becoming a champion for equal rights, an acclaimed journalist, a best-selling author, and
the recipient of this country's highest recognition, the Congressional Gold Medal. Includes a Q&A
with Melba and bonus audio clip.

AGES: 10 plus

AUTHOR:
Melba Pattillo Beals is the author of the bestselling WARRIORS DON'T CRY: A SEARING MEMOIR
OF THE BATTLE TO INTEGRATE LITTLE ROCK'S CENTRAL HIGH and the recipient of the 1995
American Library Association Nonfiction Book of the Year award and the prestigious Robert F.
Kennedy Book Award. Dr. Beals was given a Congressional Gold Medal for her role, as a
fifteen-year-old, in the integration of Central High School, Little Rock, Arkansas.
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Meet some gigantic prehistoric critters!

Can you imagine a bug the size of a small crocodile? How about one bigger than a large
basketball player? As scary as it may seem, supersized, insect-like critters such as these roamed
Earth long before humans. In this peek into prehistory, award-winning science writer Helaine
Becker introduces seven of these megabugs, the ancestors of modern-day insects, spiders, crabs
and other arthropods, which lived from 480 million to 47 million years ago. The book explores
when, where and how they each lived, why they grew so big and what caused their extinction.
Highly realistic illustrations show each megabug in its habitat. The end of the book includes a few
supersized critters that are still around today!

This book hits the sweet spot for the many young fans of dinosaurs, prehistoric life and insects of
all kinds. Thoroughly reviewed by paleontological experts, the information is presented in an
easy-to-digest format for a hi-lo audience (high interest, low reading level). Each spread features
one animal and loads of visuals - such as a size chart that shows how big the animal could grow,
a timeline placing it in its geological period and a map of where its fossils have been discovered.
Sidebars provide further context on such topics as adaptation, fossils and the Permian Extinction.
Detailed illustrations by John Bindon are based on fossil evidence and were created in
consultation with experts in the field. This book has terrific STEAM applications in earth science
and life science. End matter includes a glossary, resources and an index.

AGES: 8 to 12

AUTHOR:
Helaine Becker is a bestselling children's author of more than seventy books, including Hubots,
Monster Science, Zoobots, The Big Green Book of the Big Blue Sea and Lines, Bars and Circles.
She is a two-time recipient of the Lane Anderson Award and a winner of the Silver Birch Award
and the Red Cedar Award. She lives in Toronto, Ontario.
John Bindon is the illustrator of many books on prehistoric life. He has also worked on dinosaur
exhibits for museums and theme parks, and on animation projects for the Discovery Channel and
Walt Disney Animation Studios. John lives near Toronto, Ontario.
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Splash, Bubbles, and friends introduce amazing ocean creatures in this photo-illustrated early
reader based on Jim Henson's Splash and Bubbles.

Learn all about penguins, from their habitats, to their physical features, to their behaviors from
the fish who know best: Splash, Bubbles, and friends! These science readers are packed with
amazing facts, full-colour photographs, and bright art from the PBS Kids series Splash and
Bubbles. With a true-or-false activity and a glossary to reinforce the nonfiction content, these
easy-to-read books are sure to appeal to emerging readers and animal enthusiasts! In the series
of books based on the Jim Henson Company's Splash and Bubbles on PBS Kids, Splash, Bubbles,
and their friends explore the world's undersea habitats, make new friends, and learn about the
many different ways life looks and lives in the ocean, celebrating the importance of diversity
along the way.

AGES: 6 to 9

AUTHOR:
The Jim Henson Company has remained an established leader in family entertainment for 60
years and is recognised worldwide as an innovator in puppetry, animatronics and digital
animation. Best known as creators of the world famous Muppets, Henson has received over 50
Emmy Awards and nine Grammy Awards.
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Splash, Bubbles, and friends introduce amazing ocean creatures in this photo-illustrated early
reader based on Jim Henson's Splash and Bubbles.

Learn all about penguins, from their habitats, to their physical features, to their behaviors from
the fish who know best: Splash, Bubbles, and friends! These science readers are packed with
amazing facts, full-colour photographs, and bright art from the PBS Kids series Splash and
Bubbles. With a true-or-false activity and a glossary to reinforce the nonfiction content, these
easy-to-read books are sure to appeal to emerging readers and animal enthusiasts! In the series
of books based on the Jim Henson Company's Splash and Bubbles on PBS Kids, Splash, Bubbles,
and their friends explore the world's undersea habitats, make new friends, and learn about the
many different ways life looks and lives in the ocean, celebrating the importance of diversity
along the way.

AGES: 6 to 9

AUTHOR:
The Jim Henson Company has remained an established leader in family entertainment for 60
years and is recognised worldwide as an innovator in puppetry, animatronics and digital
animation. Best known as creators of the world famous Muppets, Henson has received over 50
Emmy Awards and nine Grammy Awards.
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Splash, Bubbles, and friends introduce amazing ocean creatures in this photo-illustrated early
reader based on Jim Henson's Splash and Bubbles.

Learn all about sharks, from their habitats to their physical features to their behaviors from the
fish who know best: Splash, Bubbles, and friends! These science readers are packed with
amazing facts, full-colour photographs, and bright art from the PBS Kids series Splash and
Bubbles. With a true-or-false activity and a glossary to reinforce the nonfiction content, these
easy-to-read books are sure to appeal to emerging readers and animal enthusiasts! In the series
of books based on the Jim Henson Company's Splash and Bubbles on PBS Kids, Splash, Bubbles,
and their friends explore the world's undersea habitats, make new friends, and learn about the
many different ways life looks and lives in the ocean, celebrating the importance of diversity
along the way.

AGES: 6 to 9

AUTHOR:
The Jim Henson Company has remained an established leader in family entertainment for 60
years and is recognised worldwide as an innovator in puppetry, animatronics and digital
animation. Best known as creators of the world famous Muppets, Henson has received over 50
Emmy Awards and nine Grammy Awards.
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Splash, Bubbles, and friends introduce amazing ocean creatures in this photo-illustrated early
reader based on Jim Henson's Splash and Bubbles.

Learn all about sharks, from their habitats to their physical features to their behaviors from the
fish who know best: Splash, Bubbles, and friends! These science readers are packed with
amazing facts, full-colour photographs, and bright art from the PBS Kids series Splash and
Bubbles. With a true-or-false activity and a glossary to reinforce the nonfiction content, these
easy-to-read books are sure to appeal to emerging readers and animal enthusiasts! In the series
of books based on the Jim Henson Company's Splash and Bubbles on PBS Kids, Splash, Bubbles,
and their friends explore the world's undersea habitats, make new friends, and learn about the
many different ways life looks and lives in the ocean, celebrating the importance of diversity
along the way.

AGES: 6 to 9

AUTHOR:
The Jim Henson Company has remained an established leader in family entertainment for 60
years and is recognised worldwide as an innovator in puppetry, animatronics and digital
animation. Best known as creators of the world famous Muppets, Henson has received over 50
Emmy Awards and nine Grammy Awards.
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This third installment in the hilarious and highly-illustrated full-color Superpower Field Guide
series features the silly-looking, surprisingly fierce Ostrich. This two-toed torpedo may have the
largest eyes of any animal on dry land, but it can outrun most horses!

Meet Eno, an ordinary ostrich living in the Serengeti, a corner of the African savanna. But there's
something you should know: Even ordinary ostriches are extraordinary. And that includes Eno.

I know what you're thinking. You're thinking that ostriches are just overgrown chickens with
ridiculous necks, skinny legs, and bad attitudes. And you're right! Believe it or not, that neck
helps ostriches run at supersonic speeds. Those skinny legs can kill a lion dead. And these are
only a few weapons in Eno's arsenal of superfierce survival skills - Eno has Colossal Orbs of
Telescopic Vision, the Impossible Ever-Flow Lung, the Egg of Wonder, and so many more.

You're still not convinced that ostriches are superpowered, are you? Well, you don't know
ostriches yet. But you will.

Includes a ruler printed along the book's back side to aid the observations of young field
scientists everywhere!

AGES: 7 to 10

AUTHOR:
Rachel Poliquin is a writer engaged in all things orderly and disorderly in the natural world. With a
cross-disciplinary background in visual arts, cultural history and natural history, she holds a Ph.D.
in Comparative Literature from the University of British Columbia and a Post-Doctoral Degree in
History from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Poliquin is the author of the Superpower
Field Guide series, and has also written for Science Friday, The Believer Magazine, and The New
York Times.
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Zora Neale Hurston was confident, charismatic, and determined to be extraordinary. As a young
woman, Hurston lived and wrote alongside such prominent authors as Langston Hughes and Alain
Locke during the Harlem Renaissance. But unfortunately, despite writing the luminary work Their
Eyes Were Watching God, she was always short of money. Though she took odd jobs as a
housemaid and as the personal assistant to an actress, Zora often found herself in abject
poverty. Through it all, Zora kept writing. And though none of her books sold more than a
thousand copies while she was alive, she was rediscovered a decade later by a new generation of
readers, who knew they had found an important voice of American Literature.

AGES: 10 to 12

AUTHORS:
Dennis Brindell Fradin was the author of many books for young readers, including the
well-received Samuel Adams: The Father of American Independence, and, with coauthor and
wife Judith Bloom Fradin, Ida B. Wells: Mother of the Civil Rights Movement.
Judith Bloom Fradin collaborated with her husband, Dennis Brindell Fradin, on several
award-winning books for young readers, including Ida B. Wells: Mother of the Civil Rights
Movement and Fight On!: Mary Church Terrell's Battle for Integration. 
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The third book in the popular, rib-tickling Big Words Small Stories series.

Meet Oleander, who likes to keep busy, and her pet salamander, Sally Mander, who prefers to
take it easy. As they go about their days in these five stories, they're visited by the Sprinkle Fairy
(she's the owner of a word factory in Sicily) and her helpers, who've slipped a Big Word into each
story. Which means, when Sally Mander is slacking off on her gardening duties, Oleander accuses
her of procrastinating. And when Sally Mander loses a fight to a bird over a worm, she demands
that the bird regurgitate the worm immediately. It's all fun with words - BIG time!

This collection of quirky, bite-sized stories is part of a clever series of highly original early readers
by Judith Henderson. The text is dialogue driven, broken up into small bits, and accompanied by
T. L. McBeth's small, simple and humour-filled spot illustrations, making it just right for emerging
readers. These books are also terrific tools for expanding budding vocabularies, with the
pronunciation and definition included for each of the five multisyllabic Big Words. Children will be
trying them out in no time!

AGES: 5 to 8

AUTHOR:
Judith Henderson is an Emmy Award-winning children's TV composer and producer. She is the
author of the Big Words Small Stories series. Judith lives in Montreal, Quebec.
T. L. McBeth is the illustrator of Stegothesaurus and the Big Words Small Stories series. His work
has been displayed at the Society of Illustrators. He lives in New York City.
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A lively tale of a cool invention.

Frank William Epperson is a curious boy who wants to be an inventor when he grows up. Since
inventing begins with experimenting, Frank spends a lot of time in his "laboratory" (i.e. his back
porch) trying out his ideas, such as building a double-handled handcar that whizzes past the
single-handled cars in his neighbourhood. What Frank loves most, though, is experimenting with
liquids. When he invents his own yummy flavoured soda water drink, his friends love it! And this
gets him to thinking: "I wonder what this drink would taste like frozen?" Though he doesn't yet
realise it, his curiosity will lead to his best invention ever: the Popsicle!

In this innovative picture book, Anne Renaud tells a lively story inspired by a real person and true
events. Budding scientists will be inspired to emulate the way Frank follows his curiosity, works
hard and never gives up - a growth mindset in action. Interwoven within the story are full-page
illustrated instructions for four science experiments that Frank performs, so readers can try them
at home or school. Thoroughly researched back matter provides additional historical notes,
photos and a bibliography. This readable book covers social studies topics including early
twentieth-century history and inventions and inventors, as well as science topics, such as simple
chemistry experiments and an overview of the skills and strategies of scientific inquiry.

AGES: 4 to 8

AUTHOR:
Anne Renaud has written over a dozen books for children, including picture books and nonfiction
such as The True Tale of a Giantess: The Story of Anna Swan and Mr. Crum's Potato
Predicament. She lives in Montreal, Quebec.
Milan Pavlovic is an illustrator and graphic artist whose drawings, illustrations, paintings and
comics have been published and exhibited internationally. He teaches at OCAD University and
Seneca College. His books include Seamus's Short Story and The Snuggly. He lives with his family
in Toronto.
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The letter C falls into the garbage can, and it is up to the rest of the alphabet to save him from
ending up in the dump! In this rollicking, action-filled story, the letters of the alphabet must work
together to help their friend. But four letters of the alphabet are missing! Could they be the
answer to saving C? This unique book conveys the transforming power of teamwork and brings
language and storytelling to life for young readers as they try to guess the secret word the
missing letters form - a word that may save the day for poor C. An adventure, a puzzle, and a
word game, this suspenseful story is a delightful approach to letters and words.

AUTHOR:
Pamela Jane is the author of more than thirty children's books, including Pride and Prejudice and
Kitties: A Cat-Lover's Romp through Jane Austen's Classic and a memoir, An Incredible Talent for
Existing: A Writer's Story.
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A construction crew rebuilds a rickety old clock tower that has become home to wild animals in
this picture book for fans of Sheep in a Jeep and Goodnight, Goodnight, Construction Site.

An underlying message of cooperation and conservation drives this rollicking introduction to
counting and shapes.

The old clock tower used to stand tall and proud. Now, it's rusty, dusty, mouldy, musty. A
construction team decides to turn zigzags into squares and get the clock chiming again. But wait:
what will happen to all the animals who have made this dilapidated clock their home?

Nothing can't be fixed and everyone is welcome in Fix That Clock, a celebration of hard work,
compassion, and collaboration. 

AGES: 4 to 7

AUTHOR:
Kurt Cyrus has hammered out such books as Billions of Bricks, Tadpole Rex, and Oddhopper
Opera: A Bug's Garden of Verses. He has also illustrated books by authors such as Eve Bunting
(The Bones of Fred McFee), Lisa Wheeler (Mammoths on the Move), and M.T. Anderson (Whales
on Stilts).
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With charming art and poetry, this honest primer on friendship, and companion to The Thank You
Book, captures the many ways friendships are formed and what it means to be a friend. Perfect
for fans of I Like You and A Friend is Someone Who Likes You.

Sometimes being friends begins all at once
And sometimes it takes a while, to get acquainted
But then, as some small knowing grows,
You start feeling that feeling
That comes with having a friend...

Exploring the many shapes friendships take and how being a friend can be a gift in itself, this
thoughtful and authentic primer on friendship invites readers to celebrate the wonders of
companionship.

AGES: 4 to 7

AUTHOR:
Mary Lyn Ray has written many acclaimed books for children, including Go to Sleep, Little Farm,
illustrated by Christopher Silas Neal; New York Times best-seller Stars, illustrated by Marla Frazee
and The Thank You Book, illustrated by Stephanie Graegin.
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From best-selling author and illustrator, Tomie dePaola, comes this folktale of a determined and
self-reliant troll learning the importance of being true to yourself.

Helga, a troll, must somehow acquire a dowry with which to marry or, by the god Odin's
command, be doomed to wander the earth forever. After Lars, her true love, is tempted away
from her side by a rich dowry, Helga decides to go and earn a dowry of her own! Her cleverness,
humour, and insight into people help her stand on her own two feet and be loved for who she is.

AGES: 4 to 7

AUTHOR:
Tomie dePaola is the author and/or illustrator of more than 250 books for children. He receive a
Caldecott Honor for Strega Nona and a Newbery Honor for 26 Fairmont Avenue. He is also the
recipient of the American Library Association's Laura Ingalls Wilder Award for his substantial and
lasting contributions to children's literature
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Henry the bear builds a cabin with help from his friends. A thoughtful meditation on what a home
can be, inspired by the life of Henry David Thoreau.

"Johnson's singular illustrations of the changing seasons exhibit the planed surfaces of cubist
paintings. Each scene sparkles as if viewed through multifaceted glass."  - Publishers Weekly,
starred review

Inspired by the life of Henry David Thoreau and illustrated with nature-filled paintings by author
and artist D. B. Johnson, Henry Builds a Cabin is a thoughtful exploration of what really makes a
home.

When Henry decides to build a cabin in the woods, he gets help and a lot of advice from his
friends. But Henry has his own ideas about what makes a perfect home: for him, the forest is a
bigger home than any house could ever be. 

AGES: 4 to 7

AUTHOR:
D. B. Johnson has been a freelance illustrator for more than twenty years and has done editorial
cartoons, comic strips, and conceptual illustrations for magazines and newspapers around the
country. Mr. Johnson's first picture book, Henry Hikes to Fitchburg, was a New York Times
bestseller and a Publishers Weekly bestseller, as well as an American Bookseller "Pick of the
Lists." Henry Hikes to Fitchburg also won numerous awards, including the Boston Globe-Horn
Book Award for Picture Books and the Ezra Jack Keats New Writer Award.
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Henry refuses to pay taxes while the state allows slavery in this addition to the New York Times
best-selling picture book series. A reflection on civil disobedience and how it can inspire freedom
for all, based on the life of Henry David Thoreau.

"The simple, direct telling is very satisfying, and the stylised illustrations, in coloured pencils and
paint, look fresh and inviting." - Booklist, starred review

How can you have an adventure when you aren't free to roam?

Henry the bear, modelled on the real Henry David Thoreau, wants to climb a mountain, but the
tax collector puts him in jail. Henry refuses to pay to a state that allows slavery. But being locked
up doesn't stop Henry: he imagines splashing in rivers, swinging from trees, and meeting a
stranger who is an escaped slave pursuing freedom.

A little civil disobedience can go a long way toward inspiring freedom for all.

AGES: 4 to 7

AUTHOR:
D. B. Johnson has been a freelance illustrator for more than twenty years and has done editorial
cartoons, comic strips, and conceptual illustrations for magazines and newspapers around the
country. Mr. Johnson's first picture book, Henry Hikes to Fitchburg, was a New York Times
bestseller and a Publishers Weekly bestseller, as well as an American Bookseller "Pick of the
Lists." Henry Hikes to Fitchburg also won numerous awards, including the Boston Globe-Horn
Book Award for Picture Books and the Ezra Jack Keats New Writer Award.
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Henry's friends learn that you can work hard AND love what you do in this installment of the New
York Times best-selling series, inspired by the life of Henry David Thoreau.

"With a quiet humor and attention to natural settings, Johnson respectfully conveys Thoreau's
philosophy of simplicity." - Publishers Weekly, starred review

Does it still count as hard work if you are also having fun?

Without Henry the bear, inspired by Henry David Thoreau, wildflowers would go unwatered,
rivers would have no crossing stones, and storms would come without warning. His friends try to
convince him that he's not "doing anything," but Henry finds his work more rewarding than
getting paid. Henry Works flows through morning's mist to evening's glow, when Henry's most
important work is revealed!

A celebration of nature and hard work that comes in many shapes and sizes.

AGES: 4 to 7

AUTHOR:
D. B. Johnson has been a freelance illustrator for more than twenty years and has done editorial
cartoons, comic strips, and conceptual illustrations for magazines and newspapers around the
country. Mr. Johnson's first picture book, Henry Hikes to Fitchburg, was a New York Times
bestseller and a Publishers Weekly bestseller, as well as an American Bookseller "Pick of the
Lists." Henry Hikes to Fitchburg also won numerous awards, including the Boston Globe-Horn
Book Award for Picture Books and the Ezra Jack Keats New Writer Award.
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Henry the bear longs for sleep but discovers the magic of nocturnal animals. A quiet
contemplation of nature perfect for bedtime, inspired by the life of Henry David Thoreau.

What to do when you can't fall asleep?

Henry the bear, based on Henry David Thoreau, wants to sleep, but the sounds of the village
keep him awake. Henry takes his night jar, fills it with fireflies, and sets off to track the elusive
whippoorwill to help him feel tired. Each time he draws near, the bird flies deeper into the
woods, where Henry encounters many wonderful creatures. But will he ever find his night bird?

This book, inspired by Henry David Thoreau's moonlit walks, shines a quiet comfort on the
mysteries of nature in nighttime.

AGES: 4 to 7

AUTHOR:
D. B. Johnson has been a freelance illustrator for more than twenty years and has done editorial
cartoons, comic strips, and conceptual illustrations for magazines and newspapers around the
country. Mr. Johnson's first picture book, Henry Hikes to Fitchburg, was a New York Times
bestseller and a Publishers Weekly bestseller, as well as an American Bookseller "Pick of the
Lists." Henry Hikes to Fitchburg also won numerous awards, including the Boston Globe-Horn
Book Award for Picture Books and the Ezra Jack Keats New Writer Award.
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Ever wonder what might have happened if a certain glass slipper had been placed on the wrong
maiden's foot ... and fit?! In this comic twist on a classic fairy tale, Murray, a humble shoemaker,
creates a pair of glass slippers for a frantic fairy godmother when her wand runs out of power,
setting off a rollicking chain of events that may force him to disappoint a prince, risk the fairy's
wrath, and sacrifice the secret love of his life. Deborah Guarino, author of the bestselling Is Your
Mama a Llama?, has created a magical story that will delight readers of all ages. Vivid
illustrations bring the characters brilliantly to life in this tale of true love, royal mayhem, and big
feet.

AGES: 5 to 8

AUTHOR:
Deborah Guarino is the bestselling author of the perennial children's classic Is Your Mama a
Llama?, which has now sold more than two million copies and been in print for 30 years. She is
also an accomplished lyricist, copywriter, editor, actor, artist, and mother of two sons.
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A mouse teaches its magpie friend that more doesn't mean better in this picture book from
bestselling duo Springman and Lies.

"This is a timely, clearly needed fable for contemporary society as it tries to unravel itself from
excessive materialism. Ideal for discussions about reducing consumption."  - School Library
Journal, starred review

This innovative and spare picture book asks the question: When is more more than enough?

Can a team of well-intentioned mice save their magpie friend from hoarding too much stuff?
With breathtaking illustrations from the New York Times best-selling Brian Lies, this book about
conservation wraps an important message in a beautiful package.

AGES: 4 to 7

AUTHOR:
I.C. Springman has published short stories in various literary magazines. More is Springman's
first children's book.
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How much room is enough for a pup?

Mia wants a dog more than anything. But according to her mom, there is just NO ROOM in their
very small apartment. Then one day, when she and her grandma are visiting a friend who is
giving away puppies, Mia falls in love with a small spotted pup who crawls into her lap. She
knows she just has to convince her mom to let her keep him! With help from Grandma - and
some of her pet-owning friends - can Mia show her mom how much room there really is in their
apartment?

In this charming picture book from Elizabeth Suneby and Laurel Molk, an I-want-a-dog story
meets the Yiddish folk tale about how things could always be worse - to comic effect! With a
narrative and illustrations that are action-packed, this is a terrific read-aloud. The timely
messages about the importance of gratitude for what one has, the need for generosity and the
inclusion of others - "there's always room for one more" - resonate. This book makes a
wonderful social studies resource for discussions about families and communities, with an
intergenerational storyline full of endearing characters - Mia, her mother and her grandmother
live in the same apartment building, along with a diverse cast of neighbours. It also works for
character education lessons on kindness, perseverance and initiative.

AGES: 3 to 7

AUTHORS:
Elizabeth Suneby's award-winning books for young readers include Iqbal and His Ingenious Idea
and Razia's Ray of Hope. She lives outside Boston, Massachusetts.
Laurel Molk has illustrated many books, a few of which she also wrote. Her latest books include
Take Your Time: A Tale of Harriet, the Galapagos Tortoise; There Might Be Lobsters; and Eeny,
Meeny, Miney, Mo, and FLO!, which she wrote and illustrated. She lives near Boston,
Massachusetts.
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A lyrical look at numbers, with a philosophical twist!

2 is a little. 0 is nothing. 1 is not enough.

Well, sometimes ... 1 sun is a lot. 1 dog is a lot. 2 can even be too much. And when it comes to
rain clouds, 0 is perfect. It's curious, but true. It all depends on what you're counting!

Bestselling and critically acclaimed author Muon Thi Van offers an innovative and
thought-provoking look at the question, How many is enough? Simple page by simple page,
young readers are shown examples of how, when counting things, the smallest numbers - 0, 1
and 2 - can mean a little, a lot or just the right amount. With its playful spirit and lyrical text, this
unique, philosophical picture book promotes critical thinking, observation and discussion, even
among the youngest children, and introduces a new way to appreciate numbers. Full of energy
and humour, Pierre Pratt's illustrations tell a story within the story that adds a separate narrative
layer to the spare text.

AGES: 3 to 7

AUTHOR:
Muon Thi Van is the critically-acclaimed author of In a Village by the Sea, which was a JLG
selection and the winner of the 2016 Northern California Book Award for Best Picture Book. Her
second book, The Little Tree, received starred reviews from Kirkus Reviews and Publishers
Weekly. Muon lives in Northern California with her family.
Pierre Pratt is an internationally acclaimed illustrator of over fifty books for children. Pierre's
honors include three Governor General's Awards for Illustration and a prestigious Golden Apple
Award. He divides his time between Lisbon, Portugal, and Montreal, Canada.
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This wordless book captures the heart and drama of the famous marksman and Swiss folk hero
Wilhelm Tell with bold, bright illustrations by Warja Lavater.

Told in pictograms inspired by Manhattan street signs, Lavater turns characters and objects into
symbols in this lavish accordion-style fold out book. The drama literally unfolds, with the direction
of an arrow motif. Originally published in 1962, NorthSouth is proud to bring this design gem
back into print.

AGES: 4 to 8

AUTHOR:
Warja Lavater (1913-2007) was born in Winterthur, Switzerland. She spent her childhood in
Russia, Greece, and Switzerland, and studied art initially at the Kunstgewerbeschule in Zurich,
then subsequently in Sweden and Paris. Impressed by the expressive potential of signs and
advertising boards on American streets, toward the end of the 1950s she developed the use of
pictograms as a form of pictorial language. She became famous for her paintings, drawings, and
graphic work, which included pictograms and folding books for children and adults.

Leporello format
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In 1936 San Francisco, eighteen-year-old Willa MacCarthy is bound for the convent. But when she
discovers her love of medicine, she will defy her family and work with a female doctor to care for
those building the Golden Gate Bridge. 

The last thing eighteen-year-old Wilhelmina "Willa" MacCarthy wants is to be a nun. It's 1936,
and as the only daughter amongst four sons, her Irish–Catholic family is counting on her to take
her vows - but Willa's found another calling. Each day she sneaks away to help Doctor Katherine
Winston in her medical clinic in San Francisco's Richmond District. Keeping secrets from her
family only becomes more complicated when Willa agrees to help the doctor at a field hospital
near the new bridge being built over the Golden Gate. Willa thinks she can handle her new
chaotic life, but as she draws closer to a dashing young ironworker and risks grow at the bridge,
she discovers that hiding from what she truly wants may be her biggest lie of all.

AGES: 14 to 19

AUTHOR:
Amy Trueblood grew up in California only ten minutes from Disneyland which sparked an early
interest in storytelling. As the youngest of five, she spent most of her time trying to find a quiet
place to curl up with her favorite books. After graduating from the University of Arizona with a
degree in journalism, she worked in entertainment in Los Angeles before returning to work in
Arizona. Fueled by good coffee and an awesome Spotify playlist, you can often find Amy working
on the next post for her blog, Chasing the Crazies.
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In this charming debut about first love and second chances, a young girl gets caught between the
boy next door and a playboy. Perfect for fans of To All The Boys I've Loved Before.

Mansfield, Massachusetts, is the last place seventeen-year-old Edie Price wants to spend her final
summer before college. It's the home of wealthy suburban mothers and prima donnas like Edie's
cousins, who are determined to distract her from her mother’s death with cute boys and
Cinderella-style makeovers. She's got her own plans, and they don't include any prince charming.

But as she dives into schoolwork and getting a scholarship for college, Edie finds herself drawn to
two Mansfield boys strumming for her attention: First, there’s Sebastian, Edie's childhood friend
and first love, who's sweet and smart and . . . already has a girlfriend. Then there's Henry, the
local bad boy and all-around player who's totally off limits - even if his kisses are chemically
addictive.

Both boys are trouble. Edie can't help herself from being caught between them. Now, she just
has to make sure it isn't her heart that breaks in the process.

AGES: 14 and up

AUTHOR:
Jacqueline Firkins is a playwright, screenwriter, and comics artist who's been creating worlds and
characters as a set and costume designer for the past twenty years. She's on the fulltime faculty
at the University of British Columbia where she also takes any writing class they'll let her into.
When not writing, drawing, or sewing, she can be found running by the ocean, listening to
earnest love songs, and pretending her dog understands every word she says.
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When her sister is found dead under mysterious circumstances, Lena strikes a gruesome deal
with the Norse gods to bring her back and finds herself in the middle of an impending doomsday
- all while discovering dangerous secrets about her sister's identity. 

When Lena's younger sister Fressa is found dead, their whole Viking clan mourns - but it is Lena
alone who never recovers. Fressa is the sister that should've lived, and Lena cannot rest until she
knows exactly what killed Fressa and why - and how to bring her back. She strikes a dark deal
with Hela, the Norse goddess of death, and begins a new double life to save her sister. But as
Lena gets closer to bringing Fressa back, she dredges up dangerous discoveries about her own
family, and finds herself in the middle of a devastating plan to spur Ragnarök –a deadly chain of
events leading to total world destruction. Still, with her sister's life in the balance, Lena is willing
to risk it all. She's willing to kill. How far will she go before the darkness consumes her?

AGES: 14 to 18

AUTHOR:
Elizabeth Tammi has lived in California, Florida, and England, but currently resides in Georgia,
where she studies creative writing and journalism at Mercer University. When she isn't writing,
you can find her holed up a coffeehouse, or at work for her college's newspaper and literary
magazine.
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Hounds, cranes, peacocks, lions, hares, serpents, and other creatures appear in these 31
intricate Celtic designs. The stunning images are accented with knotwork, spirals, and maze
patterns inspired by ancient manuscripts - but with exciting modern touches than lend a fresh
new look to the traditional art form. Pages are perforated and printed on one side only for easy
removal and display. Specially designed for experienced colourists, Celtic Animal Designs and
other Creative Haven adult colouring books offer an escape to a world of inspiration and artistic
fulfillment. Each title is also an effective and fun-filled way to relax and reduce stress.

AUTHOR:
Cari Buziak lives in Calgary, Alberta, where she re-creates ancient manuscripts in painted and
digital form for a variety of merchandising and fine art needs. She has published illustrations with
Interweave Press, Penguin/Pearson Books, Llewellyn Publications, and Chronicle Books, and her
work has appeared in galleries around the world
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These 31 original illustrations of lovingly furnished rooms and welcoming outdoor spaces detail
everything from immaculate interiors of bedrooms, studies, and kitchens to gorgeous flower-filled
backyards and beautifully decorated front porches - plus dozing dogs and curious cats. Pages are
perforated and printed on one side only for easy removal and display. Specially designed for
experienced colourists, Home Sweet Home and other Creative Haven adult colouring books offer
an escape to a world of inspiration and artistic fulfillment. Each title is also an effective and
fun-filled way to relax and reduce stress.

AUTHOR:
Teresa Elizabeth Goodridge is a freelance artist based in Yorkshire, England. She adores children
and loves illustrating children's books, games, cards, and toys. Teresa specialises in character
development and has designed dozens of paper-based products for numerous companies.
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Decorative borders and patterns characteristic of the 19th century frame these 31 clever and
insightful quotes from Jane Austen's most beloved novels, including "Know your own happiness"
(Sense and Sensibility) and "To be fond of dancing was a certain step towards falling in love"
(Pride and Prejudice). Pages are perforated and printed on one side only for easy removal and
display. Specially designed for experienced colourists, Jane Austen Witty & Wise and other
Creative Haven adult colouring books offer an escape to a world of inspiration and artistic
fulfillment. Each title is also an effective and fun-filled way to relax and reduce stress.

AUTHOR:
One of Dover's most gifted and versatile artists, Marty Noble is the creator of more than 200
Dover items, including a huge variety of different colouring book formats, stickers, tattoos,
stencils, CD-ROMs, and more. Marty has also expertly re-created the art for most of the "Color
Your Own ..." series and the popular Saturday Evening Post coloring books. She has created
more than 50 unique Creative Haven titles, including such best-sellers as Art Nouveau Nature
Designs, Elegant Angels, Flower Mandalas, Tea Time, and more!
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Thirty-one tranquil scenes capture the beauty of charming yet simple settings that will soothe
your soul. From a sunset on the beach to a lone cabin nestled in the woods, the illustrations set
the stage for colorists to experience the calm that can be found in everyday life. Pages are
perforated and printed on one side only for easy removal and display. Specially designed for
experienced colourists, Serene Scenes and other Creative Haven adult colouring books offer an
escape to a world of inspiration and artistic fulfillment. Each title is also an effective and fun-filled
way to relax and reduce stress.

AUTHOR:
Jessica Mazurkiewicz's illustrations and designs have been used as editorial illustrations, book
covers, coloring and activity books, and educational readers as well as decals, dinnerware,
glassware, home textiles, beauty products and packaging. She has created dozens of Creative
Haven colouring books for Dover, many of which are bestselling titles that include Psalms,
Favorite Hymns, Truly Tropical, Beautiful Butterfly Designs, Nature Whimsy, and many more.
Jessica was born and raised in Vermont but moved to New York to study Illustration at the School
of Visual Arts. After living in New York for 10 years, she moved back to Vermont, where she
works from her home studio.
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The perfect mix of trendy and handy, these 50 designs for useful and stylish little bags and
pouches use small pieces of fabric, bringing your stash's power to new heights. The eye-catching
and creative designs offer structures, shapes, and effects you've never sewn before, applied to
multicompartment wallets and clutches, first-aid pouches, and bags for elegantly toting phones,
eyeglasses, snacks, and small treasures. There are dozens of simpler projects that can be
completed within an hour, and all projects are achievable thanks to thorough instructions that use
step-by-step photos, patterns, and clear diagrams. These 50 designs provide an endless source
of ways to express your own creative preferences, and to use and enjoy your fabric scraps.
Some have pockets, some have ingenious closures, some are shaped like birds or rabbits, and all
burst with unique style for you to personalise. Also teaches handy techniques like working with
zippers, metal clasps, flex frames, and more.
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In the multimillion-dollar crafter market, this is one art form that appeals to artists and makers
of all kinds, whatever their other mediums may be. Also termed 3-D collage, shadow boxes, or
assemblage, it's based on how you choose and arrange items in a "box" (term used loosely!) to
create a visual message. With 30 intriguing projects of varied complexity, this complete guide
teaches techniques for arranging, organising, mounting, and creating narratives. The boxes use
easily available items like cigar boxes, unusual packaging containers, or mint tins. The form's
history is covered too, including the curiosity cabinets of Renaissance Europe, the found-object
assemblage boxes created in the 20th century by Joseph Cornell, and the works artists create
today. Includes examples to teach arrangement, grouping, and assembly and offers extra
inspiration with a 40-page gallery of a wide range of works by expert artists.

AUTHOR:
Marlis Maehrle teaches paper- and book-crafting courses in the US and Germany. Her work has
been featured in Uppercase and 500 Paper Objects. She belongs to the International Association
of Hand Papermakers and Paper Artists (IAPMA)
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Chip Carving is the art of removing small sections of wood from a single piece of timber, usually
to form geometric patterns. Finished pieces can be very intricate and complex but amazing
results can be achieved surprisingly easily with the right guidance. Unlike many types of
woodworking, chip carving requires very few tools, usually just two knives, and is a wonderful
way too decorate all manner of existing objects including boxes, plates and furniture.

The author guides the reader through the process of creating 15 distinctive projects. The
necessary stages are explained with the use of detailed step-by-step photographs and
accompanying text. The author also explains how to go about planning and designing each
project in preparation for the actual carving process.

•  included are 15 simple step-by-step solid-point projects suitable for the absolute beginner.
•  there is also useful information on equipment and techniques, to guide you though every step
of the way.
•  whether you wish to decorate a wooden bangle or produce a •  pleasing work of art, you'll find
all you need to know to help you achieve your goal.

AUTHOR:
Tatiana Baldina is a professional woodcarving artist who lives and works in Russia. She specialises
in chip carving and chose to study the subject as part of her Applied Fine Arts degree at the
Volga Regional State University. After graduating, Tatiana went on to create many of her own
original pieces, she also worked for several companies producing carved boxes and other items
for the home. Tatiana is a Laureate of The International Association of the Creative Professions,
Vatikam, France. She has worked as a freelance woodcarver since 2014.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Templates provided for each design, along with detailed instructions on how to draw each
project
•  Only a few basic tools are needed to create wonderfully decorated objects
•  Suitable for both novice and experienced chip carvers
•  Includes 15 chip carving projects that vary in complexity

700 photographs
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Glass can add an unusual and ethereal quality to a piece of jewellery. Its transparency, colour
and unpredictability make glass a unique material to work with, but it also presents its own
challenges. This book introduces the techniques of working with glass to jewellers, and explains
how to decide which is the most suitable approach for your design. It covers specific properties of
glass, tips for design and ideas for assembling a piece. Hot forming - includes fusing, casting and
pate de verre, as well as lampworking. Cold forming - explains how to shape a piece of glass and
then bond pieces together Decorative - explains how to embellish your pieces, from painting to
photography transfers and metal leaf inclusions. It is a practical guide but, with a wealth of
stunning finished pieces, and also provides inspiration for jewellers of all experiences.

AUTHOR:
Mirka Janeckova is a respected jeweller who specialises in the lost-wax casting technique, and
uses porcelain and glass in her pieces. Trained at the Royal College of Art, she now works and
teaches in Edinburgh.

189 colour images
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Fat Quarter: Vintage is the latest addition to a fabulous series of stash-busting sewing books.
Separated into five decades, from the 1930s to the 1970s, each chapter contains five projects
using fat quarter fabric or scraps that reflect the era.

•  Projects have clear step-by-step instructions and beautiful accompanying photography
•  Includes a useful tools and technique section for those who are new to sewing
•  Perfect for using the leftover remnants of fabric
the projects make great gifts
•  Projects include: 1930s pin cushion, 1940s flower brooch, 1940s sewing machine cover, 1950s
apron, 1950s sunglasses case, 1960s child's dress, 1970's draft stopper, 1970s shopping bag.

AUTHOR:
Susie Johns is an artist and designer who has written dozens of craft books, mostly on knitting,
crochet and sewing, including Knitted Pets, Knitted Woodland Creatures, How to Embroider and
Fat Quarter: Bags & Purses (GMC Publications). She lives in London, UK.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Handy tools and techniques section
•  Ideal for using up fabric remnants
•  25 quick and easy projects to make, reminiscent of the 1930s-1970s
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Bring new direction and inspiration to your gourd crafts by adding motion! Gourd art is often
stationary—either elaborately decorated items of beauty or practical tools—and introducing
motion breaks the world of gourd crafts wide open. Using small gourds and easily accessible tools
and supplies, learn to make your gourd projects spin, jump, and more! Clear instructions and
step-by-step photos teach how to generate four basic types of movement in any project:
spinning, jumping, up and down, and rise and drop. Create a flock of moving flamingos, kinetic
sculptures, a human in a swaying rowboat, spinners that create optical illusions, a duck that
waddles complete with flapping sounds, and many more. Written with beginners in mind, these
ideas provide inspiration for modern gourd crafters to explore new, dynamic, and active avenues
for their creative talents.

AUTHOR:
C. Angela Mohr is a member of the American Gourd Society and is on the board of directors of
both the Virginia Lovers' Gourd Society and the Guild of American Papercutters. She teaches in
the Shenandoah River valley of Virginia.
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The only crochet book that trades explicitly on the "kawaii" trend - the cutest patterns in a
gorgeous gifty format. 

Hook up a rainbow kawaii goodness with this super-cute collection of 40 amigurumi patterns from
modern crochet designer Yarn Blossom Boutique. From three adorable peas in a pod, to a
winking fortune cookie, these 40 fun and easy amigurumi makes will bring the Japanese culture
of cuteness into your hands and your heart.

AUTHOR:
Melissa Bradley is the creator of Yarn Blossom Boutique, a successful Etsy pattern seller. Her
hobby of crocheting began when she was young, but a love for it blossomed when she became a
stay-at-home mom to her three children in South Jordan, Utah.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A rainbow of 40 super-cute patterns for kawaii crochet projects from fruit and vegetables to
clouds and Christmas.
•  Tried and tested patterns from an Etsy seller with over 30,000 pattern sales and 10,000 online
followers.
•  A delicious gift format makes it an irresistible purchase, with stunning flat-lay photography
based on eight colour themes.
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Live life in the knitted fast lane with these super-cool, super-sized knitted cars and trucks for
children to enjoy. Wave goodbye to little metal vehicles being driven into furniture and painful
feet from treading on small metal parts, and say hello to these wonderfully soft, squishy four
wheelers. Complete with a knitted road playmat to drive them on and accessories such as traffic
lights, cones and barriers to add to the fun, children will get hours and hours of playtime from
these fabulous projects. Vehicles include a 4 x 4, London bus, fire engine, police car, bulldozer,
racing car, London black cab, articulated truck, tractor, tanker, crane, ambulance, recycling truck,
limousine, camper van, a car with a caravan and a car breakdown rescue vehicle.

AUTHOR:
Sarah Keen works as a freelance pattern designer and finds calculating rows and stitches
challenging, but fascinating. She is experienced in designing knitted toys for children and also
enjoys writing patterns for charity. This is Sarah's tenth book for GMC Publications. Sarah lives in
Ceredigion, Wales, UK. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  The latest book from best-selling author, Sarah Keen
•  Projects are safe and durable, and made from readily available yarn
•  20 projects, including a playmat and accessories
Vehicles include a 4 x 4, London bus, fire engine, police car, bulldozer, racing car, London black
cab, articulated lorry, tractor, tanker, crane, ambulance, recycling truck, limousine, camper van,
a car with a caravan and a car breakdown rescue

200 photographs
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Learn to make leather creations that you and your family and friends will love to use. From a cuff
bracelet to mittens, a protective tablet case, or a smartphone case with a secret pocket to hold a
credit card, all projects radiate an appealing style and boast clever design features. What makes
it easier? All the projects are made using your sewing machine. You'll discover that sewing
leather can be almost as easy as sewing fabric. Learn about the other tools you'll use, and the
techniques. Next, follow the instructions and the clear patterns, and you're on your way to
success with a tablet envelope, braided tote bag and change purse, fish-scale-pattern clutch bag,
pearlescent shoulder bag, Navajo-style purse and cuff, envelope-style purse and smartphone
case, moccasins, cat shoulder bag and fox change purse, mittens, and even a backpack for
toddlers. Most of the projects can also be made in faux leather materials. Difficulty levels are
marked, so you can choose the projects right for you.

AUTHOR:
Contributor Bio(s)
Melanie Voituriez is passionate about creative decoration and embellishment. She worked in
textile design before becoming a freelance artist and illustrator. Based near Paris, she enjoys
creating the little things that make life sweeter.
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Two mindfulness techniques in one book!

Spirituality seekers can begin their meditation by creating their own origami paper - it's just a
matter of detaching and coloring one of these 24 perforated pages, which are pre-printed with
intriguing designs. Then step-by-step directions provide guidance for the peaceful folding of 10
origami models, including a swan, butterfly, unicorn, and rose. Inspirational quotes throughout
the book provide thought-provoking boosts your day as you practice meditative origami.

Internationally renowned author John Montroll has significantly increased the origami repertoire
with his original designs. Best known as the inspiration behind the single-square, no-cuts, no-glue
approach, Montroll offers readers meticulously developed folding sequences that allow them to
create better models with fewer steps. These original designs to colour and fold will delight
origami enthusiasts of all ages.

AUTHOR:
John Montroll is the author and designer of many of Dover's successful origami books, including
Easy Dollar Bill Origami, Birds in Origami, and the perennial bestseller, Easy Origami. He lives in
Wheaton, Maryland.
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Make a splash with this mer-mazing craft book!

Add a little mermaid magic to your underwater wardrobe with some seashell earrings or fish-tail
flares, make your hair and nails sparkle like the ocean with our beguiling beauty tips, and
embellish your deep-sea palace with a raindrop moon lantern and ocean-ripple cushions.

Whether you are a crafting beginner or have been making for many moons, there is something
for everyone who longs to let their inner mermaid swim free!

#mermaidlife

AUTHOR:
Marianne Thompson is an artist and a designer. When she isn't painting, she is dancing,
swimming or endlessly searching for the perfect piece of seaglass.
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Mexico's love of celebration is well known, and cartoneria, a kind of papier-mache art, produces
the objects that are essential to Mexican holidays and festivals, including Day of the Dead, Holy
Week, and Christmas. Just about everyone knows what a pinata is, but few understand that it is
part of an entire branch of traditional handcrafts. With more than 120 photos and bilingual
English/Spanish text, here is the history of the craft, how it is woven through Mexican culture,
and how the craft is growing and changing. Learn about the traditional objects made with the
technique and their importance to Mexican culture. Look inside the studios of several artisans and
consider not only the craft's strongholds in Mexico City and Celaya, Guanajuato, but also other
areas in Mexico where it is expanding in creativity. A variety of artisans (more than 50 artists,
museum directors, and other experts) help identify who the main drivers of this folk art are
today, its relevance to modern Mexican culture, and where it is headed.

AUTHOR:
Leigh Ann Thelmadatter has researched and apprenticed in the fields of Mexican handcrafts and
folk art since moving to Mexico 15 years ago. 
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Indulge in your love for sweet treats with these delectable cakes to wear or collect! These
delicious confections will satisfy your appetite for creativity as well as your appreciation of sugary
things. There are 30 scrumptious projects to choose from, so you can enjoy all your favourite
cakes in calorie-free miniature perfection.

The projects in Miniature Cake Creations have:

•  clear step-by-step instructions
•  beautifully photography to whet your appetite
•  an extensive techniques section telling you everything you •  need to know to embark on these
intricate projects

AUTHOR:
Maive Ferrando is a polymer clay artist, sculptor and jewelry designer who adores making
miniature cakes and turning them into sweet wearable art. She sees sculpting as an extension of
her passion for storytelling, and her love for mini cakes expresses the happiness she felt when
cooking as a child with her grandmother. Originally from Argentina, Maive went to university in
Italy and now lives in South East England with her boyfriend and a bunny. She has a wide
following on YouTube, where she regularly uploads tutorials. This is her first book for GMC
publications.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Projects can be worn as eye-catching jewellery or collected
•  Easy-to-follow directions with mouth-watering photographs for all abilities
•  30 realistic projects, including Victoria sponge, cupcakes, apple pie, Battenberg cake, chocolate
cake, doughnut dangle earrings, Neapolitan cake slice necklace

550 photographs
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The Modern Crochet Bible is the definitive guide to all the crochet techniques and stitches
necessary to create stunning contemporary crochet projects.

Learn how to stitch stunning contemporary crochet projects using traditional techniques with a
twist such as filet crochet or brand new techniques such as corner to corner crochet. All the key
crochet techniques and stitches including Tunisian, tapestry, corner to corner, overlay, mosaic,
filet, colour pooling and crochet embroidery are featured, as well as instructions on how to use
the exciting, new yarns that are available.

As well as step by step instructions and photography there are patterns for over 10 cutting edge
modern crochet makes for you and your home. Choose from a cowl, blanket, wrap, bag, rug and
many more.

AUTHOR:
Sarah Shrimpton aka Annaboo's House is a self-taught crocheter and designer who blogs about
her creations as well as sells her patterns on Etsy. She is the author of the successful Beginner's
Guide to Crochet and Supersize Crochet.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The definitive guide to all the crochet stitches and techniques needed to create stunning
contemporary crochet projects.
•  Includes the hottest crochet techniques and trends including corner to corner, overlay and
mosaic crochet, as well as instructions on how to put a modern twist on traditional techniques.
•  Also features instructions for over 10 contemporary crochet projects - choose from an intricate
mandala, a geometric wrap, a graphic corner to corner afghan or a modern folk inspired crochet
embroidery stitchery.
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An inspirational book showing you how to create realistic, everlasting paper flowers and foliage
for use in stunning bouquets, buttonholes and table displays. Clear step-by-step photographs and
instructions will guide you in making 25 delicate paper flowers for focal pieces, accents, or for
height and texture. In addition, there's a range of beautiful vines and foliage. The flowers include
both dramatic and romantic species, such as rose, peony, anemone, cosmos, lisianthus, phlox,
baby's breath, magnolia and foxglove.

As well as comprehensive chapters on tools, materials and techniques, including paper
manipulation and colouring, there is a fascinating section on the fine art principles of flower
arranging. This includes colour scheme considerations, scale, positive/negative space, and how to
create movement, texture, depth, shape, form and line

AUTHOR:
Jessie Chui is a self-taught paper floral artist, as well as a lawyer and teacher. She has a
business called Crafted to Bloom, which provides bespoke paper florals and floral arrangements
and also offers workshops, private lessons and online learning. She has been featured on various
blogs and in magazines, including 100 Layer Cake, Lia Griffith's Artist Interview Series, The Paper
Place and Wedluxe Magazine, to name a few. Jessie lives in Canada in the Greater Toronto Area.

SELLING POINTS:
•   Full of exquisite photography that will inspire
•  Perfect for brides-to-be who want to make their own wedding flowers or venue decorators
•  Over 40 projects, including flowers, vines, foliage and bouquets

800 colour photographs
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Pottery and Porcelain Restoration is a practical guide for amateurs to the craft of the professional
restorer. With over 360 photographs, it explains the simplest, safest and ethical techniques that
are recommended today and - essentially - do not further damage your pieces. Written with
clear practical detail, it explains the full process and gives unique insight into the delicate job of
the ceramic restorer. This new book introduces the history of pottery and porcelain, and gives an
account of the methods and ethics of ceramic restoration; it gives a complete list and details of
materials and equipment, and particularly advises on the best choice of glues; it describes the full
restoration process, from preparation and cleaning to gluing and modelling, and finally to
painting and gilding and provides step-by-step instructions for gluing multiple breaks, filling chips
and large missing areas, as well as making lids, teapot spouts, hands, leaves, fingers and
handles. Restoration examples are illustrated such as making Beswick horse legs, replacing
missing handles on a Chinese jug and painting a Clarice Cliff jug and, finally, vital tricks of the
trade are shared throughout and useful tips to setting up a workshop are given.

AUTHOR:
Roger Hawkins has been a full-time restorer for over thirty-five years. He regularly taught and
ran courses, and worked on the BBC's Restoration Roadshow. He was one of the first restorers to
be accredited by the United Kingdom Institute of Conservation (UKIC), now called the Institute of
Conservation (ICON). 

363 colour images
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The perfect book for both beginners and those wishing to brush up on their skills, this trusted
guide takes readers from the basics of choosing and cutting fabric to placing the finishing touches
on their handmade quilts. Hundreds of full-colour photos, charts, and diagrams accompany
lessons on quilting styles - hand, machine, trapunto, applique - and instructions for assembly,
plus a wealth of patterns and sewing tips.

AUTHORS:
Marianne Fons and Liz Porter met in a beginners' quilting class in Winterset, Iowa, in 1976. After
the class, they started a quilters' club, and as they learned skills together, people asked them to
provide workshops on how to quilt. They've always worked together to teach their classes to
boost their confidence, especially early on when they were just learning themselves. Together,
they've written more than two dozen books over the years, and Quilter's Complete Guide is one
of their most successful. They continue to write and teach, travelling the world to workshops and
quilting symposiums.
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Feathers, pinwheels, flowers, birds, and dozens of other eye-catching designs abound in this
treasury of 110 quilting patterns. Linda Macho blends traditional motifs with her own
contemporary forms to offer a rich assortment of full-size templates. They can be used
individually or in combinations to create an unlimited number of variations.

Clear, complete directions and numerous diagrams guide quilters of every skill level through the
step-by-step process: the selection and use of patterns; frames, hoops, and other equipment;
assembling a quilt; how to stitch; and much more. Macho explains the making of a perforated
pattern with a sewing machine, cutting stencils, and other techniques. Whether you are making a
quilt for practical use, as a decorative bedcover, a wall hanging, or a gift, this wealth of designs
and easy-to-follow instructions will prove a handy guide and a valuable reference.

AUTHOR:
Linda Macho is an experienced quilter, writer, and quilt judge. She has written 11 quilting books
and has been writing a regular column in The Quilter magazine for 12 years. The New Jersey
native has lived in London for the past 30 years, appearing on television and radio shows and
judging quilt shows around the world.
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These beautifully designed crocheted hats are just the thing for getting you noticed on a cold
winter's day. There are fifteen easy projects, from beanies to berets, all clearly presented and
beautifully photographed. Even those with no previous crocheting experience will be whipping up
stylish hats in next to no time.

 At the back of the book the basic crochet techniques are clearly explained, including how to add
a lining for extra cosiness. Sizes are included for children and adults so all the family can have
their own handmade hat.

AUTHOR:
Vanessa Mooncie spent many happy hours as a child sitting with her mother and grandmother
learning to knit and crochet. She went on to study fashion and textile design and became a
children's wear designer, illustrator and interior designer. 
Vanessa has written many successful books for GMC Publications, including The Gentleman's
Wardrobe, Crocheted Accessories, Crocheted Wild Animals, Sew Adorable, Monster Hats,
Crocheted Sea Creatures and Crocheted Birds.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Sizes included for adults and children
•  Detailed techniques section explains all you need to know
•  15 clearly presented, easy-to-follow crochet patterns with charts from bestselling author

70 photographs
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Solid-Point Pyrography is a beginner's guide to solid-point pyrography, a particular method of
decorative burning on wood and other materials. The solid-point woodburning tool is reasonably
prices and easy to use, with a variety of tips for drawing, shading and mark making, providing a
quick and cost-effective introduction to this wonderfully creative and enjoyable ancient craft.

•  included are 15 simple step-by-step solid-point projects suitable for the absolute beginner.
•  there is also useful information on equipment and techniques, to guide you though every step
of the way.
•  whether you wish to decorate a wooden bangle or produce a pleasing work of art, you'll find
all you need to know to help you achieve your goal.

AUTHOR:
Lisa Shackleton started pyrography as a hobby and very quickly fell in love with it. She is now
one of the leading exponents of solid-point pyrography in the UK, and demonstrates at many of
the major woodturning shows in the UK and abroad. Lisa lives with her family in West Yorkshire,
England.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Uses a high-quality woodburning tool set, perfect for creating different effects
•  Essential information on tools and materials included
•  Includes 15 step-by-step solid projects suitable for beginners
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This fresh spin on the ancient craft of weaving introduces creative techniques that use a variety
of looms, or no loom at all! Thirty featured projects utilise a range of materials, from fiber to
paper and wire, and are accessible to all levels of crafters. 

Weaving is a highly accessible craft - over, under is the basic technique - but the stumbling block
for many would-be weavers has been the high cost of a commercial loom. The Weaving Explorer
removes that barrier, inviting crafters and artists to try out an amazing range of techniques and
creative projects that are achievable with a simple homemade loom, or no loom at all! Weavers
Deborah Jarchow and Gwen W. Steege take inspiration from the world of folk weaving traditions,
adding a contemporary spin by introducing an unexpected range of materials and home dec
projects. From sturdy rag fabric grocery bags to freeform wire baskets, delicately woven thread
bracelets to colourful woven rugs, crafters will delight in exploring the opportunities to make their
own personal variations on these beautiful - and functional - creations.

AUTHORS:
Deborah Jarchow is a full-time weaver and artist who teaches and lectures on fiber arts, creates
and sells wearable art, and exhibits her work at galleries and museums across the country. Her
commissioned pieces are held by churches as well as in many private collections. Since 2004, she
has been an artist in residence, teacher, and weaver at Studio Channel Islands Art Center in
Camarillo, California. 
Gwen W. Steege has been weaving for nearly 35 years and has exhibited her work in western
Massachusetts, where she lives. For many years she acquired and edited a line of craft books at
Storey Publishing focused on spinning, dyeing, knitting, crochet, and weaving. She is the author
of a number of knitting books, including The Knitter's Life List.
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This new title in the Weekend Makes series presents 25 cute and colourful toys to crochet with
love for young children and babies. Perfect for using up your remnants of yarn and quick to
make, you'll be delighted with the results and so will your little ones! A variety of toys and games
are included, from tactile stacking rings and an adorable giraffe to a practical stroller toy and
educational number cubes – you'll want to make them all. There is even a toy basket to store all
your precious makes. The essential tools and techniques section means that those new to crochet
need not worry, these simple projects are achievable for all levels of ability.

Projects include: baby rattle, elephant toy, number cubes, caterpillar, memory game, fishing
game, finger puppets, balls, cars, toy basket.

AUTHOR:
Emma Osmond was originally taught to knit and crochet by her grandmother, and this wonderful
skill has become her career. It was in the haberdashery department at Liberty of London that
her love of yarn was established. There she enjoyed teaching beginners' knitting and crochet
classes, which gave people the opportunity to take a handmade item home with them at the end
of the day. Now Emma creates beautiful patterns that are inspiring and enable you to use your
newly learned skills in different ways.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Projects include: baby rattle, elephant toy, number cubes, caterpillar, memory game, fishing
game, finger puppets, balls, cars, toy basket.
•  Suitable for those with basic to intermediate crochet skills
•  Projects include a mixture of toys and games
•  Includes 25 gorgeous toy projects
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Make the most of your spare time and discover the stylish and fun craft of applique with this
book of 25 original and beautiful designs. Delve into your spare fabric stash to achieve some
stunning results using very simple techniques, all fully explained with clear step-by-step
instructions. With projects that can be whipped up in a weekend, you'll be thrilled with how
quickly you can piece together eye-catching makes to decorate your home or give away as gifts.
Both hand and machine-sewn applique techniques are covered in detail, giving the reader the
choice to use their preferred method. Templates are included to make completing each project
easy, even for complete beginners.

AUTHOR:
Janet Goddard teaches workshops throughout the UK covering a range of sewing techniques. Her
designs are regularly featured in magazines and books.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Hand and machine-sewn techniques covered
•  25 projects to make for you, your home and as gifts
Templates are included for each project, making the projects easy, even for complete beginners
•  Projects include: Needle case, coasters, table mats and pyjama bag
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We know the current political narrative: Iran is dangerous, full of terrorists and weapons of mass
destruction. But Christopher Thornton here tells a different story: one of good food,
liberal-minded people, beautiful architecture, and a country with a history spanning over seven
thousand years that's been influenced not only by the myriad cultures spanning Central Asia but
also by Europe and the West.

Descendants of Cyrus introduces readers to ordinary Iranians living lives far different from what
is shown on Western television. Thornton takes us through the cities of Iran, where he
encounters robust, barely hidden black markets filled with American movies and music; sees the
women of Shiraz explore modern fashion and beauty products with no fear of reprisal from a
weakened regime; and meets the students populating the university town of Hamadan, where a
generation of activists is finding its voice.

Thornton draws from the past and present alike on each stop of this fascinating travelogue, using
history to inform his conversations with citizens from all walks of life. Unexpected variety comes
to light, embodying surprising religious and ethnic diversity, intellectual curiosity, a thirst for
Western culture, and the desire to live a modern, secular life. 

A firsthand look at one of the least understood and yet most politically significant countries on
earth, Descendants of Cyrus taps into the hidden pulse of a culture and a generation that
promises to reshape Iran in a way few Westerners can anticipate.

AUTHOR:
Christopher Thornton is a professor of writing at Zayed University in the United Arab Emirates.
He has worked as a special correspondent to the U.S. State Department's International
Information Program, writing feature stories on Arab and Muslim life in the United States for the
department's website. His essays on Iran have also appeared in the Atlantic, Michigan Quarterly
Review, Commonweal, and Confrontation.
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China is one of the world's leading producers and consumers of liquor, with alcohol infusing all
aspects of its culture, from religion and literature to business and warfare. Yet to the outside
world, China’s most famous spirit, baijiu, remains a mystery. This is about to change, as baijiu is
now being served in cocktail bars beyond its borders.

Drunk in China follows Derek Sandhaus's journey of discovery into the world's oldest drinking
culture. He travels throughout the country and around the globe to meet with distillers, brewers,
snake-oil salesmen, archaeologists, and ordinary drinkers. He examines the many ways in which
alcohol has shaped Chinese society and its rituals. He visits production floors, karaoke parlors,
hotpot joints, and speakeasies. Along the way he uncovers a tradition spanning more than nine
thousand years and explores how recent economic and political developments have conspired to
push Chinese alcohol beyond the nation’s borders for the first time. As Chinese society becomes
increasingly international, its drinking culture must also adapt to the times. Can the West also
adapt and clink glasses with China? Read Drunk in China and find out.

AUTHOR:
Derek Sandhaus has published four books on Chinese history and culture, most recently Baijiu:
The Essential Guide to Chinese Spirits. In 2018 Sandhaus co-founded Ming River Sichuan Baijiu in
partnership with China's oldest continually operational distillery. He serves as Ming River's baijiu
education director and as the editor at DrinkBaijiu.com. He lives with his wife and dog in
Jerusalem, where he is developing a fondness for arak.
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HRH Prince Chula Chakrabongse, well known in his lifetime as an author and broadcaster, was in
a uniquely favourable position for writing the history of the Royal House of Chakri, the current
Thai royal dynasty. He had access to unpublished royal letters, archives and documents of all
kinds and, as a grandson of King Chulalongkorn, he had personal knowledge of many of the
leading figures in his story. Therefore he was able to give an authoritative and quite fascinating
account of the monarchs who were the absolute rulers of Siam for 150 years, who re-established
Thai culture and the Buddhist religion after the fall of Ayutthaya and, through skillful diplomacy,
preserved Siamese autonomy at a time when her neighbours were giving way before the spread
of Western imperialism. Fifty years after it was first published, this revised edition preserves
Prince Chula's text in its entirety, but has a new foreword by B. J. Terwiel, footnotes explaining
developments in Thai historiography and a wealth of archive photographs.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Thai history classic
•  Both scholarly and highly readable
•  Richly illustrated
•  Rare archival images

368 photographs
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Dancers represent a unique athletic population. They can often be required to perform a variety
of shows of differing intensity and styles: professional ballet dancers may perform up to 150
shows a year, across eighteen different productions. The dynamic and demanding nature of
dance can however lead to injury, making injury prevention and management a vital part of
dance training. Drawing on research and knowledge from both sports and dance medicine, this
book will provide dance and healthcare professionals with a fundamental understanding of dance
terminology, physiology and movement requirements, and how these relate to specific injuries
commonly sustained in dance. Proposed models and structures of pathology-specific rehabilitation
and usable examples are illustrated with step-by-step photographs and anatomical diagrams, as
well as case studies for common injuries. Training programmes, conditioning exercises and
advice are supported by findings from contemporary medical literature to ensure an informed,
conclusive and evidence-based approach to the healthcare of dancers. Chapters will cover a
range of issues including the unique challenges seen in dance and how they differ from other
athletic populations; physical preparation and conditioning for dance; injury prevention, tracking
and management models and an exploration of the regional anatomical injuries commonly seen
in dance. Structured rehabilitation and detailed exercise programmes are covered and dance
criteria for musculoskeletal injuries, concussion and post-surgery are discussed.

AUTHOR:
Dr Nick Allen is the Clinical Director of the Birmingham Royal Ballet. Alongside this he has worked
as an external consultant to various professional and Olympic organisations and teams, is an
Honorary Lecturer for Queen Mary's University London and lectures on the Sports Medicine MSc
at QMUL and the University of Nottingham. He is also on the Sports Advisory Group for Versus
Arthritis' Centre of Sports, Exercise and Osteoarthritis Research, and holds a Doctorate in
Epidemiology, a Masters in Sports Medicine and an honours degree in physiotherapy. 

116 colour photographs and 48 colour diagrams
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With a global membership of 14,000 and a presence in 84 countries, the Royal Academy of
Dance has grown from its foundation in 1920 into one of the world's most influential dance
education organisations. This lavishly illustrated volume celebrates 100 years of dancing and
education, performances and competitions, and the Academy's many successful outreach
projects. The book features special sections on music, choreography and costume, and on the
traditions that many of those who have taken a ballet exam will remember.

AUTHOR:
Based in York, Dr Pamela Hartshorne is a historian, project editor and prolific writer of
non-fiction, historical novels and romance.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A lavishly illustrated volume celebrating the 100-year history of the Royal Academy of Dance, a
world-leading dance education institution
•  Organised into illuminating sections on music, choreography and costume, and on the
traditions that many of those who have taken a ballet exam will remember
•  An insight into every aspect of the Academy's history: dancing and education, performances
and competitions, and the many successful outreach projects
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Laura Dowling's Bouquets is the second title in the inspiring how-to series and builds on the
premise of her successful first book Floral Diplomacy at the White House (2016): the notion that
flowers have the potential to change the way people think and feel, creating powerful emotional
connections - to nature, to others, to our past and to our dreams. Her collection of bouquets
focuses on the positive emotions that bouquets - the most personal and evocative form of
floristry - can express. Organised by types of emotions and feelings (e.g, tranquility, charm,
nostalgia, romance, drama, sophisticated chic, celebrations and dreams), each chapter presents
an array of bouquets and the special stories that inspired them. These bouquets highlight a whole
range of styles, techniques and (seasonal) flowers for all settings and occasions. As always, Laura
provides expert insights and detailed guidelines to replicate her fabulous bouquets at home.

AUTHOR:
Laura Dowling - TED talk speaker, floral designer and flower ambassador - is the author of Floral
Diplomacy at the White House 9789058565587 (2016) and A White House Christmas
9789058565754 (2017) and currently travels the world presenting design workshops and
organising inspirational floral installations and special events. As Chief Floral Designer at the
White House from 2009-2015, Laura was responsible for the dazzling floral pieces that stunned
visitors, welcomed politicians and diplomats and were the shining stars of many White House
holiday seasons and official events. With Wreaths 9789058566034, she launched a new series of
floral art design how-to books that are enriched with her unique flair for story-telling and mastery
of a broad range of floristry techniques. This is the second book in the series.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The second 'how to' volume from the former Chief of Floral Design at the White House
•  Illustrated throughout in lavish colour, and simple step-by-step instructions
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The book shows how colour has functions that differ from those of other design elements as
shape, texture and form. 

Colour has multiple functions that differ from those of other design elements as shape, texture
and form as it is able to awake multiple feelings and emotions to audiences in communication.
Each of the international case studies included in the book demonstrates the importance of a
thoughtful application of colour.

AUTHOR:
Wang Shaoqiang is a professor and graduate supervisor at the Guangzhou Academy of Fine Arts
(China). He is a prolific editor whose works focus on international design, architecture, branding,
communication, trends, and culture. He is also the editor of Design 360° magazine and
Asia-Pacific Design. He has been invited to lecture at numerous universities, design academies,
and organisations, and he has also been a jury member for China's most prestigious design and
illustration awards.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Colour has other functions as form and structure in graphic and product design as it powerfully
addresses feelings.
•  There is no inspirational competitor title showing colour usage by international graphic
designers today.

680 colour illustrations
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The International Yearbook Brand & Communication Design shows powerful brand- and
communication-centred works and projects by design studios and companies focused on
communication campaigns. Volume 1 contains the 'Brands' categories such as brands of the year,
brand design, corporate design, annual reports, advertising, interface & user experience design,
packaging design, fair stands, retail design as well as junior award Vol. 1. Volume 2 is dedicated
to the 'Communication Design' disciplines, including publishing & print media, posters,
typography, illustrations, sound design, film & animation, online, apps, spatial communication as
well as junior award Vol. 2. The creative brains behind the best product ideas are the winners of
the honorary titles, 'Red Dot: Agency of the Year' and serveral 'Red Dot: Brands of the Year', and
are given a special place in the design yearbook.

Contents:
Volume 1 'Brands': Brands of the Year; Brand Design; Corporate Design; Annual Reports;
Advertising; Interface & User Experience Design; Packaging Design; Fair Stands; Retail Design;
Junior Award Vol. 1.
Volume 2 'Communication Design': Publishing & Print Media; Posters; Typography; Illustrations;
Sound Design; Film & Animation; Online; Apps; Spatial Communication; Junior Award Vol. 2.

AUTHOR:
Professor Dr. Peter Zec, born 1956, is an international well-known design expert. He is the
founder and CEO of Red Dot. He has been active for over 25 years as a communications and
design consultant for numerous companies and lectures throughout the world in design-relevant
topics. As an expert on the international design scene he is the publisher of the Red Dot Design
Yearbook and the International Yearbook Brand & Communication Design. He has published the
following books among others: Informationsdesign (1988), Design goes virtual! (1996), German
Design Standards (1997; 2005), Designing Success (1999), Good Design (2000), Hall of Fame.
Companies Searching for Excellence in Design (2003; 2007), Return on Ideas - Better by Design
(2006), Who's Who in Design (2003; 2007), The Design Value - a Strategy for Business Success
(2010), Homo Ex Data - The Natural of the Artificial (2018), The Form of Simplicity - Good Design
for a better Quality of Life (2018), as well as The Form of Success (2018).

2 Vols, Hardback

2,500 colour images
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The book features mind-blowing examples of optical illusions used in graphic design and
architecture. 

The projects shown in this book create extraordinary effects that make us doubt and fall for their
magic. Waves and mazes, overlapping images, the stereoscopic vision tricks of graphic or space
designs, the works showcased are wonderful examples of how an optical illusion can tickle our
mind, resulting in an inspiration tool for graphic designers, architects and interior designers.

AUTHOR:

Wang Shaoqiang is a professor and graduate supervisor at the Guangzhou Academy of Fine Arts
(China). He is a prolific editor whose works focus on international design, architecture, branding,
communication, trends, and culture. He is also the editor of Design 360° magazine and
Asia-Pacific Design. He has been invited to lecture at numerous universities, design academies,
and organisations, and he has also been a jury member for China's most prestigious design and
illustration awards.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A wonderful collection of extraordinary effects created with simple elements by designers from
all over the world.
•  A wealth of inspiring examples for graphic designers, architects and interior designers.

680 colour illustrations
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What do Elmer's Glue, Krylon Spray Paint, and Reese's Peanut Butter Cups have in common? The
designer Ted Eron, of course. You may not know his name, but you know Ted Eron. Although he
remains largely unknown in the public consciousness, Eron played an integral role in defining the
aesthetics of everyday goods and household staples in the 1950s and '60s.

In Ted Eron Designed That, Joseph Eron and Elizabeth Eron Roth - Ted's children - chronicle the
life and art of their father through a nostalgic tour of the iconic graphic designs that have shaped
and revolutionised twentieth-century visual culture. From his humble beginnings painting signs in
the basement of a market while attending Cooper Union, to the Eron & Eron Industrial Design
years during World War II and beyond, Ted Eron Designed That pays a long overdue tribute to
the man behind the iconic designs. Prepare to be astounded as there's always a good chance
that Ted Eron did indeed design that.

AUTHORS:
Ted Eron's daughter, Elizabeth Eron Roth, is a graduate of Rutgers University, who has been
teaching art at the Bridgewater and Bragg Elementary Schools in Bridgewater and Chester, New
Jersey, respectively. She currently resides in Princeton, New Jersey, with her husband, Daniel.
Ted Eron's son, Dr. Joseph B. Eron, is an internationally recognised psychologist, noted for his
contributions to family therapy. He received his doctorate from the University of Illinois and is the
founder of the Catskill Family Institute in Kingston, New York. He and his wife Susan, have
recently relocated from Kingston to Piermont, New York.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Ted Eron's packaging designs continue to resonate and inhabit households across America
•  A unique overview of twentieth-century visual culture and design history as told through Ted
Eron's unparalleled vision
•  Ted Eron designed the iconic packaging for Excedrin, Krylon Spray Paint, and Reese's Peanut
Butter Cups, among others

300 colour images
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Interdisciplinary and intercultural experience coupled with sophisticated knowledge and skills are
required for devising appropriate, differentiated design solutions for the global context. Ruedi
Baur and his research team investigate and analyse visual graphics from different cultures and
identify their specific principles of depiction. 

The research was preceded by a comprehensive case study on the coexistence of Chinese and
Latin as well as Arabic and Latin writing. The study culminates in an examination of the conditions
under which the coexistence of diverse writing systems can enhance intercultural visual
communication. This theme occupies designers in all cultures whose goal it is to promote global
understanding while preserving the diversity of languages and writing systems.
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In this detective manual for the poultry owner, best-selling author and chicken expert Gail
Damerow shows chicken keepers how to identify which predators are likely to be troubling their
flock from the clues left behind, and offers proven strategies for protecting their poultry. 

For backyard chicken keepers and large-scale farmers alike, the single greatest challenge is
protecting poultry from predators. What’s Killing My Chickens? is the essential guide to identifying
the culprit and ensuring safety for the flock. Often, by the time an attack is discovered, the
predator has already left the scene. Best-selling author and chicken expert Gail Damerow uses
the style of a detective manual to teach readers how to follow clues such as tracks, trails, scat,
and other signs to identify the attacker. Predator profiles describe key habits of each one and
best techniques for blocking their access to the coop and yard, including removing attractants,
using poultry guardians and lighting, and installing the most effective type of fencing. This
empowering book offers essential knowledge, and peace of mind, for every chicken keeper.

AUTHOR:
Gail Damerow has written extensively on raising chickens and other livestock, growing fruits and
vegetables, and related rural know-how in more than a dozen books, including the best-selling
Storey's Guide to Raising Chickens, The Chicken Encyclopedia, The Chicken Health Handbook, and
Hatching & Brooding Your Own Chicks. Damerow is a contributor to Chickens and Hobby Farms
magazines and a regular blogger for Cackle Hatchery. She lives in Tennessee with her husband,
where they operate a family farm with poultry and dairy goats, a sizable garden, and a small
orchard.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Predators are a concern for all types of chicken keepers. According to a poll by Poultry
Science, concerns about predators are the principal challenge faced by would-be chicken keepers.
When people get backyard chickens for the first time, they usually do not even know what
predators live around them. This book arms those readers with the information they need to
protect their birds from tragedy.
•  Friendly, detective manual format. The book leads the reader through the analytical process of
finding and interpreting clues.
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Featuring African textiles, clothing, headwear, and jewellery, this book celebrates African dress
as a product of global interactions, generational conflict and continuity, and expressions of
gender. The book highlights the strength and resilience of long-standing practices that
characterise African dress; the wide variety of cultural, religious, and political motivations for
adorning oneself; and the varying identities reflected in analysing African material culture of the
last century and a half. Textile selections include hand-woven and dyed examples alongside
factory-woven and machine-printed cloth. Items of adornment include amber and silver jewellery
from North Africa, beadwork-embellished clothing from South Africa, and various headdresses
from across the continent, to name a few examples. From formal European colonisation, to
independence for African countries, to the liberalisation of African economies, this book will
demonstrate how dress practices reveal personal and group identities, cultural traditions,
religious associations, political affiliations, and aspirations.

AUTHOR:
MacKenzie Moon Ryan is Assistant Professor of Art History at Rollins College in Winter Park,
Florida. Ryan specialises in the history of African art, with particular interest in textiles, fashion,
trade, colonialism, cross-cultural exchange, and museum studies. She serves on the editorial
board for the scholarly journal African Arts.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Accompanies a major exhibition at the Cornell Fine Arts Museum, Rollins College (18
January-15 May 2020)
•  Essential reading for those interested in African textiles, jewellery, clothing, history, and
cultural studies
•  Includes unpublished artworks from across the African continent
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Eris Tran is an emerging artist and fashion illustrator from Vietnam, who has gained an
international reputation through social media, thanks to his incredible work within the fashion
industry. He has depicted classically gorgeous gowns with a contemporary twist, and illustrated
the haute couture of some of the world's most famous designers. His superb sketches illustrate
his ability to perfectly capture the intricate detail of fabrics, be they delicate silks, bold brocades,
or diaphanous sheers, with form on paper, and showcase his avant-garde approach to dress
design.

Fashion illustration: Contemporary Haute Couture showcases 100 exquisitely hand-painted
evening dresses, each one captioned by ErisTran in his own words, offering a wonderful insight
into his inspiration, drawing style, and individual dress motifs.

SELLING POINT:
•  Showcases 100 colour illustrations of stunning evening gowns by emerging illustrator Eris Tran.
Focuses on detailed close-ups, with insightful descriptions of the dress in the illustrator's own
words
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Although Edwardian-era clothing remains popular among fashion enthusiasts, there are very few
books focusing on styles of the early 1900s. This compilation bridges that gap with dozens of
authentic images from the period, selected from 1906 editions of Harper's Bazar. Since its first
publication in 1867, the magazine has reflected contemporary styles and trends, and these
illustrations - from spring hats and fancy aprons to French evening gowns and bridal attire - offer
an intriguing reflection of American values at the turn of the twentieth century.

The four-part collection begins with everyday fashions, including sweeping gowns for home,
travel, and outdoors. A section of seasonal fashions features spring and summer ensembles,
followed by an assortment of styles for weddings, the theater, and other special occasions. The
final section, For the Young and Old, includes simple gowns for both ends of the age spectrum as
well as graduation gowns. Costumers, fashion designers, and anyone interested in the history of
style and couture will welcome this choice assembly of genuine Edwardian fashions.

AUTHOR:
Kristina (Harris) Seleshanko is the author of several Dover books on fashion, style, costume, and
design, including Authentic Victorian Fashion Patterns and 49 Authentic Turn-of-the-Century
Fashion Patterns. She has also written scores of articles for publications such as Woman's Day,
Victorian Decorating and Lifestyle, and Sew News. She lives in North Bend, Oregon.
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Fashion Wankers is a celebration of fashion passion. Guided by unashamed Fashion Wanker and
style blogger The Chic Geek, and featuring Oscar Mitchell's unique illustrations, it offers a crash
course in the dos and don'ts of making your way in the confusing world of style. You will discover
the fundamentals of fads and fashions, learn the essentials of shopping and blagging, catwalk
through a spotter's guide to 16 distinctive style tribes and their accessories, and master the art of
#FashionWanker Bingo. Once you learn to recognise your fellow Fashion Wankers, you will
discover the fun of creating a Fashion Wanker look all of your own. Whether you are one, know
one, love one or want to be one, this is your essential handbook.

AUTHOR:
A cult character of the fashion bloggersphere, the London-based Chic Geek (a.k.a Marcus Jaye)
was established in 2009. A pioneer of digital content, he writes one of the UK’s most respected
and influential style blogs (www.thechicgeek.co.uk). The Chic Geek's witty and well-informed take
on the zeitgeist makes the fabulous fashion world both approachable and inclusive.
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Vivaldo Bonfim was a bored book-keeper whose main escape from the tedium of his work was
provided by novels. In the office, he tended to read rather than work, and, one day, became so
immersed in a book that he got lost and disappeared completely. That, at least, is the version
given to Vivaldo's son, Elias, by his grandmother. One day, Elias sets off, like a modern-day
Telemachus, in search of the father he never knew. His journey takes him through the plots of
many classic novels, replete with murders, all-consuming passions, wild beasts and other literary
perils, and the resulting novel is, at once, a celebration of filial love, friendship and literature.

AUTHOR:
Afonso Cruz (1971) has so far written thirteen works of fiction, and his work has already brought
him many prizes, with The Books that Devoured my Father winning the 2010 Premio Literario
Maria Rosa Colaco. As well as working as a writer, illustrator and maker of animated films, he
also sings and plays in the blues/roots band The Soaked Lamb. 
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"One of the best blends of SF and mystery yet written." - Science Fiction Chronicle

"Russo's San Francisco is very Bladerunner, though clearly written by somebody who knows that
city well ... The characters in this book are strong, the writing is solid." - SF Site

In the San Francisco of the not-too-distant future, detective Frank Carlucci agrees to look into the
disappearance of his daughter's friend. His investigations reveal layer upon layer of corruption
and decay, culminating in the discovery of "Cancer Cell," a mysterious renegade medical group.
Operating out of the city's anarchistic free-zone, these terrorists possess a bioengineered form of
hemorrhagic fever - a modern-day plague with the potential to kill millions - that they're ready to
turn loose on the world.

Author Richard Paul Russo twice received the Philip K. Dick Award: in 1989, for his second novel,
Subterranean Gallery, and in 2001 for Ship of Fools. This hard-boiled thriller is the third volume
of the critically acclaimed Carlucci Trilogy, consisting of Destroying Angel, Carlucci's Edge, and
Carlucci's Heart. All three works offer a gripping combination of classic noir mystery and futuristic
cyberpunk fiction.

AUTHOR:
American science-fiction author Richard Paul Russo twice received the Philip K. Dick Award: in
1989, for his second novel, Subterranean Gallery, and in 2001 for Ship of Fools. His critically
acclaimed Carlucci Trilogy, consisting of Destroying Angel, Carlucci's Edge, and Carlucci's Heart,
were praised by Science Fiction Chronicle as "Truly gripping . . . a lot more realistic than most
near-future SF, as well as being just plain better written than most of it."
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What if you had nowhere to call home for Christmas?

When Fee Winter books a winter break at the remote Black Cherry Retreat in the small town of
Pine Ridge, Tennessee, it's with the idea that the peace and quiet will help her recuperate from
her hectic life as a photographer.

But what she didn't bank on was meeting Tom Chambers and his huge, interfering yet lovable
family. With them, could Fee finally experience the warmth and support that's been missing from
her own life – and maybe even find a place to call home in time for Christmas?

AUTHOR:
Angela was born in St. Stephen, Cornwall, England. After completing her A-Levels she worked as
a naval secretary. She met her husband, a US Naval Flight Officer, while based at a small NATO
Headquarters on the Jutland Peninsula in Denmark. They lived together in Denmark, Sicily,
California, southern Maryland and London before settling in Franklin, Tennessee. Angela took a
creative writing class in 2000 and loved it so much she’s barely put her pen down since. 
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DI Christy Kennedy returns in Departing Shadows, a deceit-laden tale of intrigue, which takes
him from London to Brighton and back, and into the arms of the West End's most celebrated
up-and-coming actress, Nealey Dean. But all's not well in vibrant Camden Town, as Kennedy
investigates a death just outside a diplomatic compound, and finds his investigation immediately
stymied by the invocation of diplomatic privilege. The deceased, an actress of a different sort,
hostess and social media influencer Gabriella Byrne, left behind a world of mystery, where even
those who knew her best did not know her well. As Kennedy interviews witnesses and checks
alibis, his investigation brings him from London's hallowed palaces of power to seamy
gentlemen's clubs, each with smoke and mirrors of their own. Along the way, he discovers just
how far some people will go to protect their darkest secrets, in this, the 11th DI Christy Kennedy
mystery. 
About the series: The Christy Kennedy Mysteries are mostly set round and about Camden Town
and Primrose Hill. Just as in real police work there is usually more than one crime being
investigated in each book. Detective Inspector Christy Kennedy is an Ulsterman living in leafy
Primrose Hill and working in vibrant Camden Town. Kennedy loves the art of detection, he's
addicted to the puzzle of the crime; it's his only drug. He's a bit of a loner and doesn't socialise a
lot. He's clean-cut, dresses well, very well, but he doesn't have a drink problem. Not really a
career policeman, he's content to work away while others trip over each other as they leapfrog
over him for promotion. He's not bothered about the career ladder at all, as long as the powers
that be allow him to get on with solving the crime. Kennedy's around about thirty-eight years old,
loves tea and the music of the Beatles, Ray Davies and Jackson Browne and not necessarily in
that order. He has recently met Ann Rea whom he considers to be his soul mate. He is desperate
for this relationship to work. He has spent his entire life waiting for the someone special to come
along and now she has, he feels ill equipped to deal with the politics of love.

AUTHOR:
Paul Charles was born and raised in Magherafelt in the North of Ireland. He is the author of
dozens of critically acclaimed mysteries. He lives in Camden Town with his wife Catherine and
divides his time between working in the music business and writing.
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Private Eyes with eagle eyes and rare skills, PI's and gumshoes, bloodhounds and sleuths, the
shadowy arts of the detective have intrigued us since tales of the Pinkerton Detective Agency and
Sherlock Holmes. Add some treachery, intimacy, and a little murder to the mix and you'll find a
powerful series of dark stories from classic and contemporary writers. The new stories will sit
alongside classics from Arthur Conan Doyle, Dorothy L. Sayers, John Dickson Carr, R. Austin
Freeman and many more! 

This new title in the successful Gothic Fantasy Short Stories collection contains a fabulous mix of
classic and brand new writing, with contemporary authors from the US, Canada, and the UK. 

Hardback Deluxe edition, printed on silver, matt laminated, gold and silver foil stamped,
embossed.

25 illustrations
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George R.R. Martin drew on Tolkien, who was inspired by William Morris, Medieval epics, and
Norse mythology. This new collection of epic fantasy tales explores the classic themes of good vs
evil, the low-born hero, and the arrogant overlord, and laced them with a taste of sorcery that
reaches back to the early sources, and stirs them in with the brand new storytellers of today. 

This new title in our successful Gothic Fantasy Short Stories collection contains a fabulous mix of
classic and brand new writing, with contemporary authors from the US, Canada, and the UK.
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"First-class private eye fiction." - Chicago Tribune

An aging beauty's red Cadillac is repossessed by the bank but quickly returned, thanks to a comic
book on its front seat stuffed with $500 in new bills. The repo agency, Dan Kearny Associates,
has accidentally interfered with a mob payoff. When one of their agents suffers a savage
beatdown by a pair of underworld goons, the DKA team is plunged into a dark mystery involving
a former porn star, a blackmail scheme, and a series of murders.
Author Joe Gores was hailed by critic Anthony Boucher as "one of the very few authentic private
eyes to enter the field of fiction since Dashiell Hammett." The three-time Edgar Award winner's
firsthand experience as a detective adds a tough realism to Final Notice, the second book in his
DKA File series. This new edition includes a bonus DKA short story by Gores, "File #10: The
Maimed and the Halt."

"Tight, tense, beautifully plotted." - The New York Times

"Gores writes some of the hardest, smoothest, most lucid prose in the field." - The New York
Times Book Review

AUTHOR:
Joe Gores (1931–2011) won Edgar Awards in three separate categories: Best First Novel, Best
Short Story, and Best TV Series Segment. His many day jobs included truck driver, bodybuilding
instructor, carny, and English teacher at a boys' school in Kenya as well as a dozen years as a
private investigator in the San Francisco area. His work repossessing cars provided grist for the
mill of his DKA series, making them — in the words of Ellery Queen - "[as] authentic as a fist in
your face."
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"One of the more trippy, but very interesting novels among New Wave sci-fi books." -
Futurism.com

There's always a fresh new face in Greenwich Village, but this one belongs to someone special -
a dude who can create living butterflies out of nothing. The Butterfly Kid shows up at exactly the
same time as a powerful new drug: Reality Pills, which transform fantasies into physical reality.
Chester Anderson and his circle of pot-smoking poets and musicians are eager to investigate this
mind-bending narcotic until they realize it's being distributed by lobster-shaped giants from outer
space. Now Chester and a gaggle of heads and hipsters are all that stand between the planet's
freedom and its enslavement by aliens.

Nominated for a 1968 Hugo Award, The Butterfly Kid is a prime example of science fiction's New
Wave Movement, a stylistically experimental trend of the 1960s and 1970s. This comically
surrealistic tale is the first installment of the Greenwich Village Trilogy, a shared-world scenario
written by three different authors, all of whom appear in the books as characters. Dover
Publications returns this volume to print for the first time in nearly 40 years, along with its
sequels, The Unicorn Girl and The Probability Pad. This edition features a new Foreword by Peter
S. Beagle, author of the fantasy classic The Last Unicorn.

AUTHOR:
Poet, author, and musician Chester Anderson (1932–91) was a member of the Beat Generation
and an editor of underground journals in New York and San Francisco. His novel The Butterfly Kid
was nominated for a Hugo Award in 1968 and is a prime example of science fiction's New Wave
Movement, a stylistically experimental trend of the 60s and 70s.
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After a trip to San Francisco that led to an odyssey in search of a lost unicorn, time-traveling
hippie heroes Chester, Michael, and T.A. return to New York City where they're confronted with
duplicates of themselves - and everyone else! To once again save the planet from an evil scheme
by invaders from space, they'll have to take on the Hallucitron, a mind-blowing invention that
produces illusions more powerful than those created by any drug.

Originally published in 1970 as "a freaked-out science-fiction fantasy - blasting the outer limits of
your mind!" The Probability Pad is the third book in the Greenwich Village Trilogy, a shared-world
scenario written by three different authors, all of whom appear in the books as characters. Dover
Publications returns this psychedelic adventure to print for the first time in nearly 40 years, along
with its predecessors, The Butterfly Kid and The Unicorn Girl. This edition features a new
Foreword by Barbara Hambly, former president of the Science Fiction and Fantasy Writers of
America.

AUTHOR:
T. A. Waters (1938–98) was a magician and writer of magic books as well as a science-fiction
author. His brochures and pamphlets on mentalism and bizarre magic are collected in the
anthology Mind, Myth & Magick.
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"Settle in for a trip to a wonderful half-real, half-imaginary era." - Richard A. Lupoff. 

Mike and Chester, the alien-fighting hippies of The Butterfly Kid, have found their way from New
York City to San Francisco - but that's just the first step of their odyssey. When Mike meets the
girl of his dreams, he and Chester join her and her circus friends on a quest in search of a lost
unicorn. Psychedelic hilarity ensues as they travel through time to encounter Victorian nudists,
fire-breathing dragonettes, and live dinosaurs.

Touted as a "brain-blowing science-fiction freak out" upon its 1969 publication, The Unicorn Girl is
the second book in the Greenwich Village Trilogy, a shared-world scenario written by three
different authors, all of whom appear in the books as characters. Dover Publications returns this
cosmic adventure to print for the first time in nearly 40 years, along with its predecessor, The
Butterfly Kid, and its sequel, The Probability Pad. This edition features an appreciative new
Foreword by science-fiction author Richard A. Lupoff.

AUTHOR:
Michael Kurland is the author of several science-fiction books as well as a detective series based
on characters from the Sherlock Holmes mysteries. His nonfiction works include The Spymaster's
Handbook and How to Solve a Murder: The Forensic Handbook.
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The follow-up to the New York Times-bestselling first volume of the graphic novel adaptation
hailed as a 'Proust for the people', In the Shadow of Young Girls in Flower unveils Proust beyond
the madeleine. 

The defining French novel, Proust's In Search of Lost Time is best known for the Combray scenes
which appear near the beginning of the first of the book's seven volumes. For many, the
discovery of Proust stops here: the sheer scale of the text and its perceived difficulty discouraging
them from reading on.

This beautiful second volume of Stephane Heuet's acclaimed graphic novel adaptation invites the
reader to go further, accompanying the narrator as he enters adolescence during a summer of
infatuation, switching affections and increasing social awareness in the beach resort of Balbec. In
the Shadow of Young Girls in Flower introduces characters who will go on to dominate future
volumes, such as Albertine, the narrator's feelings for whom will be dissected to the minutest
degree alongside reflections on the mutability of perception and a biting, witty analysis of social
class, snobbery and prejudice.

'Captures the essence of Proust beautifully' -  The Economist

'Brilliant... Heuet's love of Proust shines through in his inventive drawings' - The Independent

'Audacious... Heuet's strip is particularly strong on the images that constitute the life of the mind,
on the way landscapes are magnified by expectation or softened by nostalgia' - Financial Times

AUTHOR:
Marcel Proust was born in Paris in 1871. His family belonged to the wealthy upper middle class,
and Marcel began frequenting aristocratic salons at a young age. Leading the life of a society
dilettante, he met numerous artists and writers. He wrote articles, poems, and short stories
(collected as Les Plaisirs et les Jours), as well as pastiches and essays (collected as Pastiches et
Melanges) and translated John Ruskin's Bible of Amiens. He then went on to write novels. A
sufferer of asthma, he died from poorly-treated Bronchitis in 1922; he is buried in the
Pere-Lachaise Cemetery in Paris (Division 85). 

Stephane Heuet is an artist and comics illustrator, born in Brest, France, in 1957. The son of a
naval officer, he is himself a keen sailor, and in 2010 he published a collection of 18 maritime
stories by authors such as Pierre Mac Orlan and Herman Melville with watercolour
illustrations.Heuet is best known for his mammoth project of adapting Proust's seven-volume
masterpiece In Search of Lost Time as a graphic novel.
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One dark and stormy night, Mo hears her Inner Voice urging her to begin writing her memoirs.
Having ignored her Inner Voice s advice once before, with near-fatal consequences, she decides,
this time, to do as she is told. Mo looks back on her life, beginning with the crucial moment when
she met another cow, who introduced herself as La Vache qui Rit, and assured Mo that there was
nothing more stupid in this world than a stupid cow. Mo spends her life trying to prove to her
friend that, despite being a cow, she is not at all stupid. Besides, she has her Inner Voice and a
great desire to live! Set in the aftermath of the Spanish Civil War, in which defeated Republican
supporters are still being persecuted by victorious Nationalists, Memoirs of a Basque Cow paints a
funny, touching portrait of friendship and freedom and the sometimes difficult process of finding
oneself.

AUTHOR:
Bernardo Atxaga (1950) is considered to be the finest Basque writer of his generation. He has
written novels, short stories, song lyrics, plays and children s literature. His books have been
translated into more than twenty languages, and his work in euskera (Basque) and in translation
has brought him many prizes, including the Premio Nacional de Narrativa, the Premio Euskadi,
the Premio de la Critica, the Prix Millepages, the Premio Valle-Inclan, and the Marsh Award for
Children s Literature in Translation.
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This original compilation of Victorian-era detective stories pays tribute to the adventures of
Sherlock Holmes while introducing some of the slightly lesser-known investigators who thrived in
the period immediately following the Baker Street sleuth's debut. Selections include gripping
stories by Baroness Orczy, G. K. Chesterton, Catherine L. Pirkis, Hugh C. Weir, Jacques Futrelle,
and Maurice Leblanc.
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If you like your humour dark and twisty, then you'll love Tim Dorsey's outrageous Serge Storms
series of crime novels.

Few can give with the generosity and creativity of bighearted psychopath Serge Storms. 

Like Santa, Serge knows who's been naughty and who's been nice. As December 24 rolls around,
he is to be found filling up the Serge sleigh with an unforgettable bag of presents. 

Dorsey offers the perfect antidote for all those sappy feel-good holiday stories with this zany
blockbuster extravaganza in which his wonderfully deranged local historian-serial killer delivers his
special brand of Christmas cheer. 

Welcome to Tim Dorsey's slice of America – where nobody gets out unscathed and
un-Santa-Claused!

AUTHOR:
Tim Dorsey was a reporter and editor for the Tampa Tribune from 1987 to 1999, and is the
author of twenty-one previous Serge Storms novels.
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"Unquestionably a major work of American fiction . . . a book that will astonish and enrich
anyone who reads it. And anyone should be everyone." - The New York Times Book Review

Bright and independent-minded, Judith Pippinger Blackford aspires to a life of freedom and
self-expression beyond the tobacco fields of Kentucky. But her dreams are crushed by the reality
of farm life, an endless cycle of tending children, livestock, and menfolk, while trying to scratch a
living out of the unyielding clay soil.

Based on the author's own attempts to raise tobacco, this pioneering naturalistic novel recounts
the dire effects of poverty and thwarted ambition with compassion but without sentimentality.
Sinclair Lewis midwifed the 1923 publication of Weeds, but despite critical acclaim the book failed
to find an audience. Rediscovered in the 1970s, it has since been reappraised as an American
classic.

"It would be a pity for anyone to miss this statuesque book." - The New Yorker

AUTHOR:
Canadian-born author Edith Summers Kelly (1884–1956) graduated from the University of
Toronto before moving to New York City's Greenwich Village. There she met Upton Sinclair and
was invited to work at the author's experimental community, Helicon Home Colony. Weeds was
inspired by her experiences on a Kentucky tobacco farm.
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Did she jump or was she pushed?

It starts with the hanging woman in the Maple Valley woods; the woman with no shoes, no car
and no name. On paper it's an obvious case of suicide – but to Officer Dean Matheson,
something doesn't add up.

Then there are the other deaths, deaths that also look like suicides – but are they? The victims
are all women living on the fringes of society, addicts and criminals. Who will miss them? Does
anyone really care if they die?

Dean Matheson is making it his business to care, even if it means he becomes a target ...

AUTHOR:
Wendy was born in Hampshire, has lived in Cornwall and now resides in Nottinghamshire with her
husband and 3 rescue cats.
She started writing as a young girl, thanks to her love of reading, and still has some of the ghost
and crime stories she wrote back then.  She occasionally reads them when she needs a good
laugh! After completing a degree in Creative Writing & Philosophy, Wendy is now both a
self-published author (of a dark YA novel which was longlisted for the Mslexia Novel Competition)
and also has several short stories published in UK and US anthologies.  
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Comprising more than 100 works from one of the most prominent private collections of film
posters in the world, Cinema on Paper: The Graphic Genius of Movie Posters is a tribute to the
superior talent of an international group of artists whose creativity captured a movie's essence
with arresting precision. Selected for their masterful design, these mass-produced hallmarks of
the film business represent comedies, musicals, Westerns, sci-fi thrillers, dramas, and other
cinematic works that date from the turn of the 20th century to the early 2000s. Posters of iconic
features, such as Casablanca and The Godfather, stand alongside foreign films and memorable
cult classics including Le Samourai and Barbarella. 

Luxuriously reproduced here for their iconic design and graphic excellence, these rare Hollywood-
and foreign-produced posters are placed side by side to illustrate differences in cultural viewpoint
through graphic expression and to provide insight into the depth and detail of poster design. A
one-of-a-kind title among Assouline's roster of incredible books, this collectible volume is the first
to bring the artistry of cinema posters to life by celebrating film posters not only as unique works
of art, but also as cultural time capsules that reflect historic trends in design and popular culture.

AUTHOR:
Dwight Cleveland began collecting film posters in 1977, when he was a high school senior, and
eventually amassed the world's largest fully curated archive, which he sold between 2016 and
2019. His personal collection now stands at about 4,500 items. He lives in Chicago, where he
renovates single family homes and pursues his interest in historic preservation. 

150 illustrations
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With homosexuality only being partially decriminalised in the UK in 1967, the progression of
LGBTQ rights and representation has seen marked improvement, especially over the last decade.
One of the primary influencers for that change in social perception has been the small screen:
from its invention in 1927, the television set has found its place in virtually every home in the
country, and from its programming the attitudes of its viewers are shaped and moulded.

Historian Stephen Bourne tracks the history of gay representation in British TV from the golden
age of television right through to the introduction of the first gay character in a mainstream
soap. From being taboo, through to the founding of the liberation movement and onwards to
acceptance and worldwide pride, Bourne catalogues the efforts of the BBC and independent
broadcasters - the innovation, experimentation and risks they took to encourage progression,
challenge – but sometimes reinforce - homophobic ideas and promote acceptance of LGBTQ
relationships. Also delving into events behind scenes involving both acceptance and prejudice
against those in the industry, no stone is left unturned in this full story of playing gay on the
small screen.

AUTHOR:
Stephen Bourne is the author of 18 books, including Brief Encounters: Lesbians and Gays in
British Cinema 1930-71 and Fighting Proud. From 1992 to 2001 he annually curated 10 lesbian-
and gay-themed TV retrospectives for the National Film Theatre. In 2006 he was awarded an
MPhil by De Montfort University for his thesis on gay representation in British television drama
and in 2017 he was awarded an Honorary Fellowship by London South Bank University. He lives
in London.

20 b/w illustrations
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In Belgium, if you look hard enough, you can still find dozens of restaurants where time seems to
have stood still. These places really deserve to be cherished, because they are witnesses of the
past, with an interior that has hardly been touched for decades. And because they offer a taste
of the cooking of olden days: hearty food, with straightforward and pure flavours. In Bistro
Belge, Toni De Coninck tells the story of these establishments, and of the people who work there.
He visited restaurants all over Belgium, from West-Flanders ('t Hommelhof in Watou) to Namur
(Lesse Capade in Resteigne), and from Limburg (Tante ( Auntie ) Julia in Stevoort) to Brussels
(Vert de Gris). He learned all there is to know about the history of these places and the families
who run them, and also gathered some recipes of speciality dishes that for generations have
been prepared in the exact same way. The photos in this book complement the texts; they
immerge the reader into the warmheartedness that is so typical of the Belgian culinary heritage.

Text in English and Dutch.

AUTHOR:
Toni De Coninck is a writer and journalist, and the editor-in-chief of the online travel and food
magazine june. He writes about all kinds of pleasant things in life, specialising in travel and
gastronomy.

SELLING POINT:
•  An ode to Belgium's amiable and authentic culinary heritage

200 colour images
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A new wind is blowing through the rich Belgian beer landscape, loosely inspired by the American
and international craft beer revolution. The latest batch of Belgian brewers are reconciling
tradition with experimentation in a varied, seemingly inexhaustible, stream of new beers. This
book tracks the current scene and follows the author as he brews the most popular beers in his
kitchen. Included here are recipes and instructions for an accessible 'brew-in-a-bag' method of
making craft beer at home. You'll discover the brewing secrets of cutting edge producers like Dok
Brewing Company, Resistance, Cabardouche, L'Ermitage and many others.

AUTHOR:
Jeroen Bert is a freelance editor, beer fanatic and hobby brewer.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The best Belgian craft brewers
•  Learn to brew your own beer, including recipes for the accessible 'brew-in-a-bag' method
•  Get to know the craziest beer makers of this moment

200 colour, 30 b/w images
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Alex Snodgrass of TheDefinedDish.com is the third author in the popular Whole30 Endorsed
series. With gluten-free, dairy-free, and grain-free recipes that sound and look way too delicious
to be healthy, this is a cookbook people can turn to after completing a Whole30, when they're
looking to reintroduce healthful ingredients like tortillas, yogurt, beans, and legumes. Recipes like
Chipotle Chicken Tostadas with Pineapple Salsa or Black Pepper Chicken are easy enough to
prepare even after a busy day at work. There are no esoteric ingredients in these recipes, but
instead something to suit every taste, each dish clearly marked if it is Whole30 compliant, paleo,
gluten-free, dairy-free, and more. Alex includes delicious variations, too, such as using lettuce
wraps instead of taco shells, to ensure recipes can work for almost any diet. And for anyone
looking to stick to their Whole30 for longer, at least sixty of the recipes are fully compliant.

AUTHOR:
Alex Snodgrass is the food lover, health enthusiast, and founder of the popular blog and social
media outlet The Defined Dish. Alex is a recipe developer and food stylist from Dallas, where she
lives with her husband and two young daughters. She graduated from Texas Christian University
where she studied political science and history, which have absolutely nothing to do with what she
does today. Her recipes use clean ingredients that are known for being simple, easy, and full of
flavour. Alex speaks at local events, and was recently featured on a panel at SXSW about her life
behind her blog and how she strives to be an authentic and genuine voice for her audience. She
was recently recognised as a finalist in the prestigious Saveur magazine Blog Awards in the
category of "Most Inspired Weeknight Meals." 
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This inspiring book of 50 fabulous desserts by chef Roger van Damme and his team is the result
of 25 years of hard work at the apex of the culinary world. With a passion for innovation that
goes beyond the traditional definition of a pastry chef, van Damme transforms seasonal products
into new and original confections, and creates inspired combinations. With an international flair,
this book takes us from Belgium to Barcelona, Paris, and beyond.

AUTHOR:
Roger Van Damme was 'Chef of the Year' in 2010 and 'Best Pastry Chef in the World' in 2017.
With his restaurant Het Gebaar he won a Michelin star in 2010. This is his seventh book, but the
first in which he truly reflects on his trajectory and where it has led him.

SELLING POINTS:
•  New and innovative desserts from one of the world's best pastry chefs
•  Lavishly illustrated, with step-by-step photography and detailed instructions for preparing more
than 50 marvellous desserts
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All-new easy keto recipes from the author of the best-selling The Keto Instant Pot Cookbook.

AUTHOR:
Urvashi Pitre moved to the U.S. thirty years ago with $20 in her pocket, two suitcases, a college
scholarship, and a headful of Indian recipes passed down through her family. Now she runs her
own global consulting firm. She lost 80 pounds following a restricted calorie, low-carb, keto diet,
and she uses her blog, Two Sleevers, to share recipes with others. She is the author of Indian
Instant Pot Cookbook, The Keto Instant Pot Cookbook, Every Day Easy Air Fryer, and Instant Pot
Fast & Easy.
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The illustrated history of chocolate, its discovery in the Americas and its traditions in Europe. The
book shows the different types of cocoa and the process of turning them into chocolate and
includes extensive recipes for desserts, ice creams and main meals in which chocolate is the main
ingredient.
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A visual tour through the history of coffee and the different ways of drinking it, whether for
tasting or curing, the different types and origins of coffee, the different ways of roasting,
packaging and marketing it. The book also includes coffee machines representative of history,
from the oldest to the most modern of today's coffee machines. As a directory, the volume
includes in its final part an extensive recipe book of recipes and combinations made with coffee.
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Vegan cooking is more popular than ever. The challenge is to prepare meals that will be healthy
and appealing for the whole family. This book features kid-tested recipes for families with
children that are easy, tasty, and nutritious. Whether you are a practicing vegan or just want to
introduce your family to healthier eating, these recipes will inspire you. Ellen also introduces a
sugar free challenge, explains the world of kombucha and seaweed, and shows how to make
your weekday meals easier by planning and preparing ahead.

AUTHOR:
Foodie Ellen Charlotte Marie is the mother of four children, and has a passion for healthy eating
and photography. She is the author of the books One Healthy Kitchen and One Healthy Family.
Her popular instagram feed has over 140,000 followers.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A family-friendly cookbook, introducing nutritious vegan recipes that will entice kids and their
families to eat healthier food together
•  Written by a noted food blogger and cookbook author

180 colour, 20 b/w illustrations
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The eagerly awaited follow-up to the best-selling Instant Loss Cookbook.

Brittany Williams has taken the weight loss world by storm with her best-selling Instant Loss
Cookbook. After reaching a peak weight of 260 pounds and a lifetime of struggling with obesity,
yo-yo dieting, autoimmune disease, and chronic fatigue, Brittany changed her relationship with
food and lost an astonishing 125 pounds in a year without exercise. She cut processed and
takeout foods from her diet and eliminated gluten, most grains, and sugar, all without sacrificing
the flavors of the foods she loved, and quickly grew legions of fans as she shared her meal plans
on InstantLoss.com. Armed with a collection of 125 delicious recipes for the Instant Pot, air fryer,
and more, Brittany’s new book shows how to make this a sustainable lifestyle with kid and
family-friendly meals - from Strawberry Shortcake Oatmeal to Cowboy Chili to Easy 2-Minute
Pork Chops. Members of her growing community have reported losing 50 and even 100 pounds
themselves, and this cookbook will help others achieve similar success with simple, delicious
meals, nearly all ready in 30 minutes or less.

AUTHOR:
Brittany Williams is the bestselling author of Instant Loss Cookbook. She has lost 125 pounds
since removing processed foods and takeout from her diet and replacing those foods with
healthier meals she could make primarily in her Instant Pot. She is a mother of three and lives in
Yucca Valley, California.
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Italian Wines is the English-language version of Gambero Rosso's Vini d'Italia, the world's
best-selling guide to Italian wine. It is the result of a year's work by over 60 tasters, coordinated
by three curators. They travel around the entire country to taste 45,000 wines, only half of which
make it into the guide. More then 2,400 producers have been selected. Each entry brings
together useful information about the winery, including a description of its most important labels
and price levels in Italian wine shops. Each wine is evaluated according to the Gambero Rosso
bicchieri rating, with Tre Bicchieri awarded to the top labels. The guide is an essential tool for
both wine professionals and passionate amateurs around the globe: it provides the instruments
for finding one's way in the complex panorama of Italy's wine world.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The most authoritative annual guide to the very best Italian wines; more than 2,400 producers
have been selected
•  The awards honour ecologically aware wine producers who are working with the environment,
bestowing 'Green' awards on those who create sustainable yields
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Making your own fresh, unprocessed baby food is as easy as "setting it and forgetting it" when
you enlist your multi-cooker or slow cooker.

Here, Jenna Helwig, author of Real Baby Food and Baby-Led Feeding and the food editor at
Parents magazine, shares 100 recipes to nurture your baby's development and cultivate
wholesome family mealtimes. Best of all, making baby food in a multi-cooker or slow cooker
gives you the gift new parents need most-time: You simply put the food in the pot, set the time,
and walk away. Here are some of the great reasons to make your own baby food using a
multi-cooker:

• You're in control: You’re not limited by the varieties on supermarket shelves and can customize
foods for your baby.
• It's easy and convenient: Most recipes require just one pot, and the machine does all the work
for you. Many of these recipes are ready in 30 minutes or less.
• The timing is flexible: Many of the recipes can be made fast or slow using either a pressure or
slow cooker - flexibility that’s priceless when you're juggling irregular schedules.
• It's economical: Making your own is much less expensive than buying the same amount of
jarred baby food.
• It saves time: Make and store big batches, and you’ll have dinner at the ready for weeks.

From starter foods to family meals, recipes include DIY staples like yogurt; single-ingredient fruit
and veggie purées; finger foods like Purple Sweet Potato Patties, Blueberry Banana Bread, and
Chicken Nuggets; and toddler-friendly meals like Cauliflower Mac 'n' Cheese, Meatballs, and
Savory Steel-Cut Oats. All recipes are vetted by a registered dietitian and include nutritional
information to help ensure healthy mealtimes.

AUTHOR:
Jenna Helwig is the food editor for Parents magazine, as well as a freelance writer, culinary
instructor, and personal chef. She also founded Rosaberry, a culinary services company devoted
to helping families eat better.
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With over 40 years of experience catering for high-society events, including state banquets for
the royal family, Peter Gladwin knows a thing or two about putting together a great menu. Here,
he shares an array of his own gastronomic delights plus a host of delicious recipes submitted by
notable figures and celebrities, all of which can be cooked at home.

Recipes are separated into the following chapters: Canapes; Larder; Starters; Salads and Sides;
Vegetarian and Vegan; Fish; Meat; Emulsions, Infusions, Essences and Good Gravy; Desserts;
Cheese and Savouries; Chocolates and Sweetmeats.

Alongside the recipes, Peter shares stories of London, menus he's created, and anecdotes that
divulge the secrets of the great kitchens and banquets in the Square Mile, giving the reader a
rare and entertaining view behind 'the green baize door'.

AUTHOR:
Peter Gladwin is a prominent chef in the City of London, at the forefront of glamorous
entertaining. Peter's achievements within the hospitality industry have grown throughout his
career: he runs one of London's most successful catering companies, Party Ingredients; two
acclaimed restaurant groups; a wine import business; and produces fine English wines and
pure-bred livestock from his farm in West Sussex. He has also authored three previous
cookbooks.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Easy to follow , step-by-step recipes
•  Will appeal to food lovers everywhere
•  Over 100 Recipes created by chef Peter Gladwin or other notable celebrities
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James Beard award–winning baker Joanne Chang is best known around the country for her eight
acclaimed Flour bakeries in Boston. Chang has published two books based on the offerings at
Flour, such as her famous sticky buns, but Pastry Love is her most personal and comprehensive
book yet. It includes 125 dessert recipes for many things she could never serve in the setting of
a bakery - for example, items that are best served warm or with whipped cream on top. Nothing
makes Chang happier than baking and sharing treats with others, and that passion comes
through in every recipe, such as Strawberry Slab Pie, Mocha Chip Cookies, and Malted Chocolate
Cake. The recipes start off easy such as Lemon Sugar Cookies and build up to showstoppers like
Passion Fruit Crepe Cake. The book also includes master lessons and essential techniques for
making pastry cream, lemon curd, puff pastry, and more, all of which make this book a
must-have for beginners and expert home bakers alike.

AUTHOR:
An honors graduate of Harvard College with a degree in Applied Mathematics and Economics,
JOANNE CHANG left a career as a management consultant to enter the world of professional
cooking. She started at Boston's renowned Biba, then Bentonwood Bakery, Rialto, and New
York's Payard Patisserie and Bistro, and finally Mistral. She returned to Boston with dreams of
opening her own pastry shop. In 2000, she opened Flour, a bakery and café, and has since
opened seven more locations in Boston and Cambridge. Flour has been featured in Gourmet,
Food & Wine, Bon Appétit, the New York Times, and Condé Nast Traveler and has received
numerous Best of Boston awards. Chang also competed, and won, on Throwdown with Bobby
Flay. In 2007, she opened a Chinese restaurant, Myers+Chang, with her husband, Christopher
Myers. She is the author of four other cookbooks and was the recipient of a James Beard Award
in 2016 for Outstanding Baker in America.
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Now in its 30th edition, the Penin Guide Spanish Wine 2020 is the definitive guide to Spanish
wine. Each year our team of tasters travels to every wine-growing area of Spain to taste and
review new varieties, labels and vintages, and this year's edition of the guide contains
information on more than 11,800 new wines. Whatever your budget, the Penin Guide is the
indispensible guide for those who want to discover the best of Spanish wine.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Now in its 30th edition, this is the definitive guide to Spanish wine
•  Contains information on 11,800 new wines
•  Includes a free web code that allows access to the Grupo Penin online database of wines

1,000 colour images
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The many influences of the past on our diet today make the concept of 'British food' very hard to
define. The Celts, Romans, Saxons, Vikings and Normans all brought ingredients to the table, as
it were, and onwards the Crusades gave us all manner of spices. The Georgians enjoyed a new
level of excess and then of course the world wars forced us into the challenge of making meals
from very little.

This book, one of three volumes, documents the rich history of our food, its fads and its fashions
to be combined with a practical cookbook of over 200 recipes from the early Middle Ages up to
the Civil War.

AUTHOR:
Jacqui Wood is best known as Time Team's resident food historian. She works as the Director of
Saveock Water Archaeology, an archaeological research centre and field school, and also works
for English Heritage demonstrating Bronze Age technology. She lives in Truro. 
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Vegan Bible is an exhaustive work in which you will discover the richness and the diversity of
vegan foods and how cooking can still be truly creative even without eggs, meat, fish or dairy
products. Learn how to make your own vegan cheeses, creams and milks, how to cook
astonishing egg-free, dairy-free desserts, and how to prepare 100% vegan versions of some of
the great classic dishes using ingredients that can be found in your local supermarket.

As well as recipes for breakfasts, lunches, suppers and baby foods there are recipes for every
occasion: birthdays, brunches, picnics, barbecues, and family get-togethers.

More than just a collection of recipes, the book provides illustrated step-by-step information on
the key ingredients of the vegan diet: nuts, flax seeds, chickpeas, avocado; and there is a
chapter outlining the essentials for vegan nutritional balance: where to find protein, calcium,
vitamin B12 and mistakes to avoid.

The demand for vegan cookbooks is growing a pace as more and more people stop eating
animal products for environmental, ethical or health reasons and this gorgeous collection of 500
inventive, inspirational recipes for newcomers and long-time vegans alike is destined to be a
constant companion.
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This beautiful book offers a rare insight into the inspirational approach of renowned landscape
designer, Randle Siddeley, (The Lord Kenilworth) and the magnificent gardens he has created for
high profile clients across the globe. Little is ever published on how raw landscapes can be before
a designer has made his mark, and this enthralling book shares decades of knowledge, the
challenges and ultimately, some of the most memorable gardens Randle has created. It is a
masterclass in exemplary design.

AUTHOR:
Randle Siddeley is a talented British landscape designer with an international reputation for
creating inspirational landscapes. Randle Siddeley founded his landscaping business in London in
1975. Today he has two companies: RANDLE SIDDELEY ASSOCIATES (RSA), the design
company; and SIDDELEY LANDSCAPE DESIGN (SLD), which is the design-and-build and project
management arm of the business. Both companies are internationally recognized firms of
landscape architects and designers, acknowledged as eminent in their field. Randle, who also
holds the title The Lord Kenilworth, lives in London with his wife and two sons. 
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This practical book features a wide variety of potted plants, terrariums, mossariums, Kokedama
(Japanese moss balls), Wabi-kusa (indoor water gardens), wallscapes and hydroponic systems.
These natural elements of home decoration occupy very little space and require little
maintenance; they are ideal for small homes that don't have much scope for outdoor gardening.
These portable tiny indoor gardens are a growing art that spark endless green-fingered
creativity.

AUTHOR:
Francesc Zamora Mola studied interior design and architecture in Barcelona and then in with
innovative architecture firms San Francisco. He is the author of numerous architecture books,
including The Wood Book (Loft, ISBN 978 849936 972 3).
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Hell in a handcart?

Nah. We're plunging into the abyss in a leaky bin bag. 
Thanks to global warming, we'll drown, fry or starve.

Before that, if we're lucky, an asteroid will pound us into star dust, the next pandemic uber-virus
will have the whole human race singing 'Goodnight Vienna', one of the madmen running the
planet will press the button that says BANG, or we'll all become slave drones for a super-race of
intelligent robots. 

The future's looking dandy, then. And it's never been any better. 
From the Emperors who slaughtered whole cities, to the artists whose most creative work was
their own suicide, from the wiped-out species to the burned books, the massive swindles to the
official f*ck-ups and the cretinous quotes of those utter cu ... curmudgeons in charge, our world
has always been a festering dung heap. 

Sure, go ahead, cry about it. Or take this medley of melancholia-inducing malfeasance and turn
it into a fun activity for families and groups of friends. 

That's right. Over 400 pages of quiz and picture rounds, puzzles and anagrams devoted to the
very worst aspects of existence.
Abject misery, or Abject Quizzery? It's the only choice you've got.

AUTHOR:
Karl Shaw was a journalist for several years before working in the advertising industry and in
marketing (at one time for the country's largest manufacturer of stool sample jars). He currently
lives in North Staffordshire, England, where he has channelled a misdirected education into
several books including Royal Babylon: The Alarming History of European Royalty and 10 Ways
To Recycle A Corpse.
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My 'life goals before 25' when I was 20: mortgage, become an MD or social media sensation,
have good hair, have my own sustainable coffee shop, travel to 98 countries.

My life goals on the eve of my 25th birthday: afford my rent without getting overdrawn this
month, get at least two likes on my Instagram post on my new shoes, remember to pluck nose
hairs before work, stop mislaying my refillable coffee cup, visit my parents once a month.

Is it just me, or does everyone else have their shit together?

Believe me, you're not alone! If you're having sleepless nights about your latest social media
post, think that you're a loser in love, or have a job that you hate, then this book is your life
jacket and comfort blanket rolled into one sweet package.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A witty illustrated handbook of tips and advice for dealing with the traumas and tribulations
that life throws at you when you’re only in your twenties!
•  An ideal book for all millennials and Gen Z.
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Are you a clueless romantic? Do you stumble over every compliment you offer your loved one?
Let's be honest: you need to stop trying to be the dreamy, passionate lover you desire to be –
it'll never work.

This book, packed with tongue-in-cheek quips and endearingly honest declarations of lukewarm
love, is right up your street and the perfect gift to give to your other half (instead of that
beautiful bouquet they'll be expecting).

KEY SELLING POINTS
•  Filled with tongue-in-cheek humour, this book is aimed at millennials who don't quite know how
to express their feelings towards their loved one.
•  The perfect gift for a loved one who prefers an alternative to romantic gestures, either for
Valentine's Day or just to show them that you hate them the least!
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Pinot, Chardonnay, Merlot, Riesling... There are so many delicious wines to delight the nose and
palate and so many occasions to celebrate them all. Indulge your inner sommelier and raise a
glass to the wonders of wine with this collection of quips from the world's wisest and wittiest
drinkers.

SELLING POINT:
• A fantastic gift for all wine lovers.
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Seeing the good in everything is the secret to a happy life. And like any skill, the more we do it,
the easier it gets. In every area of your life, there are simple steps you can take to improve your
mood and brighten your day. Full of optimistic advice, cheerful mantras and uplifting quotes from
sunny souls, this book will leave you beaming.

SELLING POINT:
• The ultimate mood-booster. Pick up this book filled with advice and quotes to add an extra ray
of sunshine to your day.
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'If I were to live a thousand years, I would belong to you for all of them.' - Michelle Hodkin

Love is only a small word, but nothing could be greater, more enduring or more powerful. This
charming book is a celebration of love – the grandest of all human emotions. Brimming with
amorous quotes, delicious recipes, romantic poems and excerpts from the world's most heartfelt
love letters, it's the perfect way to say those three little words that mean so much.

SELLING POINTS:
•  This book is the perfect celebration of love: full of quotes, romatic poems and special ways to
express your love
•  Stylishly designed, it is an ideal gift for any age
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While you ve been stuck on your screen, your life skills have been dwindling. And now the digital
apocalypse is nearly upon us. If you don t know how to swim, then it s probably best that you
learn soon my friend. The ice caps are a-melting as the global temperature is set to rise by four
degrees by the end of the century (that's loads). This book can't help you with the immense
amount of water that will be flowing towards your face at some point in the nearish future, or
your lack of creative caveman skills, but it might be able to help you answer other questions such
as: How do I tell the time without looking at my phone? What transferrable skills have we
learned from internet shopping? How do you meet people without swiping right or left? How do
you show emotion without emojis? What is a postcard? Why does reading a real book feel so
good?

AUTHOR:
Lucy Irving is an artist, illustrator and storyteller, living and working in Brighton, England, who is
best known for her bold and graphic work in digital and sculptural form. She has a playful and
mindful interest in the world around her especially the juxtaposition of nature and technology
that encourages her artistic pursuits. Her previous books include the Creative Space Journal and
Exercise Your Demons (Ammonite Press).
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Getting into shape has never been more fun, as you go through the (bowel) motions from
jumping jacksies and push-outs to bottom burpees and sliders. With planners to log your
workouts and a special section where you can dump your own ideas, this is the essential guide to
getting fit while you SHIIT.
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You and me were meant to be

They're the salt to your pepper, the cookie to your milk, the moon to your stars – you go
together, and there're no two ways about it! This little book of romantic quotes and heartfelt
affirmations is the perfect way to celebrate your dynamic duo.

KEY SELLING POINTS
•  Show your partner just how much you love them with this lovely little book, packed with
romantic quotes and statements.
•  An ideal gift to give your partner for Valentine's Day.
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You make me complete.

There's nobody quite like your special someone, so say it with this little book!

Filled with a collection of heartfelt words to describe the many things, big and small, that you
love about your partner, it's the perfect way to tell them just how much they mean to you.

SELLING POINT:
•  The book contains 30 original illustrations, which are cute and modern and will appeal to a
millennial audience.
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The 1066 Norman Bruisers conjures up the vanished world of England in the late Middle Ages and
casts light on one of the strangest quirks in the nation's history: how a bunch of European thugs
became the quintessentially English gentry. In 1066 go-getting young immigrant Osbern
Fitz-Tezzo crossed the Channel in William the Conqueror's army. Little did he know that it would
take five years to vanquish the English, years in which the Normans suffered almost as much as
the people they had set out to subdue. For the English, the Norman Conquest was an
unmitigated disaster, killing thousands by the sword or starvation. But for Osbern and his
compatriots, it brought territory and treasure - and a generational evolution they could never
have imagined. Osbern's descendants settled in Cheshire, which played a pivotal role in medieval
England as the launch pad for Edward I's Welsh wars, the chief recruiting ground for royal armies
and Richard II's regional powerhouse. Successive members of the Boydell family fought for
monarchs and magnates, oversaw royal garrisons, travelled abroad as agents of the crown and
helped to administer the laws of the land. When they weren't strutting across the stage of
northwestern England, mingling with great men and participating in great events, they engaged
in feuds, embarked on illicit love affairs and exerted their influence in the small corner of the
country they had made their own. By 1378, when William Boydell died from wounds sustained in
combat, the nation he defended was England and the enemy he opposed dwelled just forty miles
from the place where Osbern had probably grown up.

AUTHOR:
Helen Kay has a BA in Jurisprudence and a PhD in English Literature, with a partial focus on Old
and Middle English. She grew up in Windsor, where William the Conqueror built one of his many
castles, but now divides her time between London and New York. 
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Whether you want to explore how our Prime Ministers came to reside in No.10 Downing Street,
read about the official mice-catching cats also dwelling there, learn about the rarely seen soft
side of the Iron Lady, or discover how Sir Robert Peel invented the police, there is something for
every enthusiast to dip into. 

"The Amazing and Extraordinary Facts series" presents interesting, surprising and little-known
facts and stories about a wide range of topics which are guaranteed to inform, absorb and
entertain in equal measure.

AUTHOR:
Jonathan Bastable is a renowned writer and journalist. He began his career as a feature writer
for The Sunday Times and has contributed to the foreign pages of The Sunday Times, The
Scotsman and Time Out. He is the author of a number of books including The British At War from
the best-selling series Amazing and Extraordinary Facts published by Rydon Publishing. Jonathan
lives in Brighton. 
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The shocking massacre of 379 unarmed Indians in the enclosed Jallianwala Bath park on the
command of a British army officer on April 13th, 1919 is considered a brutal example of colonial
abuse. Immediately afterwards martial law was established with harsh penalties and
punishments. Often considered as the darkest period of the Raj, the massacre helped galvanise
the Indian Nationalist movement, making full independence inevitable. Yet both the Queen and
former Prime Minister David Cameron have side stepped calls for an apology for the mass
shooting during official visits to Amritsar. One hundred years on, is it time to say sorry? This book
examines the context in which the infamous event took place - and asks why something that
happened 100 years ago remains so controversial. Did the order to fire prevent further native
and imperialist bloodshed in the Punjab? Was enough done at the time to investigate if General
Robert Dyer acted alone or with the full support of his superiors? Who was ultimately responsible
for the 1,650 rounds of ammunition discharged that day? Readers will discover how tensions
within the region - and political and professional ambitions on both sides - combined to create a
chain of events that signaled the beginning of the end for the British Raj.

AUTHOR:
A journalist with over 20 years experience, Vanessa Holburn has worked and travelled
extensively in Asia, with some of that time spent in India. Vanessa's work has appeared in
national consumer and trade press and digital outlets. The mainstay of this work has required her
to take complicated subjects and make them accessible and interesting to read. Discovering
details - and presenting them in an engaging way - is her passion. Her consumer press credits
include Woman's Own, Yours, Dogs Today, Ask The Doctor, The Mirror, The Sun and The
Independent on Sunday. 
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In this compelling investigation, author Michael Smith explores the critical moment in a spy's life:
that split-second decision to embrace a double life; to cheat and hide and hurt; to risk disgrace –
even death – without any guarantee of being rewarded or even recognised. Each chapter centres
on a different spy, following the path they took that lead, finally, to the point of no return. Were
they propelled by personal convictions? Blackmailed and left without a choice? Too desperate for
money to think about the consequences?

Through in-depth insider knowledge, Michael Smith also uncovers new and unknown cases,
including ISIS, President Trump's links with Russia and Edward Snowden's role as a
whistleblower, to offer compelling psychological portraits of these men and women, homing
unerringly on the fault-lines and shady corners of their characters, their weaknesses and their
strengths, the lies they tell other people, and the lies they always end up telling themselves.

AUTHOR:
Michael Smith is the number-one bestselling author of Station X. He served in the British Army's
Intelligence Corps and was an award-winning journalist for the BBC, the Daily Telegraph and the
Sunday Times. He is now a full-time novelist and intelligence historian. Smith is the author of a
number of books, including The Secrets of Station X; SIX: The Real James Bonds and Foley: The
Spy Who Saved 10,000 Jews.
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Founded in New York City in 1870, The Lotos Club is one of the oldest literary and arts clubs in
the United States. Lotos became known for its tradition of honouring outstanding men and
women from all walks of life with testimonial 'State Dinners', especially after it began to
commemorate these occasions with unique souvenir menus designed by artists and illustrators of
the day. Art at the Table is a lavishly illustrated retrospective of the Club's 150-year-old-tradition,
featuring the art of the menus and the stories behind them. American culture and history are
chronicled in these fêtes, from Gilbert and Sullivan and Mark Twain to aviator Amelia Earhart and
author Tom Wolfe.

AUTHORS:
J. Robert Moskin, the Lotos Club Historian, is a veteran journalist and author. Nancy Johnson, the
Club's archivist, is a writer, editor and curator.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Honorees include Enrico Caruso, Amelia Earhart, Rodgers and Hammerstein, Robert Moses,
Harry S. Truman, Leonard Bernstein, Robert Frost, Dwight D. Eisenhower, Beverly Sills, Margaret
Mead, Saul Bellow, Joe DiMaggio, Roy Lichtenstein, Arthur Miller, Dave Brubeck, Angela Lansbury
and many other men and women of achievement
•  The Lotos Club has over 800 current members, and has reciprocal arrangements with more
than 50 private clubs around the world
•  Only book about this historic club's fascinating history available to the book trade
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Bethlem Hospital is the oldest mental institution in the world, but to many it is famous only as
'Bedlam', a chaotic madhouse that brutalised its patients. This book explores the 800-year history
of Bethlem and reveals fascinating details of its ambivalent relationship with London and
Londoners, the life and times of the hospital's more famous patients, and the rise of a powerful
reform movement which forced the government to take the issue of Bedlam seriously. Paul
Chambers brings the whole story of Bethlem Hospital to a new audience, charting its
well-intended beginnings to its final disgrace and reform.

AUTHOR:
Paul Chambers' writing credits include books on subjects as diverse as elephants, dinosaurs, the
natural history of the giant tortoise, medieval genealogy and an 18th-century scandal. He has
written for television and radio, and has produced numerous articles on a diverse range of
subjects as well as being the ghostwriter behind several children's factual books.
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"Lively, instructive, and evocative ... a veritable tour guide of the formative years, and I wouldn't
have missed the trip for anything." - Bill Moyers

For many Americans, the five-year period between the end of World War II and the start of the
Korean War was a golden era, marked by a booming economy and a national mood of unity and
optimism. For others, it represents a simmering mix of tensions, an era shadowed by troubled
race relations and out-of-control anti-Communism. This unique and highly regarded book offers a
nuanced and perceptive exploration of how Americans of the era thought and behaved that's
based on then-current information rather than through the long-distance prism of history.

Journalist Joseph C. Goulden quotes both prominent and obscure citizens, who describe their
experiences of postwar America. His historical narrative is punctuated by several brief
reminiscences of his own youth in Texas during these pivotal years, and he provides a new
Preface with additional insights garnered since the book's original 1976 publication. The result is
an intricate and indelible record of a crucial period in American political and social history.

"Good history and good reading: a remarkable triumph." - Larry L. King

AUTHOR:
Joseph C. Goulden is the author and co-author of 19 nonfiction books, including The
Superlawyers, a five-month national bestseller, and Korea: The Untold Story of the War. Goulden
spent a decade in daily journalism with The Dallas Morning News and as Washington Bureau
Chief for the Philadelphia Inquirer. His other Dover book is The Dictionary of Espionage:
Spyspeak into English.
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Bricks and lime mortars came to this country with the Romans but for most people bricks become
popular a little later. After the Great Fire of London, whole buildings had to be built from
non-flammable materials and brick buildings came into their own. The Georgian town house
became the epitome of urban design; bricks and mortar built the infrastructure of industrial
Britain. Mortars had to be created that could set under water for canals and be strong enough to
build long railway tunnels, whilst bricks had to be made in huge quantities. They also built the
worst slums this country has ever known, contributing to the early deaths of thousands. The love
affair with bricks continues today, with exposed brickwork on show in many modern buildings.
This is the surprising social history of bricks in Britain.

AUTHOR:
Carolyne Haynes is an architect by training. She was project manager of the Heritage Lottery
grants for Buriton Chalk Pits – an old lime working – and Bursledon Brickworks, the only
remaining Victorian steam driven brickworks left in the country. Now a project manager at The
Brickworks Museum, she lives in Southampton. 
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On 12 September 1973 a seventeen-year-old naive and vulnerable young gardener Stephen
Downing returning from a short lunch break encountered the badly beaten and unconscious
figure of thirty-two year old Wendy Sewell lying on the footpath of Bakewell Cemetery close to
Catcliff Wood and the consecrated chapel where she had been attacked. Stephen ran to the
nearby workmen's building and in the meantime the perpetrator of the attack who had been
hiding, dragged Wendy's body out of sight to a second location where she was subsequently
found soon after. There then occurred a horrifying sequence of events which were to change his
young life forever. He was immediately taken into custody and questioned at length without a
solicitor and eventually signed a false confession statement and Wendy was to die some two days
later from her injuries. Following a very biased prosecution based three day trial during February
1974 Downing was found guilty by a jury, convicted and sentenced to what was eventually a full
life sentence. Just eight months later during October 1974 there followed an appeal with fresh
evidence from an eye witness who saw Wendy Sewell alive after Downing left the cemetery for
lunch, however the prosecution rubbished this evidence and the appeal failed. In the many years
which followed Downing's incarceration he was moved from prison to prison, continuing to
maintain his innocence and in doing so jeopardised any chance of parole as he was In Denial Of
Murder until eventually his plight reached journalist Don Hale, whose tireless efforts eventually
led to a Criminal Cases Review and appeal in which Downing was released as a middle aged man
after some twenty-seven years, the longest miscarriage in the United Kingdom legal history.

AUTHOR:
Stephen Downing grew up in the small Derbyshire town of Bakewell. His life was uneventful until
the age of 17 when he was arrested and subsequently convicted of murder. Stephen didn't know
it at the time but ended up serving 27 years in various prisons before being released by the
Courts of Appeal. On release from prison Stephen moved back to the town he grew up in only to
find that the police were very unforgiving and would continue to hold blame over him together
with the authorities would take the unprecedented action to withold all evidence from him and his
supporters for 95 years preventing any investigation to completely prove his innocence. 
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It is a sobering thought that until the closing years of the twentieth century, Britain's courts were
technically able to impose the death penalty for a number of offences; both civil and military.
Although the last judicial hangings took place in 1964, the death penalty, in theory at least,
remained for a number of offences. During the twentieth century, 865 people were executed in
Britain, and of those only 3 were ever posthumously pardoned. This book details each and every
one of those executions, and in many cases highlights the crimes that brought these men and
women to the gallows. The book also details the various forms of capital punishment used
throughout British history. During past centuries people were burned at the stake, had the skin
flayed from their bodies, been beheaded, garrotted, hung, drawn and quartered, stoned,
disemboweled, buried alive and all under the guidance of a vengeful law, or at least what passed
for law at any given period. This book spares no detail in chronicling these events and the author
has painstakingly collected together every available piece of evidence to provide as clear a
picture as possible of a time when the law operated on the principle of an eye for an eye. The
author, Gary M. Dobbs, is a true-crime historian and has spent many hours researching the cases
featured within these pages to bring the reader a definitive history of judicial punishment during
the twentieth century, and this carefully researched, well-illustrated and enthralling text will
appeal to anyone interested in the darker side of history.

AUTHOR:
Welsh author Gary M. Dobbs first saw print as a fiction writer. Using the pen name Jack Martin he
is responsible for a string of best-selling western novels as well as the hugely popular crime
series, Granny Smith. The latter published under his own name. A Date with the Hangman, is his
fourth major non-fiction work following the successful Cardiff and the Valleys in the Great War,
Cardiff and the Valleys at War 1939 - 45 and Dark Valleys, all of which were also published by
Pen and Sword. 
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According to Stoker novel, Dracula was a cultured man. In reality he was a Romanian warlord of
the 15th century. He gained his name, Vlad the Impaler, because his favoured execution method
was to run a spear through his victim's lower body, then stand them upright so the spear pierced
the vital organs. This full history details his bloodthirsty military campaigns against the Turks and
Bulgars. He pursued vicious guerrilla tactics, a scorched earth retreat and tortured his captives.
He was finally assassinated by his former Turkish allies.

AUTHOR:
James Waterson graduated from the School of Oriental and African Studies, University of
London, and received his master's degree from the University of Dundee. He is the author of a
trilogy of works on the Middle East: The Ismaili Assassins, The Knights of Islam and Sacred
Swords. Also, he has written a one volume history of the Song, Yuan and Ming dynasties of
China: Defending Heaven.
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A revolutionary new understanding of how the gun trade facilitated the expansion of the British
Empire and changed the course of world history.

History teaches that from the seventeenth to the nineteenth century the Industrial Revolution
transformed Britain from an agricultural economy to one dominated by industry and machine,
ushering in unprecedented growth in technology and trade and putting the country at the centre
of the world. 

In Empire of Guns, prize-winning historian Priya Satia argues that – far from the bucolic image of
cotton mills that define popular perception – the true root of economic and imperial expansion
was the lucrative military contracting that enabled the country's near-constant state of war.
Through in-depth research, Satia journeys into the past by exploring the life of prominent
Birmingham gun-maker and Quaker, Samuel Galton. Reconciling the pacifist tenet of his faith
with the pragmatism of the times, he argued that the inescapable profitability of conflict meant
all members of an industrialised economy were irrefutably complicit in war.
 
Empire of Guns expertly brings to life a bustling industrial society with a human story at its heart
to offer a radical new understanding of a critical historical moment and all that followed from it.

AUTHOR:
Priya Satia is a professor of British History at Stanford University. She is the author of Spies in
Arabia published by OUP and her writing has appeared in the TLS, Slate, the Financial Times and
Huffington Post. She received a MSc at LSE.
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At its core, London is a city in constant structural flux; an ever-evolving mass of glass and steel
that shifts with the demands of contemporary design. Beyond the blaze of neon lights and the
banshee shrieks of braking red double-deckers, however, an older city still survives. Here, in the
margins, London's ghost signs haunt old alley ways and side streets.

This book uncovers intricate fading landmarks of consumerism in London's more rugged back
streets. The various signs across the city that are discoloured and worn unlock a forgotten social
and commercial history whilst simultaneously offering insight into what life was like in the
early-1900s, when our now concrete capital was still blossoming.

AUTHOR:
Helen Cox is a writer and freelance journalist who is passionate about architecture, travel,
history, branding, film and feminism. She is educated to masters level and has worked both in
full time employment and as a freelance journalist for a variety of publications and media
outlets. She lives in London. 
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When Helena Normanton was admitted to Middle Temple on 24 December 1919, she became the
first woman to enter this traditional male preserve, setting in train a series of firsts for women in
law which continue today. The day before, the passing of the Sex Disqualification (Removal) Act
had made it possible, for the first time, for women to enter the legal profession.

Marking the centenary of the Act, First tells the story of women in law in their first 100 years of
practice. From early campaigners through to the first women solicitors, barristers, magistrates
and judges, the book tells the often untold stories of the pioneers, reformers and influencers who
paved the way, revealing the barriers they faced, their challenges and triumphs. It offers a
unique insight into how women have made their way in a profession still dominated by men and
looks ahead to the prospects for women in law in the next 100 years.

AUTHORS:
Lucinda Acland is host of the First 100 Years podcast series celebrating the centenary of women
in law. She has over 25 years' experience in the legal sector as a solicitor and litigation
support/IT lawyer, a creator of online CPD courses, and as the community manager at Obelisk
Support, training and supporting returners back into flexible legal work. Katie Broomfield is a
barrister and historian. Based in the History Department at Royal Holloway, University of London,
she is currently researching the opening of the legal profession to women in 1919. She is a
contributor to the Oxford Dictionary of National Biography, the First 100 Years Podcast series and
the creator of an exhibition Celebrating the Centenary of Women Lawyers.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Meet the amazing women who have made the legal profession their own
•  The first book to tell the story for a general audience
•  Published in partnership with the First 100 Years, the national campaign set up to celebrate the
centenary of the 1919 Sex Disqualification (Removal) Act
• The story is brought to life with photographs, archive material, boxed-out features, anecdotes
and quotations
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For over ten years he was first on the scene when a murder was committed in south London. In
the confusion and horror of the crime scene he identified the forensic clues that would later be
needed to convict the killer in the calm and measured atmosphere of the Old Bailey; calling out
the necessary experts from pathologists to ballistics specialists; protecting the scene against
contamination. One slip and a case would crumble; one moment of inspiration and the Yard
would have its man. He was the natural choice when the UN were looking for an experienced
detective to create a trail of evidence linking the mass graves of Bosnia to the people who
ordered the worst war crimes seen in Europe since the Second World War. From the Flying
Squad to Investigating War Crimes tells of the rise of forensic evidence against the true story
backdrop of a detective who has spent a career at the front line in the war against murder - the
ultimate crime. It traces the development of forensic science and techniques from the days of
the fingerprint to the battery of tests now available to homicide investigators. It is told in the no
nonsense style of a pioneer cop who has seen the worst that human beings can do to each other.

AUTHOR:
Ron Turnbull received several high commendations from the Metropolitan Police Commissioner
plus a UN Kosovo campaign medal and UN Kosovo medal for Services of Peacekeeping as a
result of this work. Ron Turnbull is not the gung-ho detective of popular fiction and television,
bursting down doors in dawn raids or seizing dangerous men at gun point, although as a younger
man he had more than his share of high velocity action with two tours on The Sweeney. His job
as a 'forensic' detective was to give the dead a voice that would be heard in court and to convict
the guilty from the grave. A dead body talks if you ask it the right questions, he says. 
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Petrol stations have been with us for 100 years. They have become etched on countless rural and
industrial landscapes, sometimes blending in with their surroundings, and often becoming a
linchpin of the communities they serve. Men, or women, often clad in slightly oily overalls, would
fill up your car's tank, wipe the windscreen and even check the oil for you. Football coins, Green
Shield stamps, soup bowls or wine glasses might be handed over to keep your custom – all in the
days when a single £1 note was enough to buy 100 miles worth of happy motoring. This vivid,
illustrated history takes the reader on a journey from collecting a two-gallon can at the local
ironmonger's to filling up on the forecourt, and on to the possibility of not using petrol at all.

130 illustrations
AUTHOR:
Nick Evans has been a career journalist for more than 40 years, mainly in PR and internal
communications in a range of writing, design and production roles. For 20 years, he ran a
successful communications business creating publications for clients including the NHS,
Stagecoach, BT and Pfizer pharmaceutical. He has also produced a number of local history
books, including the story of Dreamland amusement park. He lives in Kent. 
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New York City's oldest neighbourhoods are downtown, where scores of timeworn ads have
improbably survived for decades. These "ghost signs" hold the secrets of businesses and products
that vanished decades ago. Clues to our jobs, schools, places of worship, cafes, and concert halls
lurk in their faded outlines. Journalist and television producer Frank Mastropolo brings more than
100 of these signs to life through insightful commentary on the history of downtown's distinct
neighbourhoods and the eclectic businesses that anchored them during the first half of the 20th
century. The collection offers an important and timely look at New York City's rich economic and
social fabric, especially today, when long-established businesses are rapidly being priced out of
their neighbourhoods.

AUTHOR:
Frank Mastropolo is a veteran journalist, photographer, and television network news producer
who has documented hundreds of New York City's ghost signs. His series on downtown New
York's faded ads appears in New York magazine's Bedford+Bowery blog.
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For better or worse, what we are is often determined by our family; the events that occurred
many years before we were born, and the choices that were made by our forebears are our
inheritance - we are the inexorable product of family history. So it is with nations. The history of
Great Britain has been largely defined by powerful and influential families, many of whose names
have come down to us from Celtic, Danish, Saxon or Norman ancestors. Their family names fill
the pages of our history books; they are indelibly written into the events which we learned about
at school. Iconic family names like Wellington, Nelson, Shakespeare, Cromwell, Constable, De
Montfort and Montgomery there are innumerable others. They reflect the long chequered history
of Britain, and demonstrate the assimilation of the many cultures and languages which have
migrated to these islands over the centuries, and which have resulted in the emergence of our
language. This book is a snapshot of several hundred such family names and delves into their
beginnings and derivations, making extensive use of old sources, including translations of The
Domesday Book and The Anglo-Saxon Chronicles, as well as tracing many through the centuries
to the present day.

AUTHOR:
John Moss studied Fine Arts and English in Wolverhampton and Manchester Art Schools, before
taking early retirement after teaching and lecturing in Art & Design. He founded a Graphic Design
company in 1997. Retired at last, he began writing: a science fiction trilogy in 2013, and now his
first foray into historical non-fiction. 
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In House Histories, Britain's leading house historian uncovers the hidden stories and secrets of
ordinary and extraordinary houses across the country. The wide range of houses, from workers'
cottages to aristocratic mansions, offers a unique insight into our social and architectural history.
Tudor farmhouses, Georgian town houses, modernist twentieth century designs and converted
factories all have a tale to tell. From homes once occupied by famous figures such as H.G. Wells
and Benjamin Disraeli to details of the daily lives of ordinary people living in railway and
fishermen's cottages, the reader is taken through the centuries of change experienced by each
house, exploring past occupants and architectural alterations.

As a nation we are obsessed by property: prices, interior design and restoration, and the creation
of a home. Now there is another avenue to explore: your house’s history. House Histories helps
readers get started by outlining the main research sources and how to use them.

AUTHOR:
Melanie Backe-Hansen is a House Historian and writes a regularly for various magazines and
newspapers. She has also featured on numerous TV and radio programmes. This is her first
book. She lives in London.
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The social, industrial and economic changes imposed on the Sheffield area during the 1980s are
captured with remarkable clarity in this second Images of the Past book featuring the work of
freelance photographer Martin Jenkinson (1947-2012). The former steelworker and adopted
Sheffielder's knowledge of his fellow citizens' lives gave him a unique understanding, which he
used to capture some incredible images of those troubled times. In Sheffield in the 1980s the
reader will find themselves drawn into remembering a decade of remarkable changes, some
good but many for the worse. It was something that many northern England and Scottish cities
experienced during this period, while at the same time, parts of south east England, especially
the City of London, boomed. The gap between north and south became a chasm. Jenkinson, who
constantly sought ways to improve his skills, photographed people in their everyday lives at work
and at play. However, where he excelled was his work with the trade union and labour
movement in workplaces, on protests, demonstrations and pickets. His photographs in such
situations create a political awareness that fills the page and forces the observer to seek to find
out more. So whilst some of the images in this book capture joy and laughter they also exhibit
suffering. They provide a loud cry for social justice, a better world where unemployment is no
more, poverty is swept away and everyone, black and white, male and female can enjoy a life
where their talents are used for the collective improvement of all. Jenkinson's photographs are
about a world we still must aim to obtain.

AUTHOR:
Mark Metcalf is a football author and has worked for over a decade as a freelance journalist,
particularly for the Big Issue North magazine and the publications of Unite the union and for
whom he has also written a series of popular history booklets.
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Did MI5 and Special Branch allow an assassination plot against King Edward VIII to go ahead in
July 1936?

On 16 July 1936 a man in a brown suit stepped from the crowd on London's Constitution Hill and
pointed a loaded revolver at King Edward VIII. The monarch was moments from death. But MI5
and the Metropolitan Police Special Branch, tasked with royal protection, already knew all about
this threat to the king's life. The gunman, George McMahon, was a petty criminal with a history of
involvement with the police in Glasgow and London. He was also an MI5 informant, providing
valuable intelligence on Italian and possibly German espionage in Britain. McMahon had told his
MI5 handler he was party to the conspiracy and had shown him the gun he always carried. The
information was passed to MI5's chief, Sir Vernon Kell, but nothing was done. Was the failure to
act simply blundering on the part of the security services, or was something far more sinister
involved? By the end of the year Edward had been forced to abdicate and live in exile, ostensibly
because of his determination to marry the twice divorced American Wallis Simpson. Using
evidence from MI5 and police files at the National Archives, this book reaches explosive
conclusions about the British Establishment's determination to remove Edward from the throne.

AUTHOR:
James Parris is the pen name of Harry Harmer, the author of numerous books, including Martin
Luther King (THP, 1999), Tom Paine: The Life of a Revolutionary (Haus, 2006), Rosa Luxemburg
(Haus, 2008) and Friedrich Ebert: Germany (Haus, 2009). 
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When Henry VIII passed through Canterbury in 1532, a young woman in her mid-twenties
named Elizabeth Barton, widely revered as a visionary and prophetess, burst into his presence
and warned him that he was 'so abominable in the sight of God that he was not worthy to tread
on hallowed ground'. Two years later, the self-same 'Holy Maid of Kent' would suffer a grisly fate
at Tyburn and trigger a wave of bloody repression that consumed not only Sir Thomas More, but
two other less widely known individuals, whose exceptional sacrifices were, arguably, even more
compelling. One was a combative cleric as renowned for his integrity as his intellect, prepared to
sacrifice both life and country in defence of Queen Catherine of Aragon and the old religion; the
other a courtier-turned-ascetic, plucked from the shelter of the cloister by a religious and political
revolution, in which he had little stake beyond the dictates of his own conscience. For these three
unique individuals of widely contrasting backgrounds, temperaments and motives, drawn
together at a critical watershed in English history by a common cause and destiny, the path to
Tyburn was a long and painful one, paved with fear, hardships, vilification and intrigue.

AUTHOR:
John Matusiak was a teacher for more than thirty years. For over a third of that time, he was
Head of the History Department at Colchester Royal Grammar School, founded by Henry VIII in
1539. He is the author of Henry VIII (THP, 2012), Wolsey (THP, 2013) and the forthcoming
Europe in Flames (THP, 2018).
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The motorcar changed Ireland irrevocably. The Motorcar in Ireland offers an overall historical
assessment of the development of the motorcar within Ireland and its role as a modernising
force impacting and influencing change on the island between the years 1896-1939. It also
discusses the nature of the relationships that developed between the motorcar, the state and the
motor industry during this period, and how these groups encouraged or discouraged the
development of car culture within Ireland. Demonstrating the impact that the motorcar had, the
author examines the role it played during the First World War, the Civil War and the Emergency.
She also shows how the popularisation of the car influenced legislation around road construction
and the development of industries subsidiary to the motor industry, including oil. The Motorcar in
Ireland includes photographs and stories researched from a variety of private and public archives
from across Ireland and the UK, including the Royal Irish Automobile Club (RIAC), which brings
the fascinating story of the early years of the motorcar to life with great colour and humour.

AUTHOR:
Dr Leeane Blaney is a social and transport historian interested in 20th century Irish history. She
lives in Glasgow. 
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Charlotte Despard, social reformer and suffragette, was always known as Mrs Despard, never
Charlotte. Her name should be synonymous with those of Emmeline Pankhurst and Millicent
Fawcett. Instead, she remains overlooked. Born in 1844, Charlotte's childhood was difficult: she
found solace in great literature, identifying with Milton's Satan and the romantic words of Shelley.
She married Maximillian Despard and had the opportunity to explore the world and try her hand
at a career as a novelist. Widowed in her early 40s, her money and status allowed her to live a
life of surprising freedom for a woman of her time. Charlotte devoted her life to improving the
lot of the poor and moved to live among them in the London slums. She fought for better and
fairer living/working conditions for all, supporting adult suffrage before becoming heavily involved
in the fight for votes for women. She joined Emmeline Pankhurst's Women's Social and Political
Union and when that organisation split in 1907 co-founded the Women's Freedom League,
becoming its first, much loved, president. She also served as editor and major contributor to its
newspaper, The Vote. When suffrage activities were largely suspended after the outbreak of
WW1 in 1914, she returned to her Irish roots and moved to Dublin to support the fight for Irish
home rule. After some women were enfranchised in 1918 she tried to capitalise on the upturn for
women's political freedom by (unsuccessfully) running for Parliament. Charlotte's political and
public career ended tragically when she died in Belfast aged 95, penniless and alone, having
given all her money to helping those less fortunate. Her quiet legacy continues to be felt to this
day in causes supporting the rights of women and children.

AUTHOR:
Dr Lynne Graham-Matheson and Dr Helen Matheson-Pollock are a mother and daughter team
who came across Charlotte Despard when researching notable women in Kent. Lynne lives in
Kent and recently retired as a university research fellow. She has previously published academic
books and papers, mainly concerned with education. She has a particular interest in women's
lives in the 20th century. Helen's primary research interests are early modern women and their
involvement in politics, literature and education. She is currently an Honorary Research Associate
at UCL. She lives in Kenya with her husband and two young children. 
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Robin Hood is a national English icon. He is portrayed as a noble robber, who, along with his
band of merry men, is said to have stolen from the rich and given to the poor. His story has
been reimagined many times throughout the centuries. Readers will be introduced to some of the
candidates who are thought to have been the real Robin Hood, before journeying into the
fifteenth century and learning about the various rymes of Robyn Hode' that were in existence.
This book then shows how Robin Hood was first cast as an earl in the sixteenth century, before
discussing his portrayals as a brutish criminal in the eighteenth century. Then learn how Robin
Hood became the epitome of an English gentleman in the Victorian era, before examining how
he became an Americanised, populist hero fit for the silver screen during the twentieth century.
Thus, this book will take readers on a journey through 800 years of English cultural and literary
history by examining how the legend of Robin Hood has developed over time.

AUTHOR:
Dr Stephen Basdeo is Assistant Professor of History at Richmond University (RIASA Leeds). His
research interests include Georgian and Victorian medievalism, as well as the history of crime. He
has published widely in these areas for both an academic and non-academic audience, and
regularly blogs about his research on his website (www.gesteofrobinhood.com). He has published
two other works with Pen and Sword: The Life and Legend of a Rebel Leader: Wat Tyler (2018)
and The Lives and Exploits of the Most Noted Highwaymen, Rogues, and Murderers (2018). 
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Darren O'Brien documents two developing communities of Sheffield as gentrification begins to
take place. Both areas are seeing an influx of outsiders and changing community dynamics.

AUTHOR:
Darren O'Brien is a documentary photographer and photojournalist based in Sheffield. With a
background in Environmental Science and Development, much of his photographic work looks at
community and the human response to environmental and social issues. His work has been
featured in The Telegraph, The Guardian, The Times, The Financial Times, Big Issue North and
Vice Magazine, amongst others. 
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On the second Monday of March 1918, the world changed forever. What seemed like a harmless
cold morphed into a global pandemic that would wipe out as many as a hundred-million people -
ten times as many as the Great War. German troops faltered lending the allies the winning
advantage, India turned its sights to independence while South Africa turned to God. In Western
Samoa a quarter of the population died; in some parts of Alaska, whole villages were wiped out.
Civil unrest sparked by influenza shaped nations and heralded a new era of public health where
people were no longer blamed for contracting disease. Using real case histories, we take a
journey through the world in 1918, and look at the impact of Spanish flu on populations from
America, to France, to the Arctic, and the scientific legacy this deadly virus has left behind.

AUTHOR:
J. S. Breitnauer is a British born writer and editor who divides her time between the UK and New
Zealand. A graduate in History and Sociology, and holder of an MA in Culture, Class and Power in
Europe from 1850, both from the University of Warwick, Breitnauer has a particular interest in
twentieth century history and the effects of disease and war on society. Breitnauer has worked as
a journalist and editor since 2003, contributing to a wide variety of newspapers, magazines and
journals in the UK, New Zealand and the UAE, as well as contributing chapters to two Lonely
Planet guides and parenting title Is it Bedtime Yet?. She has also worked for the Anne Frank
Trust UK and The Holocaust Centre of New Zealand. In her writing, Breitnauer likes to focus on
individual stories that add a personal dynamic to historical fact, to step into the shoes of those
who were there, and experience a moment of their lives. 
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Despite its Union with England and Wales in 1707, Scotland remained virtually independent from
its partners in many ways, retaining its own legal system, its own state church, and its own
education system. In Tracing Scottish Ancestry Through Church and State Records, genealogist
Chris Paton examines the most common records used by family historians in Scotland, ranging
from the vital records kept by the state and the various churches, the decennial censuses, tax
records, registers of land ownership and inheritance, and records of law and order. Through
precepts of clare constat and ultimus haeres records, feudalism and udal tenure, to irregular
marriages, penny weddings and records of sequestration, Chris Paton expertly explores the
unique concepts and language within many Scottish records that are simply not found elsewhere
within the British Isles. He details their purpose and the information recorded, the legal basis by
which they were created, and where to find them both online and within Scotland's many
archives and institutions.

AUTHOR:
Chris Paton is a genealogist and writer based in Ayrshire, who runs the Scotland's Greatest Story
research service at www.scotlandsgreateststory.co.uk. As well as contributing to many of the UK's
best known family history magazines, he also writes for his own The GENES Blog at
www.BritishGENES.blogspot.com, and regularly gives talks to family history societies across
Scotland, the UK and worldwide. His most recent publications include Tracing Your Irish Family
History on the Internet (2nd edition), the Mount Stewart Murder: A Re-examination of the UK's
Oldest Unsolved Murder, and A Beginners' Guide to British and Irish Genealogy. 

40 b/w illustrations
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After nearly six years of total warfare spanning the entire globe, the end of the Second World
War marked a period of frenzied celebration, commemoration and the beginning of the hard
work to rebuild Britain into the great nation it had been.

Here, using Mirrorpix's formidable archive of contemporary images, we see fantastic scenes of
jubilation, relief and commemoration of those lost. Also documented is the great effort and
continuation of the wartime spirit that helped bring communities together to rebuild shattered
infrastructure, and to piece together families fractured by wartime losses. This spirit of
celebration and society is captured for all time in the lens of the journalists' cameras, and would
make a poignant, emotive addition to anyone's bookshelf.

AUTHOR:
MIRRORPIX has granted access to its formidable photo archives to create this insightful
photographic history.

120 b/w photographs
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This book covers the daily lives of ordinary working-class people from the outbreak of the Second
World War to the end of the century. It attempts to detail every aspect of day-to-day living in the
Black Country during this period, from the impact of the war on family lifestyles, marriage,
courting, National Service and teenage years, as well as a description of a typical domestic week
for housewives.

The impact that new innovations, such as the wirelesses, television and cinema, had on society
and family life plus the challenges that existed after the war with slum housing and shortages of
food and other goods are all explored. The book also details appalling health conditions,
pollution, childhood games and hobbies, morality and crime in the region, before finally taking a
look at the decline of the region's crucial industries.

AUTHOR:
Tom Larkin is a proud Black Country man who has a passionate interest in the region and its
people. Before it sadly folded, Tom was an active member of the Black Country Memories Club,
an organisation devoted to keeping local history alive. As he is retired, Tom has plenty of time to
research Black Country history, and enjoys writing books and giving talks on the subject. This is
his third book on the area. He lives in Willenhall, West Midlands. 

30 b/w illustrations
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AUSTRALIAN AUTHOR

The Art and Making of Fantasy Miniatures is a showcase of some of the best talent in the
industry. Compiled with the cooperation of eleven of the most innovative companies from
Europe, the UK and USA, it shows what goes in to the creative process of taking an initial concept
from two-dimensional sketches and translating it into a three-dimensional figurine ready for
collectors and tabletop gamers. Game designers, artists and sculptors explain their part in
bringing these miniature works of art to life. The book is lavishly illustrated with over 1,000
images, including concept art, work-in-progress sculpts and beautifully painted miniatures. The
book features miniatures from games and companies such as Aradia Miniatures, Alkemy
(Alchemist Miniatures), Avatars of War, Godslayer (Megalith Games), Guild Ball (Steamforged
Games), Relicblade (Metal King Studio), WARMACHINE and HORDES (Privateer Press),
RUMBLESLAM (TTCombat), Drakerys (Don't Panic Games), Kings of War (Mantic Games) and
Freeblades (DGS Games).

AUTHOR:
Jamie Kendall is a life-long gamer and avid collector living in Byron Bay, Australia where he can
typically be found either creating or devouring art books. 

1000 colour and b/w illustrations
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From little table tricks to grand illusions, this how-to book by a famed performer and author
offers something for every aspiring magician. More than 200 popular illusions - accompanied by
simple, well-illustrated explanations - range from several ways to make a handkerchief disappear
to dissolving a billiard ball and stage levitation. A wide variety of attention-getting stunts include
sleight of hand, tricks with coins and hats, stage performances, and even shadow figures.

The writings of Ellis Stanyon (1870–1951), a professional magician and London-based magic
dealer, remain highly sought after by illusionists of all types and experience levels. Stanyon
published a well-received magazine at the turn of the twentieth century that remains an
in-demand collectors' item, and he ran afoul of Harry Houdini for his exposures of trade secrets.
Novices and experts alike can benefit from his easy-to-follow guide, in which everyday items like
nickels, candles, and plates are transformed into the tools of magic.

AUTHOR:
The writings of Ellis Stanyon (1870–1951), a professional magician and London-based magic
dealer, remain highly sought after by illusionists of all types and experience levels. Intending to
"popularise the art of sleight of hand," he published his own journal from 1900 onward. Stanyon
was denounced by Harry Houdini, who dismissed Stanyon's revelations of trade secrets as "puny
attempts at duplication."
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Andy Singleton has been modelling and painting most of his life and has been a professional
commission figure painter for some years now. Here he shares his experience and tips of the
trade with those collecting Early Imperial Romans. The emphasis is on achievable results and
practical advice that is applicable to painting units or whole armies for wargaming purposes in a
reasonable time frame, not on spectacular individual display pieces. Most of the figures featured
in the numerous illustrations are either 28 or 25mm but the techniques described are easily
adaptable to smaller sizes and both plastic and metal figures are covered. Andy's clear,
step-by-step guidance takes the reader through the process from the initial preparation and
assembly of the figure, to finishing and basing. Themed chapters cover armour, weapons and
equipment, clothing, skin tones, shields and horses. All together it contains all the help you need
to recreate your own legions of this most iconic army of ancient history.

AUTHOR:
Andy Singleton has been modelling and painting since childhood, having built subjects across a
broad range of subjects, scales and genres. In 2014, Andy decided to stop having a proper job
and picked up his brushes full time to become professional figure painter, with his business Volley
Fire Painting Service. In addition to painting legions of figures, he has worked with many
manufacturers across the industry and examples of his work can be found in many rule books,
magazines and websites. Andy is also a co-host on the podcast A Few Brits and the Hobby'. He is
the author of Painting Wargaming Figures: WWII in the Desert. 

187 colour illustrations
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"A true natural genius of comic art." - Mort Walker, creator of Beetle Bailey. 

For three decades, Walt Kelly's newspaper-based comic strip Pogo satirised sociopolitical issues
from the Red Scare to the environmental movement. This compilation features comics from
1952, in which Pogo's animal neighbours in the Okefenokee Swamp encourage the reluctant
possum to run for president, offering "I Go Pogo" as an alternative to "I Like Ike."

AUTHOR:
Inducted into both the National Cartoon Museum and the Will Eisner Award Hall of Fame,
American animator and cartoonist Walter Crawford Kelly, Jr., (1913–74) is best known for his
comic strip Pogo. Recounting the adventures of a possum and other animal characters in
Georgia's Okefenokee Swamp, the comic was syndicated to newspapers for 26 years. Kelly's
career in animation began in 1936 at Walt Disney Studios, and his work can be seen in Pinocchio,
Fantasia, and Dumbo.
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Interior stylist Bea Mombaers is passionate about vintage and design; she's always on the lookout
for special finds and unique objects. Over time she developed a distinctive signature style. This
book presents Bea's work and universe as seen through the lenses of different photographers.
The photos show interiors arranged by Bea, but also intriguing details, beautiful still lifes and
objects with a story Bea feels inspired by. The photos are presented according to the key
moments in a day: waking up, breakfast, break, lunch, coffee, apero, dinner and party. Bea is a
source of inspiration and interior dreams, and a personal view on Bea Mombaers's world and her
favourite projects up to now.

AUTHOR:
Over the past twenty years Bea Mombaers has built a reputation as one of the foremost women
on the Belgian art and design scene. She's highly respected all over the world as an interior
stylist with a prestigious portfolio, and her Knokke lifestyle boutique "Items" is a well-known
reference for exclusive collector's items and coups de coeurs. In Knokke she also runs the
"Items" conceptual design bed & breakfast; it's the perfect example of her unconventional
signature style, decorated with new as well as vintage design items and one-of-a- kind objects.
For Serax she designed a lifestyle collection, including leather bags, furniture and more.

SELLING POINT:
•  A source of inspiration and interior dreams Bea presents interior stylist Bea Mombaers's work
and universe through the lenses of different photographers
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The brilliant career of designer Francesc Rife is unarguable. His international projects range from
industrial to interior design. Without abandoning his philosophy of design, Rife continues to
surprise us with each of his creations, always recognisable for their sobriety and simplicity. 

His ability to interpret the needs of a wide variety of clients leads him to carry out projects as
diverse as houses, apartments, restaurants, showrooms and ephemeral montages for events or
exhibitions. 

This book presents a fine selection of his latest work, illustrated by over 400 colour photographs. 

AUTHOR:
Rife's career as an interior and industrial designer begins during the period of his academic
training through various collaborations with architecture and design studios. In 1994 he founded
his own studio in Barcelona and currently leads a team of professionals trained in various fields of
design. Throughout his career Rife has received many prizes in the field of design, including
Contract World Awards, ICFF Editors Awards, Ascer Prizes, and FAD Awards. He has also been
nominated for the National Design Awards and the Delta Awards for Industrial Design. His work
has been widely reported in the international press and media. Currently he combines teaching
with an active role in workshops, meetings, and lectures.
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This new publication presents about thirty German interior designers with their latest projects.
The book showcases the spectrum of creative work from interior designs in houses, apartments,
shops, hotels, showrooms and offices and gives a view inside the vision of contemporary German
interior design.

AUTHOR:
Ralf Daab has been in book publishing for 25 years, with Taschen, Koenemann and teNeues
where he developed a new book programme and established a worldwide distribution network. 

450 colour photographs
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This is a lavishly illustrated resource for homeowners and interior designers. Over 600 colour
photographs showcase the world's most beautiful interiors based on modern design at its very
best.

Good design integrates furnishing with architecture and function. The popular "open plan" designs
that combine living room, dining room, kitchen, and home office create numerous challenges
when it comes to combining practicality with decor and personal taste in harmony with
architecture and the natural setting. The challenge calls for thoughtful furnishings, colour,
materials and lighting in order to meet the homeowners' needs within the space and financial
limitations.

This volume presents beautiful solutions to such design challenges. Captioned photographs point
out room details and explain what influenced the design and decor decisions. The designs range
from expansive homes to smaller homes with space limitations. Every room in the house is
covered.

AUTHOR:
Macarena Abascal lives and works in Barcelona. She is the author of Tiny Homes: Maximum Style
(9788494483097), Cosy Interiors, Slow Living (9788499360799), Wood & Iron: Industrial
Interiors (9788499360942). 

600 colour photographs
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Natural light is the natural starting point for great interior design. Research supports daylight's
positive effect on building performance and human health. It not only makes for a great interior
and can also lead to substantial energy savings. 

When we walk into a room for the first time, we often have an immediate reaction to its
atmosphere. The natural energies created by our environment influence how we feel. By
enhancing positive elements, such as light, we can create a harmonious sanctuary that
encourages health and well-being and all that is best in the human spirit. 

Each room illustrated in this book incorporates natural elements - light, water, metal, wood -
blended with a modern aesthetic and punctuated with fine art. The result is a beautiful book
which draws inspiration from a variety of cultures and philosophies to reveal the many ways we
can use natural light as the main element of interior design.

AUTHOR:
Francesc Zamora Mola studied interior design and architecture in Barcelona and then with
innovative architecture firms San Francisco. He is the author of numerous architecture books,
including The Wood Book (Loft ISBN 978 8499369723). 

300 colour photographs
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This book spans the globe, collecting only the best of the best. Featured designs originate from
Europe, Asia, America, Oceania... Cross-continental variation is celebrated, and the differing
styles and interests of the designers' localities really shine. Open this book, and prepare yourself
for a visual globe-trekking expedition.

The cream of the interior design crop has been carefully selected for your viewing enjoyment.
Presented through a blend of high-res pictures, project analysis and plan drawings, this book is
an outstanding ode to modern interior design. Distinguishable from Global Best Interior Design, it
includes works of a more localised cultural flavour.

SELLING POINT:
•  Features stunning, top-quality design work from 8 categories: dining space, recreation space,
hotel space, office space, living space, commercial space, public space, and installation and
exhibition space

400 colour images
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Industrial style has become one of the most influential interior design trends of recent years.
Following the second industrial revolution, strong developments in industry resulted in a change in
the concept of furniture design in the same way as it transformed society. Its nostalgic aesthetic
and the sincerity and crudeness of its materials and functionality made it popular in working class
neighbourhoods in the United States, giving birth to the loft living concept. The advent of new
materials and the possibilities for bulk manufacturing gave rise to pieces that have today become
icons of modern design. This book is intended as a source of inspiration and guidance for those
making their foray into the world of industrial style, presenting the most influential names in the
genre, anonymous pieces salvaged from junk shops and carefully selected interior design
projects.

AUTHOR:
Macarena Abascal is also the author of Tiny Homes: Maximum Style (published by Loft, ISBN
9788494483097) and Cosy Interiors, Slow Living (Loft, ISBN 9788499360799).
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"(Trethewey's poems) dig beneath the surface of history - personal or communal, from childhood
or from a century ago - to explore the human struggles that we all face."  - James H. Billington,
13th Librarian of Congress

Layering joy and urgent defiance - against physical and cultural erasure, against white
supremacy whether intangible or graven in stone - Trethewey's work gives pedestal and witness
to unsung icons. Monument, Trethewey's first retrospective, draws together verse that delineates
the stories of working class African American women, a mixed-race prostitute, one of the first
black Civil War regiments, mestizo and mulatto figures in Casta paintings, Gulf coast victims of
Katrina. Through the collection, inlaid and inextricable, winds the poet's own family history of
trauma and loss, resilience and love.

In this setting, each section, each poem drawn from an "opus of classics both elegant and
necessary," weaves and interlocks with those that come before and those that follow. As a whole,
Monument casts new light on the trauma of our national wounds, our shared history. This is a
poet's remarkable labor to source evidence, persistence, and strength from the past in order to
change the very foundation of the vocabulary we use to speak about race, gender, and our
collective future.

AUTHOR:
Natasha Tretheway, two-term U.S. Poet Laureate, Pulitzer Prize winner, and 2017 Heinz Award
recipient, has written five collections of poetry and one book of nonfiction. An American Academy
of Arts and Sciences fellow, she is currently Board of Trustees professor of English at
Northwestern University. She lives in Evanston, Illinois.
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A cavalry unit, having crossed the Sahara to relieve a besieged French Foreign Legion fort,
arrives to an eerie silence - the enemy has vanished, and the post's walls and ramparts are
defended by dead men. The fort's commander, slain by a bayonet through the heart, clutches a
letter that links the riddle of the desert massacre to another mystery, the long-ago and far-away
theft of a sapphire known as the Blue Water.

It was the scandalous disappearance of the Blue Water that led to the self-exile of Beau, the
oldest of the Geste brothers. John and Digby couldn't believe that Beau was a thief and refused
to allow him to shoulder the blame alone. Thus all three Gestes turned up in North Africa, among
the ranks of the Foreign Legion. Their story of suspense, betrayal, and bravery has inspired
several movie versions and remains a favourite with readers who relish a classic adventure.

AUTHOR:
Percival Christopher Wren (1875–1941) was a prolific author of adventure fiction whose novels
and short stories chiefly tell of colonial soldiering in Africa. He served as headmaster at India's
Karachi High School for two decades, after which he is reputed to have joined the French Foreign
Legion. Although the proof of his military service is inconclusive, Wren's fictional accounts of life
among the legionnaires are noted for the accuracy of their details.
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A certain Lady is kidnapped, shipwrecked, and transported to the extraordinary Blazing World,
where she marries an emperor and attains unlimited power. Hers is a benevolent reign that ends
war, religious conflict, and gender discrimination. Remarkably, the Lady's story was conceived in
the seventeenth century, when utopian fiction was in its infancy. The tale is all the more
noteworthy for its progressive ideals, its female protagonist, and its authorship by a woman.

Originally published in 1666, The Blazing World was written by Margaret Cavendish, the Duchess
of Newcastle and a prolific writer who made thriving ventures into the male-dominated fields of
politics, science, philosophy, and literature. This science fiction prototype is also a romance, an
adventure story, and even an autobiography, with a cameo appearance by the Duchess herself.
A pioneering vision of a feminist utopia, it offers a fascinating firsthand view of the ideas that
powered the Scientific Revolution.

AUTHOR:
Margaret Cavendish, Duchess of Newcastle (1623–73) was born Margaret Lucas and was the
youngest sister of prominent royalists Sir John Lucas and Sir Charles Lucas. She was a scientist,
poet, philosopher, essayist, and novelist who wrote under her own name, and she is recognised
as a groundbreaking writer.
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From the mysterious Druids and noble King Alfred to the notorious Henry VIII and the Glorious
Revolution of 1688, Charles Dickens traced his country's history for the benefit of young
Victorians. Written with the beloved storyteller's customary panache, this series of historical
vignettes reads like a fast-paced novel, rich in anecdotes and colourful stories. Dickens'
unsparing, witty, and opinionated perspectives on the great pageant of English history also offer
insights into his own political and religious attitudes.

This lively narrative was dedicated by the author to his children, in hopes of whetting their
appetites for more substantial works of history. The book was included in the curricula of British
schoolchildren well into the twentieth century, and it remains a treat for all ages. Alice Munro
remembered it fondly as "the first glimpse I ever had of history, before I knew what history was
… the whole story has the charm and recklessness and exaggeration of a spellbinding fairy tale."

AUTHOR:
After a childhood blighted by poverty, commercial success came early to Charles Dickens
(1812–70). By the age of 24, he was an international sensation whose new novels were eagerly
anticipated. Two centuries later, Dickens' popularity endures as readers revel in the warm
humanity and humour of his tales of self-discovery.
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"A writer of seemingly limitless range." - Michael Cunningham, author of The Hours. 

This Stonewall Book Award-winning novel traces the life and unrealised dreams of Arnold Hawley,
a gay African American poet. The story opens with Hawley's lonely old age, traveling backward in
time to his arrival in New York City of the 1950s. A meditation on isolation and sexual repression,
the book also offers an acerbic look at the literary world and the frustrations intrinsic to artistic
life.

AUTHOR:
Author, professor, and literary critic Samuel R. Delany has received both Nebula and Hugo
awards. In addition to his bestselling science-fiction novel Dhalgren, he has written literary fiction,
criticism, and essays on sexuality and society.
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Derived from the journals of an empress's tutor and companion, this unique book offers rare
glimpses of court life in eleventh-century Japan. Lady Murasaki recounts episodes of drama and
intrigue among courtiers as well as the elaborate rituals related to the birth of a prince. Her
observations, expressed with great subtlety, offer penetrating and timeless insights into human
nature.

Murasaki Shikibu (circa AD 973–1025) served among the gifted poets and writers of the imperial
court during the Heian period. She and other women of the era were instrumental in developing
Japanese as a written language, and her masterpiece, The Tale of Genji, is regarded as the
world's first novel. Lady Murasaki's diary reveals the role of books in her society, including the
laborious copying of texts and their high status as treasured gifts. This translation is accompanied
by a Foreword from American poet and Japanophile Amy Lowell.

AUTHOR:
Japanese novelist and poet, Murasaki Shikibu (c. AD 973–1025) served as a lady-in-waiting at the
imperial court during the Heian period. She and other women writers of the era were
instrumental in developing Japanese as a written language, and her masterpiece, The Tale of
Genji, is regarded as the world's first novel.
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According to legend, runaway slaves could attain a sort of freedom by breaking off a branch -
the Golden Bough - from a sacred tree. If the runaway could kill the tree's attendant priest, he
would become King of the Wood until his defeat by a new challenger. This 1890 work by Sir
James George Frazer, an expert in myth and religion, was inspired by the legend. An extensive
study of the cults, rites, and myths of antiquity, The Golden Bough explores ancient customs and
their parallels with early Christianity.

Frazer's definitions of such terms as "magic," "religion," and "science" proved highly useful to his
successors, and his explications of the legends profoundly influenced generations of prominent
psychologists, writers, and poets. This abridgment of his multivolume magnum opus omits
footnotes and occasionally condenses text; nevertheless, as the author himself observed, all of
the original work's main principles remain intact, along with ample illustrative examples.

AUTHOR:
Scottish folklorist and anthropologist Sir James Frazer (1854–1941) spent three decades
assembling The Golden Bough, a pioneering study of ancient cults, rites, and myths. Generations
of writers and poets, including Sigmund Freud and T. S. Eliot, were inspired and influenced by his
work.
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Transcribed from the original Mayan hieroglyphs, the Popol Vuh relates the mythology and history
of the Kiche people of the Guatemalan Highlands of Central America. As is often the case with
ancient texts, the Popol Vuh's significance lies in the scarcity of early accounts of Mesoamerican
cultures, largely due to the purging of documents by the Spanish conquistadors. Today there
remains no document of greater importance to the study of pre-Columbian mythology.

This text of the Popol Vuh - which is translated variously as "Book of the Community," "Book of
Counsel," or, more literally, "Book of the People" - begins as pure mythology and gradually
develops into pure history, progressing from heroic legends to the deeds of authentic historical
figures. It tells of the gods who created mankind, as well as a great flood and other stories with
intriguing parallels to the myths of different cultures. This edition features the classic translation
by the distinguished folklorist Lewis Spence.
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Orphaned in his boyhood, William Crimsworth was sent to Eton by aristocratic relatives who
withdrew their support when he declined to become a clergyman. After a disastrous attempt to
join his estranged brother's business, William trades his Yorkshire clerkship for a teaching position
at a Belgian boarding school. His loneliness is brightened by a beguiling headmistress, but her
sensuous appeal complicates his attraction to a penniless girl who is both a student and teacher.
Although published posthumously, The Professor was written before Jane Eyre and Charlotte
Bronte's other novels. Readers may recognise the book's autobiographical elements, which - like
Villette - centre on a love-starved English teacher at a Brussels school. In this case, however, the
protagonist is a man, many of whose problems - workplace drudgery, social and romantic
isolation - are similar to those of middle-class Victorian women. Bronte's moving portrayal of a
social outsider's perspective adds interest to this showcase of her developing style and talent.

AUTHOR:
The eldest of the famous sisters, Charlotte Bronte (1816–55) is best known as the author of Jane
Eyre. The Brontes' first book - a collection of their poems, published under pseudonyms and at
their own expense - met with scant notice. Yet despite their remote Yorkshire residence, far from
the London literary scene, and their tragically brief lives, all three achieved immortality with their
individual novels. Charlotte's works are particularly prized for their moving and articulate
depictions of the plight of educated but impoverished women in Victorian society.
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With its emphasis on the argument principle in analysis and topology, this book represents a
different approach to the teaching of complex analysis. The three-part treatment provides
geometrical insights by covering angles, basic complex analysis, and interactions with plane
topology while focusing on the concepts of angle and winding numbers.

Part I takes a critical look at the concept of an angle, illustrating that because a nonzero complex
number varies continuously, one may select a continuously changing value of its argument. Part
II builds upon this material, using the argument and its continuous variation as a tool in further
studies and clarifying the complementary aspects of complex analysis and plane topology. Part
III explores the link between the two subjects to their mutual benefit. The first two sections are
intended for advanced undergraduates and graduate students in mathematics and contain
sufficient material for a single course. The final section is geared toward the complex analyst and
is intended to provide a foundation for further study.

AUTHOR:
Alan F. Beardon received his PhD from the University of London in 1964 and was Professor of
Mathematics at the University of Cambridge from 1970 until he became Emeritus in 2007. His
many books include A Primer on Riemann Surfaces, The Geometry of Discrete Groups, and
Limits: A New Approach to Real Analysis.
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An unusually thoughtful and well-constructed introduction to the serious study of mathematics,
this book requires no background beyond high school courses in plane geometry and elementary
algebra. From that starting point, it is designed to lead readers willing to work through its
exercises and problems to the achievement of basic mathematical literacy. The text provides a
fundamental orientation in modern mathematics, an essential vocabulary of mathematical terms,
and some facility in the use of mathematical concepts and symbols. From there, readers will be
equipped to move on to more serious work, and they’ll be well on the way to having the tools
essential for work in the physical sciences, engineering, and the biological and social sciences.
Starting with elementary treatments of algebra, logic, and set theory, the book advances to
explorations of plane analytic geometry, relations and functions, numbers, and calculus.
Subsequent chapters discuss probability, statistical inference, and abstract mathematical theories.
Each section is enhanced with exercises in the text and problems at the end. Answers to the
exercises and some of the problems are included at the end of each section.

AUTHOR:
Kenneth O. May (1915–77) was Chairman of the Department of Mathematics at Carleton College
and the author of several other mathematical texts, including Elementary Analysis and Measure
and the Integral. He was instrumental in the founding of the International Commission on the
History of Mathematics and was the first editor of its journal, Historia Mathematica.
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A vigorous response to the challenges of incorporating computer use into the teaching and
learning of stochastic processes, this book takes an applications- and computer-oriented
approach rather than the standard formal and mathematically rigorous approach. It is suitable
for advanced undergraduates and beginning graduate students in operations research,
management science, finance, engineering, statistics, computer science, and applied
mathematics. Prerequisites are intermediate-level calculus, elementary linear algebra, and an
introductory course in probability with an emphasis in operational skills on conditioning. 

The first chapter reviews some preliminary materials, including transform methods and basic
concepts in mathematical analysis. Subsequent chapters explore variants of Poisson processes,
renewal processes, discrete-time and continuous-time Markov chains, Markov renewal and
semi-regenerative processes, and Brownian motion and other diffusion processes. Each chapter
concludes with problems, bibliographic notes, references, and an Appendix. A Solutions Manual is
available to instructors upon request.

AUTHOR:
Edward P. C. Kao is Professor of Mathematics at the University of Houston.
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Designed for a one-semester course for undergraduate majors in math, computer science, and
computer engineering, this text helps students take the crucial step from consuming mathematics
to producing mathematics. Author Vadim Ponomarenko employs the general concept of discrete
mathematics to introduce the basic knowledge of proof techniques and their uses.

Like other beginning texts on methods of proof, this treatment offers definitions, theorems, and
techniques. Unlike other books, it explains how to read, interpret, and use definitions,
demonstrating not only general proof strategies - like proof of induction - but also the specific
methods of thought for implementing these strategies. All techniques are built from scratch to
provide an intellectually consistent whole. Each chapter contains several exercises, for which the
author provides hints rather than solutions.

AUTHOR:
This is the first book for Vadim Ponomarenko, a Professor of Mathematics at San Diego
University. He is also the author of many published papers that may be consulted on his website.
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Nonnegative matrices is an increasingly important subject in economics, control theory, numerical
analysis, Markov chains, and other areas. This concise treatment is directed toward
undergraduates who lack specialized knowledge at the postgraduate level of mathematics and
related fields, such as mathematical economics and operations research.

An Introductory Survey encompasses some aspects of matrix theory and its applications and
other relevant topics in linear algebra, including certain facets of graph theory. Subsequent
chapters cover various points of the theory of normal matrices, comprising unitary and Hermitian
matrices, and the properties of positive definite matrices. An exploration of the main topic,
nonnegative matrices, is followed by a discussion of M-matrices. The final chapter examines
stochastic, genetic, and economic models. The important concepts are illustrated by simple
worked examples. Problems appear at the conclusion of most chapters, with solutions at the end
of the book.

AUTHOR:
Alexander Graham, now retired, was Senior Lecturer on the Faculty of Mathematics at The Open
University, Milton Keynes, U.K. Dover also publishes his Matrix Theory and Applications for
Scientists and Engineers, and Kronecker Products and Matrix Calculus with Applications.
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Riemannian geometry is a fundamental area of modern mathematics and is important to the
study of relativity. Within the larger context of Riemannian mathematics, the active subdiscipline
of geodesics (shortest paths) in Riemannian spaces is of particular significance. This compact and
self-contained text by a noted theorist presents the essentials of modern differential geometry as
well as basic tools for the study of Morse theory. The advanced treatment emphasizes analytical
rather than topological aspects of Morse theory and requires a solid background in calculus.

Suitable for advanced undergraduates and graduate students of mathematics, the text opens
with a chapter on smooth manifolds, followed by a consideration of spaces of affine connection.
Subsequent chapters explore Riemannian spaces and offer an extensive treatment of the
variational properties of geodesics and auxiliary theorems and matters.

AUTHOR:
Soviet mathematician Mikhail Mikhailovich Postnikov (1927–2004) worked primarily in algebraic
and differential topology. He was on the Mechanics and Mathematics faculty of Moscow State
University.
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In the wake of the fall of the Berlin Wall, the late twentieth century was a time of unprecedented
hope for democracy and freedom in Eastern Europe. The collapse of the Soviet Union left in its
wake a number of independent countries where the Scorpions' 1990 pop ballad "Wind of Change"
became a rallying cry. Communist propaganda was finally being displaced by Western ideals of a
free press.

Less than two decades ago, young writers, journalists, and adventurers such as Katya Cengel
flocked from the West eastward to cities like Prague and Budapest, seeking out terra nova.
Despite the region's appeal, neither Kyiv in the Ukraine nor Riga in Latvia was the type of place
you would expect to find a twenty-two-year-old Californian just out of college. Kyiv was too close
to Moscow. Riga was too small to matter - and too cold. But Cengel ended up living and working
in both. This book is her remarkable story.

Cengel first took a job at the Baltic Times just seven years after Latvia regained its
independence. The idea of a free press in the Eastern Bloc was still so promising that she
ultimately moved to the Ukraine. From there Cengel made several trips to Chernobyl, site of the
world's worst nuclear disaster. It was at Chernobyl that she met her fiance, but as she fell in
love, the Ukraine collapsed into what would become the Orange Revolution, bringing it to the
brink of political disintegration and civil war. Ultimately, this fall of idealism in the East
underscores Cengel's own loss of innocence. From Chernobyl with Love is an indelible portrait of
this historical epoch and a memoir of the highest order.

AUTHOR:
Katya Cengel is a freelance writer based in San Luis Obispo, California, and lectures in the
Journalism Department of California Polytechnic State University, San Luis Obispo. She was a
features and news writer for the Louisville Courier-Journal from 2003 to 2011, and her work has
appeared in the New York Times Magazine, the Wall Street Journal, the Washington Post, Marie
Claire, and Newsweek. She is the author of Exiled: From the Killing Fields of Cambodia to
California and Back (Potomac Books, 2018) and Bluegrass Baseball: A Year in the Minor League
Life (Nebraska, 2012).
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The complete collection of Jeffrey Bernard's infamous Low Life columns now available in a single
volume.

Described as the Tony Hancock of journalism, for forty years Bernard wrote only about himself
and the failures of his life – with women, drink, doctors, horses – which have become legendary.
Low Life is an irresistible collection of the best of Bernard's celebrated autobiographical
contributions to The Spectator once described as 'a suicide note in weekly instalments'. Previously
published in two volumes entitled Low Life: A Kind of Autobiography and Reach for the Ground,
these books are now available in a single volume containing all his derisive reflections on life. 

Antiauthoritarian, grumpy, charming, politically incorrect, funny, drunk and always mischievous,
Bernard could usually be found at the Coach and Horses pub on London’s Greek street, a lit
cigarette in his mouth and a drink in hand. He was joined by famous friends including Francis
Bacon, Lucian Freud, Graham Green, Peter O'Toole, Ian Fleming and many others and their
conversations – as well as with whomever was tending bar at the time – served as the basis for
his writing. There were in fact times when he was too drunk to write, hence the famous "unwell"
notice that went next to the large, hastily-sketched cartoon that filled its space in the magazine.

AUTHOR:
Jeffrey Bernard's (1932-1997) column in the Spectator, which began in 1978, chronicled his
various medical, alcoholic and sexual adventures, invariably with wit and honesty. His
unconventional lifestyle attracted the attention of Keith Waterhouse, who turned his life story into
a hit play called Jeffrey Bernard is Unwell. He famously vomited on the Queen Mother's feet at
the Royal Ascot and later collapsed drunkenly, unable to deliver his speech at the national
point-to-point dinner.
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THIS WAS THE TIME OF THE BELGIAN CONGO DEBACLE, where ethnic cleansing coincided with
Stephen R. Matthew's first police posting near the Northern Rhodesia border with the Congo.
During this time, and at just 21 years old, Stephen was knifed, ambushed, stoned, wounded by
bow and arrow and shotgun and had his hand broken several times. Action-packed,
unadulterated stories of those frantic and dangerous years are meticulously detailed here. This
young police inspector found himself confronted by fearsome actions and events well beyond his
understanding, while serving in the elite police force in Northern Rhodesia (now Zambia). He
found that the police were fighting on two fronts; trying to protect the vulnerable citizens of the
country whilst at the same time endeavouring to stop the slaughter of wildlife. A stand-out,
unique and comprehensive book, Murder, Witchcraft and the Killing of Wildlife depicts dramatic
accounts of witchcraft-murders and cannibalism in all its repugnant forms. Highly dangerous solo
investigations carried out by Stephen are detailed, including incidents of black magic, kidnapping,
arson, gun-running and people trafficking.

AUTHOR:
Stephen was born in Guernsey shortly before the outbreak of the Second World War and later
illegally deported to concentration camps in Germany with his family. After these horrendous
events, Stephen and his family returned to Guernsey where he was educated at Elizabeth
College. Stephen went on to join the Northern Rhodesia Police in 1959, with the express purpose
of helping to Africanise the force prior to independence. His investigations took him over a great
deal of the country, investigating horrendous and dangerous crimes, and securing more than 125
convictions for wildlife poaching. The recipient of a plethora of awards and commendations,
Stephen married Dr Xue Fen Matthews and now spends much of his time living in both France
and China. 
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For almost a decade, broadcaster Paul Heiney shared his life with a pig called Alice on his farm in
Suffolk. It was an often tempestuous relationship, although ultimately a very loving one. Over
the years, after observing Alice's ways and those of her many offspring, he came to see that pigs
had ways of ordering their lives from which we could all learn. Live Like a Pig is the story of his
years with Alice, the finest pig that ever lived.

He tells the tales of her adventures with new-born piglets, the visiting boar, the escapes and
recaptures, the day she took hold of his trousers and said, 'come here, you're all mine now!' And
how he escaped in the nick of time. This is a celebration of one particular pig, who understood
far more about contentment than many of us.

AUTHOR:
Paul Heiney is a well-known writer, broadcaster and journalist. Best known as the presenter for
ITV's Countrywise, he has also appeared on Watchdog and has been a contributor on all of
Britain's national radio networks, including BBC Radio 4's Home Truths. He has been a columnist
for The Times, and is also the author of several bestselling books, including One Wild Song
(Bloomsbury, 2016) and Do Cats have Belly Buttons? (THP, 2008).
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Few men have lived such an extraordinary life as Admiral Albert Hastings Markham. Besides
dedicating five decades of his career to the Royal Navy, Markham was a voracious reader, prolific
writer, keen naturalist, and daring explorer. He battled Chinese pirates during the Second Opium
War and Taiping Rebellion; chased down Australian blackbirding ships in the South Pacific;
trekked to within 400 miles of the North Pole; hunted buffalo and visited Indian reservations in
the United States; observed a bloody war in South America; canoed Canada's remote Hayes
River; and explored the icy waters of Baffin Bay and the Arctic Ocean archipelago of Novaya
Zemlya. At the time of his death in 1918, The Globe declared that Markham's passing removed
from society one of the most arresting figures of his time'. While Markham's life was filled with
adventure, it was also marred by tragedy. Regrettably, Markham is best remembered for his role
in the sinking of HMS Victoria in 1893. This one incident has tarnished his legacy until now. This
book follows Markham on his nineteenth-century tales of adventure and misfortune and reassess
the life of this forgotten admiral.

AUTHOR:
A native of Cleveland, Ohio, Frank Jastrzembski studied history at John Carroll University (BA)
and Cleveland State University (MA). He has written dozens of articles for blogs, journals and
magazines. He was awarded the Howard Browne Medal of the Victorian Military Society for 2015.
He is the author of Valentine Baker's Heroic Stand At Tashkessen 1877: A Tarnished British
Soldier's Glorious Victory (Pen & Sword, 2017).
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The St Mihiel Offensive, which took place between the 12th and 16th September 1918, was the
first full scale attack that was under the direct command of the Americans, in the person of
General J Pershing. He combined his command of the First (at the time the only) American Army
with that of Commander in Chief of the AEF, a tremendous burden. The St Mihiel Salient had its
origins in the early fighting of the war and had been stabilised by the end of 1914, although
there was fierce fighting there in the first half of 1915 as both sides jostled for position; the high
ground of Les Eparges became notorious for the intensity of the mine warfare that took place
below it, extensive remains of which can be seen today. The American attack (with the assistance
of a French Corps) was an outstanding success and the Germans were forced into a rapid
withdrawal to the Michel Line, a strongly defended position that formed the Hindenburg Line in
this area. On the other hand, the success was in part assisted by the fact that the Germans
intended to withdraw from the exposed position of the Salient back to this line, the only question
being the timing of such a move. Historians argue about whether the move had actually begun or
not; but the reality is that senior German officers knew that it was imminent and certainly some
heavier artillery had already been pulled back. Pershing's original hope had been to continue the
offensive to seize Metz, crucial rail links and economically vital areas to the German war effort. In
fact any such attempt would have taken weeks of preparation, as even a casual examination of
the Michel Line defences still existing today would show. It is probable that relatively easy success
here led to overconfidence amongst some that the next offensive, the Meuse-Argonne - to the
north and scheduled to begin on the 26th, would have a similar outcome. If so they were in for a
rude awakening. This book is profusely illustrated with contemporary photographs and numerous
maps, the narrative supplemented by a number of first hand accounts; the whole is supported by
several walking and car tours. This is the latest in a series of Battleground books by Maarten Otte
on the American Expeditionary Forces, with several more in preparation.

AUTHOR:
Maarten Otte is a long time resident of the Argonne, whose home is in Nantillois, situated
between Montfaucon and Romagne. Growing up in the Netherlands with a fascination with the
Great War, some eight years ago he settled in the Argonne, where he has developed his interest
in the war, particularly the role of the United States. He has published books on Nantillois in 1918
and on US Medal of Honor winners. This book is the second of a series of Battleground Europe
volumes devoted to the American Expeditionary Forces. He has already started on his third, on
the St Mihiel offensive of early September 1918. He now splits his time between writing on the
war, conducting guided tours and assisting his wife in running their B&B in Nantillois. 

60 b/w illustrations and maps
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A chronicle of the dramatic military exploits of Russell Volckmann, exploring how his leadership
paved the way for modern special warfare doctrine.

With his parting words "I shall return," General Douglas MacArthur sealed the fate of the last
American forces on Bataan. Yet one young Army Captain named Russell Volckmann refused to
surrender. He disappeared into the jungles of north Luzon where he raised a Filipino army of
over 22,000 men. For the next three years he led a guerrilla war against the Japanese, killing
over 50,000 enemy soldiers. At the same time he established radio contact with MacArthur's HQ
in Australia and directed Allied forces to key enemy positions. When General Yamashita finally
surrendered, he made his initial overtures not to MacArthur, but to Volckmann.

This book establishes how Volckmann's leadership was critical to the outcome of the war in the
Philippines. His ability to synthesise the realities and potential of guerrilla warfare led to a
campaign that rendered Yamashita's forces incapable of repelling the Allied invasion. Had it not
been for Volckmann, the Americans would have gone in "blind" during their counter-invasion,
reducing their efforts to a trial-and-error campaign that would undoubtedly have cost more lives,
materiel, and potentially stalled the pace of the entire Pacific War.

Second, this book establishes Volckmann as the progenitor of modern counterinsurgency doctrine
and the true "Father" of Army Special Forces - a title that history has erroneously awarded to
Colonel Aaron Bank of the ETO. In 1950, Volckmann wrote two Army field manuals: Operations
Against Guerrilla Forces and Organization and Conduct of Guerrilla Warfare, though today few
realise he was their author. Together, they became the Army's first handbooks outlining the
precepts for both special warfare and counter-guerrilla operations. Taking his argument directly
to the Army Chief of Staff, Volckmann outlined the concept for Army Special Forces. At a time
when U.S. military doctrine was conventional in outlook, he marketed the ideas of guerrilla
warfare as a critical force multiplier for any future conflict, ultimately securing the establishment
of the Army's first special operations unit - the 10th Special Forces Group.

Volckmann himself remains a shadowy figure in modern military history, his name absent from
every major biography on MacArthur, and in much of the Special Forces literature. Yet as
modest, even secretive, as Volckmann was during his career, it is difficult to imagine a man
whose heroic initiative had more impact on World War II. This long overdue book not only
chronicles the dramatic military exploits of Russell Volckmann, but analyses how his leadership
paved the way for modern special warfare doctrine.

AUTHOR:
Mike Guardia is an internationally recognised author and military historian.
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This is a graphic account of one soldiers service in the First World War an account that is based
on a diary he maintained whilst on active service. It has been described by one senior officer as
the best soldiers story I have yet read in Australia. H.R. Williams enlisted in 1915, joining A
Company, 56th Battalion AIF. With this unit he would see service in Egypt and then the Western
Front participating in some of the biggest battles of the First World War. Arriving in France on 30
June 1916, the battalion entered the front line trenches for the first time on 12 July and fought
its first major battle at Fromelles a week later. The battle was a disaster, resulting in heavy
casualties across the division. Despite these losses the 5th Division continued to man the front in
the Fromelles sector for a further two months. After a freezing winter manning trenches in the
Somme Valley, in early 1917 the 56th Battalion participated in the advance that followed the
German retreat to the Hindenburg Line. It was spared the assault but did, however, defend gains
made during the second battle of Bullecourt. Later in the year, the AIFs focus of operations
switched to the Ypres sector in Belgium. The 56ths major battle here was at Polygon Wood on 26
September. With the collapse of Russia in October 1917, a major German offensive on the
Western Front was expected in early 1918. This came in late March and the 5th Division moved
to defend the sector around Corbie. Once the German offensive had been defeated, the Allies
launched their own offensive in August 1918. he 56th fought its last major battle of the war, St
Quentin Canal, between 29 September and 2 October 1918. It was resting out of the line when
the Armistice was declared on 11 November.

AUTHOR:
Martin Mace has been involved in writing and publishing military history for more than twenty
years. He began his career with local history, writing a book on the Second World War
anti-invasion defences and stop lines in West Sussex. In 2006 he became the editor of Britain at
War Magazine, This publication has grown rapidly to become one of the best-selling military
history magazines. John Grehan has written more than 150 books and articles on military
subjects, covering most periods of history. 

30 b/w illustrations
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In 1955, Argentina was divided onto those in favour and those against the government of Juan
D. Peron. His policies in the preceding years, against his opponents, and a deteriorating economy
lead to an attempt to overthrow him on 16 June 1955 in a bloody rebellion which included the
only heavy bombing in history of a Latin American city. Aircraft from the Navy and the Air Force
bombed the Casa Rosada and other buildings, in an attempt to kill Peron and support the
advance of a Marine force from the Navy Headquarters, just 150 metres from the Casa Rosada.
The failure to gain the support of compromised Army units and the heavy resistance faced by the
Marines ended with the rebellion by sunset. This failed attempt was followed by a successful one
three months later, which ended the government of Peron after some days of heavy fighting.
Starting on 16 September, units of the three armed forces initiated a rebellion, now in different
parts of the country and with greater support. Heavy fighting followed, with bombing missions by
the Air Force and Naval Aviation, including Avro Lincolns, while the Navy ships bombarded the city
of Mar del Plata and blockaded the Rio de la Plata. Ground combat took place in some of the
main cities of the country, though on this occasion Buenos Aires avoided the fighting. After six
days, the rebels had won and Peron was exiled to Paraguay.

110 photographs, 10 maps, 12-15 colour profiles
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The Swabian League was established as a defensive alliance of princes, prelates, and Imperial
cities to maintain the peace within the territory of Southern Germany. In 1525 the League faced
an existential threat in the form of an attempt by the exiled Duke Ulrich of Wurttemberg to
retake his territory and a series of localised peasant uprisings which united into a movement for
political reform. The League was forced to mobilise a mercenary armyat a time of financial crisis
and a shortage of Landsknechts, many of whom were fighting in the Italian Wars. This book
presents a detailed inside account of the different components and internal organisation of the
League army. It focuses on two campaigns led by its supreme commander, Georg Truchsess von
Waldburg, to maintain discipline during an intensive six-month campaign to thwart the Duke of
Wurttemberg and smash the peasant rebellion whilst attempting to appease his political overlords
within the League.

AUTHOR:
Douglas Miller is a retired academic. He has been researching and modelling renaissance warfare
in Germany for over 40 years. He is an honorary member of the Association of German
Peasants' War Museums and has authored several books on the military organisation and
costume of Landsknechts and peasants during this period.
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Artifacts are tangible objects to our past with each of them telling its own story. What can we
learn from the various objects which were used during the attack on Pearl Harbor on December
7, 1941? What is the significance of the radio message that confirmed the sighting of a Japanese
midget submarine in the harbor entrance one hour before the attack? What was so special about
a Japanese torpedo retrieved from the waters of Pearl Harbor many years after the attack? 101
carefully selected artifacts tell the story of the day that changed history. Each artifact will be
explained and commented by historians and curators, thus giving the objects a personal
dimension.

AUTHOR:
Born in Germany in 1976, Ingo Bauernfeind studied military and naval history, visual
communication, and documentary film at Hawaii Pacific University, Honolulu. In Pearl Harbor,
Hawaii, Ingo initiated and completed various museum projects in cooperation with the USS
Arizona Memorial’s historian, Mr. Daniel A. Martinez, as well as the USS Missouri and the U.S.
Navy. Over the years, Ingo has completed 30 books about naval, military, and aviation history
and either directed or co-produced award-winning documentaries in cooperation with German
and American TV networks. This includes various films about the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor
(First Shot & Killer Subs in Pearl Harbor) and the Pacific War. In addition, Ingo has been
producing interactive museum guides for history and naval museums in Pearl Harbor and in
Germany.
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The Avro Lancaster was the Royal Air Force's main four-engine bomber in World War II. Its
superb design, overall performance, and load-carrying capacity proved key factors in successfully
prosecuting the nocturnal bombing offensive against Hitler's industrial and military base. With its
ability to carry up to 16,000 pounds in explosives and incendiaries, specialist Lancasters could
also deliver the 12,000-pound "Tallboy" and 22,000-pound "Grand Slam" bombs that took out key
targets. The Lancaster was also featured in the classic 1955 British film The Dam Busters, the
story of the famed May 1943 low-level bombing raid in Germany's Ruhr River valley. By the end
of the war, upward of sixty squadrons operated the Lancaster, demonstrating clear proof of its
preeminent presence within the RAF's offensive. Part of the Legends of Warfare series.

AUTHOR:
Ron Mackay's literary career in WWII aviation history has spanned four decades, with coverage of
the Royal Air Force, Luftwaffe, and USAAF being completed in almost equal measure.
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This book tells the story of the battle for Goose Green - the first crucial clash of the Falklands war
- through the eyes of the commanders, both British and Argentine, from brigadier to corporal. It
follows in detail, with the aid of maps, the 14 hours of vicious infantry fighting of both sides as
they struggled for the tiny settlement of Goose Green. The book explains how 2 Para came close
to failure as the battalion fought over open ground, in daylight, without adequate fire support
against prepared positions. Controversial questions - such as: was it an unnecessary battle? Why
did London overrule the brigadier commander's reluctance to attack? Did Colonel Jones's solo
charge, which won him the VC, decide the issue? - are discussed frankly. The author, himself a
former infantry officer, has had the full support of The Parachute Regiment, and has assembled
the views and comments of over 45 veterans of all ranks who fought there.

AUTHOR:
Major Mark Adkin was commissioned into The Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire Regiment in 1956
and served with it and The Royal Anglian Regiment in Germany, Malaya, Mauritius and Aden. On
leaving the British Army he joined the Overseas Civil Service and was posted to the Solomon
Islands. Transferred to the Gilbert and Ellice Islands, he was one of the last British District
Officers anywhere in the world. His final overseas post was as a contract officer for five years
with the Barbados Defence Force, and it was as the Caribbean operations staff officer that he
participated in the US invasion of Grenada in 1983. He now lives in Bedford and has written
books on military subjects, including Urgent Fury, The Last Eleven? andThe Charge, all published
by Pen & Sword Books. 
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On 5 November 1757, in the vicinity of the small Saxon village of Rossbach, Frederick the Great
and his army achieved a spectacular victory over an enemy composed of French and Imperial
troops. 22,000 Prussian soldiers drove an army twice their size from the field of battle. Neither
before or after would the Prussian king achieve such a decisive victory at so little cost to his own
forces. Following the battle the French did not actively participate in any further campaigns
against Prussia, whilst the Reichsarmee’s reputation was permanently damaged. In contrast
Frederick’s generalship assumed a new lustre after the difficulties he had experienced during the
summer campaign in Bohemia. The present volume brings together essays by well-known
authors who examine the battle from differing perspectives. These include analyses of the three
armies involved, and discussion of the course of the battle, its effects on the surrounding civilian
population, and forms of remembrance. The volume is illustrated with a number of attractive
images and maps.

40 colour and b/w illustrations and maps
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Known in some accounts as the Battle of Wijtschaete, the confrontation along the Ypres-Comines
Canal in 1940 is still hardly remembered in this country and, apart from the battle honours
displayed proudly on the colours of the regiments who took part - many no longer in existence,
very little has been written about the four days which probably saved the British Expeditionary
Force (BEF) from almost complete destruction. This is quite surprising, given the pivotal nature of
the battle, for without the sacrifice of the battalions on the canal there would probably have been
no evacuation from Dunkerque on the scale to which we have become accustomed, and the war
may well have taken on a different outcome. Although there was fighting north of Ypres along
the Canal Van Ieper Naar De Ijzer, where 151 Brigade and the 3rd Division were deployed, the
actual Battle of the Ypres-Comines Canal took place to the south, where the three divisions of
General der Infantry Viktor von Schwedler's IV Korps were pitted against three British brigades
along the disused canal which runs from Comines in the south to Ypres in the north. The book
looks in detail at the order of battle of the British and German units engaged and focuses on the
four British brigades that fought on the canal. The mainly territorial 143 Brigade was positioned
in the south, 13 Brigade was in the middle and 17 Brigade held the northern end of the line up to
Zillebeke Lake. Apart from the 12/Lancers and a few tanks from 3/RTR, Ypres itself was largely
defended by 150 Brigade. Major General Franklyn's instructions were to hold the line for as long
as possible to allow the remainder of the BEF to strengthen the Dunkerque Perimeter. With over
150 contemporary and modern black and white photographs, ten maps, and visits to eight CWGC
Cemeteries, the book enables the battlefield tourist to explore the area and undertake three car
tours together with two short walks. Visitors will no doubt wish to combine a visit to the First
World War sites around Ypres with the fighting along the canal in 1940, recognising many places
that were fought over in both wars.

AUTHOR:
Jerry Murland is a retired headteacher who has written over twenty books and guidebooks
coverering the events of the First and Second World Wars. His first book, Aristocrats Go To War,
was published by Pen and Sword in 2010 and since then he has gone on the write a number of
others, including the Battlelines Guidebooks to the Western Front.
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In August 1424 the armies of England, Scotland and France met in the open fields outside the
walls of Verneuil in a battle that would decide the future of the English conquests in France. The
hero king Henry V had been dead for two years and the French felt that this was their chance to
avenge their startling defeat at Agincourt, and recover the lands that Henry had won from them.
Despite its importance, the battle of Verneuil is largely overlooked in accounts of the Hundred
Years War, and this book is the first proper account of the battle and its significance.

It is also one of the first books to outline the important part the Scots played in the wars in
France in the years between the two great battles of Agincourt and Verneuil.

AUTHOR:
 Richard Wadge is the author of "Archery in Medieval England "and "Arrowstorm." 

25 b/w illustrations
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The First World War battlefields to the south of Arras - including Battery Valley and Observation
Ridge, Telegraph Hill, Monchy-le-Preux, Wancourt, and Bullecourt - are among the most famous
and most visited sites on the Western Front, rivalled only by those around Ypres and the Somme,
and this clearly written, highly illustrated guide is the ideal introduction to them. Visitors can trace
for themselves the course of each battle across the modern landscape and gain a fascinating
insight into the nature of the fighting in the area - and the wider conflict across the Western
Front - throughout the war. The book covers the key battles fought in the southern sector of the
Arras front, including the 1917 battles fought at Battery Valley, Monchy-le-Preux, Wancourt and
Bullecourt. Expert guides Jon Cooksey and Jerry Murland have devised a series of routes that can
be walked, biked or driven, explaining the fighting that occurred at each place in vivid detail.
They record what happened, where it happened and why, and point out the sights that remain
for the visitor to see. Their guidebook is essential reading for visitors who wish to enhance their
understanding of the war on the Western Front.

AUTHORS:
Jon Cooksey is a leading military historian who takes a special interest in the history of the world
wars. He is the editor of Stand To!, the journal of the Western Front Association, and an
experienced battlefield guide. His books include The Barnsley Pals, Calais, Harry's War and, as
editor, Blood and Iron. Jerry Murland followed a successful career as a teacher and since
retirement he has devoted his time to researching and writing about the two world wars. His
books include Retreat and Rearguard 1914, The Battle on the Aisne 1914, Aristocrats Go to War,
Retreat and Rearguard: Somme 1918 and Retreat and Rearguard: Dunkirk 1940.

100 b/w illustrations
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Nigeria was a unique concept in the formation of modern Africa. It began life as a highly lucrative
if climatically challenging holding of the Royal Niger Company, a British Chartered Company
under the control of Victorian capitalist Sir George Taubman Goldie. It was handed over to
indigenous rule in 1960 with the best of intentions and a profound hope on the part of the British
Crown that it would become the poster child of successful political transition in Africa. It did not.
One of the signature failures of imperial strategists at the turn of the 19th century was to take
little if any account of the traditional demographics of the territories and societies that were
subdivided, and often joined together, into spheres of foreign influence, later evolving into
colonies, and finally into nation states. Many of the signature crises in post-colonial Africa have
owed their origins to this very phenomenon: incompatible and mutually antagonistic tribal and
ethnic groupings forced to cohabit within the indivisible precincts of political geography. Congo,
Rwanda/Burundi, Sudan and many others have suffered ongoing attrition within their borders as
historic enmities surge and boil in restless and ongoing violence. Such was the case with Nigeria
in the post-independence period. The traditions and practices of the Islamic north and the
Christian/Animist south, and even within the multiplicity of ethnic division in the south itself,
proved to be impossible to reconcile. The result was an immediate centrifuge away from the
centre, complicated by the vast infusion of oil revenues and the inevitable explosion of corruption
that followed. All of this created the alchemy of civil war and genocide, which erupted into
violence in 1967 as the eastern region of Nigeria attempted to secede. The war that followed
shocked the conscience of the world, and revealed for the first time the true depth of
incompatibility of the four partners in the Nigerian federation. This book traces the early history
of Nigeria from inception to civil war, and the complex events that defined the conflict in Biafra,
revealing how and why this awful event played out, and the scars that it has since left on the
psyche of the disunited federation that has continued to exist in the aftermath.

130 colour and b/w photographs, maps
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The technical details of British warships were recorded in a set of plans produced by the builders
on completion of every ship. Known as the as fitted' general arrangements, these drawings
represented the exact appearance and fitting of the ship as it entered service. Intended to
provide a permanent reference for the Admiralty and the dockyards, these highly detailed plans
were drawn with exquisite skill in multi-coloured inks and washes that represent the acme of the
draughtsman's art. Today they form part of the incomparable collection of the National Maritime
Museum at Greenwich, which is using the latest scanning technology to make digital copies of the
highest quality. This book is one of a series based entirely on these draughts which depict famous
warships in an unprecedented degree of detail - complete sets in full colour, with many close-ups
and enlargements that make every aspect clear and comprehensible. Extensive captions point
the reader to important features to be found in the plans, and an introduction covers the
background to the design. This volume is devoted to the sloops of the Black Swan class and its
improved derivatives, widely regarded as the Rolls-Royce' of Second World War convoy escorts.
Heavily armed and superbly equipped for their role, they were among the most effective
anti-submarine ships of the battle in the Atlantic. The design was gradually improved and this
book uses plans of four selected ships to chart that development. These comprise: Black Swan as
built; Flamingo as modified later; Starling, the single most successful U-boat hunter of the war,
as in 1943; and Amethyst, as refitted after her clash with Chinese communists on the Yangtze in
1949.

AUTHOR:
Les Brown is a leading light in the Small Warships Group of the IPMS and the editor of their
newsletter. He is the author of a number of titles in the ShipCraft series, including two on British
destroyers, and, with John Lambert, he produced two larger volumes, one on Flower' class
corvettes and another on Allied torpedo boats. 

22 plans, full colour throughout
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Late in 1939 Nazi Germany was poised to overrun Europe and extend Adolf Hitler’s fascist
control. At the same time, however, two British physicists invented the resonant cavity
magnetron. About the size of a hockey puck, it unlocked the enormous potential of radar
exclusively for the Allies.

Since the discovery of radar early in the twentieth century, development across most of the
world had progressed only incrementally. Germany and Japan had radar as well, but in just three
years, the Allies’ new radar, incorporating the top-secret cavity magnetron, turned the tide of
war from doubtful to a known conclusion before the enemy even figured out how. The tactical
difference between the enemy’s primitive radar and the Allies’ new radar was similar to that
between a musket and a rifle. The cavity magnetron proved to be the single most influential new
invention contributing to winning the war in Europe.

Norman Fine tells the relatively unknown story of radar’s transformation from a technical curiosity
to a previously unimaginable offensive weapon. We meet scientists and warriors critical to the
story of radar and its pressure-filled development and implementation. Blind Bombing brings to
light two characters who played an integral role in the story as it unfolded: one, a brilliant and
opinionated scientist, the other, an easygoing twenty-one-year-old caught up in the peacetime
draft.

This unlikely pair and a handful of their cohorts pioneered a revolution in warfare. They
formulated new offensive tactics by trying, failing, and persevering, ultimately overcoming the
naysayers and obstructionists on their own side and finally the enemy.

AUTHOR:
Norman Fine is a retired electronics engineer, founder of a high-tech company, and the editor
and publisher of an annual engineering design guide series in the 1990s.
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On April 16th, 1945 the Red Army launched their fourth largest offensive along the Eastern Front
during World War II. The objective was to seize Berlin before the Western Allies. Sixteen days
later, the former capital of the Third Reich fell to the conquering armies of Generals Georgi
Zhukov and his rival Ivan Koniev. The cost to capture the largest urban complex on mainland
Europe from a handful of understrength Heer and Waffen-SS divisions, supported by Volkssturm
and Hitlerjugend formations armed mainly with Panzerfaust anti-armour rockets, was
exceptionally high. The Red Army suffered more casualties among its soldiers than during the six
month siege of Stalingrad, and it lost more armoured vehicles than during the Battle of Kursk.
Total losses among the defenders and civilian population remain unknown. Central Berlin was left
a wasteland. The scars of the street fighting are still visible today, seventy-five years after the
battle. When Bloody Streets was first published in 2008 it detailed the tactical street fighting in
Berlin day-by-day for the first time through vivid first person accounts and period aerial imagery
of the city. Ten years later this ground breaking study is back in print completely revised.
Previously unpublished first person accounts from both the German and Soviet perspectives
supplement archival documents that include new data from the operational war diaries of the 1st
Belorussian and 1st Ukrainian Fronts. The book is highly illustrated throughout with period images
of the city, aerial overviews, and wartime photos. Building on more than 15 years of research,
the second edition of Bloody Streets is a capstone to the author's prior works on the final climatic
battles along the Eastern Front. It will remain a benchmark study of the Battle of Berlin for years
to come.

AUTHOR:
Aaron Stephen Hamilton has spent the last twenty-five years researching and analysing the final
year of military conflict during World War II in Europe. He is an academically trained historian
who holds a Bachelors and Master's degree in History, as well as the Field Historian designator
awarded by the U.S. Army's Combat Studies Institute. His multi-volume, The Oder Front 1945
became the basis for the U.S. Army Europe's first Staff Ride and Battle Book regarding the battle
of the Seelow Heights. 
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The Brandenburg class battleships were the first blue water warships of the Kaiserliche Marine
(Imperial German Navy), in the end of 19th century, and can be categorised as the first German
pre-dreadnought ships. Imperial German Navy was founded in 1871 under the auspices of Kaiser
Wilhem I. The German Navy was created around the small Prussian Navy. Initially the Germans
ordered several obsolete ironclads. However, the new German Navy was only capable for coastal
defense operations and could not be considered as an instrument for the WeltPolitik and for the
projection of German power worldwide. In 1888 the most modern ships of the German fleet
were the six Siegfried class (3.400 tons) and two Odin class coastal defense ships. The new
Kaiser Wilhem II the architect of the German Naval expansion, decided to challenge England's
hegemony in the seas. As first step he established in 1888 the Imperial Naval Office
(Reichmarineamt) a governmental agency monitoring the design, development and financing of
the new fleet units. Under the leadership of Vice-Admiral Alexander von Monts, the Imperial
Naval Office started to implement the naval visions of Kaiser Wilhem II.
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Entering service between 1937 and 1939, the ten British Town' class cruisers were the most
modern vessels of their type in the Royal Navy when the Second World War began. Built in
response to large 6-inch gunned cruisers in the US and Japanese Navies and primarily designed
for the defence of trade, they saw arduous service in a wide range of roles, playing a decisive
part in victories such as the Battle of the Barents Sea and the destruction of the German
Scharnhorst at the North Cape. The cost was heavy: four of the ships were lost and the other six
all survived heavy damage, in some cases on more than one occasion. In this major study,
Conrad Waters makes extensive use of archive material to provide a technical evaluation of the
Town' class design and its subsequent performance. He outlines the class's origins in the context
of inter-war cruiser policy, explains the design and construction process, and describes the
characteristics of the resulting ships and how these were adapted in the light of wartime
developments. An overview of service focuses on major engagements, assessing the extent to
which the class met its designers' expectations and detailing the consequences of action damage.
Concluding chapters continue the story into the Cold War era, examining the modernisation
programme that kept the remaining ships fit for service during the 1950s. Heavily illustrated with
contemporary photographs and drawings by A D Baker III, John Jordan and George Richardson,
British Town Class Cruisers provides a definitive reference to one of the Royal Navy's most
important Second World War warship designs.

AUTHOR:
Conrad Waters, a barrister by training and a banker by profession, has had a lifelong interest in
naval affairs. The founding editor of the World Naval Review, he is also the author of Cruiser
Birmingham: detailed in the original builders' plans (Seaforth 2018). 
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It has been over four decades since the Union Jack was lowered on the colony of Rhodesia, but
the bitter and divisive civil war that preceded it has continued to endure as a textbook
counter-insurgency campaign fought between a mobile, motivated and highly trained Rhodesian
security establishment and two constituted liberations movements motivated, resourced and
inspired by the ideals of communist revolution in the third world. A complicated historical process
of occupation and colonization set the tone as early as the late 1890s for what would at some
point be an inevitable struggle for domination of this small, landlocked nation set in the southern
tropics of Africa. The story of the Rhodesian War, or the Zimbabwean Liberation Struggle, is not
only an epic of superb military achievement, and revolutionary zeal and fervour, but is the tale of
the incompatibility of the races in southern Africa, a clash of politics and ideals and, perhaps
more importantly, the ongoing ramifications of the past upon the present, and the social and
political scars that a war of such emotional underpinnings as the Rhodesian conflict has had on
the modern psyche of Zimbabwe. The Rhodesian War was fought with finely tuned
intelligence-gathering and -analysis techniques combined with a fluid and mobile armed
response. The practitioners of both have justifiably been celebrated in countless histories,
memoirs and campaign analyses, but what has never been attempted has been a concise,
balanced and explanatory overview of the war, the military mechanisms and the social and
political foundations that defined the crisis. This book does all of that. The Rhodesian War is
explained in digestible detail and in a manner that will allow enthusiasts of the elements of that
struggle - the iconic exploits of the Rhodesian Light Infantry, the SAS, the Selous Scouts, the
Rhodesian African Rifles, the Rhodesia Regiment, among other well-known fighting units - to
embrace the wider picture in order to place the various episodes in context.
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A Victorian/Edwardian Guards officer with, for the period, a remarkable amount of
extra-regimental active service, Major-General Sir Cecil Edward Pereira KCB, CMG (1869-1942)
was educated at the Oratory School, Edgbaston and commissioned into the Coldstream Guards in
1890. He served with the Niger Company (1897) and saw action with the MacDonald Expedition
and Uganda Mutiny (1897-98), Second Anglo-Boer War (1899-1902) and the First World War
during which he was successively appointed CO 2nd Battalion Coldstream Guards in 1914, GOC
85th Brigade (which he led prior to being wounded during the Battle of Loos) in 1915 and GOC
1st Guards Brigade in January 1916. Promoted GOC 2nd (Regular) Division in December 1916, he
commanded this premier Regular Army formation during the battles of Arras and Cambrai
(1917), the German Spring Offensive and Advance to Victory (1918). Following the war he took
command of 56th (London) Division from 1919 until retirement in 1923. During the Second World
War he commanded the London Local Defence Volunteers. Ably edited by grandson Edward
Pereira and military historians Spencer Jones and Michael LoCicero, this detailed and fascinating
mid-level BEF commander's private correspondence has been made available for the specialist
and general reader for the first time.
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A sumptuously illustrated book celebrating the work of preeminent aviation artists Clayton Knight
and William Heaslip.
Champions of Flight celebrates the work of Clayton Joseph Knight (1891–1969) and William John
Heaslip (1898–1970), the two preeminent American aviation artists of their time, as they
chronicled the golden age of aviation—from Charles Lindbergh's epochal transatlantic flight
through the most devastating war in world history (1927–1945). Knight and Heaslip were
experienced military men and formally trained artists who, combining an authenticity of
experience and an artistic mastery of illustration, produced powerful artwork that influenced a
generation of Americans, creating air-minded adults and youngsters, many of whom flocked to
US military service after Pearl Harbor.

Aviation became deeply embedded into America's culture during the 1920s, 1930s and 1940s.
Americans became fascinated by aviation celebrities, watched air spectacles, aviation movies and
newsreels, and devoured books, aviation industry ads, magazine articles, and Sunday comics
featuring pilot heroes. Artists Knight and Heaslip - both of whom were adept as draftsmen,
painters and printmakers - fueled the imagination of these Americans through prolific illustrations
and artwork that appeared in many diverse publications of the time. Over a period of almost
twenty years, Clayton Knight and William Heaslip championed their love of flight through their
art, and they did so with enthusiasm, integrity, and generosity. This book, featuring over 400
illustrations and photos, is a tribute to their legacy.

AUTHORS:
Sheryl Fiegel is an art historian with a BA degree in Art History and an MA degree in Fine Arts
(Art History) from Tufts University.

Theodore Hamady holds degrees in Modern European History and Business from the University of
Michigan and an MBA in International Business from George Washington University. He is a
historian and published author.
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The definitive account of the epic retreat under fire of the 1st Marine Division from the Chosin
Reservoir.

Told from the point of view of the men in the foxholes and tanks, outposts and command posts,
this is the definitive account of the epic retreat under fire of the 1st Marine Division from the
Chosin Reservoir.

The author first sketches in the errors and miscalculations on the part of the American high
command that caused the Marines to be strung out at the end of a narrow road scores of miles
from the sea. He then plunges right into the action: the massing of Chinese forces in about
ten-to-one strength; the Marines' command problems due to the climate and terrain and
high-level over confidence; and the onset of the overwhelming Chinese assault.

With a wealth of tactical detail and small-unit action, Chosin is the most complete book written to
date on this iconic battle. Author Eric Hammel's masterful account offers invaluable perspective
on war at the gut level.

AUTHOR:
Eric Hammel's passion for writing military history books began when he was twelve years old. He
has established a formidable reputation as an author and journalist, with forty books and nearly
seventy magazine articles to his name. A particular specialty is the U.S. Marine Corps at war, and
he has appeared in numerous television documentaries on Marine Corps operations in World War
II, Korea, Vietnam, and Beirut.
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During the Cuban Missile Crisis of 1962, the National Security Agency (NSA) of the USA realised
that it was capable of reading transmissions emitted by SRO-2 identification friend or foe (IFF)
transponders carried by Soviet-made combat aircraft airborne over Cuba. After several years of
development work, the resulting technology was installed in the form of the QRC-248 enemy
IFF-interrogator system into Lockheed EC-121 Warning Star airborne early warning (AEW)
aircraft deployed in support of US operations over North Vietnam, in 1967, within the Project
code-named College Eye. While deployed with extreme caution in order to safeguard 'intelligence
sources' – and thus remaining dependent on the North Vietnamese pilots activating their IFF
transponders – the QRC-248 proved a true 'eye-opener' for the Americans involved: all of a
sudden, College Eye’s EC-121s became capable of accurately discriminating low-flying MiGs from
the myriad returns picked up by their long-range radars, and detecting these from a range out to
170 miles. Project College Eye was further intensified and the QRC-248 made capable of reading
transmissions from two additional Soviet transponders, the SRO-1 and the SOD-57 (Project Rivet
Top). Combined with the addition of on-board Vietnamese linguists capable of listening to and
translating the radio transmissions from North Vietnamese fighter-pilots in real time (Project
Rivet Gym), suitably equipped EC-121s became the lynchpins in the US aerial warfare strategy.
Meanwhile, the miniaturised version of the QRC-248 – the APX-80 Combat Tree enemy
IFF-interrogator – was installed into a handful of McDonnell Douglas F-4D Phantom II interceptors
of the US Air Force. The fighters in question scored some of the most spectacular air combat
victories in the Vietnam War of 1971-1972; they also suffered some of the most painful losses.
Telling a little-known story, yet of crucial importance for the flow of the air war over North
Vietnam, College Eye provides rare insights into the development, operational deployment, and
combat operations of a relatively small community of US airmen: a story about what eventually
evolved into the 'Mother of modern-day AWACS aircraft'.

AUTHOR:
Sergio Santana is a Brazilian working as a military aviation and defence researcher since 2005.
He holds a bachelor's degree in aeronautical sciences and has penned and presented multiple
research papers to congresses and seminars in his country. In addition to publishing dozens of
articles, he also authored a book about military variants of the Embraer EMB.145 jet. More
recently, he has specialised in research on intelligence, surveillance, and target acquisition
aircraft, as well as little-known aspects of major armed conflicts. 
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101 carefully selected artifacts tell the story of the day that changed history.

Artifacts are tangible objects to our past with each of them telling its own story. What can we
learn from the various objects which were used during the D-Day Landings in Normandy on June
6, 1944? What is the significance of the dummy tanks used to confuse German reconnaissance
planes? How did the use of aluminum foil help to make the landings a success? 101 carefully
selected artifacts tell the story of the day that changed history. Each object will be explained by
historians, curators, and even visitors admiring these objects in various museums, thus giving the
objects a personal dimension.

AUTHOR:
Born in Germany in 1976, Ingo Bauernfeind studied military and naval history, visual
communication, and documentary film at Hawaii Pacific University, Honolulu. In Pearl Harbor,
Hawaii, Ingo worked on various museum projects in cooperation with the USS Arizona Memorial's
historian, Mr. Daniel A. Martinez, as well as the USS Missouri, the Pacific Aviation Museum, the
USS Bowfin Submarine Museum, and the U.S. Navy. Over the years, Ingo has completed more
than 30 books about naval, aviation, and military history and either directed or co-produced
award-winning documentaries in cooperation with German and American TV networks. This
includes various films about the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor (First Shot & Killer Subs) and
the Pacific War. In addition, Ingo has been producing interactive museum guides for history and
naval museums in Pearl Harbor and in Germany. Over the years, he has been able to establish
an efficient network with historians, veterans, librarians, museums, and archaeologists. In 2017,
Ingo founded his own publishing house, Bauernfeind Press. 
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D-Day is one of the most recognisable terms in World War II lore and the invasion of Europe that
it signifies was commemorated in a big way in Europe in the spring of 2019. D-Day – 75th
Anniversary – A Millennials Guide goes beyond dates and figures and breaks down the history and
happenings of the event that insured Allied victory into Past, Present and Future. Learn about the
big personalities that put the invasion in motion and planned the details. See the awesome
equipment – tanks, planes and ships – that made it possible. Meet the players on both sides of
the battle and how they teamed up or fought each other to achieve victory. The book also follows
the D-Day legacy, with updates on Band of Brothers, secrets of Saving Private Ryan and other
D-Day films as well as tips on how to find D-Day personalities in your own family tree. Connect
with the 75th anniversary events on social media or in person – a World War II English pub
crawl, French coffeehouses with a past and the who, what and where of next June's ceremonies
in Great Britain and France. From the people and events of 1944 to what this history will mean to
future generations, D-Day – 75th Anniversary – A Millennials Guide is your one stop answer book
to the knowledge and excitement of D-Day. 

This updated edition includes Battle of the Bulge and other 75th anniversary events as well as
photographs and other updates from the 75th anniversary of D-Day.

AUTHOR:
Jay Wertz is the author of six books. These include two award-winning volumes in the War
Stories: World War II Firsthand series, D-Day: The Campaign Across France and The Pacific -
Volume One - Pearl Harbor to Guadalcanal, as well as the just released The Pacific - Volume Two
- The Solomons to Saipan. He has written The Native American Experience, also an
award-winner; The Civil War Experience 1861-1865 and is co-author, with prominent historian
Edwin C. Bearss, of Smithsonian's Great Battles and Battlefields of the Civil War. He is currently
writing volume four in the War Stories: World War II Firsthand series for Weider History
Publications. He has also been a columnist for Civil War Times Illustrated, America's Civil War,
Historynet.com, GreatHistory.com and a feature writer for Aviation History and Armchair General
magazines. He is the producer-director-writer of the award-winning 13-part documentary series
Smithsonian's Great Battles of the Civil War for The Learning Channel and Time-Life Video. He
started his 38-year film and TV career in Hollywood working on military projects. He lives in
Phillips Ranch, California.
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In this rare World War II memoir, Lothar Herrmann, a soldier from the Wehrmacht, details his
unimaginable experience as a German Prisoner-of-War in the Soviet Union. Hermann grew up in
Bavaria, going through the RAD (Nazi Labour Service) before being conscripted into a Wehrmacht
Mountain Division (the Gebirgsdivision) in 1940. He participated in Germany's advance through
southern Ukraine in 1941 and, in 1944, was arrested in Romania while retreating to Germany.
The Romanians passed him onto the Soviets, who placed him in a forced labour camp, where he
watched two-thirds of prisoners around him die. In 1949, Herrmann was finally released to
Germany and returned to Bavaria. Three million German troops were taken prisoner by the Red
Army and around two-thirds of them survived to return to Germany in 1949, but their stories are
little known. Klaus Willmann draws on interviews he conducted with Herrmann, to recount these
astonishing recollections in the first-person. Depicting the challenges of growing up in Nazi
Bavaria to becoming a Soviet prisoner-of-war, this is a gripping and enlightening account from a
necessary but rarely explored perspective.

AUTHOR:
Klaus Willmann is a forester and customs officer by profession. He discovered writing as a new
vocation and has since published a number of books, including The 188 U-Boat. Willmann lives in
Grafing, near Munich.
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Revolution was on everyone's lips. The ancien regime had been cast aside and King Louis XVI
had been executed in front of a mocking crowd. Every crowned head in Europe trembled with
fear - ideas knew no frontier. The monarchies of Europe had to act swiftly to crush the
Revolution, and a coalition of the great powers of Britain, Austria, Prussia and Spain was formed
to restore the natural order. The armies of the First Coalition gathered round France's borders,
the largest of which was assembled in Flanders. Composed of Anglo-Hanoverian, Dutch, Hessian,
Prussian and Imperial Austrian troops, its aim was to invade France and restore the nobility to
what was considered their rightful place. Opposing them was the French Armee du Nord. In
command of the Anglo-Hanoverian contingent was the son of George III, the Duke of York. The
campaign was a disaster for the Coalition forces, particularly during the severe winter of 1794/5
when the troops were forced into a terrible and humiliating retreat. Britain's reputation and that
of its military leaders was severely diminished, with the forces of the Revolution sweeping all
before them on a tide of popularism. Yet, from this defeat grew an army that under the Duke of
Wellington would eventually crush the Revolution's greatest general, Napoleon Bonaparte. Of the
Flanders Campaign, Wellington, who fought as a junior officer under the Duke of York, remarked
that the experience had at least taught him what not to do! Renowned historian Steve Brown has
produced one of the most insightful, and much-needed studies of this disastrous but intriguing
campaign. He concludes this important work with an analysis that draws striking, and significant
comparisons with the Flanders campaigns of 1914 and 1940. How history repeats itself!

AUTHOR:
Author Steve Brown has an interest in Napoleonic studies dating back to his teenage years; he
has amassed a collection of about 2,000 volumes on the subject, with a particular focus on the
British Army. Since 2009 has been a frequent contributor to the Napoleon Series, his main
contribution being the highly-regarded British Regiments and the Men Who Led Them series, as
well as a book reviewer. In 2015 he presented at the Waterloo 200 conference of the Royal
Australian Historical Society. 
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'A volley rings out - a nervous volley it is true, yet a volley. Before the fatal shots are fired I had
called the battalion to attention. There is a pause, I wait. I see the medical officer examining the
victim. He makes a sign, the subaltern strides forward, a single shot rings out. Life is now extinct
... We march back to breakfast ... This is war.' Brigadier-General Crozier describes an execution
he has ordered of a man who fell asleep on sentry duty.

Much has been written about the 346 men who were executed in WW1 but there is usually only a
passing reference to those who took part – the members of the firing squad, the officer in
charge, the medical officer and the padre. What are their stories? Through extensive research,
David Johnson explores how they were selected and how they were treated before, during, and
after the executions, and why there were so many procedural variations in the way that the
executions were conducted.

AUTHOR:
David Johnson is a passionate First World War historian and is the author of "The Man Who Didn't
Shoot Hitler: The Story of Henry Tandey VC" and eight other titles. 
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Paratroopers or Fallschirmjager as they are known in German, were the elite parachute troops
(Fallschirmtruppe) of the Luftwaffe during the Second World War. Although the Americans and
Italians, and to a greater extent, the Russians had experimented with airborne troops, it was the
Germans who pioneered vertical envelopment using parachute, glider-borne and air-landed
troops to conduct successful airborne operations in the early stages of the war. The man
considered as the innovator and father of the German airborne forces was General Kurt Student
and his vision would add a new dimension to warfare inspiring both the British and Americans to
develop their own airborne forces. The newly raised Fallschirmjager formations took part in
airborne and glider operations from April to May 1940 in Norway, Denmark, Belgium and Holland
to attack and hold vital airfields, bridges and in one case an impregnable Belgian redoubt in
support of ground operations in the west. On 20 May 1941, Fallschirmjäger formations would
take part in their largest airborne assault of the war, Operation Mercury, the airborne invasion of
Crete. Due to the heavy losses incurred during this operation, Hitler vetoed any further large
scale airborne operations. With the exception of several small scale parachute and glider
missions, Fallschirmjäger were mainly utilised as elite infantry for the remainder of the war
fighting on all fronts and often used as a fire brigade to support conventional forces.This book is
the result of several years of written correspondence, telephone interviews and meetings with
veteran Fallschirmjager between 1999 and 2006 and contains the memoirs of seventeen pre to
mid-war volunteers and one late war conscript. The following stories and diaries feature vivid
battlefield memories that reflect the reality of war. On the other hand many of the stories convey
the lighter hearted moments or gallows humour that has remained etched in their memories.
The one common factor shared by almost all of these men is captivity, whether captured during
bitter fighting or surrendering at the end of hostilities. These men and thousands like them would
be shipped off to POW camps in the USA, Britain and France until their repatriation, in some
cases from several months to several years after the end of the war. 
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The strangely named First Aid Nursing Yeomanry traces its origins to the Great War. As a mark
of their outstanding service they remained in being between the Wars. However, it is for their
service during the Second World War that they are best known. They worked in a wide variety of
roles both at home and overseas, both overt and covert. Of the latter there were 39 girls who
worked with SOE behind the lines with Resistance movements. Of these 13 were captured and
killed, often after torture, including Odette Churchill and Violette Szabo. Many others worked as
coders and decoders, running safe-houses and training agents and in a variety of supporting
roles. The Author has compiled his book from fascinating material from a variety of sources
including many interviews with survivors.
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The bid of Bonnie Prince Charlie and his Jacobites for the throne of Britain has never lost its grip
on the popular imagination. In July 1745 he and a tiny group of companions arrived in Scotland.
They came unannounced and unsupported, and yet within less than five months Charles was able
to lead an army to within marching distance of London and make King George II fear for this
throne. Afterwards the Highland Army continued to out-fight the redcoats in every encounter,
except its very last. These were not the achievements of a backward-looking cause, and this
ground-breaking study is the first to explain exactly why. Almost to the very end the Jacobites
had the literal and metaphorical 'edge' over their enemies, thanks to the terror-inspiring highland
charge, and also, as this book as this book is the first to reveal, to the highly-advanced
organisation of their forces in 'divisions' – miniature armies that allowed them to out-manoeuvre
their enemies on the strategic plane. At the same time Prince Charles made a credible bid for the
political and ideological high ground, an appeal based on religious toleration, and a monarchy
working in cooperation with an empowered and accountable Parliament. The Prince therefore not
only drew on traditional loyalties, but attracted the support of heavyweights of the new
'Enlightenment'. It all made a telling contrast to the demeaning nature of the Hanoverian
government in Britain, which was mired deep in corruption. The Hanoverian politicians in London
and Scotland, who had honed their skills in petty advantage, were now all of a sudden called
upon to act as strategists, and they failed completely. The prime minister lost the Carlisle to the
Jacobites simply because he refused to pay the cost of a courier. These revelations, which show
the Jacobite enterprise of 1745 as a potent and modernising force, turn the accepted
interpretation of this episode on its head. As an impartial historian Christopher Duffy deals
comprehensively with the reasons for ultimate triumph of the Hanoverian cause in 1746. Due
credit is given to the Duke of Cumberland. He was an inspirational leader. He had the measure
of the strength and weaknesses of the British Army, and he evolved the cautious and systematic
kind of war that helped to bring him victory at Culloden on 16 April 1746. Conversely the
Jacobites had been dogged even from the start of the Rising by their failure to reconcile two
perspectives– that of Prince Charles, who was striving to reclaim the crown for the Stuarts in
London, and the narrower visions of the more overtly Scottish party. It led to the contentious
turn-around of the Jacobites at Derby, and finally and fatally to the dispersal and exhaustion of
the Highland Army before Culloden.
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To mark the 20th anniversary of the lifting of the British Armed Forces gay ban' on 12 January
2020, this book brings together a selection of LGBTQ servicemen and women who have served in
the Armed Forces since the Second World War. Their stories are profoundly moving testaments
to their loyalty, their courage on the battlefield, and their unswerving sense of right and wrong.
Included are ten accounts of members of our Armed Forces who have lived remarkable lives. In
some cases they were dismissed in disgrace or forced to resign when asked questions about their
private lives. Their stories are those of remarkable sacrifice and courage in their units (and in
battle), but who were forced to live in secret before their services were removed at the stroke of
a pen after being declared 'no longer required' or dismissed in disgrace'. These are the stories of
the David and Goliath battle for equality, through every court in the UK and Europe. For others
their story is one of remarkable careers at the front line of operations worldwide, with accounts
of service in the Second World War, the Falklands War, the Gulf Wars and the war in
Afghanistan. This book celebrates the lives of servicemen and women who have stood tall and
taken their place with pride and dignity in the fighting units of the Royal Navy, Royal Marines,
Royal Air Force and the British Army. These are the inspiring stories of people who have created
amazing careers and sought and found a welcome denied to so many.

AUTHOR:
Lt Cdr Craig Jones MBE RN joined the Royal Navy in 1989, later to become the first out' LGBTQ
person in the Armed Forces and would help lead that community through a bewildering period of
change. Major Michael Brigham MBE is a serving infantry officer in the Mercian Regiment of the
British Army. Lt Elaine Chambers, Queen Alexandra's Royal Army Nursing Corps, was a nursing
officer in Cold War Germany. She was dismissed after being found out'. Sgt Darren Ford served
with the Royal Military Police in the 1980s and 1990s. He was outed by a boyfriend and dismissed
after an investigation by his own unit. ASLt Edward 'Ed' Hall RN was a University Cadet Officer
when he came out' to colleagues in 1993, not realising that being gay was prohibited in the
Armed Forces. Captain Professor Sir Michael Howard CBE CH OM MC is one of a dwindling
number of our Second World War veterans. Lt Cdr Patrick Lyster-Todd RN joined the Royal Navy
in 1972 and in a busy operational career served in Northern Ireland, and for two and a half years
as the Navigating Officer of HMS Achilles. Lt Cdr Mandy McBain RN joined the Women's Royal
Navy Service in the 1980s, completing her training at HMS Raleigh. FLt Caroline Page RAF is an
inspirational woman and the first transgender officer to serve openly in the UK Armed Forces.
Cdr Roly Woods RN is the current head of Fleet Security on the Staff of the Commander-in-Chief
Fleet. He joined the Royal Navy in 1978 and served in the Falklands War and in Iraq. 
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This is the story of two Sheffield men from very different social backgrounds, who both
volunteered in early September 1914 and joined the new Pals battalion (12th Bn York and
Lancaster Regt). One of these men was Vivian Simpson, a 31 year old solicitor who was well
known in the city; partly because he was an outstanding footballer, playing for Sheffield
Wednesday and an England trialist. Simpson was the very first man to enrol for the new battalion
and was commissioned in January 1915. The other man was Reg Glenn, a clerk in the Education
Offices who served as a signaller in each battle the 12th Battalion fought in until the summer of
1917, when he was selected to become an officer. To his annoyance, Vivian Simpson was kept
back in England as a training officer until after the battalion's disaster on the Somme on 1 July
1916. However, after that he became a most energetic and courageous officer. He was awarded
an MC in 1917, but was killed in the German offensive on the Lys in April 1918. Reg Glenn went
back to France in 1918 as a subaltern in the North Staffordshires and was wounded on the Aisne
in his first day of combat as an officer. He was never fit enough to go back to the trenches and
became a training officer in Northumberland with his new regiment and later with the
Cameronians at Invergordon. He survived the war and lived to be 101 years old, making him the
last survivor of the 12th Battalion.

AUTHOR:
John Cornwell was born in Hull in 1939 and read International History at the LSE. He taught in
Sheffield for 23 years and also in Jamaica and Canada. He was the Deputy Leader of South
Yorkshire County Council, a member of the Arts Council of G.B., Chair of the Crucible and
Lyceum Theatres, Chair of the Rugby League's Youth Commission and Vice Chair of the Yorkshire
and Humberside Sports Council. In retirement he became an author and has written 19 books,
mainly about aspects of local history. He lives in Sheffield and his interests include military
history, writing poetry and rugby league. 
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From sore-footed reservists and old sweats in 1914 to conscripted men after 1916; the 1st
Division faced the challenge of war from beginning to end. This account includes a rare glimpse
into Operation Hush which might have provided a successful strategic alternative to the
blood-soaked ridges around Passchendaele. Drawing heavily on the combat records of the unit
formations it offers a blend of military analysis and insights into the lived experience of the men
whilst outside the front line. This book brings alive the record of the 1st Division. Starting with
mobilisation in 1914 and its deployment as part of the original BEF, the story of the 1st Division is
taken right through to the occupation of Germany after the Armistice.The book encompasses the
familiar battles of 1st Ypres and Aubers Ridge before looking at the Somme from the perspective
of a division fed into the line after the battle started. The book opens with a detailed discussion
of the extent to which Britain had committed itself to supporting France before 1914. As the title
says, 1st Division was there on the Western Front from the very beginning to the beyond the end
of hostilities and therefore exemplifies so much about the way in which the men of the British
Army faced the trials of this dehumanisingly large scale conflict.
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Signal intelligence is the most secret, and most misunderstood, weapon in the modern espionage
arsenal. As a reliable source of information, it is unequalled, which is why Government
Communications Headquarters, almost universally known as GCHQ, is several times larger than
the two smaller, but more familiar, organisations, MI5 and MI6. Because of its extreme
sensitivity, and the ease with which its methods can be compromised, GCHQ's activities remain
cloaked in secrecy. In GCHQ: The Secret Wireless War, the renowned expert Nigel West traces
GCHQ's origins back to the early days of wireless and gives a detailed account of its development
since that time. From the moment that Marconi succeeded in transmitting a radio signal across
the Channel, Britain has been engaged in a secret wireless war, first against the Kaiser, then
Hitler and the Soviet Union. Following painstaking research, Nigel West is able to describe all
GCHQ's disciplines, including direction-finding, interception and traffic analysis, and
code-breaking. Also explained is the work of several lesser known units such as the wartime
Special Wireless Groups and the top-secret Radio Security Service. Laced with some truly
remarkable anecdotes, this edition of this important book will intrigue historians, intelligence
professionals and general readers alike.

AUTHOR:
Nigel West is an intelligence expert and critically-acclaimed author. Such is his depth of
knowledge in these fields that The Sunday Times noted that, 'His information is often so precise
that many people believe he is the unofficial historian of the secret services. His books are
peppered with deliberate clues to potential front-page stories.' In 1989 Nigel was voted 'The
Experts' Expert' by The Observer.
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Tank design bureaus first became involved in the development of very heavy tanks after WWI. In
addition to the militaries of Germany and England, the Soviet Union was also fascinated by these
monsters. Behind it was the concept of transferring the heavy armament of naval warfare to
land warfare. These superheavy vehicles were to move across the land the way battleships
moved on the sea, and were to be capable of simultaneously defeating enemy forces from any
direction. In this follow-up to his highly regarded work on the Panzerkampfwagen "Maus," Michael
Fröhlich turns his attention to the other superheavy Wehrmacht designs, such as the Grille 17,
the Lowe VK 7001, the Raumer S, the Morser Bar, the E-100 (successor to the Maus), and the
1,100-ton Urling armored howitzer. Frohlich comprehensively describes their development,
technology, and testing, and the eventual fate of those vehicles that were built or only projected.
Many rare and never-before-published photographs and drawings of the vehicles complement
this unique work.

AUTHOR:
Michael Frohlich became very interested in history at an early age. After tank driver training in
the East German army, he focused his interest on the history of tanks and armored vehicles. The
allure of the unknown awakened in him the desire to describe in detail rarely known tank projects
to future readers. In his works he places particular emphasis on providing the most details
possible, which are based principally on historical archive material.
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In this vivid first-hand account we gain unique access to the inner workings of Stalin's Central
Women's Sniper School, near Podolsk in Western Russia.

Luliia was a dedicated member of the Komsomol (the Soviet communist youth organisation) and
her parents worked for the NKVD. She started at the sniper school and eventually became a
valued member of her battalion during operations against Prussia.

She persevered through eight months of training before leaving for the Front on 24th November
1944 just days after qualifying. Joining the third Belorussian Front her battalion endured rounds
of German mortar as well as loudspeaker announcements beckoning them to come over to the
German side.

Luliia recounts how they would be in the field for days, regularly facing the enemy in terrifying
one-on-one encounters. She sets down the euphoria of her first hit and starting her "battle
count" but her reflection on how it was also the ending of a life.

These feelings fade as she recounts the barbarous actions of Hitler's Nazi Germany. She recall
how the women were once nearly overrun by Germans at their house when other Red Army
formations had moved off and failed to tell them. She also details a nine-day stand-off they
endured encircled by Germans in Landsberg.

Regularly suffering ill-health she took a shrapnel injury to her knee and had to be operated on
without an anaesthetic. She would eventually see the end of the war in Köngsberg.

Like her famous counterpart Pavlichenko she gained recognition but struggled to come to terms
with war service. Haunted by flashbacks she burned the letters she sent home from the Front.
She later discovered that of the 1885 graduates of her sniper school only 250 had died in war.

In this powerful, first-hand account we come up close to the machinations of the NKVD (the
secret police) as well as the gruelling toll of war and the breathtaking bravery of this female
sniper.

AUTHOR:
Luliia Konstantinovna Zhukova spent her early years in Uralsk but her parents moved from city to
city through their work for the secret police, the NKVD. Despite suffering from ill-health in her
youth she eventually enlisted and trained to be a sniper. After the war she finished her studies at
Moscow University Pedagogical Institute and worked as a Komsomol secretary in Moscow. She
then became a school director of a school and worked for the Communist Party. 
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The Great Boer War (1899 - 1902) – more properly the Great Anglo-Boer War – was one of the
last romantic wars, pitting a sturdy, stubborn pioneer people fighting to establish the
independence of their tiny nation against the British Empire at its peak of power and
self-confidence. It was fought in the barren vastness of the South African veldt, and it produced
in almost equal measure extraordinary feats of personal heroism, unbelievable examples of folly
and stupidity, and many incidents of humor and tragedy. Byron Farwell traces the war’s origins,
the slow mounting of the British efforts to overthrow the Afrikaners, the bungling and bickering of
the British command, the remarkable series of bloody battles that almost consistently ended in
victory for the Boers over the much more numerous British forces, political developments in
London and Pretoria, the sieges of Ladysmith, Mafeking and Kimberley, the concentration camps
into which Boer families were herded and the exhausting guerrilla warfare of the last few years
when the Boer armies were finally driven from the field.

The Great Boer War is a definitive history of a dramatic conflict by a master story teller and
historian. Byron Farwell served as an officer in the North African and Italian campaigns in World
War II and also in the Korean War. He was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of Literature in
1964, and is the author of Queen Victoria's Little Wars, also published by Pen & Sword.

AUTHOR:
Byron Farwell served as an officer in the North African and Italian campaigns in World War II and
also in the Korean War He was elected a Fellow of the Royal Society of Literature in 1964. 
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Long called by some the "Andersonville of the North," the prisoner of war camp in Elmira, New
York, is remembered as the most notorious of all Union-run POW camps. It existed for only a
year - from the summer of 1864 to July 1865 - but in that time, and for long after, it became
darkly emblematic of man's inhumanity to man.

Confederate prisoners called it "Hellmira."

Hastily constructed, poorly planned, and overcrowded, prisoner of war camps North and South
were dumping grounds for the refuse of war. An unfortunate necessity, both sides regarded the
camps as temporary inconveniences - and distractions from the important task of winning the
war. There was no need, they believed, to construct expensive shelters or provide better rations.
They needed only to sustain life long enough for the war to be won. Victory would deliver
prisoners from their conditions.

As a result, conditions in the prisoner of war camps amounted to a great humanitarian crisis, the
extent of which could hardly be understood even after the blood stopped flowing on the
battlefields.

In the years after the war, as Reconstruction became increasingly bitter, the North pointed to
Camp Sumter - better known as the Andersonville POW camp in Americus, Georgia - as evidence
of the cruelty and barbarity of the Confederacy. The South, in turn, cited the camp in Elmira as a
place where Union authorities withheld adequate food and shelter and purposefully caused
thousands to suffer in the bitter cold. This finger-pointing by both sides would go on for over a
century.

And as it did, the legend of Hellmira grew.

In Hellmira: The Union's Most Infamous POW Camp of the Civil War, Derek Maxfield
contextualises the rise of prison camps during the Civil War, explores the failed exchange of
prisoners, and tells the tale of the creation and evolution of the prison camp in Elmira. In the
end, Maxfield suggests that it is time to move on from the blame game and see prisoner of war
camps - North and South - as a great humanitarian failure.
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Edinburgh is forever bound to The Royal Scots, the oldest in the British Army and now part of
The Royal Regiment of Scotland. For a period in the early twentieth century, it also had a
Highland battalion, the kilted 9th Royal Scots, which became affectionately known as the Dandy
Ninth. The battalion was formed in the aftermath of the Boer War's Black Week. It sent
volunteers to South Africa and established itself as Edinburgh's kilted battalion, part of the
Territorial Force of part-time soldiers. Mobilised in 1914 as part of the Lothian Brigade, they
defended Edinburgh and environs from the threat of invasion, and constructed part of the
landward defences around Liberton Tower. They were part-time soldiers and new recruits, drawn
from the breadth of society but with a strong representation of lawyers and included a number of
Scotland rugby players and artists, such as the Scottish Colourist F.C.B. Cadell, and William
Geissler of the Edinburgh School. A remarkably high proportion of the battalion received
commissions and served in many branches of the armed forces, and in many theatres. In the
Great War they mobilised to France and Flanders and served in many of the major actions: in
Ypres in both the Sedon and Third (Passchendaele) Battles of Ypres as well as in the Battle of the
Lys in 1918; on the Somme 1916 at High Wood and the Ancre (Beaumont Hamel), at Arras 1917
(Vimy Ridge); at Cambrai 1917 (Fontaine); and during the 1918 German Spring Offensive at St
Quentin and at the Battle of Soissonais-Ourcq. They were with the 15th (Scottish) Division in the
Advance to Victory. Some 6,000 men passed through the ranks of the Dandy Ninth and over a
thousand never returned.

AUTHOR:
Neill Gilhooley was born in Edinburgh. He worked overseas as a project engineer in the oil and
gas industries and now lives in Nottingham with his wife and two children. His interest in the 9th
Royal Scots was aroused by his grandmother's stories of her father's service in the battalion,
including a vivid memory of him coming home on leave and running the naked flame of a candle
up the pleats of his kilt to rid it of lice and their eggs. He has compiled a half million word index
of the personnel of the battalion. 
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During the Second World War, French wine was hardly a trivial product. Indeed, following the Fall
of France, it proved to be one of the most valuable French commodities in the eyes of the Nazi
leaders. In 1940, 'Weinf hrer' (official delegates and wine experts appointed by Berlin), were sent
to all the wine regions of France to coordinate the most intense looting that the country had ever
seen. Alongside the very ambiguous relationship of the Vichy Regime and the collaboration of
many French professionals with the occupiers, this immense programme of wine collection was a
drama that many would prefer to forget. Now, more than seventy years after the end of the
conflict, the time has come to tell the story of what really happened. Following a meticulous
investigation and relying exclusively on previously unpublished sources, Christophe Lucand reveals
the history of the world of French wine that was subjected to the tests of war, occupation and of
all the compromises this entails.

AUTHOR:
A specialist in the worlds of vine and wine, Christophe Lucand is an associate professor and
doctor of history. He is a lecturer at the research university Sciences Po, in Paris, and the
University Institute of Vine and Wine (Jules Guyot Institute), in Dijon. He is also a member of the
UNESCO 'Culture & Traditions of Wine' at the University of Burgundy Franche-Comte. 
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A lifesaving gas mask. A ration book, essential for the supply of food. A shelter stove that kept a
family warm whilst they huddled in their Anderson shelter. A leaflet dropped by the Luftwaffe
that was designed to intimidate Britain's populace during the threat of invasion. A civilian identity
card over-stamped with the swastika eagle from the occupied Channel Islands. A rare, previously
unpublished, snapshot of legendary American bandleader Glenn Miller playing at a UK air base. A
twisted remnant of German V2 rocket that went to space and back before exploding over
London, the result of equally twisted military science. Colourful flag bunting that saw the VE
celebrations in 1945: All disparate objects that together tell the moving and important story of
Britain's Home Front during the Second World War. The ordinary objects featured in this book,
whether those produced in their millions to the far from ordinary or unique, all portray and exude
the highs and lows of the British people during six years of war. From the deprivations of
rationing and the bombing of the Blitz, to the cheery songs, elegant fashions and Dig For Victory'
spirit, are all captured in colour. The phrase If only this could talk ' is often heard: in this book,
the objects almost can. All the objects have a general contextual background history and any
specific known associated story is also included, all in a clear form, with cross-references to
related subjects. Packed with colour and archive photos, facts, figures, dates and statistics for
easy reference, The Home Front 1939-1945 in 100 Objects is the perfect book for students,
historians, collectors and general readers, enabling a clear understanding of one of Britain's most
important historical periods.

AUTHOR:
Born in North London in 1973, AUSTIN J. RUDDY was educated at Highgate School and the
University of Leicester, where he attained his degree in Archaeology. He has studied and
collected the social and military history of the Second World War, particularly the British Home
Front, for most of his life. Austin has featured on television and radio discussing wartime history.
Austin worked at the Leicester Mercury newspaper for twenty years, where he was editor of the
popular Mr Leicester' daily local history page. He currently works in Leicestershire as a freelance
researcher and writer. 
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After the end of the Second World War, Bulgaria fell in total dependency upon the Soviet Union
as a direct result of the 1944 Yalta agreement on the 'spheres of influence' division of Europe.
The Bulgarian Air Force was radically reformed in the Soviet style and rapidly re-equipped with
huge numbers of front-line aircraft. The strengthening of the Bulgarian air arm became a high
priority as the Cold War in the Balkans gathered speed, and small incidents near the southern
and western borders of the country began to occur with increasing frequency. The extensive
'Sovietisation' of the Bulgarian air arm led to the eventual change of its official title in late 1949,
becoming identical to its Soviet counterpart, the Voennovazdushni Sily (VVS), featuring a
structure identical to that of a Soviet front-line air army. In April 1951, the Bulgarian Air Force
entered the jet era with the delivery of the first batch of Yak-23 fighters, followed not after long
by the MiG-15. The hot period of the Cold War in the early and mid-1950s saw frequent night
overflights by US aircraft ferrying CIA teams to be delivered by parachute to Bulgarian territory,
and often to Romania and the southern parts of the Soviet Union. This tense situation required a
constant high alert state, but the Bulgarian jet fighters and anti-aircraft artillery proved largely
unsuccessful in countering the night intrusions. They were more successful, however, in
countering the flights of high-altitude balloons with photo reconnaissance equipment launched by
the US intelligence in an effort to gather information on the countries behind the Iron Curtain.
The only occasion of a foreign aircraft being shot down was El Al Flight 402, a Super Constellation
on a regular passenger flight between London to Tel Aviv via Vienna and Istanbul. The ill-fated
airliner, known as one of the greatest victims of the Cold War tensions, nervousness and distrust,
was attacked by Bulgarian MiG-15 fighters on 27 June 1955 after it erroneously strayed off
course into Bulgarian territory, killing all 58 people onboard. The formation of the Soviet
Union-dominated Warsaw Pact Treaty Organisation on May 14, 1956 heralded the beginning of a
new era in the VVS' development. As one of the most enthusiastic Warsaw Pact members,
Bulgaria was readily supplied with huge numbers of combat jets, anti-aircraft artillery,
surface-to-air missile systems and early warning radars in an effort to boost up the pact's
southern flank defence.

AUTHOR:
Alexander Mladenov is an aviation & defence author, journalist and photographer, based in Sofia,
Bulgaria. He is also the author of a series of books on Soviet/Russian modern military aircraft
and this is his second book for Helion. Evgeni Andonov is an aviation journalist and historian,
based in Sofia, Bulgaria, with special interests in the research into little-known moments of the
history of the Bulgarian Air Force. This is his first book for Helion. 
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This is a true story of a force of licensed to kill" secret agents, commanded by a real war time
secret service chief code names M, with whom Ian Fleming worked, and upon whom his James
Bond stories were based. Brigadier Colin Gubbins was M, the Special Operations Executive was
his Secret Service, Professor Dudley Newitt was Q and Captain Gus March-Phillips commanded
Maid of Honor Force", the team of James Bonds" who, in a daring operation, sailed a Q ship to
West Africa and stole three enemy ships from a neutral Spanish port on the volcanic island of
Fernando Po. Ian Fleming worked closely with M to oil the wheels that made the operation
possible, and prepared the cover story, in which the British Government lied in order to conceal
British responsibility for the raid. M's agents prepared the ground on Fernando Po, even
enmeshing the Governor in a honey trap. March-Phillips and his team carried out the raid
successfully in January 1942, despite much opposition from the local regular Army and Navy
commanders, and in the face of overwhelming odds. Foreign Secretary Anthony Eden told
Fleming's lies on the international stage, denying any British complicity in the operation. As a
result, a secrecy embargo enveloped Operation POSTMASTER until recently. The author, an
experienced criminal QC, proves beyond doubt that this thrilling operation, and the men who
carried it out, were the inspiration for Fleming's James Bond.

AUTHOR:
Brian Lett QC has four successful books in print with Pen and Sword: SAS Operations in Italy, Ian
Fleming and Operation POSTMASTER, Small Scale Raiding Force and An Italian Imprisonment
The Extraordinary Story of Campo 21, 1941-1945. A practising lawyer, he lives in Somerset and
has a house in Tuscany.
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Irish troops had fought for Louis XIV in the 1670s, under Irish officers who had little choice but to
fight in foreign service, with the blessing of Charles II. With the accession of James II, and the
religious politics of who might earn the English crown, they became embroiled in the Jacobite
succession crisis, fighting in Ireland, then sent to France under Lord Mountcashel in 1689. With
the fall of Limerick in 1691, Patrick Sarsfield led the second 'flight' of 'Wild Geese' to the
continent, to fight in a war for the French, against the Grand Alliance of Europe, in the vain hope
that their loyalty might warrant French support in a return to Ireland under a Jacobite king. From
the Nine Years War, through the War of the Spanish Succession, and beyond, their descendents
would be present at Fontenoy, Culloden and in the Americas, forever destined to fight for a
cause and land which had changed beyond recognition. D.P.Graham explains the origins of the
brigade and its regiments, the personalities who led them and formed their reputation, and the
circumstances of their final dissolution in the aftermath of French Revolution.

AUTHOR:
D.P. Graham has an MA in History and is working toward a PhD. He has lectured on various
aspects of Irish military history, and lives in Co. Antrim. He is the author of Enniskillen and The
Battle of Newtownbutler, 1689; Brothers in Arms, The Hamiltons in Ireland, England and France,
1610-1719; and Lord Mountcashel: Irish Jacobite General. 
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The goal of this publication is to present comprehensively both the hull construction, propulsion,
and weaponry as well as the course of action and fate during the Second World War of Italian
warships of the Vittorio Veneto type to the readers. However, since the decisions about their
construction were made due to the sometimes complicated political and military situation in the
world in the inter-war period, the genesis and gateway leading to the construction and equipment
of the Italian warships were also presented. These ships were the most modern and in many
ways even the best representatives of their class on the day of the outbreak of the Second World
War. Although the Italian war fleet could not pride itself on successes during the fighting in
1940-1943, nonetheless the history of World War II in the region of the Mediterranean sea is
undoubtedly worth knowing.

110 archival photographs, 86 colour profiles, 64 drawings
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"Johnsonville" doesn't mean much to most students of the Civil War. Yet, its contribution to the
Union victory in the Western Theater is difficult to overstate, and its history is complex,
fascinating, and heretofore mostly untold. Johnsonville: Union Supply Operations on the
Tennessee River and the Battle of Johnsonville, November 4-5, 1864, by Jerry T. Wooten
remedies that oversight with the first full-length treatment of this subject.

Wooten, a former Park Manager at Johnsonville State Historic Park, unearthed a wealth of new
material that sheds light on the creation and strategic role of the Union supply depot, the use of
railroads and logistics, and its defense by U. S. Colored Troops. His study covers the emergence
of a civilian town around the depot, and the roll all of this played in making possible the Union
victories with which we are all familiar.

This sterling monograph also includes the best and most detailed account of the Battle of
Johnsonville. The fighting took place on the heels of one of the most audacious campaigns of the
war, when Confederate Gen. Nathan Bedford Forrest led his cavalry through western Tennessee
on a 23-day raid. On November 4-5, 1864, Forrest's troopers attacked the depot and shelled the
city, destroying tons of invaluable supplies. The complex land-water operation nearly wiped out
the Johnsonville supply depot, severely disrupted Gen. George Thomas's army in Nashville, and
impeded his operations against John Bell Hood's Confederate army.

Prior works on Johnsonville focus on Forrest's operations, but Wooten's deep original archival
research peels back the decades to reveal significantly more on that battle as well as what life
was like in and around the area for both military men and civilians. Civil War students thirst for
original deeply researched studies on fresh topics. And that is exactly what Johnsonville: Union
Supply Operations on the Tennessee River and the Battle of Johnsonville, November 4-5, 1864
provides them.
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In the South of France, the most memorable event of the Second World War was the sea and
airborne invasion of 15 August 1944. Perhaps because it went relatively smoothly, this Second
D-Day was soon relegated to the back pages of history. Operation Dragoon and the liberation is
however only a small part of the story. The arrival of the Allies was preceded by years of
suffering and sacrifice under Hitlero-Vichyssois oppression. Proven ale people still struggle to
come to terms with the painful past of split-allegiances and empty stomachs which epitomize les
annees noirs (the dark years). Deportations, requisitions, forced labour, and hunger provoked
some level of resistance by a courageous minority. Many actively colluded with the enemy, but
most just waited for better days. By sea and air, Allied agents and Special Forces were infiltrated
to fan the flames, but wherever the Resistance rose up prematurely, the reprisals from the Nazis
and their auxiliaries were ferocious. In every corner of Provence, the mindful traveller will come
across words, chipped into stone, which exhort: Passant, souviens-toi (passer-by, remember). It
is hard to imagine that such cruelty could have existed here less than one generation ago. These
places of memory tell a story of duplicity, defiance, and ultimately, deliverance. Whether the
stuff of legends, or the everyday experiences of lesser mortals, humanity is used to explain the
Franco-American experience of wartime Provence, as seen through an Anglo-Saxon prism.

AUTHOR:
Schooled at St John's College, Johannesburg, James Bourhill holds a doctorate in history from the
University of Pretoria. He did his national service in a mounted infantry unit and began his
tertiary education at Cedara College of Agriculture, after which he went farming in Rhodesia and
America. James is the author of Come back to Portofino - Through Italy with the 6th South
African Armoured Division (2011); Deveron to Devastation: Brother officers of the 7th Royal
Inniskilling Fusiliers (2014) and Return to Morogoro: With the South African Horse through East
Africa to France and Flanders (2015). He divides his time between his farm in South Africa and
his second home in the village of Plan de la Tour in the South of France. 
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'Reveals the full horror of a warped version of Bushido. It is not a pleasant read, but a necessary
one.' - Russ Lockwood, Magweb

The war crimes trials at Nuremberg and Tokyo meted out the Allies' official justice; Lord Russell
of Liverpool's sensational bestselling books on the Axis' war crimes decided the public's opinion.
'The Knights of Bushido', Russell's shocking account of Japanese brutality in the Pacific in World
War II, describes how the noble founding principles of the Empire of Japan were perverted by
the military into a systematic campaign of torture, murder, starvation, rape and destruction. 

Notorious incidents like the Nanking Massacre and the Bataan Death March emerge as merely
part of a pattern of human rights abuses. Undoubtedly formidable soldiers, the Japanese were
terrible conquerors. Their conduct in the Pacific is a harrowing example of the doctrine of mutual
destruction carried to the extreme, and begs the question of what is acceptable – and
unacceptable – in total war.

AUTHOR:
Lord Russell of Liverpool served in World War I and II and acted as Deputy Judge Advocate
General for the British Army of the Rhine, giving legal advice on the prosecution of war criminals.
He also wrote The Scourge of the Swastika. 
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An account of the long and bloody fight that decided the fate of the Philippines in World War II.

When General Douglas MacArthur arrived in Australia in March 1942, having successfully left the
Philippines to organize a new American army, he vowed, "I shall return!" More than two years
later he did return, at the head of a large U.S. army to retake the Philippines from the Japanese.
The place of his re-invasion was the central Philippine Island of Leyte. Much has been written
about the naval battle of Leyte Gulf that his return provoked, but almost nothing has been
written about the three-month long battle to seize Leyte itself.

Originally intending to delay the advancing Americans, the Japanese high command decided to
make Leyte the "Decisive Battle" for the western Pacific and rushed crack Imperial Army units
from Manchuria, Korea, and Japan itself to halt and then overwhelm the Americans on Leyte. As
were most battles in the Pacific, it was a long, bloody, and brutal fight. As did the Japanese, the
Americans were forced to rush in reinforcements to compensate for the rapid increase in
Japanese forces on Leyte.

This unique battle also saw a major Japanese counterattack - not a banzai charge, but a carefully
thought-out counteroffensive designed to push the Americans off the island and capture the
elusive General MacArthur. Both American and Japanese battalions spent days surrounded by the
enemy, often until relieved or overwhelmed. Under General Yamashita's guidance it also saw a
rare deployment of Japanese paratroopers in conjunction with the ground assault offensive.

Finally there were more naval and air battles, all designed to protect or cover landing operations
of friendly forces. Leyte was a three-dimensional battle, fought with the best both sides had to
offer, and did indeed decide the fate of the Philippines in World War II.

AUTHOR:
Nathan N. Prefer is retired with graduate degrees in Military History. His life-long study of the
Second World War has resulted in three prior military studies including MacArthur's New Guinea
Campaign, March-August 1944; Patton's Ghost Corps, Cracking the Siegfried Line and Vinegar
Joe's War, Stilwell's Campaigns in Burma. He resides in Fort Myers, Florida.
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This is an unrivalled account of one man's service in the elite Waffen-SS Liebstandarte division,
principally on the Eastern Front. The author, an 18-year old Belgian, was blackmailed into
volunteering for the Waffen-SS in 1941 to save his mother from a concentration camp. After
enduring the MG harsh training with the Leibstandarte SS Adolf Hitler (considered by some to be
a worse experience than the fighting front), Maeger went on to be selected as a frontline driver
in Russia. He saw combat at Kharkov and at the legendary battle of Kursk. In 1944 he was
transferred out for training as an SS paramedic, but after two months was sent against his will
for SS-officer training. Overheard making a defeatist remark, he was sent to the notorious SS
penal division Dirlewanger on the Oder front, where he survived the horror of the Halbe pocket.
On 1 May 1945 he was captured by the Russians near the Elbe. He served at the prison camp
infirmary as a volunteer which won him the admiration of the Russian female doctor and with her
help he gained his early release the same year.

AUTHOR:
Herbert Maeger was born at Hergenrath/Eupen in Belgium on 10 November 1922. After release
from Soviet captivity in late 1945 he settled in West Germany in the Rheydt area and began
pre-clinical training. He obtained German citizenship on 21 June 1971. He was unable to return to
Belgium for decades after the war, having been sentenced to life imprisonment in his absence by
a military tribunal at Verviers on 19 February 1947 for having borne arms against Belgium's allies
in particular as a member of the Waffen-SS. 
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Since its introduction in 1981, at the height of the Cold War, the Abrams main battle tank has
been one of the most visible and iconic symbols of American military power, and it is the
fascinating subject of this heavily illustrated historical and modelling guide in the TankCraft series
by David Grummitt. Designed to meet head-on the massed tank forces of the Warsaw Pact, its
combat debut in fact came in a different scenario in 1991 during the First Gulf War. Since then it
has served in the peace-keeping role in the former Yugoslavia and seen combat in Iraq,
Afghanistan and Yemen. It has gone through a series of modifications and modernizations that
see it set to remain the backbone of the US Army until at least 2050. As well as charting the
development and combat history of the vehicle, the book is illustrated throughout with colour
photos and specially commissioned colour profiles. Five different models, covering the service
history of the Abrams, are featured, as is modeller's guide to the existing kits and accessories in
the all the popular scales.

AUTHOR:
David Grummitt is editor of Military Modelcraft International with more than a decade of building
models and writing articles for publication. As well as being editor of MMI since 2009, he is a
professional historian who has written several books on fifteenth- and sixteenth-century military
and political history.

200 colour illustrations
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Gen. George S. Patton called it "the greatest battle implement ever devised." The legendary
.30-caliber M1 Garand semiautomatic rifle was the standard US service rifle in WWII and Korea.
More than five million were made in American factories between 1937 and the end of 1945. It
was also used by over 50 countries worldwide and saw combat into the 1970s. Today it is the
weapon used by the US Marine Corps Silent Drill Platoon in its precision exhibitions. Its design,
construction, and variants, as well as its famed use during WWII in all war theaters, are shown in
superb period photography and clear, up-close colour images. Accessories such as magazines,
ammunition, belts, bandoleers, and cleaning kits are featured throughout the book, as well as
rarely seen WWII-related uniform and equipment items.
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The M24 Chaffee was the finest light tank developed by the US during WWII. This tank was
developed by Cadillac, which, along with farm equipment manufacturer Massey-Harris, produced
the vehicles. These tanks were used by the US during WWII and Korea and, during the
post-WWII era, were supplied to numerous allied nations. This book chronicles the development
and use of the vehicle from concept to combat. Through dozens of archival photos, many never
before published, as well as detailed photographs of some of the finest existent examples of
these vehicles, this iconic tank hunter is explored and its history is explained.

AUTHOR:
Author of more than 100 books, David Doyle maritime books are noted for their thorough
coverage of historic vessels and his celebrated ability to locate scarce vintage imagery.
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109s! Two, head-on views diving from my left, blinking with light. Curling blue tracers strand
about me as I turn towards them. A third got my sight on him for an instant before he went
under my nose. My helmets too big for me. Turn pressure pulls it over my eyes. Can't see.
Stupid. Push it up and straighten out: that's better. Two more 109s, from the right this time.
Turn in towards them. Can't turn sharply enough. Damn the helmet! Another 109 below me.
Drop on to his tail. I'll get him all right. My aircraft shudders and shudders and shudders and
shudders as I pour bullets and shells into it. It bursts with black smoke and topples over
sideways.' Malta Spitfire Pilot is the journal of Flight Lieutenant Denis Barnham. Having joined the
RAF at the outbreak of war, Denis grew from an inexperienced young pilot into a battle-hardened
Spitfire ace - most of which occurred in the 200 gruelling operational hours that followed his
arrival on the embattled island of Malta, in a period of just ten weeks in the spring and summer
of 1942. Malta was of great strategic importance to the Allies and was pivotal to their success in
North Africa as it provided the perfect launching pad for aircraft to attack Axis supply ships in the
Mediterranean. As a direct result, the island, in turn, suffered intensive aerial bombardment by
the Luftwaffe and Regia Aeronautica. This memoir was written by the author as he and his fellow
pilots battled against terrible odds and under constant attack. It is one man's dramatic and
moving account of the air battle to save Malta.

AUTHOR:
Born Feltham, Middlesex in 1920, DENIS BARNHAM came from a West London farming family. He
joined the RAF at the start of the Second World War, being trained in Rhodesia. Having retuned
to the UK, he was posted to 65 and then 609 Squadron, achieving his first victory with the latter
in late 1941. In April 1942 he was posted to 601 Squadron, with which he headed to Malta. On
the island he claimed 4 more kills. In 1945 Barnham resumed his life as an artist and from 1950
to 1970 he ran the Art Department at Epsom College in Surrey. He died in Salisbury at the young
age of 61. 
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The strategic importance of Malta sitting astride both the Axis and Allied supply routes in the
Mediterranean was obvious to both sides during WW2. As a result the Island became the focal
point in a prolonged and dreadful struggle that cost the lives of thousands of servicemen and
civilians. After setting the scene for the action, this book tells the story of the Island's stand
against the might of the Axis powers that led to the unprecedented award of the George Cross to
the whole by King George VI. It not only covers the struggle by the British and Maltese forces on
the ground but the vicious fighting in the skies above. At one point the Island's only aircraft were
the three antiquated Gloster Gladiators, nicknamed Faith, Hope and Charity. Then of course there
was the naval effort to run convoys through with essential supplies not just of war material and
oil but food for the starving population. The losses endured were appalling but repeated attempts
to run the gauntlet had to be made. This was indeed a great siege involving every man and
women on the Island. David Wragg tells the story using many first hand accounts and yet skilfully
explains the strategic situation. The result is an inspiring book worthy of the courage shown by
the Islanders and their defenders.

AUTHOR:
Born into a naval family in 1946 David Wragg was educated in England and Malta. He has worked
in journalism and PR , writing for The Sunday Telegraph and Spectator and Scotsman. Retired as
head of Corporate Communications with the RBS to become a consultant and author. Has
published with Harper Collins, Weidenfeld and Nicolson, Suttons, Hale, and others. Lives in
Edinburgh. 
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The Second World War forever altered the complexion of the British Empire. From Cyprus to
Malaya, from Borneo to Suez, the dominoes began to fall within a decade of peace in Europe.
Africa in the late 1940s and 1950s was energised by the grant of independence to India, and the
emergence of a credible indigenous intellectual and political caste that was poised to inherit
control from the waning European imperial powers. The British on the whole managed to
disengage from Africa with a minimum of ill feeling and violence, conceding power in the Gold
Coast, Nigeria and Sierra Leone under an orderly constitutional process, and engaging only in the
suppression of civil disturbances in Nyasaland and Northern Rhodesia as the practicalities of a
political handover were negotiated.

In Kenya, however, matters were different. A vociferous local settler lobby had accrued
significant economic and political authority under a local legislature, coupled with the fact that
much familial pressure could be brought to bear in Whitehall by British settlers of wealth and
influence, most of whom were utterly irreconciled to the notion of any kind of political handover.
Mau Mau was less than a liberation movement, but much more than a mere civil disturbance. Its
historic importance is based primarily on the fact that the Mau Mau campaign was one of the first
violent confrontations in sub-Saharan Africa to take place over the question of the
self-determination of the masses. It also epitomized the quandary suffered by the white settler
communities of Africa who had been promised utopia in an earlier century, only to be confronted
in a post-war world by the completely unexpected reality of black political aspiration.

This book journeys through the birth of British East Africa as a settled territory of the Empire,
and the inevitable politics of confrontation that emerged from the unequal distribution of
resources and power. It covers the emergence and growth of Mau Mau, and the strategies
applied by the British to confront and nullify what was in reality a tactically inexpert, but
nonetheless powerfully symbolic black expression of political violence. That Mau Mau set the tone
for Kenyan independence somewhat blurred the clean line of victory and defeat. The revolt was
suppressed and peace restored, but events in the colony were nevertheless swept along by the
greater movement of Africa toward independences, resulting in the eventual establishment of
majority rule in Kenya in 1964.
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M3 General Lee – an American medium tank from World War II era, also used by the British
army. In the US, known as Lee, in the United Kingdom as Grant. M3 tank was created as a result
of the need to replace the obsolete M2 tank, which did not match the WWII battlefield. The serial
production began in August 1941. The M3 tank had many components from the M2 light tank,
including chassis, Wright R975 EC2 star engine and the shape of the combat compartment.

drawing sheets, colour profiles
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Michael Mallett's classic study of Renaissance warfare in Italy is as relevant today as it was when
it was first published a generation ago. His lucid account of the age of the condottieri - the
mercenary captains of fortune - and of the soldiers who fought under them is set in the wider
context of the Italian society of the time and of the warring city-states who employed them. A
fascinating picture emerges of the mercenaries themselves, of their commanders and their
campaigns, but also of the way in which war was organized and practised in the Renaissance
world. The book concentrates on the fifteenth century, a confused period of turbulence and
transition when standing armies were formed in Italy and more modern types of military
organisation took hold across Europe. But it also looks back to the middle ages and the
fourteenth century, and forward to the Italian wars of the sixteenth century when foreign armies
disputed the European balance of power on Italian soil. Michael Mallett's pioneering study, which
embodies much scholarly research into this neglected, often misunderstood subject, is essential
reading for any one who is keen to understand the history of warfare in the late medieval period
and the Renaissance.

AUTHOR:
The late Michael Mallett was professor of history at the University of Warwick. He is best known
for his outstanding books on Renaissance Italy, in particular The Florentine Galleys in the
Fifteenth Century and The Borgias. 
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The Bf 109 E "Emil" entered service in 1938. The aircraft's DB 601 engine transformed its
performance, making the Messerschmitt fighter one of the most capable anywhere in the world
at the time. After seeing action late in the Spanish Civil War, the Emil was Germany's premier
fighter aircraft during the early years of World War II, seeing action over Poland, France and the
Low Countries, Great Britain, the Balkans, and North Africa. By the time of "Operation
Barbarossa" in June 1941, the Emil had been largely replaced as the Luftwaffe's main fighter
aircraft by the new Bf 109 F; however, it continued in service in the fighter-bomber,
reconnaissance, and fighter-training roles. The Bf 109 E was flown by all of Germany's famed
early-war fighter aces, men such as Adolf Galland, Werner Molders, Helmut Wick, Wilhelm
Balthasar, Walther Oesau, and countless others.

AUTHOR:
Retired after 37 years as an air traffic controller, David Johnston has been active in aviation
research, especially concerning Canadian and German subjects, for more than three decades. He
studied history and German at the University of Alberta and Mount Allison University in Sackville,
New Brunswick. This is his second book.
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101 carefully selected artifacts tell a story of 6,000 years of warfare from the early days to
present-day conflicts.

Artifacts are tangible objects to our past with each of them telling its own story. What can we
learn from cartridges found at the Battle of Waterloo where Napoleon's Imperial Guard made its
last stand? I how far did the invention of the ram change naval warfare in antiquity? Why did
early guns end the era of medieval knights and their shining armour? 101 carefully selected
artifacts tell a story of 6,000 years of warfare from the early days to present-day conflicts. Each
object will be explained by historians, curators, and even visitors admiring these objects in
various museums, thus giving the objects a personal dimension.

AUTHOR:
Born in Germany in 1976, Ingo Bauernfeind studied military and naval history, visual
communication, and documentary film at Hawaii Pacific University, Honolulu. In Pearl Harbor,
Hawaii, Ingo initiated and completed various museum projects in cooperation with the USS
Arizona Memorial’s historian, Mr. Daniel A. Martinez, as well as the USS Missouri and the U.S.
Navy. Over the years, Ingo has completed 30 books about naval, military, and aviation history
and either directed or co-produced award-winning documentaries in cooperation with German
and American TV networks. This includes various films about the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor
(First Shot & Killer Subs in Pearl Harbor) and the Pacific War. In addition, Ingo has been
producing interactive museum guides for history and naval museums in Pearl Harbor and in
Germany.
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Israel Aircraft Industries manufactured 51 single and ten two-seater Mirage 5s, the IDFAF named
them Nesher; after an outstanding performance in the Yom Kippur War, most were sold to
Argentina late 70s. By the beginning of the decade, the Argentina Air Force was in the process of
modernizing its fleet of combat aircraft. While that stage had begun some years earlier with the
introduction of the first batch of Douglas A-4P Skyhawk, it began with the incorporation of the
BAC Canberra (intended to replace veteran Avro Lincoln and Lancaster killed in 1967) bombers
and the signing of the contract for the first supersonic jet FAA: the Mirage III.

220 archival photos, 10 colour profiles
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Abraham Lincoln knew if the Union could cut off shipping to and from New Orleans, the largest
exporting port in the world, and control the Mississippi River, it would be a mortal blow to the
Confederate economy. Union military leaders devised a secret plan to attack the city from the
Gulf of Mexico with a formidable naval flotilla under one commander, David G. Farragut, a native
New Orleanian.

Jefferson Davis also understood the city's importance - but he and his military leaders remained
steadfastly undecided about where the threat to the city lay, sending troops to Tennessee rather
than addressing the Union forces amassing in the Gulf. In the city, Confederate General Mansfield
Lovell, a new commander, was thrust into the middle and poised to become a scapegoat. He was
hamstrung by conflicting orders from Richmond and lacked both proper seagoing reconnaissance
and the unity of command.

In the spring of 1862, when a furious naval battle began downriver from the city at Forts Jackson
and St. Philip, the joyous celebrations of Mardi Gras turned into the Easter season of dread as
the sound of the distant bombardment reached New Orleans, portending an ominous outcome.

History has not devoted a great deal of attention to the fall of New Orleans, a Civil War drama
that was an early harbinger of the dark days to come for the Confederacy. In A Mortal Blow to
the Confederacy: The Fall of New Orleans, 1862, historian Mark F. Bielski tells of the leaders and
men who fought for control of New Orleans, the largest city in the South, the key to the
Mississippi, and the commercial gateway for the Confederacy.

AUTHOR:
Mark F. Bielski is an historian and author and the director at Stephen Ambrose Historical Tours.
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Never Retire is the powerful story of the men who joined the 6th Royal Irish Rifles in August
1914 to fight against Germany and, instead, found themselves fighting the armies of the
Ottoman Empire at Gallipoli almost exactly a year. They were part of Ireland's first 'New Army',
serving in 29 Brigade of the 10th (Irish) Division, which contained volunteers from every class,
creed and cultural background; men with considerable soldiering experience - and none. Yet,
unlike the 16th (Irish) or 36th (Ulster) Divisions, this diversity added to the Division's reputation
of being a largely `non-political' and 'cross-community' formation. As the other Divisions fought
on the Western Front, the Tenth's deeds were largely forgotten. Yet, it was an unique Irish
Division and the 6th Royal Irish Rifles were unique within it. It was the only service battalion
present in the 10th (Irish) from its parent Regiment and the only Royal Irish Rifles battalion to
fight alongside the ANZACS at Gallipoli. The 6th Rifles also held the dubious honour of having one
of the highest Gallipoli casualty rates of the Division. 

Using new evidence and carefully researched original sources, Never Retire examines the
backgrounds of the men of the 6th Rifles and follows their lives as they enlist, undergo training
and then depart for the Dardanelles. It reconstructs the events leading up to early August 1915,
when the 6th Rifles landed at Anzac Cove and then fought in the desperate battle to take Sari
Bair ridge. It recounts their experiences of life and death during their brief time on the peninsula
and chronicles how a battalion, 23 officers and 743 men strong, was left with around 270 men all
ranks by the end of the month. 

This is the first book to critically examine the wartime experience of an early 10th (Irish) Division
battalion, in not only painstaking detail but also great sympathy. This is the story of just one
harrowing year of the Great War and how nearly a thousand men fought, died, or survived their
experience. This is the Gallipoli story of the 6th Royal Irish Rifles - a 'lost' battalion in a 'lost'
Division; the story of the men who vowed they would "Never Retire".
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Featuring 1,000 unpublished photographs, this is the first book about the 4,500 Norwegian
volunteers in the Waffen SS. Written by Geir Brenden and Tommy Natedal - who has researched
the Norwegian volunteers since the 1980s - the book is based on Geir and Tommy's large photo
archive and covers the various fronts where most Norwegian volunteers fought: the Caucasus,
Leningrad and Karelia. Also covered in detail are the formations in which the Norwegian
volunteers fought: Division Wiking, Freiw. Legion Norwegen, 1, 2 and 3 Police Company, The
Norwegian Ski Company, Skijegerbataljonen and Regiment Norge.

1,100 colour and b/w photographs
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The Great War produced many innovations, in particular the spectacular development by the
British and French armies of motor transport. The age-old problem of moving soldiers and their
supplies was no different in 1914 than it had been some 2,400 years ago, when the great
Chinese military thinker Sun Tzu informed his readers that the further an army marched into
enemy territory, the more the cost of transport increased, even to the point that more supplies
were consumed by the transportation of men and their horses than was delivered to the troops.
Using many previously unpublished illustrations, including artists' impressions, this book tells the
story of the men and women who made motor transport [MT] work for the victorious British
Army on the Western Front, so that in 1918, the humble lorry did indeed help propel the British
Army forward On the Road to Victory'.

AUTHOR:
Born in Birmingham; Michael's favourite subject has always been history and in particular, that of
the Great War. An MA in British First World War studies at University of Birmingham gifted
Michael a chance to expand his knowledge of early motor transport. Added to which, he had had
historically priceless conversations with men who had driven such vehicles in the early 1920s. This
work is Michael's attempt to pass on that largely forgotten, but important story. 

100 b/w illustrations
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The Battle of Quatre Bras was critical to the outcome of the Waterloo campaign to the victory of
the allied armies of Wellington and Blcher, the defeat of the French and the fall of Napoleon. But
it has been overshadowed by the two larger-scale engagements at Ligny and at Waterloo itself.
And too often the clash at Quatre Bras has been seen mainly through the eyes of the British and
their allies the viewpoint of the French has been neglected. It is this weakness in the history of
the battle that Andrew Field focuses on in this original and highly readable new study. Drawing on
French eyewitness recollections and later commentary, he reconstructs the French experience of
the battle and the French interpretation of it. He quotes extensively, and subjects to critical
analysis, the conflicting accounts written by Napoleon and his subordinates as they sought justify
their decisions and actions at this pivotal moment in the campaign.

AUTHOR:
Andrew Field MBE is a former British army officer whose travels around the world have given him
a unique opportunity to explore battlefields from ancient history to present times. He has always
harboured a special fascination for the Napoleonic Wars. In particular he has reassessed
Napoleon's campaigns in 1814 and 1815, and has carried out extensive research into Wellington's
battles in the Peninsula. He has published articles on these topics and two notable books:
Talavera: Wellington's First Victory in Spain and Waterloo: The French Perspective. 

16 colour and 16 b/w illustrations
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Diaries, memoirs, and letters by officers of the Napoleonic era abound, but there are few
reminiscences by common foot soldiers. This extraordinarily vivid and entirely authentic report by
British rifleman Benjamin Harris offers rare glimpses of life among the enlisted men. Harris's
personal anecdotes, brimming with ready wit and memorable descriptions, tell of military life
from the bottom up: the soldiers' camaraderie amid physical hardships and inadequate supplies
and equipment, their endemic drunkenness and frequent hunger, the terrible punishments meted
out for even small infractions, and the narrow margin between death and survival.

In the mid-1830s, Harris was working as a London cobbler when he met a former British Army
officer who asked him to recount his wartime experiences. A natural storyteller with a
remarkable tale to tell, Harris recalled his years of active service, which began in 1803 when he
joined the 95th Regiment of Foot in Ireland and were followed by campaigns from 1808 to 1809
in Portugal and Spain. First published in 1848, this memoir was neither popular nor well received
during Harris's lifetime, but since its rediscovery in the early twentieth century, it has become one
of the most valuable documents of the Peninsular War.

AUTHOR:
Benjamin Harris (1781–1858) was a rifleman in the English army, fighting against Napoleon in
the European wars that culminated with Napoleon's loss at the Battle of Waterloo in 1815. By the
time of Waterloo, Harris had endured many campaigns and had been forced by illness to leave
the Army and return to England to ply his trade as a shoemaker. He had joined the 95th
Regiment of Foot in 1803, serving first in Denmark and then in 1808–09 in Portugal and Spain.
Back in England, Harris encountered a former British Army officer and prolific novelist named
Henry Curling (1803–64), who recorded Harris' memories of his life as a soldier and created this
unique text from those accounts.
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On 19 August 1812, lookouts of the British frigate HMS Guerriere spotted the American frigate,
USS Constitution. Captain James Dacres, Guerriere's commander, was eager for a fight and
confident of victory. He had the weight of Britain's naval reputation and confidence behind him.
Yet when the guns fell silent Guerriere was a shattered hulk and Dacres had struck to
Constitution. By the year's end, three British frigates and two sloops had been defeated in single
ship actions against American opponents, throwing the British naval sphere into a crisis. These
losses could not have been more shocking to the Royal Navy and the British world. In a strange
reversal, the outnumbered British Army along the Canadian border had triumphed but the tiny
United States Navy had humiliated the world's largest and most prestigious navy. Further
dramatic sea battles between the two powers followed into early 1815, and the British tried to
reconcile the perceived stain to the Royal Navy’s honour. Many within and outside of the Royal
Navy called for vindication. The single ship actions of the War of 1812 have frequently been
dismissed by historians of the war, or of naval history in general. The fights of late 1813 and
1814 are often omitted from works of history altogether, as many (correctly) argue that they had
no strategic impact on the wider course of the war. Yet to contemporaries, naval and civilian
alike, these single ship actions could not have been more important. This volume explores the
single ship naval actions during the War of 1812: how they were fought, their strategic context,
and their impact on the officers and men who fought them, and the wider British psyche.
Trafalgar happened only seven years earlier, and the fighting ethos of the Royal Navy was still
hardened by Nelsonic naval culture. Whereas contemporary civilians and modern historians
understood the losses as the inevitable result of fighting the vastly superior American 'super'
frigates, the officers of the navy struggled to accept that they could not cope with the new
American warships. The losses precipitated changes to Admiralty policy and drove an urge for
vengeance by the officers of the Royal Navy. This volume explores the drama and impact of the
British single ship losses and victories to examine Britain's naval experience in the moments that
captivated the British and American world in the last Anglo-American War.

8 colour plates, b/w maps, 5 portraits
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Few schools can claim to have had such a deep and diverse effect on British history as Rugby. Its
influence on the sporting field is well-known, but this book examines the roles played by
Rugbeians in many different spheres during the Great War. Politicians and academics, Olympians
and artists all left their ordinary lives to fight for their country and it was their school which bound
them together. Some such as Ernest Swinton, inventor of the tank, and Maurice Hankey, Cabinet
Secretary, had direct influence on the shaping of the conflict, whereas others such as Duncan
Mackinnon (Olympic gold medal-winning rower) and the Cawley brothers (both Members of
Parliament) are remembered primarily for their pre-war achievements. Until now there has
never been a volume which traces the extent of Rugby's influence, but this book showcases the
extraordinary range of individuals from the school who left their mark on the war and the world
at large.

AUTHOR:
Daniel McLean was born in Kent and after school served as a Logistics Officer in the Royal Navy.
At the age of 24 he left the armed forces and read Theology at Oriel College, Oxford, before
beginning the teaching career which brought him to Rugby School in 2015. There he is employed
as Head of Philosophy and Theology, Assistant Housemaster and Contingent Commander of the
Combined Cadet Force. 

50 b/w illustrations
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South African Mirages and Cuban MiG-21s dogfighting over Cuito Cuanavale, the largest tank
battle on African soil since El Alamein; Puma troopships shot out of the skies by Strela missiles
and RPG-7 rockets; Alouette III gunships hovering menacingly above Koevoet tracker-combat
teams as they close in for the kill; Hercules and Transall transports disgorging their loads of
Parabats over Cassinga; suicidal helicopter hot-extractions of Recce operators deep in enemy
territory; and a lone Alouette pilot who disobeyed orders and under intense ground fire
evacuated a critically wounded soldier … such is the story of the South African Air Force, the
SAAF, over the 23-year period 1966-1989, the period of conflict that became known as the
'Border War'. Set against the backdrop of the Cold War, the SAAF was effectively South Africa's
first line of defence against Soviet expansionism in southern Africa. That the Soviets, through
their surrogates - the Cuban military, Angola's FAPLA and Namibia's SWAPO - sought a
communist regime in South Africa is indisputable, as too was the SAAF's skill, quality,
determination and capability to defeat the best Soviet air defences of the time. This account
covers all the major operations that the SAAF was involved in, from Operation Blouwildebees, the
opening salvo of the conflict at Omgulumbashe, South West Africa in 1966 to the final curtain,
Operation Merlyn, the so-called April Fool's Day 'war' of 1989 when the SAAF and Koevoet,
almost alone, frustrated SWAPO's last throw of the dice with its illegal invasion of South West
Africa. In this account, highlighting such operations as Reindeer, Bootlace/Uric, Sceptic, Protea,
Daisy, Askari, Moduler, Hooper and Packer, among many, as well as the ongoing methodological
operations like Lunar, Maanskyn, Donkermaan and Butterfly, Baxter examines and brings to life
the squadrons and aviators that fought in both counter-insurgency and conventional warfare
roles. Besides an extensive selection of rare photographs, the book features a comprehensive
section on camouflage and markings and 11 pages of colour aircraft profiles and insignia by
noted SAAF authority William Marshall, making this title especially useful for modelers.

16pp colour aircraft profiles and colour photos
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The Douglas Dauntless was the US Navy's frontline dive-bomber in the early days of WWII. Even
after the larger and more powerful Helldiver joined the fleet in the later stages of the war, the
Dauntless remained in the fray, flying from the decks of escort carriers, which were too small to
permit the operation of the later aircraft, as well as continuing to serve from the decks of fleet
carriers. The Dauntless took part in many of the most notable battles of the war in the Pacific,
including Coral Sea, Midway, and Guadalcanal. Carefully researched war-era photos are
augmented with colour images of current-day preserved aircraft, capturing the details of this
flying legend. Part of the Legends of Warfare series.

AUTHOR:
Author of more than 100 books, David Doyle's books are noted for their thorough coverage of
historic vessels and his celebrated ability to locate scarce vintage imagery.
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The sea shaped the course and conduct of World War II, from the first moments of the German
invasion of Poland on September 1, 1939, to the Japanese surrender on September 2, 1945. The
impact could be felt far beyond the shoreline, as the arms and armies carried across the oceans
were ultimately destined to wage war ashore. Populations and industries depended on the raw
materials and supplies in a war that increasingly became a contest of national will and economic
might. Ultimately, it was the war at sea that linked numerous regional conflicts and theaters of
operation into a global war.

As the war grew in complexity and covered an increasingly larger geographical area, the
organisation of the maritime effort and the impact it had on the formulation of national strategy
also evolved. This volume illustrates the impact of naval operations on the Second World War by
highlighting topics previously neglected in the scholarship. In doing so, it provides new insights
into political, strategic, administrative, and operational aspects of the maritime dimension of the
war.

AUTHORS:
Marcus Faulkner is senior teaching fellow in the Department of War Studies at King's College
London. He is the author of The Great War at Sea: A Naval Atlas 1914-19 and War at Sea: A
Naval Atlas, 1939-1945, and coeditor of Northern European Overture to War, 1939-1941: From
Memel to Barbarossa.

Alessio Patalano is a reader in East Asian Warfare and Security at the Department of War Studies
at King's College London and specializes in Japanese naval history, strategy, and contemporary
maritime issues in East Asia. His latest monograph is Postwar Japan as a Seapower: Imperial
Legacy, Wartime Experience and the Making of a Navy.
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Volume 2 on the famed Sherman medium tank covers the welded-hull, radial-engine-equipped
M4 and documents its development and production through its many variations, as well as its
combat use around the globe. Produced by Chrysler, Pressed Steel Car Company, Alco,
Pullman-Standard, and Baldwin Locomotive Works, the M4 bore the brunt of fighting until late
summer 1944, when the M4A3 began to become available in quantity. Powered by a
nine-cylinder air-cooled radial engine, the M4 fought in North Africa both with US and British
forces, as well as across northwestern Europe, and leapfrogged across the Pacific islands both
with the Army and Marines. The evolving design went through three major hull designs, multiple
turret designs, and armament with either a 75 mm gun or a 105 mm weapon - all of which are
detailed. Part of the Legends of Warfare series.

AUTHOR:
Author of more than 100 books, David Doyle in 2015 was presented the Bart Vanderveen Award,
recognising "the individual who has contributed the most to the historic preservation of military
vehicles worldwide" by the international Military Vehicle Preservation Association.
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Sieges played a key role in the crusades, but they tend to be overshadowed by the famous
battles fought between the Franks and the Muslims, and no detailed study of the subject has
been published in recent times. So Michael Fulton's graphic, wide-ranging and thought-provoking
book is a landmark in the field. He considers the history of siege warfare in the Holy Land from
every angle - the tactics and technology, the fortifications, the composition of the opposing
armies, and the ways in which sieges shaped Frankish and Muslim strategy at each stage of the
conflict. The differences and similarities between the Eastern and Western traditions are
explored, as is the impact of the shifting balance of power in the region. The conclusions may
surprise some readers. Neither the Muslims nor the Franks possessed a marked advantage in
siege technology or tactics, their fortifications reflected different purposes and an evolving
political environment and, although there were improvements in technologies and fortifications,
the essence of siege warfare remained relatively consistent. Michael Fulton's book is a fascinating
all-round reassessment of an aspect of the crusades that had a decisive impact on the outcome
of the struggle. It will be essential reading for medieval and military historians.

AUTHOR:
Dr Michael S. Fulton is a medieval historian and archaeologist with a special interest in
fortifications, siege warfare and the crusades. He is a visiting scholar with the History Department
at the University of British Columbia. He has published many articles and papers on aspects of
mechanical artillery, crusader castles, siege tactics and defences as well as the book Artillery in
the Era of the Crusades. 
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A narrative history of the United States naval air operations against German U-Boats and Italian
submarines in the Atlantic and Caribbean, 1941-45.

Sighted Sub, Sank Same examines the United States Naval air campaign against German
U-boats prowling for allied merchant shipping traversing the waters of the Atlantic, Caribbean,
and Mediterranean; an economic war waged to cut the lifeline of food and armaments sailing
across the Atlantic from North America. This battle of the Atlantic evolved into a far-ranging
conflict beyond the North Atlantic and the eastern seaboard of the United States. It covered the
frigid waters off Iceland down to the warm waters of Florida, through the Caribbean Sea, across
the ocean to the Bay of Biscay, the Mediterranean Sea, down to Africa, and across the South
Atlantic to Brazil's southern tip. Nazi Germany's efforts to deny supplies from reaching Europe
came at a high price, losing 783 U-boats and approximately 30,000 men between 1939 and 1945
with land and carrier-based naval air units sinking 83 German submarines of the 159 sunk by
American aircraft. German allies saw their submarines targeted as well in the Atlantic with
Imperial Japanese submarine I-52 and the Italian Archimede falling victim to American naval
aircraft armed with depth bombs or acoustic homing torpedoes.

This story of the United States Navy's use of air power to hunt down and destroy German
submarines unfolds in dramatic detail in Sighted Sub, Sank Same. The book contains over 200
colour and black and white photographs allowing for a visual imagery of the campaign while
personal interviews, interrogation reports, personal correspondence, and after action reports
weave a fascinating history about the naval air campaign in the Atlantic, Caribbean, and
Mediterranean Theaters during World War II.

AUTHOR:
Alan C. Carey is an author and historian specialising in military aviation topics with more than a
dozen books to his credit since first being published in 1999. His books have been published in
the United States and UK while magazine articles have appeared in the United States, Australia
and Brazil. Mr. Carey has served as a guest speaker at military reunions, aiding families in
providing documentation and guiding individuals with collecting documentation on family
members who served in the military, interviewed by national and international media, and has
appeared on the History Channel. Sighted Sub, Sank Same is his first book with Casemate.

200 b/w images
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By 1982, the backbone of the Argentine combat aviation, both on the Air Force and the Navy,
was formed by three batches of Douglas A-4 Skyhawks, with the A-4B and C of the Air Force and
the A-4Qs of the Navy. Despite their age, being a model almost 30 years old at the time of the
war, and lacking protection, they took on the overwhelming struggle to fight the British Task
Force that opposed the Argentine forces on the Malvinas/Falkland Islands. The Skyhawks were
responsible for inflicting the greatest damage upon the Royal Navy, sinking HMS Coventry,
Ardent, Antelope, the RFA Sir Gallahad, and LCU F-4, while damaging many other ships and
striking ground targets. They also suffered heavy losses, with 10 A-4Bs, 9 A-4Cs and three A-4Qs
lost in combat, with eighteen pilots being killed. The experience of the Skyhawk during the war
was another addition to the legend the model had become over the skies of Vietnam and Israel.
Despite many reports to the contrary, at the time of writing the Argentine Air Force still operates
modernised A-4ARs and OA-4Ars, and is one of the last two military operators of the Skyhawk in
the world.

110 photographs, 10 maps, 12-15 colour profiles
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In the summer of 1941, a collective madness overtook Adolf Hitler and his senior generals. They
convinced themselves that they could take on and defeat a superpower in the making – the
Soviet Union. Foolishly, they thought in a swift campaign they could smash the Red Army and
force Stalin to sue for peace, despite dire warnings that Stalin was amassing a reserve army of
more than 1 million men on the Volga. The end result would be such carnage that it would tear
the German forces apart.

In his major reassessment of the war on the Eastern Front, Anthony Tucker-Jones casts new light
on the brutal fighting, including such astounding German defeats as at Stalingrad, Kursk, Minsk
and, finally, Berlin. He controversially contends that from the very start intelligence officers on
both sides failed to influence their leadership resulting in untold slaughter. He also reveals the
shocking blunders by Hitler, Stalin and even Churchill that led to the appalling, needless
destruction of Hitler's armed forces as early as the winter of 1941–42. Step by step,
Tucker-Jones describes how the German war machine fought to its very last against a relentless
enemy, fully aware that defeat was inevitable.

AUTHOR:
Anthony Tucker-Jones spent nearly twenty years in the British Intelligence Community before
establishing himself as a defence writer and military historian. He has written extensively on
aspects of Second World War warfare, including Hitler's Great Panzer Heist and Stalin's Revenge:
Operation Bagration. 
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Revered by some as the ultimate warrior, and condemned by others as ruthless assassins, the
combat sniper is more than just a crack shot. These are highly disciplined individuals, calm
professionals skilled in marksmanship, reconnaissance and camouflage. During the Second World
War these lethal fighters were deployed by all sides to deadly effect. This collection of
biographies written by sniper experts from around the world explores the careers of the top
marksmen between 1939 and 1945. As well as providing incisive technical information, each
author offers a glimpse of the character and personality of their chosen sniper, giving them a
human face that is often missing in standard portrayals. These gripping, in-depth narratives go
beyond the cursory treatment in existing histories and will be essential reading for anyone
wanting to learn about the role and technique of the sniper during the Second World War. The
impressive list of contributors to The Sniper Anthology includes Mark Spicer writing on Harry M.
Furness, the last surviving British sniper who went ashore on D-Day; Martin Pegler, who details
the famous Soviet sniper Vassili Zaitsev; Adrian Gilbert on the Wehrmacht sharpshooter and lone
wolf Sepp Allerberger; and Roger Moorhouse on Simo Hayha, the man with the most confirmed
kills in any major war.

AUTHORS:
This is a ground-breaking multi-author work which includes contributions from the following
best-selling authors: Adrian Gilbert, Tom C. McKenney, Dan Mills, Roger Moorhouse, Tim Newark,
Martin Pegler, Charles W. Sasser, Mark Spicer, Leroy Thompson, and John B. Tonkin. 
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Of all the books about South Africa's 21-year 'Border War' - fought on both sides of Angola's
frontier with present-day Namibia - South Africa's Border War has always been rated as among
the best. A significant, full-colour volume, it originally sold 31,000 copies in South Africa alone
and has been out of print for decades.

This version is the first re-issue of the original, written by Willem Steenkamp. Almost all the
photos were taken by Al J. Venter who covered that conflict intermittently for almost two
decades.

Both Steenkamp and Venter have gone on to produce other works on that bitter conflict, but
neither they nor anybody else has been able to match this beautiful coffee-table volume. Both
agree that the book should be regarded as a tribute to a generation of fighting men, where sons
often followed in the footsteps of their fathers, serving in the same units a generation apart.

Though South Africa's 'Border War' started slowly with the first major clash of the conflict taking
place on South West African soil at Omugulugwombashe in August 1966, hostilities escalated
steadily, to the point where Moscow provided the Marxist Luanda government with all the military
hardware it needed. Tens of thousands of Cuban troops were drafted into Angola after Portugal
had abandoned its African territories.

The conflict then entered several conventional phases that involved long-range South African
armoured strikes into Angola's interior and several major tank battles that eventually brought
hostilities to an end. Luanda by then had already used chemical weapons on a limited scale and
Pretoria was considering deploying its newly-developed nuclear arsenal.

Willem Steenkamp, a seasoned war correspondent, covers all these historical issues in South
Africa's Border War, as well as ancillary military strikes in several other black African countries
that included Zambia and Mozambique.

The book is exceptionally well illustrated, with hundreds of colour as well as black-and-white
photos; truly a valuable addition to recent African military history.

300 colour and b/w photographs
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So much has been written about the Battle of Stalingrad - the Soviet victory that turned the tide
of the Second World War - that we should know everything about it. But the history of the war,
and the battle, is evolving and is being written anew, and Alexey Isaev's engrossing account is a
striking example of this fresh approach. By bringing together previously unpublished Russian
archive material - strategic directives and orders, after-action reports and official records of all
kinds - with the vivid recollections of soldiers who were there, in the front lines, he reconstructs
what happened in extraordinary detail. The evidence leads him to question common assumptions
about the conduct of the battle - about the use of tanks and mechanized forces, for instance, and
the combat capability, and tenacity, of the defeated and surrounded German Sixth Army in the
last weeks before it surrendered. His gripping narrative carries the reader through the course of
the entire battle from the first small-scale encounters on the approaches to Stalingrad in July
1942, through the intense continuous fighting through the city, to the encirclement, the beating
back of the relieving force and the capitulation of the Sixth Army in February 1943. Alexey
Isaev's latest book is an important contribution to the literature on this decisive battle. It offers a
thought-provoking revised view of events for readers who are already familiar with the story, and
it is a fascinating introduction for those who are coming to it for the first time.

AUTHOR:
Alexey Isaev is one of the leading Russian military historians of the conflict on the Eastern Front
during the Second World War. Several of his ground-breaking books have been translated into
English including Barbarossa through Soviet Eyes: The First Twenty-Four Hours (with Artem
Drabkin), The End of the Gallop: The Battle for Kharkov February-March 1943, Dubno 1941: The
Greatest Tank Battle of the Second World War and Tomb of the Panzerwaffe: The Defeat of the
Sixth SS Panzer Army in Hungary 1945 (with Maksim Kolomiets). Translator Richard Harrison is a
writer, editor and translator specializing in Russian military history. He has also taught Russian
history and military history at the college and university level. Among his publications are several
translations of the studies compiled by the Soviet Army General Staff on Red Army operations
during the Second World War. 
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Following the Battle of France in 1940, British Bomber Command launched its response to the
then-almighty Wehrmacht. Sadly, its beginnings were not at all promising: its resources were
limited and the twin-engined aircraft in service had a very limited load capacity, as well as being
vulnerable to the Luftwaffe. The progressive entry into service of the great four-engined planes
would change the situation, but the great problem of night time raids, such as correctly
identifying targets and a precise launching of the bombs, would never be adequately resolved.
Bomber Command's highly controversial bombing tactics, under the firm hand of Arthur 'Bomber'
Harris, continued to develop until the very end of the war, creating a weapon of devastation and
terror. Meanwhile, in 1942 the Eighth American Air Force began a campaign of day time bombing
raids on targets in continental Europe that would last until the end of the war. Flying in
increasingly larger formations, initially without any fighter escort, the B-17 flying fortresses and
the big B-24 Liberators were up against the aggressive German aircraft, who were forced to
develop adequate tactics in order to deal with the enormous defensive firepower of the American
planes. It would not be until the entry into service of the long-range escort fighters, especially
the formidable P-51 Mustang, that the Luftwaffe finally found itself at a distinct disadvantage.
Unlike the devastating and bloody night time campaign launched by Bomber Command, the
American bombers were determined to demonstrate that precision bombing was possible on
selected, strategic targets, which would stifle the economy and the German war effort, as well as
minimising civilian casualties.

AUTHOR:
Juan Vazquez Garcia is a military history scholar who has published several books about the First
and Second World Wars, some of which have been translated into English, French, German and
Greek. He has visited many battlefields and military museums all over the world, as well as
modern fortification sites. He has worked for the Ministry of Defence for fifteen years and now
works as a dermatologist in a private hospital in La Coruna. 
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In 1956 Egyptian president Gamal Abdul Nasser nationalized the Suez Canal, ending nearly a
century of British and French control over the crucial waterway. Ignoring U.S. diplomatic efforts
and fears of a looming Cold War conflict, British Prime Minister Anthony Eden misled Parliament
and the press to take Britain to war alongside France and Israel. In response to a secretly
pre-planned Israeli attack in the Sinai, France and Britain intervened as peacemakers'. The
invasion of Egypt was supposed to restore British and French control of the canal and reaffirm
Britain's flagging prestige. Instead, the operation spectacularly backfired, setting Britain and the
United States on a collision course that would change the balance of power in the Middle East.
The combined air, sea and land battle witnessed the first helicopter-borne deployment of assault
troops and the last large-scale parachute drop into a conflict zone by British forces. French and
British soldiers fought together against the Soviet-equipped Egyptian military in a short campaign
that cost the lives of thousands of soldiers, along with innocent civilians. Suez Crisis 1956 is a
fast-paced, compelling short history which moves between London, Washington and Cairo to tell
the story of a crisis that brought down a prime minister and heralded the end of an empire.

AUTHOR:
David Charlwood obtained a First Class Honours degree in history from Royal Holloway, University
of London, and has worked as a writer and international journalist since 2012. His research into
the early twentieth-century Middle East has been published in the British Journal of Middle
Eastern Studies. He is author of Armenian Genocide: The Great Crime of World War I published
in the Pen & Sword History of Terror' series. 
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The reign of Louis XIV of France had a great impact on the course of European and world
military history. The years 1643 to 1715 were a defining epoch for western military, diplomatic,
and economic matters. Most of those years were marked by conflict between major European
powers and the Sun King's forces. This four-volume series is the first that present an extensive
account of the many facets of the French army and the wars it fought. It was an era during
which the Sun King's and eventually all armies saw extraordinarily significant changes such as:
the advent of very large professional armies, increasingly centralized command systems,
professional training for officers and men, introduction of obligatory military service,
improvements in discipline and control, technical advances regarding armament thus affecting
battlefield tactics, marked progress regarding fortifications, introduction of uniforms, logistics
capable of supplying large armies, financial practices that permitted the upkeep and pay large
military forces. The above and even more factors produced many influences that weighted
heavily in European geo-political and geo-strategic maters. In these, the Sun King largely
dominated Europe's agenda from the time he took effective autocratic power in 1661 to his last
moments in 1715. Since his army was, initially, the largest, most modern and effective in
Europe, he had success to the point that neighbouring countries formed coalitions to stop him.
However, the Sun King was a master at geo-strategy, notably regarding the balance that he
managed to maintain with the Ottoman Empire whose forces always threatened the eastern
frontiers of France’s opponents. Thus, France's forces were always sufficient to keep enemies
mostly on the defensive; it was unthinkable that they would ever reach Paris. These and many
more topics are presented in this four volume work. Each volume is basically in two parts. The
first part is the era of the wars and their context, the second part consist of a detailed look at a
part of the French army. The appendices present certain aspects such as uniform lists of the
period and evaluations of opponent and allied armies of the Sun King's forces.

208 colour illustrations incl. maps
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The Hawker Hurricane, together with the Spitfire, is the most famous aircraft of the Second
World War. Many pilots including Douglas Bader thought it was superior to the Spit but together
they saved Britain from Nazi invasion and possible defeat. Adrian Stewart has produced a
gloriously atmospheric and nostalgic book capturing the spirit of this great aircraft and the pilots
who flew them. It tracks the aircraft as it was developed and improved and follows it to the
many theatres of the war where it saw service. Among the lesser known are Burma and the
hazardous convoy protection both in the Arctic and Mediterranean, flying from makeshift carriers.
This book will fascinate specialist aviation historians and those who enjoy a rattling good war
story, backed by a superb selection of rare photographs.

AUTHOR:
Adrian Stewart is a much published Second World War author. He wrote Hurricane: The War
Exploits of the Fighter Aircraft and also published Eighth Armys Greatest Victories (1999) and The
Early Battles of the Eighth Army (2002) with Pen and Sword. Other works include The Battle for
Leyte Gulf, Guadacanal: World War IIs Fiercest Naval Campaign. 
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Germany's Tiger tank, whether in the form of the Tiger I or later Tiger II (King Tiger), was the
most feared tank of WWII. Despite production totaling fewer than 2,000 units, its heavy armor,
its power, and perhaps the even more powerful Nazi propaganda machine ensured that the Tiger
remains well known over seven decades after last being on the battlefield. Through more than
175 photos, this volume chronicles the design, development, and deployment of this famed
German tank. Full-color photographs of rare surviving examples from around the globe augment
carefully selected war-era photos in bringing this tank back to life. Comprehensive tables reveal
the details of performance and technical specifications of each variant. A concise, easy-to-read
text and detailed photographic captions expose the secrets of this iconic tank. Part of the
Legends of Warfare series.

AUTHOR:
Author of more than 100 books, David Doyle in 2015 was presented the Bart Vanderveen Award,
recognizing "the individual who has contributed the most to the historic preservation of military
vehicles worldwide" by the international Military Vehicle Preservation Association.
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Following the success of The Adventures of a Cold War Fast-Jet Navigator: The Buccaneer Years,
which won the Aviation Enthusiasts' Book Club's coveted Book of the Year' award in 2018, Wing
Commander David Herriot now explores that part of his RAF service which was intimately linked
to the Panavia Tornado. Whilst The Buccaneer Years introduced the reader to the life of an
exuberant and boisterous young officer working hard to make his mark on four front-line fast-jet
squadrons in both Germany and the United Kingdom, this book ushers in a much more sober and
responsible officer. Qualified as a weapons instructor, and acknowledged as a skilled tactician and
weapons expert, Herriot soon rose to the top on his first tour on Tornado. Subsequent
promotions in rank found him with responsibility for all aspects of weapon delivery, and the
formulation of tactics, for the four Tornado squadrons based at RAF Br ggen in Germany. Later,
in Whitehall, his career changed to that of a Ministry of Defence staff officer, assigned with the
development of the weapons requirements for all air-to-surface delivery platforms in the RAF,
but particularly Tornado. There followed a wartime deployment as the Boss' of an RAF support
unit in Italy, for a squadron of Jaguars deployed on NATO operations in Kosovo, before his next
appointment took him to the RAF College where he was, as the commanding officer of Cadet
Wing, responsible for the training and guidance of the future officer corps of the RAF. In the
twilight of his career, and now acknowledged as the man to give an operational project to', he
was tasked by the Air Force Board with analysing, defining and creating an Air Warfare Training'
through-life learning package for all the officers and airmen/women of the RAF. This is another
epic adventure for the military aviation enthusiast, particularly those with affection for the
Panavia Tornado. It is one that provides a rare insight into the behind the scenes' workings of a
number of air force departments that are not often exposed, quite so candidly, in an unclassified
document. Herriot's open and easy style has been commended highly previously. He does not let
his readers down with this one. This is a story well worth reading.

AUTHOR:
Wing Commander David Herriot served in the RAF for thirty-eight years as a navigator and
qualified weapons instructor both on the Buccaneer S2 and the Tornado GR1. 

32 colour and b/w illustrations
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The Trafalgar Chronicle is a prime source of information as well as the publication of choice for
new research about the Georgian navy, sometimes also loosely referred to as Nelson's Navy',
though its scope reaches out to include all the sailing navies of the period. A central theme is the
Trafalgar campaign and the epic battle of 21 October 1805 involving British, French and Spanish
ships, and some 30,000 men of a score of nations. The next edition, new series No 4, will be
themed on the people who knew Nelson, his friends and his contemporaries, as well as technical
and scientific changes which were taking place at the turn of the eighteenth century.
Contributions include an article by former US Navy Secretary John Lehman on Stephen Decatur
and another by Professor John Hattendorf on Admiral Sir John Gambier, and the observations of
American scientist, Professor Benjamin Silliman, who visited Britain in 1805. Other characters
who appear are the New York-born Westphal brothers, Jack Punch' Perkins who was the first
black officer in the Royal Navy, William Pringle Green who was so critical of the results at
Trafalgar, and the two Loyalist Richard Bulkeleys, father and son, who served with Nelson at the
beginning and at the end of his career. Two articles on technology in the Georgian navy address
the surprising developments of the carronade and ballooning in the age of Nelson. Like earlier
editions of The Trafalgar Chronicle, this edition is sumptuously illustrated with some seldom-seen
pictures and will appeal to naval and social historians whether they are academics, antiquarians
or amateurs or the reader who is curious to learn about significant but often overlooked aspects
of naval history.

AUTHOR:
Captain Peter Hore, RN, now retired, is a former Head of Defence Studies for the Royal Navy. He
is the author of numerous books, and is currently Associate Editor of Warships: International
Fleet Review. He is also a fellow of the Royal Historical Society and Vice President of the Royal
Naval Museum. He has recently edited Nelson's Band of Brothers and written a biography of
Henry Harwood, victor at the battle of the River Plate, both published by Seaforth. 

20 colour and 100 b/w illustrations
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UNTERNEHMEN ILSE (Operation Ilse) is a visual account of one of the most photographed but
least known battles on the Eastern Front. Conducted by the 56th Panzer Corps on 27 April 1944
in the area west and southwest of the Polish city of Kovel, which had been encircled by two
Soviet armies for nearly a month before a combined Army and Waffen-SS relief force fought its
way through and liberated the garrison. However, after its relief, Kovel was connected to the
outside world by only a narrow strip of land continually threatened by the surrounding forces of
the Red Army. The purpose of Operation Ilse was to complete the relief of Kovel, destroy all Red
Army forces west of the Turiya River and free up the north-south rail line connecting Army Group
Center with Army Group North Ukraine. In addition to SS-Gruppenführer Gille's battered Wiking
Division, a number of other German Army units took part as well, including three infantry
divisions (the 131st, 342nd, and 253rd), the 1st Ski-Jäger Brigade, Battle Group Lippert, and an
elite assault battalion, Sturm-Bataillon AOK 2. Adding to the considerable combat power
assembled for this operation were several Ju-87 Stuka dive bomber squadrons from the
Luftwaffe. Expected to last several days, the operation was carried out with such force and
determination, aided in no small part by the 5. SS-Panzer Division "Wiking", that Operation Ilse
was able to achieve its objectives by midnight that same day ahead of schedule including the
destruction of five Soviet rifle divisions encircling Kovel.

Through a fortuitous convergence of events, this offensive was recorded from start to finish by
three photographers - two SS-Kriegsberichters (SS-KB, war correspondents) Ernst Kurbjuhn and
Alois Jarolim acting in an official capacity and one acclaimed lensman Ernst Baumann, a staff
member of III Battailion, SS-Panzergrenadier Regiment 9 "Germania". The powerful and
poignant images shot by Baumann in his unofficial capacity reveal the eye of a truly talented
artist, whereas those taken by his two SS-KB comrades demonstrate a skill level that is more
indicative of their Propaganda Company photographic specialist training. Collectively, their
pictures, present an intimate and dynamic visual chronicle of this military operation not seen
before. Using the most advanced graphic arts software, RZM Publishing has enlarged and
upgraded the original images to provide the reader with a "you are there" experience, which is
further enhanced by a comprehensive fast-paced narrative and operational maps compiled from
previously untapped sources.

AUTHOR:
Remy Spezzano is the founder and owner of RZM Publishing, a company that has become a
byword for high quality photo books on the German Armed Forces of the Second World War. 
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No less than Dwight Eisenhower described Andrew Jackson Higgins as "the man who won the war
for us," referring to the landing craft he perfected. Those craft, the WWII LCP(L), LCP(R), LCV,
LCVP, LCM, and LCS(L), are presented in this volume (the first of two on US landing craft), along
with the larger LCI (Landing Craft, Infantry). These vessels, built in the tens of thousands,
formed the armada that put Allied troops ashore in North Africa, the Aleutians, and Normandy
and across the Pacific. Though many of these designs were initially planned as essentially
disposable vessels, ultimately many of these continued to serve the nation's need through
Vietnam. Some were even heavily laden with rocket launchers and used for close-in support for
troops going ashore. Part of the Legends of Warfare series.

AUTHOR:
Author of more than 100 books, David Doyle maritime books are noted for their thorough
coverage of historic vessels and his celebrated ability to locate rare vintage imagery.
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USS Hornet (CV-8), made famous through its launching of the 16 US Army B-25 Mitchell
bombers flown by Jimmy Doolittle's raiders in the first US strike on Japan in May 1942, was the
third and last Yorktown-class aircraft carrier completed. Serving the US Navy for just over one
year, the warship had a brief yet heroic life. This volume explores Hornet's construction, wartime
activities (including the Battle of Midway), and ultimate sinking during the Battle of Santa Cruz in
October 1942 through carefully researched photos, many of which have never before been
published, which are reproduced in remarkable clarity. This clarity and the large size of many of
the photos, coupled with descriptive and informative captions, put the reader on the deck of this
historic warship throughout its short history. Part of the Legends of Warfare series.

AUTHOR:
Author of more than 100 books, David Doyle maritime books are noted for their thorough
coverage of historic vessels and his celebrated ability to locate scarce vintage imagery.
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This lavishly illustrated and very personal book covers the history of the battleship USS Missouri
from her launch to the day when she was decommissioned as the world's last battleship in 1992.
Learn about the ship's enduring legacy, her three wars, her role in the Japanese surrender
ending World War II firsthand as told by her last captain, former crew member, historians,
enemies, and people who have a personal connection to the Mighty Mo. Moreover, this book
provides a guided tour of Missouri's weapons systems and technology.

Learn about the tribute given by presidents and foreign dignitaries in order to understand
Missouri's role in history. This unique book includes a download/QR-code activated video including
the Japanese surrender on board the Missouri as well as oral histories.

AUTHOR:
Born in Germany in 1976, Ingo Bauernfeind studied military and naval history, visual
communication, and documentary film at Hawaii Pacific University, Honolulu. In Pearl Harbor,
Hawaii, Ingo initiated and completed various museum projects in cooperation with the USS
Arizona Memorial’s historian, Mr. Daniel A. Martinez, as well as the USS Missouri and the U.S.
Navy. Over the years, Ingo has completed 30 books about naval, military, and aviation history
and either directed or co-produced award-winning documentaries in cooperation with German
and American TV networks. This includes various films about the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor
(First Shot & Killer Subs in Pearl Harbor) and the Pacific War. In addition, Ingo has been
producing interactive museum guides for history and naval museums in Pearl Harbor and in
Germany.
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The nuclear-powered supercarrier USS Nimitz is the oldest carrier in the US fleet. Commissioned
in 1975, CVN-68 is named after famed navy admiral Chester Nimitz and has been at the front
line of many naval operations in its 40+ years of service. Nimitz's design and development,
construction, sea trials, commissioning, and first cruise are presented in concise, detailed text.
Also covered are all of the ship's systems, including electronics, defensive/offensive armament,
command and control, and aircraft launching and recovery. Nimitz's military campaigns -
including the Gulf of Sidra Incident, Operation Desert Shield/Storm, and Operations Southern
Watch, Enduring Freedom, and Iraqi Freedom - are also covered in detail, including their results.
The book concludes with its latest operational deployment, Operation Inherent Resolve, and the
ship's current status. Part of the Legends of Warfare series.

AUTHOR:
Sergio Santana was born in Brazil in 1975 and holds a bachelor's degree in aeronautical sciences
from Universidade do Sul de Santa Catarina. He is the author/coauthor of two books and has
contributed to aviation and defense magazines since 2005.
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Striking portraits and stories of the people and relics of the Vietnam War, telling the tales of their
service and experiences during the war.

Featuring modern portraits and firsthand accounts, this book offers a unique perspective on the
Vietnam War, bringing together the stories of American Vietnam war veterans, southern
Vietnamese war veterans and civilians.

The surreal imagery of Thomas Sanders' vivid portraits encourages the viewer to take a closer
look at those who experienced the war, giving them a chance to read the haunting, inspirational,
and sometimes comical stories of the individuals of the Vietnam War. Set in a surreal jungle
environment, the portraits evoke the sense of darkness and uncertainty felt by those who
experienced the war. Some of the portraits hold objects that relate to their role or experience
during their time in the service. The objects tell a deeper story of a dark and confusing war: the
common cigarette pack smoked by the vets while in the jungle; a homemade grenade made by
the northern Vietnamese; and a "order to report" document – a piece of paper that changed
many a life.

Vietnam War Portraits serves as a form of catharsis for the many people involved in the Vietnam
War and honours them by giving them an opportunity to tell their story, bearing witness to their
service, their experiences and the aftermath.

AUTHOR:
After graduating from Cal Poly SLO in 2006, Tom Sanders moved to the Los Angeles area
(Redondo Beach, CA) to start his career as a photographer. He loves surfing and the easygoing
beach lifestyle. His photographic coffee table book THE LAST GOOD WAR: THE FACES AND
VOICES OF WWII was published with Welcome Books/Rizzoli at the age of 25 and his book was
named "Non-Fiction Book of the Year, Editors Choice" by the Forewords Review Magazine and is
the youngest author to ever achieve this award. 

100 portraits, 44 object images
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During the 17th century, Europe experienced only four years of general peace: 1610 and
1680-82. This scenario of almost continuous strife provided the terrain for the rise of the
standing professional armies. The states were eager to avoid a repetition of the chaos and
destruction that had plagued Europe during the Thirty Years' War, and therefore invested in
these larger, more powerful armies to reduce the risks and costs of war. Some historians
considered this act to be one of the most important institutional developments of the early
modern world. The permanent armies became an organic feature of the Old Regime, a symbol
of its power and strength, the means by which the prince could defend his interest and play an
active role in the International policy. In the opinion of many contemporaries, it offered an
opportunity to exploit strategic knowledge, to examine the effectiveness of military tactics and
become aware of the increasing importance of the overall organization of the army. It would
allow the military classes to occupy a significant place alongside the major European powers. In
this scenario, the Imperial Army represents an interesting laboratory, which involved the
multicultural Habsburg's domains and the Holy Roman-Germanic Empire in the birth of one of the
major standing army of Europe. The history, organisation, uniforms and ensigns of the Imperial
army and the 'Reichsarmee' are here presented for the first time in a single book, with a lot of
unpublished iconography and data.

80 b/w illustrations and maps, 8 colour plates
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Intelligence was just as important in the Napoleonic Wars as it is today. Then there was only one
way of obtaining it by spies and informers. The Author uses first hand accounts of three of
Wellingtons most daring and successful Intelligence Officers. The three men, all of Scottish
descent, were very different in character. One was killed in action and another taken prisoner
and after narrowly avoiding summary execution made a dramatic escape. There is a romantic
angle too. Their stories skilfully interwoven against the backdrop of the brutal Peninsula War
where atrocities were common place. This book gives a fresh insight into Wellingtons remarkable
triumph over Napoleons armies.

AUTHOR:
Mary McGrigor is a highly experienced author and historian. Defiant and Dismasted at Trafalgar
was published by Pen and Sword in 2004. Her other books include Argyll Land of Blood and
Beauty and The Scalpel and The Sword. 

16 b/w illustrations
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The previously unpublished second volume of Nick Brokhausen's vivid and riveting memoir of his
experiences in MACV-SOG in Vietnam.

On his second combat tour, Nick Brokhausen served in Recon Team Habu, CCN. This unit was
part of MACV-SOG (Military Assistance Command Vietnam Studies and Observations Group), or
Studies and Observations Group as it was innocuously called. The small recon companies that
were the center of its activities conducted some of the most dangerous missions of the war,
infiltrating areas controlled by the North Vietnamese in Laos, Vietnam, and Cambodia. The
companies never exceeded more than 30 Americans, yet they were the best source for the
enemy's disposition and were key to the US military being able to take the war to the enemy.
This was accomplished by utilising both new and innovative technology, and tactics dating back to
the French and Indian Wars.

This small unit racked up one of the most impressive records of awards for valour of any unit in
the history of the United States Army. It came at a terrible price, however; the number of
wounded and killed in action was incredibly high. Those missions today seem suicidal. In 1970
they seemed equally so, yet these men went out day after day with their indigenous allies -
Montagnard tribesmen, Vietnamese, and Chinese Nungs - and faced the challenges with courage
and resolve.

Whispers in the Tall Grass is the second volume of Nick's riveting memoir of his time with
MACV-SOG. Written in the same irreverent, immediate style that made We Few a cult classic, he
continues his hair-raising adventures behind enemy lines, and movingly conveys the bonds that
war creates between soldiers.

AUTHOR:
Special Forces veteran Nick Brokhausen joined the SOG on his second tour in Vietnam, and took
part in some of the most dangerous missions of the war, deep in enemy territory. After Vietnam,
Nick Brokhausen has led an interesting life, which has included work in security projects in a
number of countries. He now runs a tech company and an armoring company.
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What is it about war that soldiers miss? War correspondent Peterson explores this topic from the
perspective of both a combatant and a witness in this moving book.

Ask most combat veterans to name the worst experience of their lives, and they'll probably tell
you it was war. But ask them to choose the best experience of their life, and they'll usually say it
was war, too. For someone who has not been to war, this is nearly impossible to understand.
The spectrum of emotions experienced by a combat veteran is far wider than that experienced in
civilian life and for that reason it can be hard for a veteran to re-assimilate to civilian life. Ask a
combat veteran about this, it's a common feeling.

What is it about war that soldiers miss? This is a question that every civilian should try to
understand. Weaving together a wide range of stories from the flight deck of a U.S. aircraft
carrier off Syria to climbing a forbidden Himalayan pass into Tibet, this moving and insightful
book explains one of the most everlasting human pursuits – war. But its focus isn't solely war; it
is also about coming home and confronting another kind of struggle, which we all share—the
search for happiness.

In this collection, Peterson writes of war from the perspective of both a combatant and a witness
taking the reader from combat missions over Afghanistan as an Air Force special operations pilot
to the frontlines against ISIS in Iraq, and the trench and tank battles of the war in Ukraine.
Interweaving his frontline reports with a narrative about his own transformation from a combat
pilot to a war journalist, Peterson explores a timeless paradox – why does coming home from
war feel like such a disappointment? 

AUTHOR:
A former U.S. Air Force Special Operations pilot and veteran of the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq,
Nolan Peterson is an acclaimed war correspondent and globetrotting travel writer whose
adventures have taken him to all seven continents. With his wife Lilya by his side, Peterson
divides his time between Washington and Kyiv, continuing to work as a foreign correspondent. He
is currently working for The Daily Signal and held previous journalist positions with UPI and
National Security Forum.  Peterson is a graduate of the USAF Academy in Political Science which
included an internship at NATO HQ in Brussels. He has also achieved a MS in Journalism from
Northwestern, a MA from Middlebury as well as a Diploma for French Language from La
Sorbonne. This is his first book.

26 b/w images
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At once an examination of gender ideology in the Third Reich, a history of women in uniform as
photographic theme, and an analysis of the functions of wartime photography, The Woman in My
Uniform compiles original Third Reich photos of German women wearing men's military uniforms
- often their husband's, boyfriend's, or family member's - nearly all never before published.
Photography, especially portraiture, reveals the people and cultures they portray in immediate,
intimate ways: these photos show a personal, often-amusing practice in one of the most
oppressive regimes in human history. Prefacing the photos with a history of depictions of women
in uniform, as well as an overview of the growth in popularity of photography in Germany both
before and during the war, DiPalma's meticulous research offers context and insight into these
original photographs.

AUTHOR:
Matt DiPalma, a graphic designer and illustrator for over 40 years, has been collecting historical
ephemera for more than 25 years. Combining his love of history and art, he reproduces his
collection for motion pictures, museums, and living historians.
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The changing role of women in warfare, a neglected aspect of military history, is the subject of
this collection of perceptive, thought-provoking essays. By looking at the wide range of ways in
which women have become involved in all the aspects of war, the authors open up this
fascinating topic to wider understanding and debate. The discuss how, particularly in the two
world wars, women have been increasingly mobilised in all the armed services, originally as
support staff, then in defensive combat roles. They also consider the tragic story of women as
victims of male violence, and how women have often put up a heroic resistance, and examine
how women have been drawn into direct combat roles on an unprecedented level, a trend that is
still controversial in the present day. The collection brings together the work of noted academics
and historians with the wartime experiences of women who have remarkable personal stories to
tell. The book will be a milestone in the study of the recent history of the parts women have
played in the history of warfare. Authors Dr Juliette Pattinson, Professor Mark Connelly, Georgina
Natzio, Christine Halsall, Jonathan Walker, Major Imogen Corrigan, Dr. Halik Kochanski, Dr T.A.
Heathcote, Elspeth Johnstone, Mike Ryan, Grace Filby, Dr George Bailey, Tatiana Roshupkina,
Leicester Chilton, Paul Edward Strong, Celia Lee, John Lee

AUTHOR:
Celia Lee is an honorary research fellow of the Centre for First World War Studies, University of
Birmingham. She has made a special study of the role of Churchill women in war. She is the
author of Jean, Lady Hamilton and Jack: The Churchill Brothers and The Churchills: A Family
Portrait. She is currently writing a study of the public work of HRH The Duke of Kent, Paul
Edward Strong is a government researcher and historian whose work has focused on the
evolution of command systems throughout history. He has made a special study of the
coordination of the offensives of 1918. He has also lectured on the history of fortifications, the
role of women in twentieth century warfare. He is the author, with Sanders Marble, of Artillery in
the Great War. 
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Are you a typical Aquarius? Are you eccentric and original, a natural-born innovator?

What if we told you that your star sign is only the beginning. Astrology has been around for
thousands of years, and there’s so much more to it than your daily horoscope. Did you know that
your Rising sign can give you an insight into the way other people see you? Or that your Moon
sign reveals the secrets of your innermost emotions?

Astrology can't predict your future, but it can highlight your potential. This book shines a light on
your strengths, your weaknesses, what you are capable of, and the opportunities not to be
missed. Use it to gain a better understanding of who you are, and who you might become.
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Are you a typical Aries? Are you fiery and outspoken, a natural-born leader?

What if we told you that your star sign is only the beginning. Astrology has been around for
thousands of years, and there's so much more to it than your daily horoscope. Did you know that
your Rising sign can give you an insight into the way other people see you? Or that your Moon
sign reveals the secrets of your innermost emotions? 

Astrology can't predict your future, but it can highlight your potential. This book shines a light on
your strengths, your weaknesses, what you are capable of, and the opportunities not to be
missed. Use it to gain a better understanding of who you are, and who you might become.
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Are you a typical Cancer? Are you tenacious and imaginative, a natural-born nurturer?

What if we told you that your star sign is only the beginning. Astrology has been around for
thousands of years, and there's so much more to it than your daily horoscope. Did you know that
your Rising sign can give you an insight into the way other people see you? Or that your Moon
sign might reveal the secrets of your innermost emotions? 

Astrology can't predict your future, but it can highlight your potential. This book shines a light on
your strengths, your weaknesses, what you are capable of, and the opportunities not to be
missed. Use it to gain a better understanding of who you are, and who you might become.
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Are you a typical Capricorn? Are you disciplined and ambitious, a natural-born analyst?

What if we told you that your star sign is only the beginning. Astrology has been around for
thousands of years, and there's so much more to it than your daily horoscope. Did you know that
your Rising sign can give you an insight into the way other people see you? Or that your Moon
sign reveals the secrets of your innermost emotions? 

Astrology can't predict your future, but it can highlight your potential. This book shines a light on
your strengths, your weaknesses, what you are capable of, and the opportunities not to be
missed. Use it to gain a better understanding of who you are, and who you might become.
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Are you a typical Gemini? Are you clever and imaginative, a natural-born communicator?

What if we told you that your star sign is only the beginning. Astrology has been around for
thousands of years, and there's so much more to it than your daily horoscope. Did you know that
your Rising sign can give you an insight into the way other people see you? Or that your Moon
sign might reveal the secrets of your innermost emotions? 

Astrology can't predict your future, but it can highlight your potential. This book shines a light on
your strengths, your weaknesses, what you are capable of, and the opportunities not to be
missed. Use it to gain a better understanding of who you are, and who you might become.
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Are you a typical Leo? Are you proud and charismatic, a natural-born leader?

What if we told you that your star sign is only the beginning. Astrology has been around for
thousands of years, and there's so much more to it than your daily horoscope. Did you know that
your Rising sign can give you an insight into the way other people see you? Or that your Moon
sign reveals the secrets of your innermost emotions? 

Astrology can't predict your future, but it can highlight your potential. This book shines a light on
your strengths, your weaknesses, what you are capable of, and the opportunities not to be
missed. Use it to gain a better understanding of who you are, and who you might become.
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Are you a typical Libra? Are you graceful and sensitive, a natural-born diplomat?

What if we told you that your star sign is only the beginning. Astrology has been around for
thousands of years, and there's so much more to it than your daily horoscope. Did you know that
your Rising sign can give you an insight into the way other people see you? Or that your Moon
sign reveals the secrets of your innermost emotions? 

Astrology can't predict your future, but it can highlight your potential. This book shines a light on
your strengths, your weaknesses, what you are capable of, and the opportunities not to be
missed. Use it to gain a better understanding of who you are, and who you might become.
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Are you a typical Pisces? Are you dreamy and imaginative, a natural-born romantic?

What if we told you that your star sign is only the beginning. Astrology has been around for
thousands of years, and there's so much more to it than your daily horoscope. Did you know that
your Rising sign can give you an insight into the way other people see you? Or that your Moon
sign reveals the secrets of your innermost emotions? 

Astrology can't predict your future, but it can highlight your potential. This book shines a light on
your strengths, your weaknesses, what you are capable of, and the opportunities not to be
missed. Use it to gain a better understanding of who you are, and who you might become.
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Are you a typical Sagittarius? Are you adventurous and optimistic, a natural-born pioneer?

What if we told you that your star sign is only the beginning. Astrology has been around for
thousands of years, and there's so much more to it than your daily horoscope. Did you know that
your Rising sign can give you an insight into the way other people see you? Or that your Moon
sign reveals the secrets of your innermost emotions? 

Astrology can't predict your future, but it can highlight your potential. This book shines a light on
your strengths, your weaknesses, what you are capable of, and the opportunities not to be
missed. Use it to gain a better understanding of who you are, and who you might become.
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Are you a typical Scorpio? Are you bold and mysterious, a natural-born leader?

What if we told you that your star sign is only the beginning. Astrology has been around for
thousands of years, and there's so much more to it than your daily horoscope. Did you know that
your Rising sign can give you an insight into the way other people see you? Or that your Moon
sign reveals the secrets of your innermost emotions? 

Astrology can't predict your future, but it can highlight your potential. This book shines a light on
your strengths, your weaknesses, what you are capable of, and the opportunities not to be
missed. Use it to gain a better understanding of who you are, and who you might become.
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Are you a typical Taurus? Are you patient and reliable, someone others depend on?

What if we told you that your star sign is only the beginning. Astrology has been around for
thousands of years, and there's so much more to it than your daily horoscope. Did you know that
your Rising sign can give you an insight into the way other people see you? Or that your Moon
sign reveals the secrets of your innermost emotions? 

Astrology can't predict your future, but it can highlight your potential. This book shines a light on
your strengths, your weaknesses, what you are capable of, and the opportunities not to be
missed. Use it to gain a better understanding of who you are, and who you might become.
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Are you a typical Virgo? Are you practical and organized, a natural-born perfectionist?

What if we told you that your star sign is only the beginning. Astrology has been around for
thousands of years, and there's so much more to it than your daily horoscope. Did you know that
your Rising sign can give you an insight into the way other people see you? Or that your Moon
sign reveals the secrets of your innermost emotions? 

Astrology can't predict your future, but it can highlight your potential. This book shines a light on
your strengths, your weaknesses, what you are capable of, and the opportunities not to be
missed. Use it to gain a better understanding of who you are, and who you might become.
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When 11-year-old Olivia meets an old woman walking on the beach who claims to be God, her
first doubts arise simply because she has always been told that God is a man. But when 'Miss
God' asks for her help in writing Ten Commandments to give them meaning in the modern world,
she starts to think in different ways. What should she put in her list? What would you put in
yours? And if the old woman isn't God, why does her hot chocolate taste so divine? Miss God is a
book that makes you question your own beliefs, while at the same time inviting you to believe in
something. It is a book about two people, young and unimaginably old, spending an afternoon
talking about life, looking out to sea, and finding new ways to interpret old wisdoms.

AUTHOR:
Claus Mikosch is a writer and documentary film-maker, who lives in Germany and Spain. He
writes the blog, Reflections on Changing Times, and his films include Anicca – Embracing Change.
After leaving school, Claus travelled the world and fell in love with India. There he heard the
tales that would inspire the Little Buddha stories, which have sold 150,000 copies in the German
edition.
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Mythical creatures are cultural artifacts - creations of the human imagination from all around the
world. From terrifying monsters to sacred mystical beasts, weird-looking humanoids, magical
birds, and many other fantastic beings, the mythological creatures in this book are sure to
enchant and amaze! Discover myths and legends spanning from ancient times to modern day
from every corner of the globe. Learn the cultural origins of 240 different mythical creatures,
captured in ten chapters and 100 colorful illustrations. You will find terrifying bogey monsters as
well as benevolent guardians. Meet creatures that symbolize obstacles to overcome, ones that
explain the occurrence of disease, some that ward away evil, and others that were created
simply for amusement. Explore mythology from the Middle East, Africa, India, Japan, Mexico,
Europe, Polynesia, and beyond. This guide is a ticket to travel the world and discover its
strangest magical beasts from the safety of your own home.

AUTHOR:
Heather Frigiola holds a master's degree in cultural anthropology. She has been a teaching
assistant and a guest lecturer at different universities, specialising in topics such as human-animal
interaction, ancient civilizations, and comparative mythology.
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The fourteenth-century anchorite known as Julian of Norwich offered fervent prayers for a
deeper understanding of Christ's passion. The holy woman's petitions were answered with a
series of divine revelations that she called "shewings." Her mystic visions revealed Christ's
sufferings with extreme intensity, but they also confirmed God's constant love for humanity and
infinite capacity for forgiveness.

Julian of Norwich's Revelations of Divine Love have had a lasting influence on Christian thought.
Written in immediate, compelling terms, her experiences remain among the most original and
accessible expressions of medieval mysticism. This edition contains both the short text, which is
mainly an account of the shewings and Julian's initial analysis of their meaning, and the long text,
completed some 20 years later and offering daringly speculative interpretations.

AUTHOR:
The 14th-century author of this book was a recluse and spiritual counselor who dwelt at the
Church of St. Julian in Norwich, England. She briefly chronicled her visions of Christ's suffering
and love immediately after their occurrence and expanded her writings some 20 to 30 years
later. Considered a saint in the Anglican Church, she has not been canonised in the Roman
Catholic Church, although she is revered as a holy woman.
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Step into the fantasy world of dreams and fairy tales in this charming and traditional deck.
Designed to increase awareness so you can connect with your higher self - a critical step on our
path of personal growth and a boon in times of need. Let the cards be your guide as you solve
day-to-day issues and overcome obstacles. Gain valuable insight and learn to stabilise emotions.
Full of whimsy and enchantment, this deck lets you use the keywords and meanings from the
guidebook to move your life forward. The special affirmations and tasks offer tools you can take
with you when you step back into reality. Readers of all levels will find joy and meaning in this
78-card deck.

AUTHOR:
Yasmeen Westwood has been a Reiki master for many years, as well as having studied NLP,
hypnotherapy, and life coaching. She is highly empathic and was born during a full moon - she
strongly believes that the time of a full moon is when dreams are at their most magical.

Boxed set, 78 art cards
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This ancient text represents one of yoga's most influential and important works. Dating back to
India of the second century B.C., the yoga sutras constitute a complete manual for the study and
practice of the philosophical system. The sutras, or threads, are aphorisms of wisdom that offer
guidelines to living a meaningful and purposeful life. This volume explains the eight limbs of the
discipline: restraint, observances, posture, breath control, withdrawal from the senses, attention,
meditation, and stillness.

Little is known about the life of Patanjali beyond the assumption that he was a contemporary of
the Buddha. Charles Johnston, an immensely learned scholar of Eastern traditions, offers modern
readers a straightforward translation of Patanjali's writings. This easy-to-follow interpretation will
prove a rewarding companion to yoga students, participants in teacher-training programs, and
students of Eastern philosophy.

AUTHOR:
Irish author Charles Johnston (1867–1931) was a scholar of Oriental studies and a classmate of
William Butler Yeats, with whom he co-founded Dublin's Theosophical Lodge in 1886. He studied
Sanskrit, Russian, and German and translated many works, devoting himself mainly to
philosophical and theosophical texts.
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This book explores the healing power of music in relation to some of the world's most
devastating conflicts and disasters, showing how music inspires people to rebuild, and restores
hope. The authors profile Hiroshima (1945: the atom bomb), Belfast (1969-1998: The Troubles),
Detroit (2013: racism and bankruptcy of the city), New Orleans (2005: Hurricane Katrina), Port
Au Prince (2010: earthquake) and Kigali (1994: Rwandan genocide).

AUTHORS:
Mario Goossens is the drummer of rock band Triggerfinger. Karel Van Mileghem is a video
producer and bass player in Jacle Bow. Fabrice Debatty is a professional photographer.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A hopeful exploration of the healing power of music in the face of devastating loss and
violence
•  Includes a link to a music list on Spotify

150 colour, 40 b/w images
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Pink Floyd are one of the world's most successful rock bands of all time. After their breakthrough
record, "The Dark Side Of The Moon", brought prog rock to the masses, they have never looked
back, and their influence continues today in rock, ambient and techno music. "Pink Floyd:
Glorious Torment" is an unofficial, intriguing review of their path to mega success, tracking too
the dismay of Syd Barrett's decline and the battles and the glory of their music. Covering all the
major events in their long career this great new book is accompanied by revealing and evocative
images of the band.

AUTHOR:
As author or editor of eighteen books Sean Egan has written books on The Rolling Stones, The
Beatles, Coronation Street, Leonardo DiCaprio, Tarzan and Manchester United Football Club.
Written extensively for rock magazines, from Classic Rock to Vox, and CD sleevenotes for
Mercury, Sancuary, Factory and more. 
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A personal and witty approach to birdwatching, by a British enthusiast who wants to open our
eyes to the beauty of birds. 

When we see a bird, do we really see it? It's perfectly possible to go through life with an almost
total disregard for birds. However, in Britain, there are more than a million members of the
Royal Society for the Protection of Birds. And thanks to Instagram - and other networking sites -
there is also a growing number of bird photographers opening our eyes to unimagined treasures.
From the giants of our skies to the sweetest singing garden warbler, from Matthew Stadlen's
London street to the Indian jungle and taking in countries as far afield as Albania and Australia,
this book is, in a way, also a story of his life. Starting with the smallest bird in each chapter and
building towards the biggest, and using his photographs as a guide, How To See Birds takes us
on a very personal birdwatching journey and in the process, helps us to see birds - to really see
birds!

AUTHOR:
Matthew Stadlen is a TV and radio presenter.
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For years hillwalkers and climbers have struggled to understand the complexities of the weather
systems. This book, written by a professional weather forecaster, provides both the beginner and
the more experienced with an understanding of the basic principles of the cause of each of the
elements of wind, rain, snow, cloud, fog, sun and thunder, and looks at how they are affected by
mountains and high ground. The author also explains the basic terminology of depressions, warm
and cold fronts and air masses, how to interpret weather maps and how to make short-term
weather forecasts from observation. Aimed at hillwalkers and climbers, it is also invaluable for
anyone wanting to understand and interpret weather systems.

AUTHOR:
During his career a professional weather forecaster, Malcom Thomas' book Weather for
Hillwakers and Climbers became a classic work for those with an interest in this subject. He lives
in Wiltshire.

15 colour and 80 b/w illustrations
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Despite its modern-day connotations of hedonism, "epicureanism" has more to do with living a
mindful, uncomplicated life. These writings by the ancient Greek sage who founded the school of
thought that bears his name advise maximizing simple pleasures and minimising pain, such as
the irrational fear of death. Epicurus' enduring wisdom stresses the search for sources of lasting
satisfaction, such as friendship and philosophical inquiry.

AUTHOR:
Greek philosopher Epicurus (341–270 BC) founded a school in Athens that focused on the art of
living. Although he was a prolific author, very few of his writings have survived, making this
collection all the more precious.
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"While life needs the services of history, it must just as clearly be comprehended that an excess
measure of history will do harm to the living," declares Friedrich Nietzsche in this cautionary
polemic. The iconoclastic philosopher warns us about the dangers of an uncritical devotion to the
study of the past, which leads to destructive and limiting results - particularly in cases where
long-ago events are exploited for nationalistic purposes. Nietzsche proposes three approaches to
times gone by: the monumental, focusing on examples of human greatness; the antiquarian,
involving immersion in a bygone period; and the critical, rejecting the old in favour of the new.
He examines the pros and cons of each concept, favouring how the ancient Greeks looked at
things, which balanced a consciousness of yesteryear with contemporary intellectual, cultural, and
political sensibilities. Nietzsche's emphasis on history as a dynamic, living culture rather than the
subject of detached scholarship is certain to resonate with modern readers.

AUTHOR:
Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche (1844–1900) was a German philosopher, cultural critic, composer,
poet, philologist, and Latin and Greek scholar whose work has exerted a profound influence on
Western philosophy and modern intellectual history. His explorations of the motives underlying
Western philosophy, religion, and morality have exercised a profound effect on generations of
writers, theologians, philosophers, and psychologists. Many of Nietzsche's most influential works
are available in Dover Thrift editions.
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52 Assignments: Landscape Photography is a mission brief, a portfolio of photographic
workshops, a personalised journal, and an inspirational guide to putting the creativity back into
your craft. Small enough to fit your camera bag, it is filled with a year’s worth of weekly
commissions and concepts for composing and creating eye-catching landscape photography in all
its forms. From adding movement to the land to freezing the motion of seascapes; from playing
with snow to capturing a starburst; from bird's-eye views to worm's-eye views, this is the
quickest and most enjoyable way to shake off old habits and discover new approaches that will
throw a whole new light on your landscape photography.

AUTHORS:
Ross Hoddinott and Mark Bauer are among the UK's leading landscape photographers. Their
company Dawn 2 Dusk Photography specializes in landscape photography workshops and they
are co-authors of bestselling books including From Dawn To Dusk and The Landscape
Photography Workshop (both Ammonite Press).
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You know it when you see a seriously good photo. But what did the photographer do to achieve
it? And how can you make your own photos work in the same way? This book provides all the
answers, with none of the sweat. Taking 50 exceptional images, and 50 instant explanations, it
shows you how to start taking serious photos and stop making simple mistakes. You will discover
all you need to know about composition, exposure, light, lenses, and creativity – without any of
the jargon or the waffle. Whether you want to develop your digital dexterity or add some
inspiration to your Instagram, this is all you need to know to start taking seriously good
photographs of your own.

AUTHOR:
Antony Zacharias is an award-winning photographer based in London who is particularly known
for his vivid architectural images and his unique perspectives on cities ranging from New York to
London. His work has been commissioned by Toyota US and Sky Atlantic, and published by the
BBC, Guardian, Times and Ecologist.

50 photographs
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Join landscape photographer David Skernick as he travels the remote back roads of Arizona, New
Mexico, Colorado, Utah, and Nevada - a region so rich in natural beauty that much of it has been
preserved by the national park system. Panoramic images place the viewer directly into
landscapes containing ranches, wolves, wild horses, and stunning geological formations.
Interwoven with this rugged scenery are glimpses of civilization - working grain elevators, old
hotels, and the occasional abandoned gas station. Skernick, who leads photography workshops
nationwide, lets us in on his strategies with an appendix listing exposure, equipment, and
panorama statistics for each image - enough to satisfy even the most technology-minded
photographer.

AUTHOR:
David Skernick resides in Woodland Hills, California, with his wife, Ria, and dog, Chewy. He
spends as much time as possible traveling, photographing, and teaching workshops along the
back roads of America.
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Companions, allies, friends - cats warm our hearts, bring comfort, and make us smile. In this
book, author and photographer Lindsi Jones pays tribute to fabulous rescue felines, presenting
colourful, feel-good photos of kitties dressed to the nines - and stories about each cat's unique
personality. Perfect for cat enthusiasts of every age, the heartwarming portraits celebrate and
highlight the exquisite beauty and physical attributes of rescue cats, proving that, like humans, no
two cats are alike; each has a life history and story. Readers 8 years and up will also revel in
stories of cats currently available for adoption and those recently rescued. They will also read
stories from adoptive families - and learn to make a hand-crafted bow tie for their own
distinguished feline! This book makes a perfect gift for all animal lovers - particularly those with a
fondness for photography and animal rescue. It's an essential addition to every cat-lover's
library.

AUTHOR:
Lindsi Jones has a deep admiration of and affection for cats. After graduating from Valdosta
State University with a bachelor's degree in Fine Art Education, she began working as a wedding
and portrait photographer. Hundreds of weddings and thousands of portraits later, she partnered
with Miss Kitty Feline Sanctuary, in Thomasville, Georgia. Each time Lindsi photographs a
wedding, she donates to the shelter on behalf of the couple. In 2015, she began a project titled
101 Cats in Bow Ties, which resulted in an installation-style art exhibition featuring portraits of
high-fashion felines dressed in bow ties she handmade for the project. She's continued the
project and works with shelters to create exceptional feline portraits used in social media and
other advertisements that aide adoption efforts and celebrate cats worldwide. Lindsi's work with
shelter animals has been featured on television and in online publications, newspapers,
magazines, and advertisements.
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Since the dawn of time, people have been fascinated by the idea of travelling to the stars, which
is vividly illustrated by utopian and dystopian works of architecture, the visual arts, and
cinematography. In many ways, the designs and symbols associated with space travel also found
their way into popular culture in the former Soviet Union and its satellite states. Often spurned as
propaganda by the West, they informed the design of mass-produced consumer goods and public
art works in the USSR. While in our part of the world space travel largely turned into a political
race as a result of the Cold War, its appeal found an aesthetic expression in everyday life in the
East.

This book presents the results of in-depth research and extensive travels through a total of seven
countries. Its prime focus is the impact of space exploration on everyday life in its pioneering age
between the late 1950s and the 1980s and the persistence of related concepts and utopian ideas
in today's society. Told as a visual story, it combines artistic and documentary photography,
portraits of contemporary witnesses, landscape snapshots, and historical documents. It is in part
an historical investigation since many of the pioneers of the space age are no longer alive and
many of the formerly ubiquitous items have disappeared.

Text in English and German.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Traces the impact of space travel on everyday life in the East
•  July 2019 is the 50th anniversary of the moon landing
•  Space exploration from the perspective of cultural history
•  A visual story told with photos and historical documents
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A history of twentieth-century photography as told through one hundred works from one of the
most significant collections in the USA. 

The Snite Museum of Art at the University of Notre Dame is considered to be one of the finest
university art museums in America. Its permanent collection of nineteenth-, twentieth-, and
twenty-first-century photography comprises 10,000-plus pieces. This first volume in a two volume
catalogue of the collection presents 100 key works from the 20th-century, including works by
Jacque-Henri Lartigue, Edward Weston, Alexander Rodchenko, August Sander, Berenice Abbot,
Robert Capa, Irving Penn, Larry Clark and Hiroshi Sugimoto, among many others.

AUTHOR:
David Acton is Milly and Fritz Kaeser curator of the Snite Museum of Art at the University of Notre
Dame. Among his exhibitions and publications is The Stamp of Genius: Abstract Expressionist
Prints (2001).

SELLING POINTS:
•  A first-rate collection covering photographers from the early 20th-century (Edward Steichen,
Eugene Atget), through mid-century (Robert Capa, Irving Penn, Diane Arbus, Ansel Adams) to
present day ( Mike Smith, Deborah Luster, Joel Sternfeld)
•  Provides historical context, brief biographies, and a glossary of photographic terms.
•  Recent acquisitions include images by Eugene Atget, Eadweard Muybridge, Timothy O'Sullivan,
Doris Ulmann, Frederick Sommer and Lauren Greenfield.
•  A second volume, 19th-century photographs is planned for 2020.

150 colour images
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In celebration of Terry O'Neill being awarded a CBE for Services to Photography in this year's
Queen's Birthday Honours list, ACC Art Books and Iconic Images are proud to release this limited
edition box-set containing two of his most acclaimed books and a special 'Bardot with Cigar'
stamped and framed print.

The two books, Terry O Neill's Opus and Terry O'Neill's Rock 'n' Roll Album - combined - contain
more than 650 pages of the greatest photographs covering Terry O'Neill's remarkable career.
From David Bowie to Frank Sinatra, Elton John to Elvis Presley, Terence Stamp, Michael Caine,
Raquel Welch and every James Bond in-between, these two books are a treasure trove of
images from the frontline of film, music, fashion, royalty and sport - uniquely O'Neill.

Widely considered one of O'Neill's signature photographs, 'Bardot with Cigar' was taken on the
set of Les Petroleuses, aka The Legend of Frenchie King, in Spain 1971. "I was watching Brigitte
prepare for the next scene, and the wind kept blowing her hair - I saw the photo I wanted to
take before I snapped the camera. I had to wait weeks before the film was developed to know if
I got the shot" remembers O'Neill.

The 20 x 28cm print is stamped and framed with a deep bevel envelope mount in 50/50 UV Glass
and is ready to hang. This is one of Terry O'Neills most celebrated and collected prints and
completely sold out in all small format editions.

The two books and framed Bardot print come packaged in a stand-alone box and a certificate of
authenticity, signed and numbered by Iconic Images.

205 colour, 362 b/w photographs

2 volumes, HB, print, slipcase,
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The dramatic landscape photographs of Saskia Boelsums manifest a strong connection to the
Dutch tradition of landscape paintings. She is inspired by nature, weather, and the seasons, with
clouds and skies characterised by moody chiaroscuro and painterly monumentality. The reality of
the changing climate, and what this will mean for the future, is a theme that runs throughout her
work. She captures not only the beauty of the landscape, but also a vague sense of uncertainty
and threat. As she says:

"It looks like the classic historical Dutch landscapes and skies are being pushed out by landscapes
and skies that are the result of climate change. I am very aware of that tension."
"I am photographing when most people think the weather is too bad to go outside. By exploring
different landscapes in all four seasons, I feel strongly connected to the universe. That feeling
I'm trying to pass on through my landscape photos." - Saskia Boelsums.

AUTHOR:
Visual artist Saskia Boelsums was born in The Netherlands and grew up in Iran and Curaçao. She
studied at the art academy in Groningen and graduated with a degree in spatial and graphic
design. Since 2013 she has focused entirely on photography. She has won numerous awards,
most recently the Felix Schoeller Photo Award in 2017 in the landscape category. Saskia's work
has been shown in Amsterdam, London, Berlin, Moscow, Hong Kong, and New York.

SELLING POINT:
•  Powerfully atmospheric landscape photographs inspired by the heritage of Dutch Old Master
paintings

220 colour photographs
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The Museum of Photography in Krakow was created over 30 years ago and is the only public
institution of its kind in Poland. The collection covers almost the entire history of photography,
from its invention to contemporary times. It comprises almost 70,000 items, from positive prints,
negatives and examples of fine art photographic techniques and systems, to darkroom and
cinematic equipment. Journalistic, studio, artistic, documentary, technical and amateur
photography - all of these genres are represented within the museum's diverse collection. Visitors
can explore the work of celebrated photographers who have made great contributions to the
development of Polish photography, as well as that of many lesser-known craft photographers
and anonymous artists who used photography either as a means of individual expression, a work
tool, or a method of documenting their personal history. Published to coincide with the
completion of an ambitious renovation project, this book presents a selection of highlights drawn
from the museum's diverse collection.

AUTHOR:
Marek Swica has been the Director of the Museum of Photography in Krakow since 2016. He was
previously Vice-Director for academic research and collections at the National Museum in Krakow.
His interests focus on the experience of art created by avant-garde artists in Poland of the
mid-20th century.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Highlights a medley of works from the Museum of Photography in Krakow's encyclopaedic
collection
•  Offers a personal tour of this collection given by the Museum's Director
•  The only public institution of its kind in Poland

40 colour images
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In this beautifully illustrated book, acclaimed nature photographer Scott Joshua Dere gives bird
lovers and photographers the tools they need to find and document raptors in their natural
habitats. There are many types of raptors to be seen, and each can be identified by its size,
colouration, habitat/location, and flight style. Becoming an expert in the birds' unique behaviours
is a key factor in optimising the chance of observing an individual species. It's also critical for
obtaining great photographs; understanding individual species behaviours allows photographers
to optimise their approach style and distance while evaluating their subject's comfort level and
watching for pre-flight or stress behaviours. As this book reveals in incredible detail, the
experience of seeing these birds in action is exciting and unforgettable - and their aerial acrobats
in particular can stretch the imagination of what is actual possible in the natural world.

AUTHOR:
At just 13 years of age, Scott Joshua Dere landed his first photography job as an assistant for a
local studio. Over the next 17 years, he worked with several professional studios and attended
the School of Visual Arts in Manhattan, where he received a BFA in Fine Art Photography. Dere's
Long Island studio, Art Photographers, focuses on weddings and fine art portraiture-but he also
has a passion for nature photography and uses his time traveling in between weekend events to
work all season long on creating some of the most amazing images of nature today. Dere has
worked with Canon Explorer of Light, Charles Glatzer in Minnesota and Alaska, as well as some of
Nikon's greatest talents, including Thomas Mangelsen and Moose Peterson in Yellowstone and
Grand Teton National Parks. Closer to home, he has worked for Canon in Lake Success, NY. In
2015, Dere earned a Master of Photography Medal from the Professional Photographers of
America (PPA) and a Master Craftsmen award followed in 2018.
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For over ten years now, the Prix Pictet aims to harness the power of all genres of photography to
draw global attention to issues of sustainability, especially those concerning the environment. In
this eighth edition of the award, under the theme of Hope, participants are encouraged to
capture some of the positive sustainability actions and initiatives that are beginning to emerge
around the world.

Amid escalating environmental crisis and concern, these photographers turn their cameras on
developments which give cause for optimism and inspiration – whether it be falling poverty or
reforestation, advances in medicine or technological solutions for global environmental problems.

This book features the work of the award’s shortlisted and nominated photographers,
accompanied by instructive essays from renowned writers, including best-selling novelist, William
Boyd.

An indispensable volume for anyone interested in conceptual photography, photojournalism and
the environment, this book also provides a galvanising narrative of individual and collective
agency, determination, and positive environmental change.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The eighth edition of the Prix Pictet, the global award for photography and sustainability
•  The winner will be announced at a ceremony at the Victoria & Albert Museum, London on
November 13, 2019, with first exhibitions to follow in London, Tokyo, and Zurich
•  An illuminating volume for everyone interested in conceptual photography, photojournalism
and the environment
•  With an essay by best-selling novelist, William Boyd

80 colour and b/w photographs
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Psychedelic manga photography. Discover Julie Watai's debut collection.

Japanese artist Julie Watai's debut photo collection, Samurai Girl is a psychedelic and playful
compilation of manga-inspired photography. Through a stunning fusion of subcultural images,
manga and video game graphics, the Tokyo-based fashion photographer and ex-pop idol
profoundly immortalises Japanese culture in all its richness, folly and abstractions.

Watai's photographs and designs have already reached cult status in Tokyo and the renowned
photographer has been the focus of numerous publications and documentaries from around the
world including a feature by Vice's The Creator's Project. This collection showcases over
one-hundred such photographs and graphics that have launched this extraordinary artist to
international acclaim.

"Julie Watai is a photographer and contemporary artist whose acid-bright, digitised works draw
heavily on the worlds of Japanese manga, anime, and otaku culture. Distorted-yet-realistic, Watai
combines images from pop cultural fantasies - from gun-slinging anime girls, to cyborgs, to
'kawaii' dolls - with 3D (real-world) imagery, creating a glitch-type portraiture that excites and
overloads the imagination." - Beautiful Decay

AUTHOR:
Julie Watai is a Japanese photographer. She is also a DJ, model, music producer and loves to
play with technology.

43 colour images
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A visual exploration of London's most intriguing square mile captures Soho's essence - from
seedy to sublime, and everything in between.

During a time of development and change that has the potential to transform the unique
character of London's Soho, this book delves into the area's storied past as a place of
disobedience and eccentricity. Opening with a look at Soho through the years, this book includes
archival images of Suffragettes learning Jiu-jitsu in a Soho gym, Johnny Weissmuller practicing
with an underwater dancer at the Marshall Street baths, and John and Ringo preparing for "The
White Album" at the Trident Recording Studio. The book then presents the work of
photographers who have shed light on Soho's many faces through the decades, including Kelvin
Brodie, Clancy Gebler Davies, Corinne Day, William Klein, and Anders Petersen. Also featured is a
new series of work by young, up-and-coming photographer Daragh Soden, whose images were
specially commissioned by The Photographers' Gallery for this project. These streetscapes and
portraits are by turns intimate and haunting, visceral and vibrant, nostalgic and provocative.
Throughout the volume, texts narrate a social history marked by subculture and controversy. This
book captures Soho as a refuge for marginalised, pioneering, and unconventional people.

AUTHORS:
Karen McQuaid is Senior Curator at The Photographers’ Gallery, London.

Julian Rodriguez is Head of the Department of Film and Photography at the Kingston School of
Art in London.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The photographers in this book are well known and include Bill Brandt, Kelvin Brodie, Corinne
Day, Willian Klein, Anders Petersen, and Daragh Soden.
•  There are a few books about the history of Soho in London, but none are as highly illustrated
and focus on individual photographers to tell Soho's history as this book does.
•  This book accompanies a show at the Photographers' Gallery in London from mid-October
2018 to February 2019.

200 colour images
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As soon as Bill Wyman was given a camera as a young boy, he quickly developed a passion for
photography. After joining what would become the world's greatest rock 'n' roll band, Wyman
continued his hobby. When he didn't have his bass, he had his camera. The result is an arresting,
insightful and often poignant collection of photographs, showing his exclusive inside view of the
band. From travelling to relaxing, backstage and on, Stones From the Inside is a unique view
captured by a man who was there, every step of the way.

Along with the images of the band at work and play, Wyman includes remarkable images of
those along for the ride, from John Lennon, Eric Clapton, David Bowie and Iggy Pop to John
Belushi and Dan Aykroyd. To accompany his photographs, Wyman offers up wonderful insights,
anecdotes and behind-the-photo stories, giving all us a front-row seat and backstage pass to
what it was like to be there, as music history was made as a member of The Rolling Stones.

Limited to just 300 copies, this slipcased edition is accompanied by print.

AUTHOR:
Bill Wyman was the bassist for the Rolling Stones between 1962 and 1993. An avid photographer
from a young age, he started experimenting with a camera at 11. However, it wasn't until a tour
in Paris, 1966, that he started to take it seriously. Since then, he has exhibited in galleries across
the globe. Wyman now enjoys photographing landscapes and wildlife.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Known, unknown, rare and unseen images from former Rolling Stones bassist Bill Wyman,
capturing life on-stage, backstage and on the road
•  This limited edition of 300 copies, comes in a luxurious slipcase, with an open-edition A4 print
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Drago's impressive library already includes the works of many internationally celebrated and
influential photographers such as Boogie, Estevan Oriol, Ed Templeton and JR. The Street is
Watching encapsulates the talent of these artists together with over 100 contributing
photographers in a single and revolutionary anthology.

These featured photographers include Larry Clark, Glen E. Friedman, Martha Cooper, Jamel
Shabazz, Bruce Davidson, Jim Goldberg, Mary Ellen Mark, Bruce Gilden, Ryan McGinley, Hugh
Holland, Jill Freedman, C.R. Stecyk, Dash Snow, Bruce LaBruce, Ivory Serra, Olivia Bee and
many more. The book also features insightful contributions from the curator, Paulo Luca von
Vacano; Miss Rosen, a New York-based photo editor and photography book specialist and Ethel
Seno, a project manager and curatorial coordinator at MOCA, Los Angeles.

For more than a decade, DRAGO has shadowed the urban mindset. As a publishing house of
contemporary art and culture, we have brought forward an array of underground artists from the
bleeding edge to the 'hardcore overground' of the public eye. Works include titles by
internationally celebrated gallerists, artists and photographers such as Magda Danysz's From
Style Writing to Art, JR's The Wrinkles of the City, Estevan Oriol's LA Woman, Mirko Reissers's
collected works (DAIM: 1989-2014), Shephard Fairey's #OBEY, Ed Templeton's The Golden Age
of Neglect and Letizia Battaglia's critically acclaimed collections Anthology and Just For Passion.
Previously the official publisher of The French Academy, Villa Medici in Rome, DRAGO handled all
publications regarding the academy's exhibitions and their artists-in-residence.
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Stroud is a compact cultural soup of stories waiting to be told. Rupert's photographs take you
under the skin of the people in this unique town, at times part of the picture-perfect Cotswolds it
occupies and at times set very apart.

AUTHOR:
Rupert Russell has been an actor/model, chef, bartender, electrician and dry cleaner! He bought
a camera when he found out he was going to be a father eleven years ago, and discovered his
passion. His love for photography is driven by a desire to connect with people and the
environment. He is based in Uley, near Stroud.

80 colour illustrations
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National security affairs analyst Ehud Eilam examines the strategy of containment in the Middle
East as it is currently pursued. For the United States, containment is a way to avoid war with Iran
and thwart its nuclear weapons program. For Israel it has been a way to prevent a confrontation
with the Palestinians in both the Gaza Strip and the West Bank.

In other cases containment is meant to weaken a foe without starting a war, as Israel did by
bombing shipments of weapons to Hezbollah. Containment was also part of the war in Syria -
because the West lacked the ability to overthrow Bashar al-Assad, though it cost the civilian
population there dearly. Egypt has been trying to contain both its enormous economic hardships
and ISIS, primarily in the Sinai Peninsula.

Ultimately Eilam provides important and timely insights into the Middle East’s perennially fluid and
volatile political environment. His insights and analyses will be of interest not least in the corridors
of power both here and abroad.

AUTHOR:
Ehud Eilam is a national security affairs analyst who formerly work for the Israeli Ministry of
Defense. He has a PhD in history from Bar-Ilan University in Israel.
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From Sadat to Saddam offers a fresh perspective on the politicisation of the U.S. diplomatic
corps and the militarisation of U.S. foreign policy in the Middle East. This book begins with the
1981 assassination of Egyptian president Anwar Sadat, continues through two Gulf wars, and
ends with the U.S. withdrawal of combat troops from Iraq in 2011. 

This firsthand account of thirty years in the diplomatic trenches of U.S. foreign policy in the
Middle East addresses the basic questions of how and why we find ourselves today in endless
military conflict and argues that it is directly related to the decline in reliance on our diplomatic
skills. From Sadat to Saddam offers an in-depth look by a career diplomat at how U.S. soft
power has been allowed to atrophy. It chronicles three decades of dealing not just with foreign
policy challenges and opportunities but also with the frustrations of working with bureaucrats and
politicians who don't understand the world and are unwilling to listen to those who do. The book
makes clear that the decline of our diplomatic capability began well before the election of Donald
Trump. It recommends that instead of trying to make soldiers into diplomats and diplomats into
soldiers, we invest in a truly professional diplomatic service.

AUTHOR:
David J. Dunford served three years as the U.S. ambassador to Oman and served four years,
including during the 1990-91 Gulf War, as the deputy ambassador to Saudi Arabia. He is a
member of the Governing Board of the University of Arizona's Center for Middle East Studies. He
has taught courses on the Arab-Israeli conflict and the Middle East business environment at the
University of Arizona and has consulted for both the government and the private sector on Middle
East issues. He is the coauthor of Talking to Strangers: The Struggle to Rebuild Iraq's Foreign
Ministry. 
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The war that broke out in the former Yugoslavia at the end of the twentieth century unleashed
unspeakable acts of violence committed against defenseless civilians, including a grizzly mass
murder at an Ovcara pig farm in 1991. An international tribunal was set up to try the
perpetrators of crimes such as this, and one of the accused was Slavko Dokmanovic, who at the
time was the mayor of a local town. Vladimir Dzuro, a criminal detective from Prague, was one
of the investigators charged with discovering what happened on that horrific night at Ovcara. The
story Dzuro presents here, drawn from his daily notes, is devastating. It was a time of brutal
torture, random killings, and the disappearance of innocent people.

Dzuro provides a gripping account of how he and a handful of other investigators picked up the
barest of leads that eventually led them to the gravesite where they exhumed the bodies. They
were able to track down Dokmanovic, only to find that taking him into custody was a different
story altogether. The politics that led to the war hindered justice once it ended. Without any
thoughts of risk to their own personal safety, Dzuro and his colleagues were determined to bring
Dokmanovic to justice. In addition to the story of the pursuit and arrest of Dokmanovic, The
Investigator provides a realistic picture of the war crime investigations that led to the successful
prosecution of a number of war criminals.

AUTHOR:
Vladimir Dzuro worked as a criminal detective between 1983 and 1995, initially investigating
violent crime with the Criminal Investigation Department in Prague and later at the National
Central Bureau of Interpol in Prague. He currently works at the United Nations Office of Internal
Oversight Services as chief of the New York Headquarters Office.

108 photographs, 7 illustrations, 5 maps
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With his elfin poker face, receding short golden hair, diminutive but muscular body, and stiff
clipped gait, Vladimir Putin is among the world's most recognisable leaders. He has tightly ruled
Russia since 31 December 1999, and will firmly assert power from the Kremlin for the
foreseeable future. Many fear and loath him for his brutality, for ordering opponents imprisoned
on trumped up charges and even murdered. Yet most Russians adore him for rebuilding the
economy, state authority, and national pride. What drives Putin? Much more than greed for
money and power animates him. He is a zealous nationalist deadset to make Russia great again.
He mourns the Soviet Union's breakup as the greatest political catastrophe of the twentieth
century.' Putin's nostalgia is understandable. The Russian empire peaked in territory, population,
military power, and prestige when it was called the Soviet Union. Putin has mastered the art of
power. Depending on what is at stake, that involves the deft wielding of appropriate or smart'
ingredients of hard' physical power like armoured divisions, multinational corporations, and
assassins, and soft' psychological power like diplomats, honey-traps, cyber-trolls, and fake news
factories to defeat threats and seize opportunities. Russian hackers penetrated the Democratic
National Committee (DNC) and Hillary Clinton's campaign organisation, extracted tens of
thousands of potentially embarrassing emails, and posted them on WikiLeaks. As the Kremlin's
latest ruler Putin, like most of his predecessors, is as realistic as he is ruthless. He knows the
limits of Russian hard and soft power while constantly trying to expand them. He is doing
whatever he can to advance Russian national interests as he interprets them. In Putin's mind,
Russia can rise only as far as the West can fall. And on multiple fronts he is methodically
advancing to those ends. Putin's Virtual War reveals just how and why he does so, and the dire
consequences for America, Europe, and the world beyond.

AUTHOR:
Dr William Nester, a Professor at the Department of Government and Politics, St. John's
University, New York, is the author of thirty-seven books on history and politics. His book George
Rogers Clark: I Glory in War won the Army Historical Foundation's best biography award for
2013, and Titan: The Art of British Power in the Age of Revolution and Napoleon, won the New
York Military Affairs Symposium's 2016 Arthur Goodzett Book Award.
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Elite-level Soviet politics, privileged access to state secrets, knowledge about machinations inside
the Kremlin - such is the environment in which Andrei A. Kovalev lived and worked. In this
memoir of his time as a successful diplomat serving in various key capacities and as a member of
Mikhail Gorbachev's staff, Kovalev reveals hard truths about his country as only a perceptive
witness can do. In Russia's Dead End Kovalev shares his intimate knowledge of political activities
behind the scenes at the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the Kremlin before and after the
dissolution of the USSR in December 1991, including the Russia of Vladimir Putin.

Kovalev analyses Soviet efforts to comply with international human-rights obligations, the
machinations of the KGB, and the link between corrupt oligarchs and state officials. He
documents the fall of the USSR, the post-Soviet explosion of state terrorism and propaganda,
and offers a nuanced historical explanation of the roots of Russia's contemporary crisis under
Vladimir Putin. This insider's memoir provides a penetrating analysis of late-Soviet and
post-Soviet Russian politics that is pungent, pointed, witty, and accessible. It assesses the current
dangerous status of Russian politics and society while illuminating the path to a more just and
democratic future.

AUTHOR:
Andrei A. Kovalev is a former member of the secretariat of President Mikhail Gorbachev. He
worked in the Soviet and Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs on the staff of the Security Council of
the Russian Federation during the Yeltsin and Putin administrations. He is the author of two books
on Russian on politics.
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The best-known quotes and reflections of Benjamin Disraeli, British statesman and twice Prime
Minister of the United Kingdom

Disraeli was one of the least orthodox of Prime Ministers. He was an adventurer who fought his
way to 'the top of the greasy pole' in a blaze of controversy, and became Queen Victoria's
favourite statesman. He was a novelist and a wit as well as politician.

He was a brilliant orator. Like Byron he was both a romantic and a cynic. His aphorisms have
become part of the discourse of political life.

This collection is based on his novels, letters and speeches. He was never dull, but he was
fundamentally serious behind the firework display, and he had a lasting influence on the course
of party history.

AUTHOR:
Lord Blake (editor) was the leading historian of the 19th- and 20th-century Conservative Party,
and the author of the definitive biography of Disraeli.

SALES POINTS:
•  Seen by some of the founder of 'one-nation' conservatism, Disraeli is today one of the most
co-opted political figures of history
•  For those seeking clarity on Disraeli's views, this collection will confound and surprise
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"It’s really a horror to live in a war", Antoine Makdis told me in Aleppo. And over the next ten
days we were witnesses to that horror. "The war has aged me not just psychologically but in my
way of thinking. It aged me in my body. I have pain when I walk. I have pain when I'm sleeping.
I’m not wiser but I'm older."

Featuring stories of human rights violations and struggles in a world of human- and
earth-destroying globalised capitalism, the RTE What in the World? television series has filmed in
over fifty countries across Africa, Asia and The Americas. This is the second book published by
The Liffey Press based on the award-winning series. 

With a focus on war and its consequences, this book tells profoundly moving stories of how
conflict has convulsed the lives of people caught up its insidious grip, plunged people into the
depths of despair and crushed the hopes and dreams of whole generations. None of this is
accidental. Wars don't just happen. They are the inevitable result of the military industrial
complex, the colonial legacy, the economic dividends of war. 

When Elephants Collide, It's the Grass that Suffers describes the suffering of ordinary people in
Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, Mexico, Russia, South Sudan, Syria, Uruguay, Western Sahara,
Palestine/Israel, Brazil, South Korea, Somalia and Timor Leste. Above all, the reader will be left
with an understanding of how wars live on in the lives and bodies of the injured and the
traumatized long after they are deemed officially over.

AUTHOR:
Peadar King is the presenter/producer of the What in the World? documentary series, as well as
an author and lecturer on a variety of political topics. His book What in the World? Political
Travels in Africa, Asia and the America was published by The Liffey Press in 2013. 
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This classic text is devoted to describing crystal structures, especially periodic structures, and their
symmetries. Much of its content is essential to serious students of solid state chemistry and
related sciences, which include mineralogy, materials science, and solid state physics. The
treatment is the product of decades of research by authors Michael O'Keeffe and Bruce G. Hyde,
and it provides a solid foundation for those entering the field.

The first three chapters introduce point and space symmetry groups using crystallographic
conventions. With this background, students will be able to understand useful information from
the crystallographic literature. Chapter 4 treats crystal geometry and features a discussion of
transformations of coordinate systems. Chapters 5 through 7 are devoted to the description of
simple geometric patterns that underlie crystal structures. Exercises and notes follow each
chapter, and the text concludes with several appendixes. Updated material prepared for this
Dover edition by Professor O'Keeffe enhances the presentation, which can serve as a textbook
and as a general reference.

AUTHORS:
Michael O'Keeffe has taught at Arizona State University since 1963, where he is now Regents'
Professor Emeritus in the School of Molecular Science.
Bruce G. Hyde (1925–2014) was Professor of Chemistry at the Australian National University in
Canberra.
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This introduction to heat transfer offers advanced undergraduate and graduate engineering
students a solid foundation in the subjects of conduction, convection, radiation, and
phase-change, in addition to the related topic of mass transfer. A staple of engineering courses
around the world for more than three decades, it has been revised and updated regularly by the
authors, recognized experts in the field. The text addresses the implications, limitations, and
meanings of many aspects of heat transfer, connecting the subject to its real-world applications
and developing students' insight into related phenomena. 

Three introductory chapters form a minicourse in heat transfer, covering all of the subjects
discussed in detail in subsequent chapters. This unique and effective feature introduces heat
exchangers early in the development, rather than at the end. The authors also present a novel
and simplified method for dimensional analysis, and they capitalize on the similarity of natural
convection and film condensation to develop these two topics in a parallel manner. Worked
examples and end-of-chapter exercises appear throughout the book, along with well-drawn,
illuminating figures.

AUTHORS:
John H. Lienhard IV is M. D. Anderson Professor of Technology and Culture, Emeritus, at the
University of Houston.
John H. Lienhard V is Abdul Latif Jameel Professor of Water, Director of the Abdul Latif Jameel
Water and Food Systems Lab, and Director, Rohsenow Kendall Heat Transfer Lab, at MIT. During
his three decades on the MIT faculty, Lienhard has focused his research and educational efforts
on water purification and desalination, heat and mass transfer, and thermodynamics.
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Finding calm is a journey, and even the best explorers sometimes need a guide along the way.

Filled with calming quotes, centring statements and soothing tips and exercises, this journal
encourages you to record and reflect upon your most serene moments and experiences. Guiding
you through different aspects of your life, this book will help you find daily moments of calm,
allowing you to take charge of your own well-being.

KEY SELLING POINTS:
•  We all need to take some time out to reflect. This journal offers you some space to record the
special moments of tranquillity in your daily life.
•  Easy to use and filled with advice, tips and exercises, this guided journal not only allows you to
look back at your most peaceful moments, but also encourages you to press pause and find
calm.
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When it comes to alcohol, less really is more. Drinking less means having more energy, more
focus and more money. It's a huge step to better health, better moods and a better life.
Whether you're keen to cut down or wish to stop completely, this handbook has all the facts,
advice and ideas you need to reshape your life in the way you want.

AUTHOR:
Katherine Kay is a professional freelance writer. She has written for many well-known
publications, including being the senior subeditor of Cosmopolitan.

SELLING POINTS:
• Divided into logical chapters, including 'Why Booze is Not Your Buddy', and featuring recipes for
alternative, non-alcoholic drinks.
• A report from 2018 shows that a third of 16–24-year-olds are now teetotal. More people are
turning their backs on alcohol after increased awareness of its health risks.
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Happiness is a journey, and even the best explorers sometimes need a guide along the way.

Filled with uplifting quotes, positive statements and helpful tips and exercises, this journal
encourages you to record and reflect upon your most joyful moments and experiences. Guiding
you through all aspects of your life, this book will help you to discover true happiness every day.

KEY SELLING POINTS:
•  As life becomes increasingly fast-paced, this journal offers some space to record the moments
of happiness in your daily life.
•  Easy to use and filled with advice and exercises, this guided journal not only allows you to look
back at your most joyful moments, but also encourages you to embrace a positive mentality
every day.

160 colour illustrations
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'Most of the time, I just don't feel I'm good enough.' This is the most common statement that
Gary Cunningham has heard whilst speaking in schools and YouthReach groups around Ireland. A
former inmate of Mountjoy Prison and the author of Joys of Joy: Finding Myself in an Irish Prison
and Life After Joy: A Prisoner No More, Gary has had the opportunity to deliver his unique
message to hundreds of young people across the nation. But it was in one particular school,
when Gary was informed of the recent tragic suicide of a twelve-year-old student, that he
realized there was a crisis at hand and that he had to do something about it. Inside these pages
are stories sadly based on true events. Each deals with topics and situations that came up whilst
speaking to students: bullying, peer pressure, dealing with grief, consent, social media and,
shockingly, suicide. He concludes that the young people today are not 'moody and rude' as often
portrayed – they are simply trying to navigate a fast-changing, high-pressured world while feeling
very unsure of themselves. These stories will give the reader some food for thought and a
different way of looking at, and dealing with, certain situations. Hopefully, this book will also
spark much-needed conversations between young people and their families, friends, teachers
and others. Above all, Gary wants everyone reading this book to realise that they do not need to
be perfect – instead, they should look in the mirror and say out loud, 'I Am Enough!'

AUTHOR:
Gary Cunningham is a writer, musician, inspirational speaker and author of Joys of Joy: Finding
Myself in an Irish Prison and Life After Joy: A Prisoner No More. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  Former prisoner helps teens deal with personal crises
•  Uplifting message to all readers of 'You are Enough!'
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"You can be a bigger person than you are," promises William H. Danforth, "and I am going to
prove it to you." The founder of the Ralston-Purina company, Danforth envisioned life as a
checkerboard and developed a four-square philosophy, in which individuals must balance mental,
physical, social, and religious needs to achieve a fulfilling, successful life. In this slim motivational
volume, he offers you an irresistible challenge to fulfill your potential by taking risks.

Recently hailed by The Christian Science Monitor as one of the ten best self-help books of all
time, I Dare You! is geared toward young adults but resonates with all ages. Danforth's "dares"
promote a willingness to seize opportunities and strive harder, developing a sense of adventure
and a growing number of accomplishments. The author discusses the cultivation of strength,
creativity, and character, and he encourages continuous learning and improvement. I Dare You!
has served as an inspiration to generations of readers who took Danforth's words to heart,
bettering themselves and sharing the fruits of their success with others.

AUTHOR:
William H. Danforth (1870–1955) founded the Ralston-Purina company in St. Louis, Missouri, in
1894. The company's checkerboard logo emerged from Danforth's personal concept of a
balanced four-square existence, encompassing life's physical, mental, social, and religious
aspects.
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Keep track of you.

A mood tracker is a handy tool to help you map your emotions over time. Whether you want to
understand how you feel and why, or learn more about your mood patterns, this book is the
perfect place to start. Including a monthly mood tracker, a sleep chart, a diet tracker and more,
this journal allows you to check in with yourself every day – it's a simple way to untangle your
feelings, keep tabs on your state of mind and gain a clear snapshot of you.

SELLING POINTS:
•  My Mood Tracker is a relaxing method of expressing how you feel over time. Not only can you
record your emotions over a monthly period, you can also record the amount of time you sleep
and the quality of your diet, helping you to identify areas of improvement and discover whether
there is a correlation between your sleep, diet and mood.
•  By colouring in these beautiful designs, you can track your mood and watch as the design
comes to life.
•  This journal is a fuss-free solution to record your emotions in our fast-paced modern society.
Easy to use on the go, it's the perfect way to focus on you every day

50 colour line drawings
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The N1 was the booster rocket for the Soviet manned moon program and was thus the direct
counterpart of the Saturn V, the rocket that took American astronauts to the moon in 1969.
Standing 345 feet tall, the N1 was the largest rocket ever built by the Soviets and was roughly
the same height and weight as the Saturn. Though initially ahead of the US in the space race,
the Soviets lagged behind as the pace for being first on the moon accelerated. Massive technical
and personnel difficulties, plus spectacular failures, repeatedly delayed the N1 program. After the
successful American landings on the moon, it was finally canceled without the N1 ever achieving
orbit. The complete history of this rarely known Soviet program is presented here, starting in
1959, along with detailed technical descriptions of the N1's design and development. A full
discussion of its attempted launches, disasters, and ultimate cancellation in 1974 completes this
definitive history.

AUTHOR:
Eugen Reichl works for a leading European space transportation company. He is a known expert
on aerospace technology and has authored more than 30 books and several hundred specialty
articles on the topic.
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Since 1961, the United States of America has launched men and women into the hostile vacuum
of space. For the adventures on which they were about to embark, astronauts, associates and
designers commemorated each mission by creating a unique insignia that the crew could wear
with pride on their spacesuits. Space Mission Art collects every one of these iconic designs, plus
sticker sheets, to celebrate the Mercury, Gemini, Apollo, Skylab and Space Shuttle programs.
They are presented in full colour and glorious detail alongside the stories behind their design.
There are also crew photos, mission facts and trivia that reveal the human face of space
exploration, capturing the comedy, tragedy, bravery and beauty of these extraordinary
adventures into the unknown.

AUTHOR:
Luke Wesley Price is a British graphic designer of over 20 years experience in branding,
advertising and imagery, who founded his own design agency in 2008. He has had a lifelong
passion for America's space history, from Project Mercury through to Gemini, Apollo, Skylab, and
beyond. He is the author of Space Shuttle: A Photographic Journey (Ammonite Press).
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The 2019 Cricket World Cup is commemorated in this unique collection of match reports and
articles from the pages of The Times.

The 2019 Cricket World Cup in England and Wales will forever be remembered for its final, which
is sure to go down as the greatest game ever played. England won their first ever World Cup
against New Zealand in front of their own fans at Lord's in the most dramatic fashion, and this
match, as well as every other 2019 Cricket World Cup contest, is featured in this unique collection
of articles and match reports from The Times' award-winning cricket journalists. Alongside these
are interviews with and features on the world's greatest players, whose extraordinary
performances made it an unforgettable summer of cricket. The Times on the 2019 Cricket World
Cup charts England cricket's incredible turnaround from near-failure to glory, and is the
must-have book to commemorate the side's finest achievement.

AUTHOR:
Richard Whitehead worked for The Times for 21 years after joining the newspaper in 1995. He
held senior roles in a number of departments, including obituaries and books, as well as spending
ten years on the sports desk. His previous archive book for The History Press was The Times on
the Ashes (2015). He is now an assistant editor on Wisden Cricketers' Almanack.

32 colour illustrations
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Remove the mystery around handguns with this simple, beginner's guide. When one is not
knowledgeable, the idea of shooting, or being around, a handgun can be frightening. Written for
the novice shooter, this guide focuses on the fundamentals needed to own and operate a
handgun. Using clear and concise language and illustrations, the authors break down step by step
how to handle and shoot a handgun. Learn the three simple rules to ensure safety at all times,
and what to look for when buying your first handgun. Understand how a handgun functions and
the different components of ammunition. Know the common problems that shooters experience
and how to fix them. Arm yourself for success and handle any handgun with confidence!

AUTHORS:
Gregory Wier is a biochemist who received his PhD in molecular biology and biochemistry at the
University of Pittsburgh in 2015. Since getting his degree, he has spent time teaching biology and
chemistry both online and in person. He has grown up around firearms, having considerable
experience shooting. He is the son of Stephen Wier, a retired high school biology teacher who
grew up shooting firearms. After retiring from teaching high school after 36 years, Stephen
began teaching introductory handgun classes and has since expanded to teaching a plethora of
topics, including rifle, shotgun, and reloading. He is an avid competitive shooter and collector of
military surplus firearms.
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Part of a series of exciting and luxurious Flame Tree Notebooks. Combining high-quality
production with magnificent fine art, the covers are printed on foil in five colours, embossed,
then foil stamped. And they're powerfully practical: a pocket at the back for receipts and scraps,
two bookmarks and a solid magnetic side flap. These are perfect for personal use and make a
dazzling gift. This example features Este Macleod's 'Three Starlings'. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  High-quality production makes a stunning gift. 
•  Ideal for personal use too. 
•  Practical features (well-spaced rules, pocket, closure). 
•  Two bookmark ribbons. 
•  Beautiful art. 
•  Printed on foil in 5 colours. 
•  Embossed, foil stamped, magnetic folds.
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Part of a series of exciting and luxurious Flame Tree Notebooks. Combining high-quality
production with magnificent fine art, the covers are printed on foil in five colours, embossed,
then foil stamped. And they're powerfully practical: a pocket at the back for receipts and scraps,
two bookmarks and a solid magnetic side flap. These are perfect for personal use and make a
dazzling gift. This example features Claude Monet's 'The Poplars'. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  High-quality production makes a stunning gift. 
•  Ideal for personal use too. 
•  Practical features (well-spaced rules, pocket, closure). 
•  Two bookmark ribbons. 
•  Beautiful art. 
•  Printed on foil in 5 colours. 
•  Embossed, foil stamped, magnetic folds.
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Part of a series of exciting and luxurious Flame Tree Notebooks. Combining high-quality
production with magnificent fine art, the covers are printed on foil in five colours, embossed,
then foil stamped. And they're powerfully practical: a pocket at the back for receipts and scraps,
two bookmarks and a solid magnetic side flap. These are perfect for personal use and make a
dazzling gift. This example features Vincent van Gogh's 'Starry Night'. 

SELLING POINTS:
•  High-quality production makes a stunning gift. 
•  Ideal for personal use too. 
•  Practical features (well-spaced rules, pocket, closure). 
•  Two bookmark ribbons. 
•  Beautiful art. 
•  Printed on foil in 5 colours. 
•  Embossed, foil stamped, magnetic folds.
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Part of a series of exciting and luxurious Flame Tree Notebooks. Combining high-quality
production with magnificent fine art, the covers are printed on foil in five colours, embossed,
then foil stamped. And they're powerfully practical: a pocket at the back for receipts and scraps,
two bookmarks and a solid magnetic side flap. These are perfect for personal use and make a
dazzling gift. This example features Chris Pendleton's 'Barn Owl'.

SELLING POINTS:
•  High-quality production makes a stunning gift. 
•  Ideal for personal use too. 
•  Practical features (well-spaced rules, pocket, closure). 
•  Two bookmark ribbons. 
•  Beautiful art. 
•  Printed on foil in 5 colours. 
•  Embossed, foil stamped, magnetic folds.
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Six full-colour postcards re-create popular works of the Impressionist movement: Vincent van
Gogh's Self Portrait with Bandaged Ear; Pierre-Auguste Renoir's Girls at the Piano; Alfred Sisley's
The Bridge at Villeneuve-la-Garenne; Claude Monet's Water Lilies and Japanese Bridge; Mary
Cassatt's Mother and Child Against a Green Background; and Edgar Degas' Before the Rehearsal.
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The greatest movie monsters, villains, and aliens live on in this collection of six full-colour
postcards of the original movie posters for 20th-century classics. Each card features an authentic
reproduction of the iconic art for Dracula (1931), Frankenstein (1931), The Invisible Man (1933),
King Kong (1933), The War of the Worlds (1953), and Godzilla (1956).
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From Henri Fabre's first successful take off from water and landing near Marseilles, to the
introduction of a hull rather than floats by American Glenn Curtiss, to the world-wide
development of huge, ocean-crossing flying boats on both sides of the Atlantic - the passenger
flying boat era continues to fascinate aviation enthusiasts and historians alike. Wartime necessity
for paved runways to support long-range, high flying land-planes and the faster movement of
airmail, overcame in peacetime the unique ability enjoyed by such craft to economically utilise
the natural waterways of the world, thus depriving passengers of the ability to enjoy the
panorama unfolding below in luxurious accommodation and ease. A sadly missed epoch of flight:
though related in clear and vivid detail by Leslie Dawson in his account of a pre-war Imperial
Airways flight from Southampton to South Africa. This extended pictorial edition of the author's
previous book Fabulous Flying Boats, A History Of The World's Passenger Flying Boats provides a
fast-moving journey from the first pioneers to the very last use of such craft in regions still
reliant on waterborne communication with the outside world. From the Americas and the United
Kingdom, to France, Germany and Italy, and on to Australia and New Zealand. Supported by
world-wide private, public and corporate images, the work boasts a comprehensive and
well-researched Appendix.

AUTHOR:
Leslie Dawson was born in Southgate London. An active member of No 85 (Southgate) Squadron
Air Training Corps, he first flew from Hendon, now home to the RAF Museum. A move to Dorset
precluded over thirty years as a private pilot, glider and motor gliding instructor, with chief flying
instructor status. He was also commissioned within the RAFVR(T). The success of his book Wings
Over Dorset, a 100 year aviation history of the county, secured a series of television and radio
interviews, begun with the BBC. A vice-president of Poole Flying Boats Celebration, his
enthusiasm attracts packed audiences. 
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This book examines in words and pictures the huge changes that have taken place in the last 50
years on the British railway network. We see how steam-age infrastructure has gradually given
way to a streamlined modern railway. The beginning of the period saw the final stages of the
Beeching cuts, with the closure of some rural branches and lesser-used stations. Since the 1980s
the tide has turned and numerous lines and stations have joined or rejoined the network. As for
freight, we see how the complex operations of the 20th century have been replaced by a far
smaller number of specialised terminals, while marshalling yards in the traditional sense have all
but disappeared. And the long process of updating our railway signalling has continued apace,
even though some semaphore gems have managed to survive into the 21st century.

AUTHOR:
Paul Shannon has been a keen follower of the railway scene since the early 1970s. Alongside his
career in education he developed particular interests in railway infrastructure and rail freight. He
has visited most parts of the railway network and photographed the lines, stations, depots,
yards, freight terminals and signalling that make it possible to run trains from A to B. He has
written many magazine articles and video scripts as well as compiling over 30 books on varied
railway topics. 

250 colour and b/w illustrations, maps, diagrams
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In Great Britain there existed a practice of naming steam railway locomotives. The names chosen
covered many and varied subjects. However, a large number of those represented direct links
with military personnel, regiments, squadrons, naval vessels, aircraft, battles and associated
historic events. This publication looks specifically at the relevant steam locomotives which came
into British Railway stock on 1 January 1948. Memorably, the London, Midland & Scottish Railway
named an express locomotive Patriot, as a memorial engine following on from a London & North
Western Railway (LNWR) tradition. That name was then applied to a complete class of
locomotives. In addition, a large number of the company s Jubilee class locomotives were given
names with a military connection, as were a small number of Black Five class engines. Famously
the majority of the much-admired Royal Scot class of engines carried names associated with the
military in general and regimental names in particular. The Stanier 8F class, often referred to as
The Engines of War were unnamed by the LMS. However, one of the class honoured the memory
of a Victoria Cross holder, whilst the locomotive was in the UK and under the ownership of the
War Department. Many of the nameplates were adorned with ornate crests and badges. Long
after the demise of mainline steam, rescued nameplates are still much sort after collectors items,
which when offered for sale command high prices. This generously illustrated publication
highlights the relevant steam locomotives at work around the railway network and explains the
origins and social history surrounding their military names.

AUTHOR:
Cheshire based Keith Langston is a widely published and highly respected photo journalist
specialising in railway and other transport related subjects. His interest and vast knowledge of all
things railway stem from being brought up in the North West of England as part of a railway
family. For more than 25 years he has operated as a contributor to heritage sector journals
whilst establishing himself as an accomplished author in his own right. 

150 colour and b/w illustrations
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This book in Pen & Sword's Gallery' series starts with a brief history of the Cambrian Railways'
early years, followed by a magnificent comprehensive set of early photographs of Cambrian
engines and Oswestry Works made available by the former Chairman of the Manchester
Locomotive Society and the National Library of Wales. A tour of the sumptuous scenery of mid
Wales follows - the trains in the landscape taken from Andrew Dyke's collection and a few so
expertly colourised' by him that most find it difficult to distinguish these from the many genuine
colour photographs, the Welsh countryside deserving the rich and varied hues. The book is jointly
authored by David Maidment and Paul Carpenter, the latter bringing the story of the Cambrian
up to date and persuading a number of former railwaymen who worked on the Cambrian system
to share their memories and experiences. The book finishes with a description to restore part of
the closed section of the line through the efforts of members of the Cambrian Heritage Railways.
The book has over 25,000 words of text, and more than 250 photographs, including over 40 in
colour.

AUTHORS:
David Maidment was a senior manager with British Railways, with widespread experience of
railway operating on the Western and London Midland Regions culminating in the role of Head of
Safety Policy for the BRB after the Clapham Junction train accident. He retired in 1996, was a
Principal Railway Safety Consultant with International Risk Management Services from 1996 to
2001 and founded the Railway Children charity (www.railwaychildren.co.uk) in 1995. He was
awarded the OBE for services to the rail industry in 1996 and is now a frequent speaker on both
the charity and his railway career and author of four novels, two non-fiction works on street
children and over ten books for Pen & Sword's locomotive portfolio series, the royalties from all
being donated to the charity. Paul Carpenter became a Chartered Engineer in 1978 and has
worked in the Public and Private Sectors before becoming an engineering consultant. He also
lectured to degree level for some ten years at technical colleges. He is passionate about railways
and is an active volunteer in the heritage sector. He led the Spa Valley Railway extension to
Eridge and is currently the Project Engineering Manager for the 4709 locomotive construction for
the Great Western Society. Paul became a Fellow of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers in
2009 and currently works for London Underground as a Lead Designer and Senior Project
Engineer. 

250 colour and b/w illustrations, maps
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This book provides an easy-to-follow practical guide to the maintenance, repair and modification
of the different types of suspension used in cars. With over 170 illustrations, including colour
photographs and diagrams, this practical book explains what suspension is and why it is needed;
it reviews the different types of suspension of available; it covers the key maintenance and
repairs that an owner can undertake, and finally, describes modifications in detail with
step-by-step photographs.

AUTHOR:
Julian Spender tuned his father's Victa 2-Stroke lawn mower when he was 10; he has been
obsessed by internal combustion ever since. At 17, a missed gear change and 12000rpm later he
rebuilt his first car engine. His passion for cars drove him to launch Balance Motorsport in 2004
and thenceforth he has become a specialist in car suspension.

170 colour illustrations and diagrams
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We think of the Stephensons and Brunel as the fathers of the railways, and their Liverpool and
Manchester and Great Western Railways as the prototypes of the modern systems. But who were
the railways' grandfathers and great grandfathers? For the rapid evolution of the railways after
1830 depended to a considerable degree upon the Stephensons, Brunel and their contemporaries
being able to draw upon centuries of experience of using and developing railways, and of
harnessing the power of steam? Giants the Stephensons and others may have been, but they
stood upon the shoulders of many other considerable - if lesser known - talents. This book is
their story.

AUTHOR:
Stuart Hylton has published 27 books on historical subjects, including three railway books, The
Grand Experiment (2007); What the Railways did for Us (shortlisted for the Ian Allan Railway
Book of the Year award 2015); and Steam Engines and Steam Railways: A young person's Guide
(2016). He is a member of the Education Team at the Great Western Society's Didcot Railway
Centre, and a volunteer at Reading Museum, giving talks and appearing on radio, and had a
regular local history column in the local newspaper. He lives in Berkshire. 

60 b/w illustrations
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An illustrated history of the legendary car brand from the Enzo Ferrari era to the present day.
The book features classic and current photographs of production models and prototypes and (in
the final section) accessories with cult appeal from the iconic Italian brand, including suitcases,
clothes and merchandising items.
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This is the tenth book by David Maidment in the Locomotive Portfolio' series and covers the large
number of designs from 1860 onwards of 0-6-0 saddle tanks built for both the Great Western
Railway and the independent railway companies in South Wales, most of which were converted to
pannier tanks in the Churchward and Collett eras as they were reboilered with raised Belpaire
fireboxes between the early 1900s and the late 1920s. As well as the Armstrong and Dean
engines, the book goes on to describe the design, construction and operation of the largest class
of steam engines built in the UK in the last century - Collett's familiar 57XX class, examples of
which were still being built after nationalisation. Collett also designed pannier tank engines for
branch passenger and freight work - the 54,64 & 74XX series, and Hawksworth continued the GW
tradition with a tapered boiler version, the 94XX, after the Second World War as well as the light
16XX and the outside cylinder Walschaerts valve geared 15XX. This is a very comprehensive book
covering so many classes, valuable for the modeller, and has over 400 photographs, over 50 in
colour.

AUTHOR:
David Maidment was a senior manager with British Railways, with widespread experience of
railway operating on the Western and London Midland Regions culminating in the role of Head of
Safety Policy for the BRB after the Clapham Junction train accident. He retired in 1996, was a
Principal Railway Safety Consultant with International Risk Management Services from 1996 to
2001 and founded the Railway Children charity (www.railwaychildren.co.uk) in 1995. He was
awarded the OBE for services to the rail industry in 1996 and is now a frequent speaker on both
the charity and his railway career and author of four novels, two non-fiction works on street
children and over ten books for Pen & Sword's locomotive portfolio series, the royalties from all
being donated to the charity. 

300 colour and b/w illustrations, weight diagrams
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The story of Gresley and his locomotives is a well-trodden path. But our view of his achievements
is a blinkered one because it fails to recognise all the other people who played a part in his work.
As the leading American aviation engineer Paul S Baker wrote in 1945 the day of one-man
engineering is long gone. You might as well print the organisation table of the engineering
department when trying to assign credit for a particular design'. To Gresley must go great credit
for many of the LNER's achievements, but those around him have faded into obscurity and are
now largely forgotten even though their contributions were immense. To redress this balance,
the author has explored the lives of Gresley and his team and sought to uncover a more
expansive picture of these events. This in no way diminishes Gresley's accomplishments, which
are immense by any standards, but builds a more authentic view of a dynamic period in railway
history. The book draws upon many sources of information, some of it previously unpublished.
This has helped present a fascinating picture of all that happened and all that was achieved,
often in the most difficult of circumstances, by a very gifted team of engineers and their
exceptional leader.

AUTHOR:
Tim Hillier-Graves was born in North London in 1951. On leaving university he served with the
Royal Navy seeing wide service on land and sea. For much of this time he specialised in weapons
development projects, specifically missiles and heavyweight torpedoes, and worked alongside
BAe, Marconi Space and Defence Systems and McDonnell Douglas in the process. In support of
this work he undertook prolonged periods of study and research at the Royal Naval College,
Greenwich, and the Royal Military College of Science, Shrivenham. Late in his career he changed
specialisms and focussed on Human Resource Management and outsourcing, then as an Assistant
Director took on responsibility of housing for military personnel. He retired in 2011 to concentrate
more fully on writing and has had a number of books and articles on the Navy, railway
engineering, aviation and military history published since the 1970s. All the royalties from his
books have been and will be donated to Cancer Research UK in memory of his many relatives
and friends who have succumbed to these illnesses. 

250 colour and b/w illustrations, weight diagrams
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The history of the Porsche 919 Hybrid.

Summer 2011 - The Porsche Executive Board decides to return to the Endurance World
Championship with a Class-1-prototype. The last overall victory at the 24 Hours of Le Mans dates
back to 1998 - and its radiance fades. From 2014, the success of the brand shall be fought for on
the legendary racetrack. A new technical regulation is the decisive factor: it provides for highly
efficient hybrid racing cars. The general conditions promise exactly the kind of engineering
challenge that Ferry Porsche believed would drive innovation. On a white sheet of paper, a racing
car is created like a spaceship.

In 2017, the Porsche 919 Hybrid will have three overall victories at Le Mans and six world
championship titles for manufacturers and drivers. More is not possible. Legendary is the story of
courageous inventors, world-class racers and the creation of a top team. This book not only looks
back on successes, it also deals with setbacks and dramas. Author Heike Hientzsch herself was
part of the LMP1 team. Profound and pointed, she takes the reader into the pits and behind the
scenes of the Porsche racing department in Weissach. Always in dialogue with racing drivers likes
Mark Webber or Timo Bernhard, developers and racing engineers.

The fact that the 919 Hybrid will now be housed in the Porsche Museum allows the publication of
this work, which has been researched in depth.

300 colour images
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The 904, full name Porsche 904 Carrera GTS, was in many ways a special model for Porsche.
Due to the unique design of Ferdinand Porsche, the sports car is affectionately called "Butzi's
masterpiece" and is still considered by many to be one of the most beautiful road racing cars. In
a record-breaking development period of six months, the Porsche 904 was implemented in 1963.
But not only that made this car a model in terms of innovation.

For homologation (the approval process) as a race car, about 100 units of the Porsche 904 were
registered as road vehicles and sold to private customers. The demand was so great that the car
soon became a highly exclusive rarity. The distinctive look that characterises the Porsche design
and the combination of technical innovations and low production costs did the rest to give the
Porsche 904 a cult status that continues today.

With text by Jurgen Lewandowski and photos by Stefan Bogner, two proven Porsche
connoisseurs.

Text in English and German.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Porsche 904 - a road race car with a cult following
•  Everything about the genesis and success story of the Carrera GTS, a coveted rarity among
Porsche fans
•  A monograph on a masterpiece of Porsche construction: steel box frame in combination with a
plastic body

138 colour images
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Porsche applied turbocharging to its racing cars in 1972 and, within a year, this technology had
crossed over into its production cars: the first road-going 911 Turbo was unveiled at the Frankfurt
Motor Show in 1973. Johnny Tipler tells the story of the air-cooled turbocharged 911s, starting
with the 934 and 935 race cars that fostered the Type 930 in 1974. the 930 accounted for over
21,000 vehicle sales before being replaced by the 964 Turbo in 1990, followed by the 993 Turbo
in 1995. With 300 colour photographs, many taken specially by renowned photographer Antony
Fraser this book also presents exclusive interviews with Klaus Ludwig, Jochen Mass and Nick
Heidfeld, as well as including full specification tables for each key model type. Foreword is by
Alois Ruf.

AUTHOR:
Johnny Tipler is a freelance motoring journalist, photographer, historian and author based in
north Norfolk, England. With over forty books published on a variety of motoring topics ranging
from racing cars and driver biographies to motorcycles and commercials, Johnny spends much of
his time covering races and rallies, road trips and topical issues, and interviewing racing
personalities for the international motoring media.

300 colour photographs
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The books give a history of the railway, coal mining and other industrial aspects of each Valley
that combine to make up the Tondu Valleys with detailed comments on the operation of the
railway, passenger and freight, and details of each colliery within the area and their place within
the South Wales coalfield. Details are provided on individual aspects of railway operation. Each
location is studied in detail with abundant photographs of railway and colliery activity. This is the
first time such a study of this area has been undertaken in such detail. The study of Porthcawl
traces its development from a dock to a seaside resort with supporting photographs of both
aspects. This volume will give the reader an ample knowledge of this important part of South
Wales as part of a series of books on the South Wales Valleys, to complement the two books on
the Western Valley already produced.

AUTHORS:
The book has been produced jointly by John Hodge and Stuart Davies. John Hodge is well known
for his series on the South Wales Main Line and North & West and for other books and articles on
South Wales and GWR railway matters.

Stuart Davies is a native of the Ogmore Valley and spent much of his formative years observing
the operations at Tondu depot and its associated railway environs.

370 colour and b/w illustrations, 4 maps
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When the Range Rover Sport was launched in 2005, it was aimed at a new group of customers
who in many cases would never have considered a Land Rover product before. These customers
wanted and could afford a luxurious vehicle that was expensive to run; but they also wanted a
very personalised vehicle that did not have the rather grand and conservative connotations of the
full-size Range Rover. Brasher and more glamorous than its older sibling, the Sport was soon
adopted by celebrities and others who expected to be noticed. Range Rover Sport - The
Complete Story is the first book devoted specifically to the first-generation Range Rover Sport. It
tells the story behind the development and launch of the vehicle; it explains the market reaction,
including contemporary press reviews; provides details of each model with technical specification
tables and colour and trip options; lists production figures and VIN identification and dating;
details prices and sales figures for the UK, USA and Canada and finally, includes a useful chapter
on buying and owning.

AUTHOR:
James Taylor has been writing professionally about road transport since the late 1970s, and his
interests embrace a wide range of older cars of all makes and nationalities, as well as classic
buses, lorries and military vehicles. James has written around 130 books in all, and among them
have been several definitive one-make or one-model motoring titles, including a number for
Crowood. 
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This well-researched book tells the fascinating story of the then-most-famous liner in the world –
the Mauretania. Built for the North Atlantic she was created to regain the fabled Blue Ribband
that had been taken from Great Britain by a rapidly expanding and imperially ambitious
Germany. Although she and her sistership, Lusitania did regain the Ribband, speed was only part
of the reason of why she had been constructed; rapid conversion into an Armed Merchant Cruiser
in time of war was a role never realised as, when war finally came, this Cunard liner became a
fast troopship and a hospital ship. After the Armistice 'The Grand Old Lady of the North Atlantic'
continued to astound, retaining the Blue Ribband for an amazing twenty-two years! David
Hutching re-examines this legendary ship.

AUTHOR:
David Hutchings' lifetime love of ships has shaped his life as a shipbuilder and writer. He has
written many successful books, including a Hayne's manual for the Titanic, and is a member of
The World Ship Society, the Ocean Liner Society, Solent Maritime Society, British Titanic Society,
and Titanic International. He has contributed to magazines and DVDs, and regularly lectures on
cruise ships. He lives in Lee-on-The Solent, Hampshire. 

37 colour and 106 b/w illustrations
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The author started taking photographs of steam locomotives and steam hauled trains on the
Southern in 1960 and continued until the end of steam in July 1967. The quality of most of the
very early photographs isn't good enough for reproduction but better cameras enabled improved
images to be obtained during the most prolific years of 1961 to 1963 which fortunately enabled
the last of the classic ex Southern Railway designs, such as the King Arthurs, Lord Nelson and
Schools classes to be captured for posterity. This book contains 150 black and white photographs
ranging across the Southern Region starting in the east and then moving gradually westwards to
include a few taken on the withered arm' in Devon and Cornwall. Most though are taken in the
areas just south and south west of London and include such once popular locations such as the
footpaths at South Croydon and Wimbledon. Trains such as the Bournemouth Belle and the
Schools class hauled 525 pm London Bridge to Reading and Lymington Pier boat trains are shown
to good effect. The vast majority of the photographs are previously unpublished and this book
will appeal to all Southern devotees.

AUTHOR:
The author was born in South London and developed a love of trains and steam locomotives
from an early age. Most of his career was spent in the transport industry, both public and private
sector, including owning and running his own bus company. He spent many hours covering the
end of Southern Steam and, following this chased down remaining steam in Europe but also
developing a serious interest in so called modern traction. Since retirement in 2008 he has
worked part time for a number of transport companies, writes a monthly column for a railway
magazine and has written a number of books.

150 illustrations
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There is a head-turning charm about heritage transport. And where better to showcase such
preserved delights than glorious Devon? This book is an affectionate endeavour to celebrate a
bygone era. One kept vividly alive, and on the road, by the dedication of owner enthusiasts. Here
buses visit the county's spectacular coastlines, climb towards rugged Dartmoor tors, and pass
through picturesque towns and rolling countryside. In more than 200 images the author, Roger
Malone, has set out to portray the vehicles in surroundings that are sympathetic to the subject,
and which often seem timeless. As well as depicting a fascinating array of heritage public
transport, his photographs convey much of the county's superlative scenery - a delight enjoyed
by both Devonians and visitors alike. And so we roam from a magical, rain-shiny running night at
Exeter to high summer on Plymouth Hoe; from a climb over the high moors to Princetown, to the
genteel Regency resort of Sidmouth. Throughout the book old companies will revive old
memories. Royal Blue, Grey Cars, Devon General, Western National - all seen across diverse
locations from North Devon to the south coast as we journey on this colourful trip into the past.

AUTHOR:
Roger Malone is a Devon-based feature writer, columnist and drama critic. Subjects range from
personality interviews to antiques and heritage transport. Roger frequently illustrates his own
features, and it was while covering the Kingsbridge Vintage Bus Running Day that he first became
captivated by the charm and photographic potential of these vehicles. As a result he pursued
them above and beyond the call of journalistic duty. Which was fortunate as it led to this book.
Roger has previously published three colour albums on steam railways. 

200 colour illustrations
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KLM Royal Dutch Airlines marks its 100th anniversary in 2019. This is a unique milestone in
aviation history The book, which offers an analysis of KLM's many ups and downs, is richly
illustrated with photos, aviation-related memorabilia and objects that tell a story. This is the
official centenary publication for aviation aficionados and everyone else who harbors warm
feelings for KLM Royal Dutch Airlines. KLM is the world's oldest airline still operating under its
original name. Today, with a workforce of 30,000 people, KLM transports 30 million passengers a
year. 2019 marks its 100th anniversary. This is a unique milestone in aviation history. But how
exactly did the national pride of the Netherlands manage to survive for ten decades? This
question and many more are answered in five themed chapters, in which text and images
transport readers through 100 years of KLM history. What began with a single route, developed
into a global network, but how exactly was this developed? How does a company take on its
rivals in an unpredictable economic environment? And how do you keep convincing people to fly
KLM? Over the past 100 years, KLM evolved into a dynamic multinational; a major player in the
global air transport industry.

AUTHORS:
Bram Bouwens is a researcher and socio-economic historian at the University of Utrecht. Frido
Ogier studied Dutch language and literature and is a senior editor at KLM.
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From 'Cowtown' to the biggest town in Ohio, Columbus has always been an incubator for new
ideas and products. There's always something to do and something for everyone, whether
attending one of the many professional and amateur sporting events; experiencing fine dining or
experimenting with exotic cuisine; or participating in the city's vivid, nonstop arts and cultural
scene. A hidden gem that stands on its own, Columbus keeps people coming back for more.

AUTHOR:
A native of Ohio and (almost) lifelong resident of Columbus, Sandra Gurvis
(www.sandragurvis.com) is the author of 16 commercially published books and hundreds of
magazine articles. Many of her titles centre around Ohio and Columbus.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The ultimate insider's guide to Columbus
•  Features interesting and unusual places not found in traditional travel guides
•  Part of the international 111 Places/111 Shops series with over 250 titles and 1.5 million copies
in print worldwide
•  Appeals to both the local market (2 million people call Columbus home) and the tourist market
(219 million visits to Ohio every year!)
•  Fully illustrated with 111 full-page colour photographs
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Poole: home to the second largest natural harbour in the world, award-winning sandy beaches,
tons of pottery and Ryvita crispbreads. Well, yes - but what else? Loads, as it happens. Poole and
its surrounding areas are fit to burst with places to explore, uncover and enjoy. Whether you're a
visitor or a local and want to discover where writer H.G. Wells' ashes are scattered, a ghost
village that hasn't been inhabited since World War II, a pub chock-full of fossils, the UK's smallest
cinema, a 400-tonne rock lobbed by the devil, the location for one of Coldplay's music videos, the
best place to buy Sherbet Pips, or a very punctual miniature soldier, this guide will point them
out, whisper some fun facts and little-known local knowledge in your ear and hopefully leave you
raising your eyebrows and saying, 'Well, I never ...'

AUTHOR:
Katherine Bebo is a professional freelance writer and editor. Her career has taken her to London,
Dubai and Denver in the USA - but now she's back home where her heart is: Poole. She has had
a handful of books published - on topics ranging from films to fitness, cocktails to outer space -
plus many features for well-known publications and websites such as Cosmopolitan, Real Travel
and TheCulinaryGuide.co.uk.

SELLING POINTS:
•  The ultimate insider's guide to Poole
•  Features interesting and unusual places not found in traditional travel guides
•  Part of the international 111 Places/111 Shops series with over 250 titles and 1.5 million copies
in print worldwide
•  Appeals to both the local market (more than 151,000 people call Poole home) and the tourist
market (more than 10 million people visit Poole every year!)
•  Fully illustrated with 111 full-page colour photographs
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Rome's architectural remains date as far back as the city's founding in the 8th century BCE. The
primitive settlement that began on the Palatine Hill grew over the next thousand years to the
caput mundi the capital of the world the largest, most powerful presence in the ancient Western
world. Along the way, Rome's architectural styles, whether developed organically or appropriated
from the cultures it subjugated and absorbed, were physical evidence of the politics, propaganda
and pragmatism of the times. Written for readers passionate about Rome and how its
architecture is inimitably linked to the city's history, An Architecture Lover's Guide to Rome is the
armchair architect's tour of the Eternal City. It provides a timeline that begins with the founding
of Rome and documents its significant architectural monuments and styles through the millennia,
with photos, maps and practical information for visiting.

AUTHOR:
Elizabeth Heath is a US-born writer and editor based in central Italy. She is the author of several
Rome guidebooks and is an avid traveler and travel journalist. Ms. Heath has degrees in Fine Art
and Humanities, and completed doctoral studies in Anthropology and Archaeology, with an
emphasis on the interpretation of archaeological sites in Italy. 

80 colour illustrations
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Bradt's Ladakh, Jammu and Kashmir remains the only standalone guide in English available to
this stunning region of mountain wilderness and lush valleys. Although Ladakh is becoming an
ever more popular destination, Zanskar, the Kashmir Valley and Jammu are still off the beaten
path and full of wonders waiting to be discovered. This book is the ideal companion to these
contrasting and spellbinding regions whether you want to white-water raft on the Indus, travel in
a jeep along nerve- wracking mountain roads, relax on a houseboat, explore Buddhist culture in
tucked away Ladakhi monasteries or hike over the high passes.

Fully updated, this new edition includes chapters on background and practical information and a
dedicated chapter on trekking, with nine easy-to-follow chapters covering the whole area,
including Leh, The Suru Valley and Zanskar, Srinagar and Gulmarg, The Kashmir Valley and
Jammu amongst others. New for this edition are additional trekking information and trekking
maps, plus new travel routes.

Ladakh, Zanskar and the Kashmir Valley have long astounded visitors with their epic Himalayan
beauty. Marvel at the views from the roof of the world at the breathless Khardung La mountain
pass, stroll through Eden-like Shalimar gardens, trek remote mountain trails through Ladakh and
Zanskar, take a shikara ride across the lotus bedecked lakes of Srinagar and join the Buddhist
monks at Thiksey Monastery for early morning prayers by candlelight. Other highlights include,
the Buddhas of Kargil, the Mughal Road, Mubarak Mandi and the houseboats of Srinagar.
Whatever your interest, Bradt's Ladakh, Jammu and Kashmir is an indispensable guide.
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Bradt's Uganda has for many years been considered the go-to source of information for
travellers heading to or interested in this extraordinary country. This new ninth edition of the
most comprehensive guide available has been fully updated by Philip Briggs, arguably the world's
most experienced guidebook writer and certainly the most experienced writer on Africa, and also
includes a new full-colour wildlife section with over 100 colour photographs.

Mountain gorilla tracking is Uganda´s most popular activity and this new edition provides
expanded coverage of gorilla tracking options, describing the gorilla groups, their locations - in
short, everything anyone who dreams of encountering these remarkable primates needs to
know.
Accommodation listings and descriptions have also been completely revised taking account of the
rapid increase in choice of places to stay, with a more critical appraisal of the best options in
every price bracket - upmarket, midrange, budget and shoestring - being provided.

Bradt's Uganda includes the most detailed maps of the country, created from scratch using GPS
by the author, and this new edition also offers increased coverage of Karamoja and the
northeast, a major growth area for tourism.

Uganda boasts the most biodiverse - and arguably the most exciting - safari circuit in Africa, from
the lush montane forests of Bwindi which protect the world's largest remaining population of
mountain gorillas, to the tree-climbing lions of Queen Elizabeth National Park. Whether visiting on
safari, for birdwatching, white-water rafting on the Nile, or for trekking some of Africa's highest
mountains, Bradt's Uganda is the essential guide.

AUTHOR:
African travel specialist Philip Briggs has been exploring the highways, byways and backwaters of
the world's most challenging and exciting continent since 1986, when he spent several months
backpacking on a shoestring from Nairobi to Cape Town. In 1991, he wrote the Bradt Guide to
South Africa, the first such guidebook to be published internationally after the release of Nelson
Mandela.
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Written and updated by expert authors who have extensive experience of living and working in
Central Asia, this new, fully updated third edition of Bradt's Uzbekistan remains the definitive and
only standalone practical travel guide to this increasingly liberal destination - central Asia's most
populous country and the heart of the Silk Road. Offering more detail for independent travellers
than any other guidebook, it includes first-hand descriptions of everything from UNESCO world
heritage sites and the world's best collection of Russian avant-garde art, to riding across deserts
by camel and cooking plov.

The quintessential Silk Route destination, Uzbekistan is opening up to tourism, easing visa
regulations, encouraging family-owned guesthouses, building new railways (including a tunnel to
the Fergana Valley) and introducing high-speed trains. With the passing of the post-Soviet
strongman Islam Karimov and the election of a more reformist leader, there is an air of change
about the country.

This new edition includes expanded coverage of hiking, details of new entertainment such as the
sound and light show in the Registan in Samarkand, and lots of new practical information,
ranging from the increasing availability of ATMs to efforts to develop tourism, visa requirements,
availability of SIM cards, haggling for taxis, access to museums and booking accommodation.
New maps have also been added and existing maps revised and expanded as appropriate.

Whether you're interested in culture, trekking, historical sites, archaeology and architecture,
seeing endless deserts or the majestic mountainscapes of the Tien Shan range, or simply
fascinated by the golden road to Samarkand and the equally famous Silk Road cities of Bukhara
and Khiva, Bradt's Uzbekistan is the ideal companion.
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The new, fourth edition of Bradt's Zimbabwe remains the most authoritative guide available to
one of southern Africa's premier wildlife and cultural destinations. Zimbabwe-based author, tour
guide and archeologist Paul Hubbard picks up the mantle of this new edition, ensuring that it
remains bang up to date and an ideal companion for everyone from wildlife enthusiasts and
birdwatchers to adventure seekers and hikers. All the most recent developments in the
rejuvenation of Zimbabwe's national parks are covered, with in-depth information on facilities,
advice on itinerary planning as well as how to select a safari. Also included is a range of clear,
comprehensive maps that is unique to this guide, with many not being featured in other
publications. With increased business confidence in Zimbabwe, scores of new hotels and guest
lodges have opened countrywide. Comprehensive and detailed accommodation listings cover
everything from luxury safari camps to budget stays for younger travellers who arrive overland,
heading for the fast flowing waters of the Zambezi gorge, plus details of en-route
accommodation not found in other guides.

Recent years have brought significant change to Zimbabwe, notably with the fall of Robert
Mugabe, resulting in increased investment and development in the tourism sector. Bradt's
Zimbabwe is an invaluable aid for independent travellers as well as those on an organized tour.
Many activities and off-the-beaten-track attractions countrywide are featured, plus historical and
cultural sights such as the World Heritage-listed stone-built cities of Great Zimbabwe and Khami.
Iconic Victoria Falls is also covered, and the development of its major new 'theme park',
Santonga, plus the mighty Zambezi River - perfect for adventure holidays - and the country's
impressive range of birdlife which continues to draw enthusiasts year-round. 
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The Curves series encapsulates the joy of the open road through Stefan Bogner's masterful
photography, showcasing the full magnificence of the landscape. This new addition to the series
covers the most scenic driving routes between Denver and San Francisco, including Pikes Peak,
Aspen, Durango, Monument Valley, Bryce Canyon, Lake Tahoe and 14 others.

Curves is also a useful travel guide, offering tips for restaurants and hotels along the route.

Text in English and German.

Also available:
Curves: California ISBN 9783667104120

AUTHOR:
Stefan Bogner is a writer, photographer, the co-founder of the Munich Design Agency fpm - and
a passionate Porsche driver. With his stunning photos of curves, hairpins and serpentines, he has
captured the magnificence of Alpine passes, island roads, coastal routes and much more.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Showcases spectacular photographs and landscapes, from Denver to San Francisco
•  Offers tips on restaurants, hotels and sights to see along the way

220 colour images
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After his last book Escapes, Stefan Bogner returns to the Alps again with this beautifully
illustrated book. This time he not only photographed particular routes, but he looked for the ideal
tour through the Alps: 3 countries, 14 passes - the perfect little escape for 4 days.

Different from Bogner's photographs in Escapes or Curves where Bogner presents dreamlike
empty streets, Porsche Drive focuses on the journey in Porsche models like Porsche 906, Porsche
911, Porsche 918 and more. Stefan Bogner also drives his own Porsche 911 1970 ST.

In addition to Bogner's amazing photographs, Porsche Drive offers information on each route and
height profile, allowing the reader to follow itinerary.

Text in English and German.

SELLING POINT:
•  Stefan Bogner's most personal book to date, charting the ideal tour through the alps - three
countries and fourteen passes over four days

250 colour images
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Open the car door, get in, drive off. And drive on. And on, and explore the world. Who doesn't
dream of such an adventure? Mr & Mrs T have lived it, giving up everything to start a new
sustainable life on the road in their Tesla.

Sustainability, climate protection, saving resources: we hear these concepts every day. So, too,
do we hear of those free spirits who quit their regular day-to-day lives, leave everything behind
and set off to explore the world. Mr & Mrs T show us just how to combine such personal freedom
with a sustainable planet: electromobility. In 2016, the pair bought an electric car. Two years
later, they quit their jobs, closed the door on their apartment, said goodbye to their family and
friends and embarked on an electric driving adventure around the world. They are still travelling
today, sharing their impressions and tips on their popular website.

The #recharge edition presents the best of the couple's eco adventures through Europe. With an
informative section on e-mobility and charging technology, as well as route planning and
accommodation recommendations, it is a fantastic guide for anyone looking into sustainable
travel in Europe. E-mobility is here and with a new kind of sustainable tourism that's as good for
the natural world we admire, as it is for us.

AUTHORS:
Ralf Schwesinger and Nicole Wanner had good positions with renowned Swiss companies, but the
purchase of a Tesla completely changed their lives. The opportunity to experience the world on
electric wheels combined with their spirit of adventure led the couple to embark on an e-mobility
world tour, crafting a unique sustainable travel guide along the way. The couple visit each
documented hotel themselves, for authentic firsthand recommendations.

SELLING POINTS:
•  A comprehensive e-vehicle travel guide to Europe
•  Featuring the best routes, the most beautiful hotels and insider tips
•  With information on e-mobility and charging technology

350 colour and b/w photographs
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Explore over 500 of the most magical, extraordinary and lesser known woods and forests in
England, Scotland and Wales with this unique, practical and fully illustrated book. Featuring
stunning photography and lively travel writing, it is divided into easy-to-navigate geographical
sections - Southwest, South and East, Wales and Borders, Central and North, and Scotland - and
covers everything from the best campsites, bothies and quirky accommodation through to wild
swimming, walking trails, types of woodland and forest, cycling routes, waterfalls, horse riding,
canoeing, wildflowers and wildlife, dark skies and star-gazing, foraging, lost ruins and sacred,
mystical and haunted sites.
Wild Woods reveals life-affirming ways to connect with wild places through adventure and is the
perfect book for both families and wilderness lovers seeking new experiences well off the beaten
track. Also included is a series of 'Best for.' recommendations, from 'Best for Big Mammals' to
'Best for Deep Forest Experiences', as well as Waterfalls and Canoe Adventures, Caves and
Canyons, and Bikepacking amongst others. High quality photography illustrates a selection of
sites and a double-page featured adventure with full directions and a map is included at the end
of each area.

With Bradt's Wild Woods visit historic forests such as Epping, Sherwood and the New Forest and
literary forests such as Shakespeare's Forest of Arden. Discover ancient and notable trees,
healing springs and hidden castles and lose yourself in Britain's largest, wildest, and most ancient
woods and forests. Detailed, user-friendly instructions help to create wild weekend escapes and
you can also learn about 'lost beasts' - megafauna such as wolves - no longer present and the
evolution of ancient woodland. The legacy of royal forests and private chases is also covered.
Whatever your interest in Britain's woods and forests, Bradt's Wild Woods is the ideal guide and
companion.

AUTHORS:
Alvin Nicholas has a passion for wild places. His latest and most ambitious book to date leads you
well off the beaten track to explore hidden secrets within woods and forests. A protected area
specialist, avid traveller and writer, Alvin spent several months researching forest elephants on
the Kenya-Uganda border. He's been shot at by rebels in Burundi, led safaris in South Africa and
even had a spell as ranger on Hampstead Heath. He now lives with his young family in his native
South Wales. In addition to managing upland nature conservation projects he spent two years
biking, hiking and bivvying amidst Britain's wildest woods.
Martin Cray has been involved with the wild world for over 20 years filming and photographing
everything from Himalayan adventures to the wonders of nature in our own back yard. He is a
frequent contributor to BBC's The One Show and a host of films produced by the BBC's Natural
History Unit.
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"When one is tired of London, one is tired of life." - Samuel Johnson

London has long been a centre of the literary world. From Shakespeare to Amis, Byron to Blake,
Plath, Thomas, Christie and Rowling; many of the greatest names in literature have made this
metropolis their home.

Writers' London guides the reader through homes, bookshops, pubs and cemeteries, in search of
where literary greats loved and lost, drank and died. Discover the Islington building where Joe
Orton was murdered by his lover, the Soho pub where Dylan Thomas left his manuscript, the
Chelsea hotel where Oscar Wilde was arrested, and the Bank of England where Kenneth Graham
was shot at (and missed) three times. Gathering hundreds of famous and less-well-known
anecdotes, this meticulously researched volume will entertain any lover of literature.

Also in the series:
Vinyl London ISBN 9781788840156
Rock 'n' Roll London ISBN 9781788840163
Art London ISBN 9781788840385
London Peculiars ISBN 9781851499182

AUTHORS:
Based first in New York and now in London, Carrie Kania has a long history in the publishing
industry. She lives with her husband Ash, their dog Foxy and a lot of books in Soho. When Alan
Oliver is not reading, he can be found creating bespoke handwoven rugs. He lives in South
London with his dog Delilah and a lot of looms.

SELLING POINTS:
•  Explore the city that inspired some of the greatest writers in history
•  Discover the contemporary writers still making London a literary capital today
•  The perfect gift for anglophiles, bibliophiles, and wanderers
•  Part of a new series exploring London culture, joined by Vinyl London, Rock 'n' Roll London, Art
London and London Peculiars
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